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Worldwide Butterflies www.wwb.co.uk

Better than traditional egg

boxes, moths prefer the new
I reticulated foam moth
• shelters and cone.

The Moonlander turns the

principle of moth trapping

upside down! Moths enter

from the bottom and cannot

escape through the top.

Works as sheet and trap
> combined.

No escape through the top

The Moonlander is now
available without electrics,

I or with Battery, Mains

or BOTH.
See the options on

www.wwb.co.uk

Both trap and light are total innovations by Robert Goodde
They are tried and tested in Europe and the tropics.

In good conditions the results are spectacular.

The new Goodden Light

12v for use in remote areas

By studying the light output from MV, Robert

Now Goodden has developed this sophisticated

available portable unit with aspects in common with MV,

alone or using so little power that it runs all night on a

with the 7.5Ah battery. It attracts insects much better

Moonlander than actinic lights, even powerful ones requiring

Moth Trap heavy batteries. Rainproof and safe. An in-line

photoswitch puts the light on and off

automatically. With this switch the unit can be
Moonlander used vertically or horizontally in any moth trap.

Moth trap See www.wwb.co.uk for prices and more.

Folds totally flat and is

contained in a

convenient slim

shoulder bag.

Very lightweight

Worldwide Butterflies website offers Livestock and Equipment for

breeding and study. Specimens for specialist collectors will be added as

available. The system enables you to see exactly what is currently available as

the season changes. From time to time there are special Sale Offers of

equipment, books, livestock and specimens - an ever changing situation.

WWW.WWb.CO.uk Add it to your Favorites - check it regularly



ATROPOS ANTIQUES*

PURVEYORS OF
FINE CPU.ECTOR’S CABINETS

Many ofyou will have met us at the AES
London Fair where we regularly show

entomological cabinets for sale

• We are specialist dealers in fine collector’s cabinets.

• We can offer a choice of at least 30 cabinets, varying in purpose,

construction, quality and price.

• We can supply both restored and un-restored cabinets and will

undertake to restore and paper cabinets for clients.

• We are always interested in the purchase or exchange of cabinets,

with or without a collection.

• Callers to our showrooms are always welcome by appointment.

• We offer a specialist collection and delivery service throughout the UK
and have full expertise in the safe transportation of cabinets and
collections.

George Morgan

97, West Street, Hartland, N. Devon EX39 6BQ
T: 01237-441205/984 M: 07973 302190

E-mail: george@atropos.wanadoo.co.uk

* We arc an independcnl dealership of 30 years standing and have no association with any similarly named btisiness.



£14.99 (inc. UK p&p)
£16.99 (overseas)

Rearing
Stick and Leaf

Insects
by Ronald N. Baxter

Fifty species described in detail: how to care for eggs prior to

hatching, caring for small and large nymphs and adults. Including

information on distribution,

descriptions, egg and egg laying, list

of foodplants and general rearing

requirements.

112 superb colour photographs

and 12 stunning plates of 146

illustrations of Phasmid eggs, of a

quality never before published.

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW FROM

Cravitz Printing Company Limited

1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4TA.

Tel: (01277) 224610 • Fax: (01277) 262815 • E-mail: CravitzPrinting@btconnect.com

aurelianbooks.co.uk
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new website now launched

The Best FOR NEW AND OLD BOOKS
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British Lepidoptera

And we still do catalogues!
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Contact David Dunbar at

Aurelian Books

31 Llanvanor Road, London, NW2 2AR, UK
020 8455 9612 0777 1 76 1050

44 20 8455 9612

Books about butterflies, moths, dragonflies,

beetles and other insects
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Do you want to cuddle a Cockroach, stroke a Stick Insect or hug a Harvestman?

The AES Bug Club is for young people or the “young at heart” who find insects

and other creepy crawlies interesting and even fascinating.

As the junior section of the AES we are devoted to promoting invertebrates to

the younger generation who, afterall, will be the entomologists of tomorrow!

You can help us in a number of ways, for example: by joining the Bug Club

yourself, getting someone else to join the Bug Club, promoting the Bug Club

and AES to your local school/Scout or Guide Group etc, running a Bug Club

event or writing an article for our exciting newsletter. If you can do anything to

help then please write to us: AES Bug Club, PO Box 8774, London, SW7 5ZG.

Membership details can be found in the front of this Bulletin.

Bulletin Cover

Bulletin
of tho Amateur Entomologists' Society

Voluine 67 • Number 476 February 2008

ISSN 026«>-H.)6X Editor»: Of R SVilkinv & M. Houuh

This month's cover picture is of the

Neuropteran Ascalaphus macaronius,

sometimes referred to as an Owlfly,

commonly found in Cyprus. Three other

species, one common and two rare, are

known from the island.

Photo: Eddie John

Butterfly Recording Scheme for Cyprus
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AGM and Members' Day - 2008

"Insects and the future of the world - our role"

A joint event with the Members of the Natural History Museum

Saturday, 26th April, 2008

in the Flett Events Theatre and Foyer, National History Museum,

Cromwell Road, South Kensington, London SW7 5BD

(Nearest Tube: South Kensington. Use the Museum entrance in Exhibition Road)

AGENDA
Main theatre

12:30 pm AES Members meet up and collect their programme

12:40 pm AES AGM (All AES & Bug Club Members to attend)

Six Council places (each for a term of three years) become vacant by rotation and

most Society Officers are re-elected annually. Nominations are invited from

members (with seconders, and written consent of the nominee) for these posts.

1 :00 pm Sign up for behind-the-scenes tours

1 :05 pm Are termites really cockroaches? (Or, taxonomy and the future of the world).

Dr Paul Eggerton, Natural History Museum, London

1 :35 pm What butterflies and moths are telling us about the future of the world.

Zoe Randle, Butterfly Conservation

2:05 pm Behind-the-scenes tours (45 mins each)

2:50 pm Museums and the future of the world. Darren Mann, Oxford University Museum of

Natural History.

3:20 pm Inaugural Tesch Lecture and AES Presidential Address: Natural History and the

future of the world. Professor Mike Majerus, Cambridge University

3:50 pm Behind-the-scenes tours (45 mins each)

In the event of high demand the tours will each be run twice (12-15 people each time).

Foyer

Refreshments stand — AES Membership Table — AES Literature Table

AES Members’ & Live Insects table — AES Conservation Table

Microscopy workshop— AES Members’ exhibits

Crafty Corner (insect related craft activities)

Display of entomological equipment from the Simpson Collection

NHM Table — Affiliates Table (Moths Count & National Insect Week)
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Data Protection Act

from the Registrar

In order to fulfil the requirements of this act I must advise members
annually of the details held on the computer database and the use

made of them.

Currently the information we hold comprises name, address,

telephone number, email address, date of birth, entomological interests,

payments made and membership category. Additional information is

held regarding mailing details, correspondence, invoices, receipts etc. If

any member objects to these details being held, would they please get

in touch with me?

The information is used for the following purposes:

1. To prepare mailing labels for the Bulletin and Bug Club Magazine,

and also labels for other mailings and correspondence as required.

2. For the preparation of statistics for use by the Council.

3. The publication of Membership Lists. These will only include

details of name, address, interests, and, in the case of Junior

Members, the Membership Class. Please note that telephone
numbers and e-mail addresses are ONLY passed on to Council and
Committee members when a specific request is made. Such details

are not passed to other members. Individual members may request

specific lists, such as names and addresses of members in a specific

area, with or without interests included. A minimum charge of

±1.50 is made to cover the additional costs of stationery and
postage involved.

Please note that:

1. I am unable to give out member details over the telephone.

2. I never divulge phone numbers without the individual member’s
specific permission, except to Council members for use on Society

business.

3. I do not give member details to non-members without the

individual member’s specific permission.

Membership List - I am happy to produce one, and it would be easy

to do so. However, there are constraints upon it and these come from
two sources:

1. Production costs - it would cost well over ±2,000.00 to produce and
the Society does not have that level of funds to spare.
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2. Data Protection legislation means that every member must give

their written consent before their details may be included in a

published list available for purchase by non-members. As far as I

am able to ascertain, this does not apply to a list circulated only to

members as part of their membership package. Please note that

this need for written consent applies only to a published list

offered for sale; not a private list requested by an individual

member nor a lists restricted to circulation to members only. I do
not produce any electronic lists (except PDF files).

I do produce a photocopy list, as an A5 booklet, for use by Council

Members only, every two or three years. The majority of these are

destroyed when a new one is produced; two or three are kept for

reference and archive purposes only. The actual production is easy,

apart from cost and any legal requirements.

A published list would include an alphabetical list of names,
addresses and up to three interest categories (space prevents the

inclusion of more). It would also include a list of members’ names
under specific interests, and members’ names in individual countries

and UK counties. (It is for the latter reason that the county name is

always included in the address, despite it not being essential in most

cases, though it may be “stripped off” when producing mailing labels).

The restriction to only three named interests is to make the interest lists

manageable, since these will help members communicate with others of

similar main interest areas. I must emphasise that the ONLY reasons a

list has not been produced in the past have been cost and now certain

aspects of Data Protection legislation.

Change of Address - the mailing labels are produced a month in

advance in order to notify the printer as to the number of each

publication that needs to be printed and to allow sufficient time for the

envelopes to be prepared. This is a more tedious task than previously

because there are at least three different categories of mailing - Bulletin

alone. Bulletin plus Bug Club Magazine together (for family

membership), and Bug Club Magazme alone. These are further

separated into Overseas and UK destinations. If I am notified of the

change of address AFTER the mailing labels are produced, then the

mailing will go to the previous address. There is no way of preventing

this. It also means that, if a redirected envelope is used to notify change

of address, by the time I receive it via the PO Box, which can take up

to four weeks or even more, the next mailing label may have been

produced for the previous address as well! It is therefore in members’

interests to notify me as to the new address, and the date for which it
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becomes effective, as soon as possible after the details are known.

Members may notify me directly to my home address, if they wish -

Nick Holford, 8 Ruddle Way, LANGHAM Rutland, LE15 7NZ (Tel. 01572

723532). I can also be contacted by email (registrar@amentsoc.org). In

notifying change of address, please be certain to include your

membership number, which is printed after your name on the mailing

label and/or your original address. This makes finding your record

much easier and accurate, particularly when people have the same

surname and first name or initials - this does happen! I am also trying

to make communications more personal by using first names. This is

already done in most cases. Please tr>' to remember to write it onto the

renewal slip before sending it in.

When paying by cheque, if the member’s family name is different

from that on the cheque, please write the member’s name on the back,

as this helps considerably when checking that payments have been

entered correctly. It would be helpful if the membership number was

written on the back as a matter of course. PLEASE DO NOT STAPLE

CHEQUES TO THE EORM, these require a considerable amount of time

to remove, and when dealing with about 1400 cheques in the space of

two months, any saved time is a great boon! At certain times of year it

can take an hour or more just to open and sort the post each day,

before actually processing it. Thank you for your assistance over this.

Einally, if your Bulletin or Bug Club Magazine does not arrive, please

let me know. If a Bulleti?i or Bug Club Magazine is returned by the

post office as undelivered, a block is placed upon further mailings until

the matter is resolved. This is to prevent returned mailings causing

annoyance to the new occupants, wasted expenditure and unnecessary

work.

Nick Holford, Registrar
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Kempton Exhibition 2007 — Exhibition Report

Collated and edited by Nick Holford, AES Registrar

There were 26 exhibits, covering about 27 metres of table space.
Reports for many exhibits were received, and these are printed below.
Sadly several exhibitors did not produce reports, despite the written

request. There was quite a wide variety of exhibits and I hope this will

encourage all members to produce exhibits, however small or large, for

future Kempton exhibitions. Each exhibit is of value because each one
is individual.

Valuable cash prizes are awarded at the Exhibition for the exhibitors.

The judges are looking for quality and originality, as well as

presentation. Personal observations are particularly important.

Prizewinners, Kempton 2007

Henry Berman (5573)

David Oram (7127)

Kevin Chuter (6212)

Theo Tamblyn
(BC, aged 10)(12075)

David May
(BC, aged 8)(12140)

Eirst Prize in the Bradford Award 2007

Highly Commended in the Bradford Award 2007

Highly Commended in the Bradford Award 2007

Eirst Prize in the Ansorge Award 2007

Runner up in the Ansorge Award 2007

The Bradford award is for £100.00 and on this occasion the judges

decided to give two further prizes, one of £60.00 and the other of

£40.00, because they felt that the standard of the exhibits was so high.

The prizes were given in cash and certificates, signed by the President,

were sent later.

The Ansorge award is for £60.00. On this occasion the judges decided to

give a mnner-Lip prize of £40.00. As with the Bradford Award, the prizes

are given in cash; and ceitificates, signed by the President, are sent later.

Exhibit Reports

Peter Baker, 9086

Lepidoptera from the east coast of the United States

My exhibit this year shows some of the Lepidoptera that can be found on

the east coast of the United States. The majority are from the state of New
Jersey with a few from further south as far as Florida. All these were

found as imagines or earlier stages in the daytime. Going out at night with

lights would not be the safest occupation in the States and I never did it.
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It is interesting to note that some species have an obvious affinity

with insects on this side of the Atlantic, whilst others are quite

obviously different from anything this side of the water.

These species are all more or less frequently seen during the course

of daytime fieldwork and I offer a few comments on certain specimens

as below. Incidentally, if anybody can offer help with the identification

of unlabelled items, I will be very grateful to hear from them.

Actias luna. This insect causes great excitement among the local

populace when seen sitting, often in large numbers, on motel walls

and other spots influenced by lighting the previous night. A female -

fairly frequent at light - will produce large numbers of ova which are

easy and great fun to rear. The pabulum I used was black gum
(Liquidambar), hickory and persimmona. All of which can be found

throughout New Jersey.

Hemileuca maia. Nests of the gregarious larvae of this species are

frequently to be found on oak in the Jersey Pine Barrens. Beware;

they are extremely unpleasant animals. They have brittle black spines

on brittle black spines. The slightest contact can cause a severe skin

reaction, which may require hospital treatment. Drop a larva and the

dislodged spines will be a source of trouble until cleared with a

powerful vacuum cleaner.

Attera aiirea. These insects congregate in some numbers on milkweed
flowers (Asclepias). They have highly reflective wing scales and the

effect is quite magical when they are seen in bright sunlight with a

light breeze stirring the plant.

Rhodophora florida. The adult of this moth hides among milkweed
flowers by day. Its cryptic colouration makes it well nigh impossible

to see until you get your eye in, when two or three may be found on
the same flower head.

Utethesia bella. This footman is quite widespread, at least on the east

coast, where I found it from New Jersey down to Florida.

Henry Berman, Hon Life Member, 5573

First Prize in the Bradford Award 2007

Illustrations and specimens (road kills) of bumblebees and social

wasps

My exhibit this year is an augmented version of my 2006 offering. I am
still trying to encourage the appreciation of social wasps and
bumblebees, both being most handsome animals, albeit with a surprise
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in their tails. I hope to encourage more people to observe them, to

study their habits and to record their distribution.

Peter Brown, 12681

Ladybird Display and Leaflets (Coccinellidae)

A display of the work of the Ladybird Recording Scheme based at

Cambridge University. Leaflets about the scheme and various ladybird

species were available.

Kevin Chuter, 4832
Highly Commended in the Bradford Award 2007
Diversity among tenebrionid beetles

British tenebrionid beetles, also known as darkling beetles, belong to

the family Tenebrionidae which is one of 30 families worldwide
belonging to the super family Tenebrionoidea, totaling some 20,000

species worldwide. There are presently 47 British species.

This was the same exhibit as that at the York Exhibition in April. For

the full report on the exhibit, please see the “Second AES/RES Joint

Noithern Exhibition” report in the June 2007 "'Bulletiri’, page 92.

Chris Gardiner, 5249
Photographs of Butterflies in the USA
A selection of photographs of butterflies taken during a trip to America

in June 2007. Most of the pictures were taken in various National Parks

including Grand Canyon (Arizona), Rocky Mountain (Colorado),

Yellowstone and Grand Teton (Wyoming). Even in early June the peak

flowering season and flight period were over in Utah and Arizona;

variety and numbers were much greater in Colorado in mid June. Late

June in Wyoming was probably slightly early for many species,

particularly at higher altitudes. Mountain meadows in Yellowstone and

Grand Teton were quite productive although the extensive pine forests

and sagebrush flats were relatively species-poor.

Species shown:

Papilionidae:

Western Tiger Swallowtail Papilio nitulus

Jenny Lake, Grand Teton National Park, Wyoming

Old World Swallowtail Papilio machaon
Unlike their British counterparts the caterpillars feed on Arctic

sagebrush {Artemisia arctica) as well as some species in the parsley,

family Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming
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Pieridae:

Large Marble Euchloe ausonides

Moraine Park, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado

Lvcaenidae

Western Pine Elfin Callophrys eryphon

The larvae feed on various pines. Gardiner River, Yellowstone

National Park, Wyoming

Juniper Hairstreak Callophrys gryneus

Hermit’s Rest, Grand Canyon, Arizona

Thicket Hairstreak Callophrys spinetomm
This species was also seen in Arizona and Wyoming. Rocky
Mountain National Park, Colorado

Melissa Blue Plehejiis melissa

Feeding on wet mud. Gardiner River, Yellowstone National Park,

Wyoming

Rita Dotted Blue Euphilotes rita

This is the prairie-dwelling member of this complex genus. Both the

adults and larvae feed on Buckwheat (Eriogonum) species. Pawnee
National Grassland, Colorado

Arctic Blue Agriades glandon

Feeding on wet mud.This species also occurs in Europe where it is

known as the Glandon Blue. Gardiner River, Yellowstone National

Park, Wyoming

Nymphalidae:

Variegated Fritillary Euptoieta claudia

Moraine Park, Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado

Aphrodite Fritillary Speyeria aphrodite

Feeding on fresh horse manure. Taggart Lake, Grand Teton National

Park, Wyoming

Satvridae:

Riding’s Satyr Neominois ridingsii

A short-grass prairie species seen sheltering in a gully. Pawnee
National Grassland, Colorado

Other Insects:

MacCulloch’s Forester Androloma macctdlochi

This striking noctuid moth was seen feeding on flowers in open
woodland. Cascade Lake, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming
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An unknown wasp with grasshopper prey

Gardiner River, Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming

Alien spider and a nest of leaf-cutter bee

Andrew Halstead (6346)

A leaf-cutting bee nest

This column of cells is made from pieces of leaves and was found in a

garden at Walton, Surrey, between the pleats of a garden umbrella as it

was opened. The species of bee that made this nest is Megachile
ligniseca (Kirby). This is one of eight Megachile species found in

Britain.

Leaf-cutting bees make their nests in a variety of situations. Some
prefer existing tunnels, such as hollow plant stems or beetle holes in

dead wood, while others make tunnels in rotten wood or dryish soil.

Pieces of leaf are cut out by the female bee’s mandibles. These pieces

are carried singly between the bee’s legs back to the nest site. Inside

the nest tunnel, the leaf pieces are arranged into a thimble-shaped cell,

which is then provisioned with a paste of nectar and pollen. The bee

lays a single egg on the food store and caps the cell with circular pieces

of leaf, neatly cut to size. When the first cell is complete, the bee

repeats the whole process until there may be about 20 cells made up of

many hundreds of leaf pieces. The mother bee dies in late summer,

leaving her grubs to devour their nectar and pollen food stores and

pupate before emerging as adult bees in early summer of the following

year.

Steve Hatch, 12664

A selection of moths recorded from coastal sites in Great Britain

(All the species below have been recorded by me between 2003 to

2007 from coastal locations. The specimens shown are not necessarily

the ones recorded.)

Slender Scotch Burnet Zygaena loti scotica - In 2006 a holiday to Mull

and Skye enabled me to see these flying in good numbers. Males,

females and mating pairs were all seen and photographed.

Six-belted Clearwing Bemhecia scopigera - In July 2005 at Branscombe,

I used the appropriate pheromone for this species and was quickly

rewarded, with many being attracted within a matter of minutes. The

pheromone was placed in a netted bag and left on the steep dry

slopes of the cliffs where the food plant, Bircl’s-foot-trefoil, was

growing.
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Thrift Clearwing Bembecia muscaeformis - Further success with the

Pheromones. This time it was my local coastal site of Westward Ho!

Once again the Clearwings arrived very quickly. The lure was placed

on the coastal path where Thrift grows in patches. Within approx 3-4

mins I had attracted eleven males and a number of small tortrix

moths (which I was unable to ID). I have walked this same path

thousands of times in the past and very rarely spot these small

insects without the lures.

Ground Lackey Malacasoma castrensis -
I encountered this species

during a Devon Moth Group meeting. I had only been back from a

week’s recording in Scotland, for a day or so and was reluctant to

go; but eventually made the drive across the County to Axmouth to

record this species.

Mullein Wave Scopula marginepunctata - The moth displayed is the

first grey form that I have seen and this specimen was retained from

Hartland this year.

Portland Ribbon Wave Idaea degeneraria - This species has been
recorded in my home county of Devon but I had to travel to

Portland to see it.

Vestal Rhodometra sacraria - Vestals turn up on a regular basis in my
garden trap (inland) but I recorded some nice variations last year

from Westward Ho! on a good night for migrant activity in October.

Gem Orthonama obstipata - The Gem turned up in good numbers at

the same site and date as the Vestal.

Chalk Carpet Scotopteryx bipunctaria cretata - Once again Portland

was a good place to find these. Found in two sites one during the

day and another at light at a different location.

Pretty Chalk Carpet Melanthia procellata - These are fairly widespread
throughout Devon, both coastal and inland. There were good
numbers at Branscombe where I photographed mating pairs.

Cloaked Carpet Euphyia biangulata - Although it is not considered a

coastal species I have recorded this from a coastal site at Axmouth,
Devon.

Hoary Footman Eilema caniola - Hartland, Devon produces this moth
in small numbers to light most years.

Four-spotted Footman Litbosia quadra - Males recorded from Portland

Dorset. Dave Pauli (whom I spend more nights with than my wife,

although strictly moth recording) has now caught a number of these

from a woodland site in Westward Ho! including one female.

Square-spot Dart Eu.xoa obelisca grisea - Hartland, Devon and Cornwall
are the only places so far where I have recorded this species.
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White-line Dart Euxoa tritici - Very abundant on Braunton Burrows,
Devon.

Archers Dart - As above

Crescent Dart Agrotis trux lunigera - Probably occurs all along my local

coastline, but I have only recorded it in Devon from Hartland.

Sand Dart Agrotis ripae - After catching one in my traps a little way
inland in 2003, I decided to trap on the strandline at Braunton in

2005, when I caught good numbers.

Northern Rustic Standfussiana lucernea - Recorded from Hartland
Point, although after quite a few efforts none has been seen this year.

White Colon Sideridis albicolon — Only one recorded by me from
Braunton Burrows. Dave Pauli also recorded one from his home
trap, probably drawn from Northam Burrows.

Campion Hadena rivularis - Common from many coastal sites I have
visited.

Tawny Shears Hadena perplexa perplexa - Recorded from Cornwall.

Barrett’s Marbled Coronet - Hadena luteago barrettii - This is another

good moth to come from Hartland.

White Spot Hadena albimacula - Finding this moth involved a rather

strenuous walk through a steep cliff path, carrying some rather heavy

equipment. Approx. 13 specimens were recorded on this night.

Delicate Mythimna vitellina - This migrant has turned up a few times at

various sites.

Shore Wainscot Mythimna litoralis - Recorded from the dune system on

Braunton Burrows, Devon.

L-album Wainscot Mythimna l-album -
I have recorded this species

from Branscombe on three occasions whilst trying to find Brindled

Ochre, which I never found.

Devonshire Wainscot Mythimna putrescens - These were quite

common at Hartland this year.

Cosmopolitan Mythimna loreyi - This was a nice migrant, once again

from Branscombe while trying to catch that elusive Brindled Ochre.

Brindled Ochre Dasypolia templi - HOORAY! At last a Brindled Ochre.

No, not from Branscombe but on my doorstep. Westward Ho! What a

waste of time and fuel spent travelling the 140 mile round trip each

time to Branscombe.

Black-banded Polymixis xanthomista statices - This moth is usually the

first to put in an appearance to the lights and can be caught in very

good numbers at Hartland.
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Feathered Ranunculus Eumichtis lichenea lichenea - Yes, you guessed

it! Another species recorded while in Branscombe looking lor

Brindled Ochre, although very worn by this time of year.

Marbled Green Cryphia muralis muralis - Portland, Dorset produced

two at light traps. While looking for Eudonia lineola larvae under

lichen growing on rocks at Bolberry Down, I came across two larvae

which, after rearing through, turned out to be this species.

Sandhill Rustic Luperina nickerlii 7 1 ickerlii (leech'O - A number of these

were found on grass stems on a shingle beach in Cornwall. Dave
Powell and I ran five traps, which also produced moths. Further

down the beach more lights appeared. “Great!” we thought, “more

moth recorders”. How wrong we were. Within a very short space of

time a Rave was under way and there were drunks every^diere. The
lights were packed away rather quickly and without too much hassle

we managed to drive the Land Rover back up the track, only to find

that one of the ravers had parked a car across our way, blocking us

in. We decided we had three options:-

1. Go and try to reason politely with a drunken raver, asking him to

drive his car 400 yards up a narrow track without destroying it so

we could pass.

2. Join the Rave (at over a 100 years of age between us this did not

seem a very good option either).

3 . Find an alternative route.

We opted for number three, reversed down the track across the beach
and up over a steep and very narrow cliff path on the other side. After

about an hour of negotiating tracks, paths and locked gates - not to

mention eroding cliffs (glad we had the Land Rover) and more drunks
from the beach party, we finally managed to find a road and drive the

two-hour journey home.

Webb’s Wainscot Acbanara neuTica - Very pleased to see these turn up
at Braunton. Norfolk is the only place where I have seen them before.

Anomalous Stilbia anomala - Seems to be quite a late flyer at Hartland

where I recorded it again this year.

Scarce Bordered Straw Heliotbis ar7nigera - Common last year in

Devon.

Blackneck Lygepbila pastmuin - Braunton Burrows once again seems
to be a reliable site for this moth.

Scarce Blackneck Lygepbila craccae - This moth has been recorded
every year since 2003, although this year I was beginning to wonder
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what had gone wrong. After quite a few trapping sessions during the

peak flight time, none were seen. In September Dave Pauli and I

went to record Black-banded (a yearly outing) on the 9th September,
and we were very surprised to catch a lot of Scarce Blackneck, all of

which were in fresh condition.

Bloxworth Snout Hypena obsitalis - Found overwintering in an old

building on Prawle Point where it breeds each year.

Steve Hatch, 12664

A Selection of Moths Recorded in Ireland in 2007

Forester Adscita statices - 08.vi .2007, Little Corkscrew Hill, Co. Clare.

Flying in bright sunshine.

Tissue Triphogs dubitata -
I came across this specimen by chance. A

single larva was feeding on buckthorn which I had collected for Irish

Annulet larvae, 05. iv. 2007 Co. Clare.

Irish Annulet Odontognophos dumetata hibernica - 05. vi. 2007, Larva

found on Buckthorn at Loch Bunny, Co. Clare.

Pod Lover Hadena perplexa capsopbila - These moths were very

common to light at Doolin, point, Co. Clare.

Silver Hook Deltote uncula - Recorded during the day and came to MV
at night from Coolorta, Co. Clare.

Transparent Burnet Zygaena purpuralis segontii - Recorded between 4-

8.vi.2007. These moths were recorded at almost every site visited in

vast numbers. Co. Clare.

Pretty Pinion Perizoma blandiata - One specimen came to MV,
07. vi.2006, Abbey Hill, Co. Clare.

Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk Hemaris tityus - Two of these were netted

during hot sunny weather at Coolorta, Co. Clare.

Grey Hadena caesia mananii - Recorded at light from Doolin Point,

Co. Clare, 06.vi.2007.

Pyrausta sanguinalis - These moths were seen at almost every site

visited in large numbers. Co. Clare.

Small Eggar Eriogaster lanestris - Recorded between 4-8.vi. 2007. Larval

nests of this species were found in good numbers in the Castletown

area. Co. Clare.

Netted Pug Eupithecia venosata venosata - One at light and three

larvae, found on Sea Campion, Doolin Point, Co. Clare, 06.vi .2007.

Dew Moth Setina irrorella - 08. vi. 2007, Little Corkscrew Hill, Co. Clare,

Flying in bright sunshine.
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Sweet Gale Moth Acronicta euphorbiae myricae — One full grown larv^a,

found at Doolin Point, Co. Clare, 06.vi.2007.

Ananiafunebris- Little Corkscrew Hill seemed to be a good site to see

these during sunny weather, Co. Clare.

Small Argent & Sable Epirrhoe tristata - 08. vi. 2007, Little Corkscrew

Hill, Co. Clare, flying in bright sunshine.

Thyme pug Eupithecia distinctaria constrictata — 08. vi .2007, Little

Corkscrew Hill, Co. Clare, flying in bright sunshine.

Muslin Footman Niidaria mundana - 07. vi. 2007, One to light at

Coolorta, Co. Clare.

Reddish Light Arches Apamea suhliistris - 07. vi. 2007, good numbers to

light at Coolorta, and Abbey Hill, Co. Clare.

Chestnut-coloured Carpet Thera cognata - Larvae of this species were

found at two sites on 07. vi. 2007, Co. Clare.

Latticed Heath Semiothesa clathrata clathrata - 08. vi. 2007, Little

Corkscrew Hill, Co. Clare. Flying in bright sunshine.

Northern Rustic Standfussiana lucernea - 07.vi.2007, good numbers to

light at Coolorta, Co. Clare.

Least Minor Photedes capthmcula expolita - Two of these were netted

during hot sunny weather from Coolorta, Co. Clare.

Peter Hodge, 5335

26 species of Clytrinae (Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae) collected in

Continental Europe between 1998 and 2007

Only four species of Clytrinae are recorded from the British Isles and

three of these are either very rare or extinct. In contrast, more than 50

species are recorded from Continental Europe. Foreign examples of

three British species are exhibited but curiously Labidostomis tridentata

(Linnaeus) has not yet been found by the exhibitor, even though it is

known to be widely distributed in Europe. The larvae of Clytrinae are

associated with ants whereas adults are found on herbaceous
vegetation or on tree foliage. The following notes give data for the

specimens exhibited, followed by a brief note summarising their

distribution in Europe.

Coleoptera: Chrysomelidae {Clytrinae)

Labidostomis ghillianii (Lacordaire) - Portugal: Algarve, 1 km E of

Odeleuca, N37° 12.176’ W008° 9-482’, 26.iv.2004 (endemic to Iberian

peninsula).
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Labidostomis hordei (Fabricius) - Portugal: Algarve, Pereirinhas,

Moncarapacho, N37° 06’ 06” W007° 45’ 05”, 9.iv.l999. Portugal:

Algarve, Ameijeira de Baixo, Lagos, N 37° 05 828’ W 008° 40 488’,

22. iv.2001 (Iberian peninsula).

Labidostomis humeralis (Schneider) - France: Alpes-Maritimes, Col de
Tende, N44° 08.438’ E007° 33-906’ lAlt.l46lm], 27.vi.2005. (central

Europe, not in Iberian peninsula).

Labidostomis longimana (Linnaeus) - France: Tarn-et-Garonne,
Haumont Esparsac, N43° 55.610’ E000° 58.029’, 26.V.2004 (Europe,

excluding the Iberian peninsula).

Labidostomis lucida (Germar) - Erance: Tarn-et-Garonne, Haumont
Esparsac, N43° 55.610’ E000° 58.029’, 26.V.2004 (central Europe, not

in Iberian peninsula).

Labidostomis lusitanica (Germar) - Portugal: Algarve, Quinta de Marim,

Olhao, N37° 02.028’ W007° 49.148’, 12.iv.2000 (Iberian peninsula and

southern France). Portugal: Algarve, 5 Km N. of Ameixial, N 37° 23”

W 007° 58’, 19. iv. 2000. (Portugal, Spain & southern France).

Labidostomis taxicornis (Fabricius) - Portugal: Algarve, 1 km SE of

Barao de Sao Joao, R. de Almadena, N37° 08.160’ W008° 46.069’,

4.V. 2002 (Mediterranean region from Portugal to Italy).

Lachnaia cylindrica (Lacordaire) - Spain: Cadiz, Sierra de Bujeo, N36°

05.066’ W005° 30.775’ lAlt.438m], 28. iv.2007. (Mediterranean region

from Spain to Italy).

Lachnaia hirta (Eabricius) - Portugal: Algarve, Pereirinhas,

Moncarapacho, N37° 06’ 09” W007° 45’ 10”, 9-iv.2000 and _ km. S of

Javali, N37° 14” W007° 53’, 9-iv.2000 (Iberian peninsula and extreme

south of Italy).

Lachnaia puhescens (Dufour) - Prance: Lot, Valee de Alzou,

Rocamadour, N44° 47.734’ E001° 38.277’ [Alt.l40m], l.vi.2007 (Spain

and southern Prance).

Lachnaia puncticollis Chevrolat - Portugal: Algarve, _ Km. E of Olival,

N 37° 12’ W008° 01’, 14. iv. 1999 and 1 Km S. of Santa Catarina, N37°

08.630’ W007° 47.505’, 15. iv. 2005 (southern Spain and Algarve,

Portugal).

Lachnaia sexpunctata (Lacordaire) - Italy: Liguria, 3km NE. of Passo

del Paclallo, N44° 28.906’ E008° 40.962’ [Alt.875m], 26.vi.2005 (central

Europe, southern Prance but not the Iberian peninsula).

Lachnaia tristigma (Lacordaire) - Portugal: Algarve, Quinta de Marim,

Olhao, N37° 02.028’ W007° 49.148’, 3/9. v. 1998 (Iberian peninsula,

southern Prance and Sicily).
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Lachnaia vicina (Lacorclaire) - Portugal: Algarve, 1 Km S. of Santa

Catarina, N37° 08.6’ W007° 47.5’, 5. v. 1998 and 1 Km NW of

Junqueira, N37° 15.975’ W007° 29.110’, 9-V.1998 (Spain and Portugal)

Tituboea biguttata (Olivier) - Portugal: Algarve, Pereirinhas,

Moncarapacho, N37° 06’ 06” W007° 45’ 05”, 8.V.2006 (Mediterranean

region: Iberian peninsula, S. France, Italy, etc.).

Coptocephala scopolina (Linnaeus) - Portugal: Algarve, Pereirinhas,

Moncarapacho, N37° 06’ 09” W007° 45’ 10”, 7.vii.2005 (central and

southern Europe).

Coptocephala unifasciata (Scopoli) - France: Bas-Rl"iin, Marckolsheim,

near telecom mast, [Alt. 180m. N48° 10.519’ E007° 35.793’, 10.vii.2002

(central and southern Europe, not Iberian peninsula)

Coptocephala wm'co/or (Lucas) - Portugal: Algarve, 1 km E of Odeleuca,

N37° 12.176’ W008° 9.482’, lO.v.2003 (southern Spain and Portugal).

elytra laeviuscula Ratzberg - Slovenia, Borst, Skrline, R. Dragonja (210-

Al), (80 m), N45° 28.34’ E013° 45.45’, ll.vi.2003 (central Europe,

extinct in Britain, not Iberian peninsula)

elytra quadripiinctata (Linnaeus) - France: Alpes-Maritimes, Col de

Tende, N44° 08.438’ E007° 33.906’ [Alt.l46lm], 27.vi.2005 (most of

Europe, including Britain, scarce in Iberian peninsula).

Chilotomina nigritarsis (Lacorclaire) — France: Tarn-et-Garonne,

Haumont Esparsac, N43° 55.608’ E000° 58.021’, 26.V.2004 (north

Iberian peninsula and southern France).

Smaragdina affinis (Illiger) - France: Lot, Francoules, N44° 32.842’

E001° 28.717’, 22. V. 2004 (central and southern Europe, no British

records since 1960’s).

Smaragdina aurita (Linnaeus) - France: Tarn-et-Garonne, Haumont
Esparsac, N43° 55.679’ E000° 57.921’, 27.V.2004 (central and southern

Europe, only north of Iberian peninsula).

Smaragdina concolor (Fabricius) - France: Lot, Valee de Alzou,

Rocamadour, N44° 48.107’ E001° 37.500’ [Alt.l40m], l6.v.2005

(Mediterranean region of Europe).

Smaragdina diversipes (Letzner) - France: Haut-Rhin, S. of le

Shweisetwasen, 1200m. N47° 58.025’ E006° 59.596’, ll.vii.2002

(Central Europe).

Smaragdina salicina (Scopoli) - Germany: Baden-Wuertemberg,
Hirschauer Berg, Tubingen, N 48° 30 363’ E 008° 59 514’, ll.v.2001

(Central and southern Europe, restricted to north in Iberian

peninsula).
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Roger Kemp, 3152

Albino Puss Moth Cerura vinula and The Dalmatian Ringlet
Proterebia afra dalmata

What is this? - a Puss Moth?
This curious damaged albino moth literally dropped from the sky into

my garden at Ford village near Aylesbury in Bucks at 8.00am on 25th

July 2007. Despite damage and poor setting I thought it interesting

enough to exhibit. Black spots on the thorax may be diagnostic. My
guess is that it is a Puss Moth, but other candidates are Goat Moth
{Cossiis cossus) and Leopard Moth iZeuzera pyrind).

Proterebia afra dalmata, Godart 1824

In Europe this species is restricted to Croatia and Northwest Greece,

and it otherwise occurs in localised parts of Asia. This spring butterfly is

the only species of the genus Proterebia, which differs from Erebia

mainly by the presence of a pre-costal vein on the hind wing. Adults

were flying in reasonable numbers (lO’s) in mid-April 2007 on semi-

deserted allotment sites about 10 miles from the coast near Vodice in

central Croatia. The larval foodplant is the common grass, Festuca

ovina. Recent Balkan wars may have helped this somewhat uncommon
species.

Mike Majerus, 4027, Department of Genetics, Cambridge
University, President, AES

Male-killing bacteria in ladybirds and butterflies

Most sexual species produce equal numbers of males and females. This

is a stable evolutionary strategy because selection generally favours the

production of the rarer sex. Thus, examples of highly biased sex ratios,

as occur in various ladybirds and butterflies, interest evolutionary

biologists.

This was the same exhibit as that at the York Exhibition in April. For

the full report on the exhibit, please see the “Second AES/RES Joint

Northern Exhibition” report in the June 2007 '' Bidletiri'

,

page 97.

Mike Majerus, 4027, Department of Genetics, Cambridge
University, President, AES

Melanism in the Lepidoptera (industrial and non-industrial)

The evolution of industrial melanism in the Peppered Moth {Biston

betularia) is the most cited example of Darwinian evolution in action.

Yet few people appreciate that over a quarter of British Lepidoptera

have melanic forms, and the rationale behind the majority has nothing
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to do with industrial pollution. In this exhibit, I outline the various

categories of melanism, their rationales, and show one or two examples

of each.

This was the same exhibit as that at the York Exhibition in April. For

the full report on the exhibit, please see the “Second AES/RES Joint

Northern Exhibition” report in the June 2007 ''Bulletin", page 99-

David May, Bug Club Member 12140, Aged 8, Runner up in the

Ansorge Award 2007
Bugs found on my holiday in Dorset

This year I went on a camping holiday in July to a camp-site in

Wareham Forest, near Dorset. When the rain stopped we all went for

walks in Wareham Forest. There were lots of paths to go down - some
with really big puddles, but some places had no puddles, and when we
came off of the paths there was a big area like a field that my Dad said

was a heathland area. When we went on our second walk there were

more trees but there was much more heathland than before, and there

were lots of pretty flowers and really big trees there.

I found lots of bugs, much more than my Dad could take pictures of

as they flew away very quickly. There were bees and butterflies,

grasshoppers and crickets, spiders, ants, dragonflies, pond skaters, sand

wasps, moths and lots of other interesting things. Daddy took photos of

as many of the ones I found as he could, so I could show other people

what I had found; and my exhibit was made up of the photos Daddy
took of the insects I had found.

When we were going back to the car at the end of one of our walks

we saw a group of people standing around a moth trap so we went
over to see what they were doing. They were people from a television

crew who were filming a man looking at what was in his moth trap that

he put there the night before. They were filming a new Natural History

TV Series about some of the best wildlife spectacles in the country.

Roy McCormick, 33 75

Interesting species of moth in seen Devon, 2007

(The specimens shown were not necessarily the ones seen or captured.)

1069 Celypha aurofasciana Haw. - These two were taken at Great

Plantation, 14.07.2007, and Brookings Down Wood, 24.07.2007,

RFMcC. The species has been seen most years from the 1980s, but it

was one of the commoner moths at Brookings Down Wood where
eight were seen.
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1341 Eudonia lineola Curt. - This was bred from larvae taken from
Bolberry Down under Parmelia sp. of lichen on rocks. The specimen
emerged on 08.07.2007. R.J. Heckford has taken this here in previous

years.

1382 Anania verbascalis D. & S. - Teignmouth Garden, Paradise Road,

19.07.07, at light, only the second record for Devon, with the first,

Lincombe, near Sidmouth, 28.07.2005, at light, I.Lakin.

1415 Orthopygia glaucinalis Linn. - Watersmeet, Two Moors Way,
24.08.07, at light, RFMcC, only the third record for VC4, with the first

and second at Zeal Monochorum, 23.07. and 22.08.2007, at light,

S.Beavan

1475 Ephestia kuehniella Zell., Mediterranean Flour Moth - This

specimen taken at Holcombe, 09.07.2007, at light, RFMcC. R.J.

Heckford has bred this from larvae obtained from pet shops in the

Plymouth/Plympton area in 1987 & 1988.

1449 Elegia similella Zinck. - Rockbeare, near Exeter, 11. 06.07, at light

M. Knott, I.D. by photograph (RFMcC). Only the second confirmed

record for Devon with the first at Wistmans Wood, Dartmoor,

27.06. 1987, at light, A.Spalding.

1457 Hypochalcia ahenella D. & S. - Plympton Quarry (disused),

06. 06.07, at light, C. Plant. The only other records for this species are

- vague records from Parfitt (1878) and VCH (1906); Paignton,

24.07.1922, P.P.Millman; Maidencombe, 18 & 20.06. 1958, F.H.Lees;

Yarner Wood, 1978, R.J.Heckford and Anstey’s Cove, Torquay,

02.07.1979, R.J.Heckford. This is the first record for 28 years.

1649 Drepana curvatula Borkh., Dusky Hook-tip - Uplyme, near Lyme
Regis, 02. 06.07, O. Woodland, the first record for Devon.

1656 Tetheella fluctuosa Hb., Satin Lutestring - Shaugh Prior, Shaugh

Bridge, Dartmoor, 14. 06.07, at light, A. Trout, confirmed and

photographed RFMcC. The first confirmed record for Devon with two

others, one at Tytherleigh, Chardstock on 09.07.1981, A.Jenkins and

the other at Watersmeet, 12.07.2004, J. Clarke. These last two records

with no vouchers or photographs were taken as given.

1711 Idaea trigeminata Haw., Treble Brown Spot - This is the second

confirmed specimen for Devon, Kingsteignton, 11.06.2007, at light,

B.King. The first was taken at the same locality on 24.06. 2005.

1741 Costaconvexa polygrammata Borkh., Many-lined - Ermington

(south), near Ivybridge, 10. 06.07, at light, R. Hayward, This is the

fourth Devon record, with the other three: West Hill, 23.09.2000;

Uplyme, 27.03.05 and Teignmouth, 1 2.06.06.
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IIII 2. Thera cupressata Geyer., Cypress Carpet - Woodbury Salterton,

01.05.2007, at light, Mike Meehan; Bolt Tail, Near Hope, June 2007, at

light, A. Cheney. These are the 36th & 37th records since 2001 when
it was first discovered at Dawlish. It is now recorded at several

places in the southern half of Devon.

1885 Abraxas sylvata Scop., Clouded Magpie - Watersmeet, on two

sites, 24.08.07, at light, P. Franghiadi and RFMcC and Teignmouth
,

07.09.07, at light, RFMcC (the one shown). It can only be assumed

that these late captures are either second brood or late emergences.

1893 Macaria liturata Cl., Tawny-barred Angle - This form
nigrofulvata was taken at Great Haldon on 02. 06.07. Although a

common species, it was surprising to see such a small specimen.

1931 Biston betularia f. insularia, (ab intermedia) Linn., Peppered
Moth - Teignmouth, 02.05.2007, at light, RFMcC. This is only the

sixth noted record for Devon, with only five true f. carbonana with

the last of these. Bramble Wood, near Holsworthy, 17.06.1997, at

light, RFMcC.

2059 Diacrisia sannio Linn., Clouded Buff - This specimen taken at

Holcombe, 05.08.07, at light, RFMcC, far away from any heathland or

rough grassland and a small example although very fresh.

2111a Noctua janthe Borkh. Langmaid’s Yellow Underwing —

Holcombe, 07.09.07, at light, RFMcC. First record for Devon.

2121 Diarsia dahlii Hb., Barred Chestnut - Watersmeet, two sites, 23 &.

24.08.07, at light, S. Hatch & P.Franghiadi. Following the capture of a

specimen at the Two Moors Way site at this locality on 23.09-2006, a

date was booked for a visit on 18.08.2007, but this was cancelled due
to bad weather and the visit was made on 24.08.07; S.Hatch went to

this site the previous night, 23.08.07, and saw one, but did not manage
to secure the specimen. The specimen shown was taken at a different

site at Watersmeet on 24.8.07, at light, P.Franghiadi. There are vague
records from the E.Parfitt (1878) and VCH (I906). Stidston (1952)

reiterates these and IFF (1946) has one from Morethoe in 1890, but

there are no specimens, as far as I know, to support these records.

2137 Eurois occulta Linn., Great Brocade - Tytherleigh, 23.08.07, at

light, A.Jenkins and Rockbeare, 25.08.07, at light, M. Knott. Both of

these specimens were very worn. The one shown is from Rockbeare.

These are the fifth and sixth specimens for Devon, with the fourth

specimen in Bishopsteignton, 15.08.1964, at light, C.W.Holcroft, and
the other specimens seen in the early 1900s from Dartmouth x 2 and
Paignton.
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2162 Papestra biren Goeze., Glaucous Shears - Teignmouth, 05.05.07,

at light, RFMcC. We do have a reliable site in Devon for this species

on Dartmoor, but it was strange to capture this in my garden. The
last record for this species in South Devon was at Abbotskerswell,

25.07.1989, at light, Dr B. P. Henwood.

2185 Orthosia populeti Fabr., Lead-coloured Drab - Stapleford

Farm, 17.04.07, at light, RFMcC. This is a completely new site for this

species, although in the same area the site is at least three miles

away (to the east of Hatherleigh) from the original localities west of

Hatherleigh; four males and two females were seen with one
specimen as a voucher being taken.

2279 Acronicta aceris Linn., Sycamore - Teignmouth, 16.07. 07, at light,

RFMcC. Odd specimens of this species were being taken at light in

the far east of Devon at Tytherleigh around 1996 and since then it

has slowly increased its range in the county, making West Hill, Ottery

St. Mary in 1997, Exmouth by 2001, Woodbury in 2002/3, Torquay,

Plymouth and Watersmeet by 2005 and Teignmouth in 2006/7.

2323 Apamea sublustris Esp., Reddish Light Arches - Braunton Burrows,

11.06.07, at light, S. Hatch. This is part of an ongoing survey after the

discovery of this species on 27. 06.2006 by I. Lakin and K. Rylands

when they saw 15 specimens. The last record was taken by
H.Henstock at Hulham, Exmouth, 20.07.1938. I have seen these

specimens.

2387a Payperigea kadenii Clancy’s Rustic - This specimen from

Sandygate, Exeter, 06.07. 07, at light, M. Knott. Previous records have

all been taken in September and October, Uplyme, 14. 10.05; West

Hill, 14. 10.06; Topsham, 19.10.06; Plympton, 23. 09.06 and Uplyme,

27.09, 13.10., and 14. 10.06. There was one further record; Exmouth,

04.09.07, at light, D. Wall.

2475 Parascotia fuliginaria Linn., Waved Black - Exeter, Exwick,

23.6.07, at light, A. Colston. This is only the second record for Devon

with the first at Starcross taken in a Rothamsted trap between 14 and

17.7.1995, A. Dobson.
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Roy McCormick, 3375

Specimens from a Holiday on The Burren in Ireland and a

Journey to Kent

172 Zygaena purpuralis sabiilosa Trem. Transparent Burnet — The first

day was very windy and we saw little of anything, but as the week

progressed we found this species just about everywhere we went. At

Loch Bunny on 05. 06.07, where these were taken, they were
abundant.

1364 Pyrausta sangninalis Linn. - These taken at Doolin Point,

06.06.07, S. Hatch, at dusk before a light trapping session. We found

them during the day at most places we visited, but they were hard to

catch.

1381 Anania Junehris Strom. - These were difficult to see, but we
managed to net them eventually, with Steve having more success.

Specimens taken at Coolorta and Fahee South, 06.06.07.

1770 Thera cognata Thunb. Chestnut-coloured Carpet - Larvae beaten

out of prostrate Juniper at Abbey Hill, near Ballyvaughan on 07.06.07

and also at Coolorta on 09. 06.07. These were bred through with two
of the specimens shown.

1817 Eupithecia pulchellata hehiidium Sheldon Foxglove Pug, West

Ireland form - Only three of these were seen during the week we
were in Ireland, this one to the porch light at the B.& B. near Doolin,

05.06.07,

1843 Eupithecia distinctana constrictata Guen., Thyme Pug - We only

saw this on our last night, 09. 06.07, Coolorta, at light with only three

being seen.

1891 Macaria signaria Hubn., Dusky Peacock - A long drive from
Devon to Kent secured our series of this species. Covert Wood,
04.07.07, at light, S.Hatch and RFMcC.

2056 Parasemia plantaginis plantaginis Linn. - This specimen, the only

one we saw, at Little Corkscrew Hill on 04.06.07, during the day.

This female has a paler forewing than the usual coloration.

2104 Standfussiana lucernea Linn., Northern Rustic - These were seen

at the B.& B. trap, near Doolin and Coolorta where we saw several

at light on 09. 06.07. This specimen is from Coolorta.

2344 Photedes captiuncula tincta Kane, Least Minor - Steve managed to

net two of these near Ballyvaughan, after tiying the trick of beating

them out of bushes in the early evening (which failed miserably).

This one taken at light, Coolorta, 09.06.07, quite a surprise.
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David Oram, 7127,

Highly Commended in the Bradford Award 2007

Some Insects from Valle di Ferano near Umbertide Umbria Italy

during 1-15 July 20Q7.Torbryan, Hawks Hill Close Leatherhead,
Surrey, KT22 9DL. Tel 01372 373951 e-mail davidoram3@yahoo.co.uk

Umbria is a region of Central Italy, bordered by Tuscany to the west,

the Marche to the east and Lazio to the south. This region is mostly

hilly or mountainous. Its relief is dominated by the Apennines to the

east, which include the highest point in the region at the summit of

Monte Vettore on the border of the Marche (2476m = 8123ft)-and the

Tiber valley basin, the lowest point at Attigliano (96m = 315ft). Most
insects shown were caught at around 500m.

Lepidoptera exhibited:

Iphiclides podalirius; Aporia crataegi; Pontia edusa; Colias alfacariensis.

Meleageria daphnis.

Limenitis reducta; Vanessa cardui; Argynnis adippe, including f.

cleodoxa, the more common form in this area; Argynnis paphia;

Issoria lathonia; Melitaea phoebe.

Melanargia galathea, dark form, the black markings are often extended

on Marbled Whites from Italy; Kanetisa circe; Hipparchia semele;

Pararge aegeria aegeria; Pararge aegeria tircis.

Thymelicus acteon; Erynnis tages.

Other insects exhibited:

Coleoptera

Scarabaeidae - Chafers. Dung beetles

Cetonia aurata, Rose Chafer; species very variably coloured green,

gold, dark or variegated. Specimens shown show some of the colour

variation. Colour forms are rarer in Northern Europe. Although often

found on flower heads, most of these specimens were caught having

been attracted to rotting fruit.

Netocia mario.

Oxthyrea funesta-, these specimens were mainly caught on bramble

flowers.

Buprestidae- Tewel beetles

Capnodis tenebrionis-, as with most of this family this species prefers a

warmer climate; it is not found in England.

Acmaeodera degener.
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Cerambycidae-Longhorn beetles

Chlorophoms trifasciatus

Meloidae-Oil or Blister beetles

Mylabris ssp.; a large number of these beetles were found on hawk’s

beard and field scabious flower heads. The name blister beetle is

based on the fact that the body contains cantharidin, a substance

capable of blistering the skin. This chemical is extracted from the

body of certain species and used medicinally.

Pentatomidae - Stink bugs

Carpocoris sp.; broadly oval and somewhat shield-shaped scutellum,

large and triangular but not reaching apex of abdomen. The common
name refers to the rather disagreeable odour these bugs produce.

They are often rather plain coloured but this species is quite brightly

coloured: orange, black and brown.

Reduviidae - Assassin bugs

Rhinocoris iracundiis\ absent from the British Isles, these bugs are

generally browmish or black but this species is red and black. The
majority of assassin bugs are predaceous on other insects but a small

number are blood sucking. Many can inflict a painful bite.

The exhibit consisted of the above specimens in two exhibition cases

with notes and some photographs

P. J. C. Russell, 8977

Some grayling butterflies of southern Italy (the Hipparchia
seniele and//, aristaeus groups).

Those grayling butterflies of the subgenus Parahipparchia which are

found in southern Italy were shown. These species fall into two groups:

firstly, those allied to

Hipparchia semeleL. (the semele group), namely:

H. semele cadmus Friihstorfer (found throughout most of peninsular

Italy, except in the area around Naples)

H. shordonii Kudma (found only on the Ponzaine Islands)

H. leiphehi Kudnru (inhabiting only the Bolian Islands)

H. semele wilkonsoni Kudma (found solely in the mountainous regions

of northern Sicily)

and secondly, those allied to H. aristaeus Bonelli, (the aristaeus group),

namely:

H. aristaeus aristaeus {rosxr'xcxod to the mountains of Sardinia)
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H. neapolitana Stauclinger (found around Naples, including the islands

of Ischia and Capri and the Sorrento peninsula).

H. aristaeus blachieri Friihstorfer (found at all levels throughout Sicily

and also on the mainland in the mountains of the Sila and
Aspromonte, Calabria).

These species or subspecies are never found flying together.

For example, although H. aristaeus blachieri flies throughout Sicily,

even in those areas occupied by H. semele ivilkinsoni, the former

species flies in late May and June whereas the latter does not emerge
until mid July or early August. Also, although H. semele cadmus and H.

neapolitana can both be found in southern peninsular Italy, the latter is

restricted to hilly habitats on islands or mountainous areas near the

coast. H. semele cadmus is found in mountainous areas further inland

down to the tip of Italian peninsula, where it emerges later than H.

aristaeus blachieri. The three other species or subspecies are strictly

limited to the island or island groups that they occupy - H. aristaeus

aristaeus to Sardinia, H. leighebi to the Eolian islands and H.

shordonii to the Ponzaine islands. It is almost impossible to separate

any of the species or subspecies using wing patterns alone; the only

reliable method of identification is from a study of their genitalia, and

also knowing their place of origin, this latter being a critical factor.

Trevor Scott, 4561

Butterflies photographed at Boubells

My exhibit comprises of my first attempt at digital photography, being

butterflies photographed on holiday at Boubells, La Tour sur Orb, in the

Languedoc region of the south of France, during 26th June to the 10th

July 2006.

The second part of my exhibit is a series of photographs showing a

female Large White, Pieris brassicae, egg-laying on garden nasturtiums.

Theo Tamblyn, Bug Club Member 12075, Aged 10

First Prize in the Ansorge Award 2007

Interesting British Beetles

I have selected about 40 beetles from my collection, (all found dead).

Although most come from a single ecosystem, my local area of

Colchester, they have many different forms, sizes and colours. A few

are not commonly found in Colchester, for instance the common
Cockchafer, Melolontha melolontha and the Cardinal beetle, Pyrochroa

coccinea. I have arranged the beetles in families. These are some of the

commoner families.
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Clive Turner, 7709

Cassida sanguinosa — the 2nd Devon record, 5th British record

Neil Ward, 12596

Activities of the Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire Entomological

Society

The Society was formed in 1914 to promote and further interest in

insects and the study of all land arthropods within Derbyshire,

Nottinghamshire and adjacent counties. An important aim of the Society

is to increase the public’s awareness of insects and their conseivation,

promoting this through events and activities.

Currently, the Society participates in national recording schemes,

identifying those local insect species whose numbers have declined to

the point at which their existence is threatened - and in doing so,

enabling resources to be targeted for wildlife conservation, habitat and

species protection. The Society is currently assisting the National Trust

in recording the invertebrates of Dovedale in the Peak District. The
Society publishes a number of important publications on insects, the

most recent being Dragonflies in Derbyshire.

The next major event is the hugely popular Annual Insect Show on
Saturday 3rd November 2007 at Broomfield Hall, Morley, Derbyshire.

Paul Waring, 4220

Mothing with primary school children in Lambeth, London, and
Blackburn, Lancashire, in 2007

See article in this Bulletin.

Paul Waring, 4220

Comparison of the new Gardner light-trap with the standard
Robinson trap

A table of results showing the total number of macro-moths and total

number of species captured by both traps running simultaneously on
three pairs of night during July 2007, alternating the two trap designs

between the top end and the base of the author’s garden. The Gardner
trap caught fewer macro-moths of fewer species than the Robinson trap

on all but one of the nights when both were operated un-manned, but

the differences were not always significant. I^hotographs showing the

traps in operation were also included in the exhibit.
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Paul Waring, 4220

Comparison of the new Johnson Ranger light-trap with the
standard Heath trap

A table of results showing the total number of macro-moths and total

number of species captured by both traps running simultaneously on
four pairs of night during August-September 2007, employing 6W
actinic fluorescent tubes in both and alternating the two trap designs

between the top end and the base of the author’s garden. The Johnson
Ranger trap caught fewer macro-moths of fewer species than the Heath
trap on all of the nights. On seven of the eight nights the Johnson trap

caught less than half as many moths. Both traps were operated un-

manned, from a mains electricity supply. Photographs showing the

traps in operation were also included in the exhibit.

Paul Waring, 4220

Mothing on the Burren, Co. Clare, Ireland, 13-15 July 2007

An account of the results of three days spent in the Burren district of

Co. Clare by a group of 27 amateur lepidopterists, including
photographs of the Burren Green Calamia tridens and other
noteworthy moths.

Paul Waring, 4220, with Dave Allen, Vincent McLaughlin and Clive

Mellon

Caterpillars of the Argent and Sahle Moth Rheumaptera hastata

found in Northern Ireland for the first time

An account of the discovery of caterpillars of the Argent and Sable Moth
Rheumaptera hastata, a UK Biodiversity Action Plan priority species, in

Northern Ireland for the first time, with photographs of the caterpillar

and the spun leaves in which it conceals itself. The larvae were found in

open, moorland situations on Bog Myrtle Myrica gale, in Co. Fermanagh,

on l6 August 2007, during a survey for the Environment & Heritage

Service. It is likely that amateur entomologists will be able to find them

in similar habitats elsewhere in Northern Ireland, and they are

encouraged to mount searches because the potential habitat is

considerable and will take many man-days to cover adequately.

Paul Waring, 4220, with Dave Allen, Vincent McLaughlin and Clive

Mellon

A non-native spider, Uloborus plumipes Lucas

This 6 mm-long spicier is widely distributed in Europe, Africa and Asia

and it has been transported to other parts of the world. It cannot
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survive out of doors in Britain but it is widely found in glasshouses. It is

sometimes known as the Garden Centre Spider as it is often found in its

webs underneath the benching in the house plant section, which is

where this specimen was found in a garden centre in Woking, Surrey in

early July 2007.

The spider makes a roughly circular untidy web that tangles the legs

of passing insects. Prey insects are swiftly wrapped in silk before being

eaten. A distinctive feature of this spider is the enlarged forelegs, giving

the spider the appearance of a praying mantis. The specimen shown
here is a female and it has produced an egg sac. This is whitish brown
in colour and has the appearance of a holly leaf.

Please note that the next Kempton AES Exhibition and
Trade Fayre should be on the 18th October 2008.

Revised Lepidopterisfs Handbook
The Lepidopterist’s Handbook is currently being revised and it is hoped
to include appendices comprising lists of such organisations as

entomological livestock, deadstock and equipment dealers, booksellers,

museums with entomological collections, journals, etc.

Anyone wishing to be included in these lists is asked to write to:

Lepidopterist’s Handbook,

6 Aigburth Avenue,

Aldwick,

Bognor Regis,

West Sussex, P021 3DA

or by e-mail to lephandbook@amentsoc.org.

with a short description for inclusion.
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Mothing with primary school children in
Lamheth, London, and Blackburn, Lancashire, in

2007

by Paul Waring (AES 4220)

Windmill View. 13<S6 Lincoln Road. Wenington. Peterborough PE4 6LS.

What follows is a report on a pair of day workshops on moths which I

conducted for primary school children as part of the new Moths Count
project which was officially launched by Butterfly Conservation on 2

May 2007. The project is a partnership of many national and local

organisations, businesses and individuals, led by BC and funded by the

Heritage Lottery Fund and many others. Moths Count includes the

National Moth Recording Scheme (NMRS) which will collect together

moth data for the whole of the UK, Isle of Man and the Channel Islands;

enabling us to look more closely at the effects of climate change, land

use policies and much more than we have ever been able to do in the

past, including changes in both the status and distribution for each of

the 900+ species of British macro-moths. Moths Count also includes lots

of other areas of work, all with the aim of increasing awareness of

moths and interest in moth recording. These comprise National Moth
Night, Garden Moths Count and other activities such as training

workshops and public moth events, which aim to widen the appeal of

moths and moth recording and provide support to interested parties.

The project team consists of Richard Fox (Project Manager), Les Hill

(Database Manager), Zoe Randle (Moth Recording Co-ordinator), Susan

Anders (Outreach Officer) and Sarah-Ann Boon (Project Assistant). The

team is based at the BC Head Office at East Lulworth, Dorset. Various

volunteers were asked to help organise and conduct workshops. This is

a report on two of the five I was involved with in the summer of 2007.

Both workshops were conducted for Year 4 primary school students,

for whom the life-cycle of moths and butterflies, and their relationships

with habitats and predators, are part of the National Curriculum. The

first was on 21 June 2007 at Hitherfield Primary School, Norwood,

Borough of Lambeth, London, with Toyin Solanke, who writes and

performs rap songs about the natural world. The second event was on

4 July 2007 at Hawthorns Junior School, Blackburn, Lancashire, with

Barbara Tigar of Setpoint (an organisation which promotes and

supports science and technology in schools). In both cases we operated

light-traps all night in the school grounds or in the gardens of nearby

houses on the night before the event. The catches were examined with
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Paul Waring and Toyin Solanke with children and some moth exhil'jits during workshop

at Hitherfield Primary School, Borough of Lambeth, London, 21 June 2007.

the children at school the following morning. In the grounds of

Hitherfield Primary School the catches included the Figure of Eighty

moth (Tethea ocularis) imd the Scalloped Oak {Crocallis elinguaria)

amongst others. These appear to be the first records of these species

from Norwood, according to the atlas Larger Moths of the Loudon Area

(1993) and subsequent data compiled by Colin Plant (pers. comm.), as

Moth Recorder for the London area. At Blackburn we operated one of

our traps all night on the grassy hillside at the north end of Paignton

Road, on the north edge of the town near the golf course. This is the

same site we investigated on 22 June 2006, hoping to find the Elephant

Hawk-moth Deilephila elpenor but without success, while collecting

moths for an event at the same school (see the 2006 AES Exhibition

Report, Bull. AES 66: 27-30). This time we were successful, and this

large pink moth was certainly a hit with the children. The catch also

included eight Map-winged Swift Hepialus fusconehulosa, indicating

that a good population stiwives here on the grassy slope amongst the

Bracken Pteridiuui acjtiiliuum and willowherbs Hpilohiuni spp. An
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Paul Waring demonstrating beating for caterpillars in grounds of Hawthorns Primary

School, Blackburn, Lancashire, 4 July 2007.

Paul Waring examining contents of beating tray with children from Hawthorns Primary'

School, Blackburn, Lancashire, during moth workshop on 4 July 2007.
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identical trap in the garden of one of the teachers, a few hundred

metres deeper into the built up area, in Pleckgate Farm Avenue, caught

no Map-winged Swifts at all.

At the workshop at Hitherfield Primary School, Lambeth, Toyin sang

a special rap song she had written to help the children remember

some of the subjects we had covered. One of the nicest of many
compliments from the children about the events occurred as Toyin

and I were about to leave the playground at the end. A group of girls

who had at first professed to being scared of moths, but who had

ended up handling them, asked that if Toyin would sing her song

again, they would make up a dance to it, which they all did there and

then! I was also pleased that the standard of questions from the

children indicated a good understanding of what we had discussed,

and especially glad that at least 75% of the children at both events

claimed to have found caterpillars and to have noticed moths coming

to lighted bedroom windows after dark. With these two events, we
were able to reach children mainly of Asian and Afro-Caribbean

ancestry’, which made an interesting change from the almost entirely

white, middle-aged and middle-class audiences that usually hear

about and attend the workshops, training events, lectures, field

sessions and other moth-based activities I have organised for the last

25 years - even in places like Leicester, Peterborough and London,

where the racial and cultural composition of the population is so

diverse. We were able to leave the children with information packs

compiled by Butterfly Conservation for the Moths Count project, so

that they could take their interest further. It was pleasing to discover

that well over 50% of the children had Internet access at home and

that all would be able to follow developments on the Moths Count
website at school.

The Moths Count project is a partnership of many organisations and
individuals led by Butterfly Conservation, with major funding from the

Heritage Lottery Fund but also from other sources. For further

information, including details of forthcoming events, see the Moths
Count website at http://www.mothscount.org/site/. To join the project

mailing list, please contact Sarah-Ann Boon on 01929 406009. I would
very much like to thank Toyin Solanke and Barbara Tigar for all their

help in presenting the above workshops, and all the staff of the above
schools, and the backing organisations, for their support and
enthusiasm. I thank the Moths Count project for covering my travel

costs to conduct both events.
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Moth recording workshop at the Black
Environment Network Annual Conference, 18-19
September 2007
by Paul Wa ring
Windmill View, 1366 Lincoln Road, Werrington, Peterborough PE4 6LS.

On 18th September 2007 I operated a Robinson light-trap as a volunteer

overnight at the Black Environment Network’s Annual Networking
Conference. This was held at Roots and Shoots, a horticultural and
wildlife gardening centre in Walnut Tree Walk, Kennington, Borough of

Lambeth, south London. It was a cold, clear night with a dusk
temperature of 9°C, falling to a minimum of 5°C, and the sky above the

meadow area of the wildlife garden where the trap was operated never

got fully dark because of the orange glow from street-lights in the

neighbourhood. Nevertheless, nine species came to the trap, including

half a dozen Large Yellow Underwing {Noctua pronuba), three Pale

Mottled Willow (Paradrina clavipalpis), two Lesser Yellow Undei-wing

{Noctua comes), two Square-spot Rustic iXestia xanthographa) and
singletons of the Setaceous Hebrew Character iXestia c-nigrum),

Flounced Rustic (Luperina testacea), Vine’s Rustic {Hoplodrina
ambigua), Shuttle-shaped Dart {Agrotis puta) and Willow Beauty
iPeribatodes rhomboidaria). Some of these species have not been
recorded from this site before, even though they are all well-distributed

and frequent in the London area (Plant, 1993)- David Perkins is in

charge of the wildlife garden and has been a member of staff at Roots

and Shoots for eight years. He was very pleased to host this session and

has organised several moth-trapping events here in his time, and would

welcome more. He maintains a list of all the invertebrates recorded at

Roots and Shoots and this is posted on their web-site. He has also

contributed to National Moth Night in past years. Two noteworthy moths

recorded in the wildlife garden are the Old Lady {Mormo maura) and a

population of the Six-spot Burnet moth {Zygaena filipendulae). David

has left a small area of about 10m squared of open grassland uncut for

the last eight years and it is here where the burnet moths have been

found emerging from cocoons, mating and breeding. This is good news

within the confines of London because the Six-spot Burnet moth is not

really a garden species and does require a long sward, so it is often lost

when roadside verges and green open spaces are mown too intensively.

In addition to drawing attention to the mothing interest at Roots and

Shoots, in an under-recorded part of London, the purpose of this note

is also to report the continuing efforts I am making to promote the

enjoyment of moths to urban groups and ethnic minorities that may not
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have considered the interest anci usefulness of moth recording

previously, and hopefully to stimulate others to consider doing so if they

are not already involved in similar projects. I attended the Black

Environment Network Annual Conference for the first time in 2006

where 1 spoke about the advantages of moths as accessible wildlife in

urban centres and as biological indicators of the health of, and change

in our environment. The fact that a light-trap will bring moths to you is

also advantageous, particularly if you are disabled, live in an upper

storey apartment with only a balcony on which to run the trap, or have

very little time. I also mentioned the social aspects to be gained by

joining a local moth group, and the availability of information over the

Internet to help you contact people and identify moths. All these points

were made again this year to different groups of people (last year we
were in Birmingham), and I was joined by Susan Anders (Moths Count

Outreach Officer), from Butterfly Consei-vation, who was now able to

promote the new Moths Count Project and the newly established

National Moth Recording Scheme. My exhibit at the AES exhibition in

2006 featured an event I organised in Blackburn with Setpoint for

National Insect Week, in which Barbara Tigar and I explored moths in

folk-lore and culture, including the silk trade, with children of

predominantly Pakistani ancestry (see Bulletin 66: 27-30). A forthcoming

article reports on a return visit to Blackburn for outdoor fieldwork with

children from the same school, and a similar event in Lambeth in 2007,

both of which were featured in my exhibit at the 2007 Exhibition.

The photographs show a demonstration of the technique of beating

for caterpillars, which can be done with an up-turned old umbrella and
a walking stick, to make the point that you can start recording moths
without investing in a light-trap; the wildlife garden area where the

above moths were all recorded; and examining the catch from the light-

trap with delegates at the Conference.

If you would like to become involved recording moths with the local

community at Roots and Shoots, David Perkins can be contacted by e-

mail c/o http://www.rootsandshoots.rog.uk/ or tel. 02075 871131.

The Moths Count project, which includes the National Moth
Recording Scheme, is a partnership of many organisations and
individuals led by Butterfly Conservation with major funding from the

Heritage Lottery Fund but also other sources. National Moth Night is co-

ordinated jointly by Butterfly Conservation and Atropos magazine,
which publishes the results. National Moth Night in 2008 will be held

on 7 June. See for further details.

Reference

Plant, C.W., 199.3. larger moths ofthe Loudon area. London Natural 1 1 i.stoiy .Society. London.
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Hereward Chine Dollman 1888-19: A beetle with a

history but no name
hy Keith C. Lewis (3680)
Top Flat. 108 Park View Road, Welling, Kent, DA16 ISJ.

Introduction

The Beetle

(Fig 1) is approximately 28mm long,

with an overall colour that is blackish-

brown, the antennae having nine

joints, the last joint resembling a fissate

club which is broken into three parts.

The front of the head above the jaws

has a brush of dense cilia; the rest of

the head is covered with punctures.

Apart from a V shape on the vertex

this part of the head has only minimal

fine sculpturing. The elytra are also

completely covered with close

punctures. At the apex of the elytra

can be found three sharp teeth and

one blunter tooth on each side in the

elytral declivity.

At the 1998 AES Exhibition at Kempton Park Racecourse, ground floor, I

saw a box of mixed beetles on a table that was manned by two ladies, I

think mother and daughter, who had attended the AES Exhibitions on a

number of occasions. The box contained mainly common insects, but

nine others looked interesting, as at first glance apart from their size

they looked like a large Scolytid, having sharp teeth in the elytral

declivity. One beetle only was intact, having been card mounted; the

other eight being very badly damaged due to their being pin mounted.

Unfortunately it was not until the next

day when I read the data label and

was surprised to read the following

“Mwengwa 27°40’ East, 13° South

28.07.1914, H. C. Dollman, 13

specimens in their borings in a small

tree in the bush” and it was only then

that I realised I should have purchased

the other eight even with the damage.

Fig. 1. The beetle found

by Edward Chine Dollman.

28

mm
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Hereward Chine Dollman the collector

H. C. Dollman had a rather short and sad lile: in 1913 he went to Africa

as an entomologist working on the disease of sleeping sickness and the

Tsetse fly. Dollman later returned to England and in 1916 he married a

Miss Norah Holloway. He returned to Africa in 1916 with his new bride,

but tragically she died at Kasempa during the same year. A lot of his

beetle collecting must have been around Mwengwa (map Fig. 2), lor he

later moved to Solwezi where he concentrated on Lepidoptera. It was

possibly here that he contracted sleeping sickness during 1918 and was

forced to return to England were he died the next year at the age of

thirty. During his short life Dollman must have sent back many insects to

friends and other entomologists in England, one of which was Horace St

John Donisthorpe, who writes, “Hereward Dollman sent me a wonderful

ant-mimic from Rhodesia; a large black spider, extremely like a species

of Polyrhachis which he sent with the spiders in size shape and colour”.

So was my beetle part of a batch sent to an entomologist friend, or

could it have originated from insects sent to Stephens’ Auction Rooms?
We know that Dollman’s collection of some 40,000 beetles was given to

the British Museum together with his notebooks - B.M. acquisition

number 1919-79. Perhaps his notebooks hold a clue. I would be most

interested if any AES member has any idea of the beetle’s name.

References
Horace St John Doni.sthorpe. 1927. The Guests of British Ants Their Habits and Life

Histories. George Routledge and Sons London.

.Michael Darby. Updated with new information. A Bibliographical Dictionary of British

Coleopterists. The Coleopterist and The Coleopterist web site.

Fig 2. Dollnian’s

collecting ground.
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The moth that saved Queen Victoria’s Life

byJan Koryszko (6089)

7 Dudley Placre, Meir. Stoke-on-Trenl. Staffordshire ST3 7AY.

Book hunting is one of my hobbies, and I love the smell and feel of old

book shops. I am always looking in the natural history and
entomological sections, often spending hours in these establishments. I

have picked up a number of bargains over the years.

One afternoon in the autumn of 2006 I visited an old antiquarian

bookshop some 25 miles away from my home. While I was browsing
through the miscellaneous book section I came across an article entitled

“The Moth that saved Queen Victoria’s Life” and I thought that AES
Bulletin readers would be interested in its contents.

The book in question was called Railway Ghosts and Phantoms by W.
P. Herbert, and the short note is as follows:

A man visited the Natural History Museum in London, and after looking

around the show cases and exhibits, he asked the staff if he could see

the moth that saved Queen Victoria’s life. The staff were nonplussed, so

he elaborated:

One summer. Queen Victoria was travelling by train with Benjamin

Disraeli to Balmoral for a holiday. Towards evening, when darkness

was closing in, the train suddenly ground to a halt. The Queen
immediately sent Disraeli to find out the reason for the unscheduled

stop. Treading carefully in the ballast beside the track, the statesman

approached the engine.

The driver, recognising Disraeli’s aristocratic bearing but perhaps not

his role in this unusual incident, explained that the train had stopped

because he had seen a figure dancing on the line. Being very

perceptive, Disraeli beckoned the driver to the front of the engine and

showed him the object that most likely had caught his attention. A large

moth had been attracted to one of the headlights - probably the heat

had drawn it onto the glass, thus giving the effect of movement.

Disraeli caught the moth and put it in a handkerchief, perhaps

intending to show it to the Queen later. Owing to this stop, the Royal

Party’s arrival at Ballater was delayed, but at the next signal box a

message was passed to the driver that a tree had fallen across the line.

Perhaps the moth had played a part in slowing down the royal train,

thus allowing warning to be given and safety measures to be taken to

protect the train and its important passengers.
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It’s certainly an interesting story, but maybe just coincidence? I would

be most interested to know if anyone can shed some light on this story.

Is the moth still in the Natural History Museum? And what species of

moth was it?

I remember, as a child during the 1950s and 1960s, watching the old

steam locomotives coming into Meir railway station close to my home. I

stood at dusk on a bridge watching lanterns waving and the trains

moving on. On summer nights I also remember seeing large numbers

of the Ghost Moth (Lepidoptera; Hepialus humuH L.), the white males

swinging to and fro over the vegetation and dancing on the lines, trying

to attract the yellow females. These ghostly males have been mistaken

in the past for Will o’ the Wisps - a phosphorescent light sometimes

seen on marshy ground and the like.

Were the moths in the story a congregation of Ghost Swifts, looking

like a figure dancing on the line? And had one of the group been
attracted to the headlights, giving the impression that only one moth
was present? No doubt this story will remain an enigma.

Reference

Herbert, W. B. Railway Ghosts and Phantoms London: David and
Charles 1989.

Grey Dagger Moth (Lepidoptera: Acronycta psO
on Rowan
by Frank McCann (6291

)

57, Lockart Street, Germiston, Glasgow G21 2AP.

On 20th December 2007 I found a Grey Dagger moth {Acronycta psi L.)

resting on a leaf among the lower shoots of a Rowan tree next to my
garden gate. On closer examination I noticed that it was in the process

of moulting - it was in the second or third instar of its development. It

rained a lot after I found it, so I turned the Rowan leaf to protect the

larva from the rain.

A day or so later there was no sign of the caterpillar - I presume it

moulted successfully. My house faces south, and it gets plenty of

sunlight most of the day. This is the first time that I have discovered the

Grey Dagger on Rowan.
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Book Review

Butterfly Days in High Provence
by Joe Firmin.

Softback, 42 pages with colour plates throughout. Limited edition of

only 100 copies. £10.50 plus P&P. Available from the author at 55
Chapel Road, West Bergholt, Colchester, Essex, C06 3HZ.

This short but attractively produced publication has been published by
the Colchester Natural History Society, and contains contributions from
Malcolm Simpson and Ted Benton, the latter of whom also provided

the majority of the photographs for the illustrations.

In this book the author describes his journeys and adventures in the

Provencal Alps in France, mostly centred around Dignes-les-Bains.

Having initially found an interest in butterflies as a young boy in Essex,

he first travelled to Dignes-les-Bains in Erance, following a suggestion

from Lieutenant-Colonel Bill Manley. Here he found in the surrounding

countryside what he had hoped for, namely a profusion of butterflies of

species both new and familiar to him.

Each well-illustrated chapter provides either an insight into a trip to

this area which has for a long time been a Mecca for entomologists, or

an introduction to one of the several “characters” that the author met

with over the years; providing text which is both interesting and

entertaining. Malcolm Simpson has returned to the area more recently

and has written a short account of this recent trip, and Ted Benton has

provided many delightful photographs as well as a short written section

dealing with photography of lepidoptera.

This small book has been well produced and written, with a large

number of illustrations; and this, along with the very small print mn of

only 100 copies, will ensure that Butterfly Days in High Provence

should remain a treasured possession of those of us privileged to obtain

a copy.

Peter May (10514)
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Gift Aid to the Society

Since April 2000 it has been possible for the Society to claim Gilt Aid

on subscriptions and donations where these are received from members
who pay U.K. Income Tax. The effect of this is that the Society will

receive monies from the Inland Revenue in the sum of 28% of the

amount received from the member concerned. This is clearly a valuable

source of income for the society and it is therefore important that all

members who pay Income Tax in the United Kingdom sign a Gift Aid

declaration, which appears on the renewal notice.

I would like also to take this opportunity to remind members who
have previously completed a Gift Aid declaration but no longer pay

Income Tax that they must inform the Society in writing to cancel their

Gift Aid declaration.

Peter May, Hon. Treasurer

CANCELLATION OF EVENT
Please note that the following event has been cancelled by the

organisers due to a conflict with another local event. It will be held

instead in 2009, on Sunday 7th June.

tSunday 15th June - River Mole Discovery Day, Leatherhead, in

collaboration with Mole Valley District Council & partners. 12:00-5:00

pm, Leatherhead Leisure Centre.]



This new book from the AES describes the

adults of different species of British

butterflies, according to the time of year

they appear on the wing. Nearly all the 60
British species are illustrated.

Focussing on encouraging an interest in

entomology among the young, and the young at

heart, there is a helpful calendar of flight times

and a useful checklist to help you keep track of

your observations .

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Price:£3.80 (Members); £5.00 (Non-Members) (inc. p&p)

AES Publications

1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4TA
Tel: 01277 224610 E-mail: aespublications@btconnect.com

Ian Johnson

Natural History Books
{Pemberley Books)

Specialist in Entomology and related subjects

Also Zoology, Ornithology, Botany etc.

• Catalogues - Second-hand, Antiquarian and New books - free catalogues available on

request.

• Specialist Bookshop at Richings Park, Iver, just to the West of London - easy to reach by

car or train. Visitors are welcome to visit and view our stock, but please telephone first to

confirm opening times.

* By car: only 10 minutes drive from the M25 via the M4 (Junction 5), or M40 (Junction 1).

15 minutes from Heathrow Airport.

* By train: 20 minutes from London Paddington to Iver Station on the Paddington-Slough

Thames Trains service (2 trains every hour). We are 1 minute's walk from Iver Station.

• Website - view our stock on our website: www.pemberleybooks.com.

• Books bought - We are always interested in purchasing books in our specialist field,

particularly antiquarian, academic and scholarly works on insects and other invertebrates.

18 BATHURST WALK, RICHINGS PARK, IVER, BUCKS SLO 9AZ

Tel: 01753 631114/Fax: 01753 631115 • e-mail: ian.johnson@pemberleybooks.com



A Photographic Guide to the

Shieldbugs and Squashbugs

of the British Isles

Martin Evans and Roger Edmondson

\

A Photographic Guide to the

Grasshoppers and Crickets

of Britain and Ireland

Martin Evans and Roger Edmondson

Illustrates all of the resident British species

A page of colour photographs for each bug

Text describing the life history of each species

Life history tables for quick reference.

Side by side photographs of the adults.

Soft cover. 123, pages over 200 photographs

£14.95 (inc. postage In the UK)

All of the resident, vagrant and introduced species in

Britain, Ireland, the Isles of Man & the Channel Islands.

Identification features, life histories & habitats

Photographs of the adults, nymphs & colour forms.

Distribution maps of the residents species.

Photographic key to the adults

Hard cover, 183 pages, over 580 colour photographs.

£21 95 (inc postage in the UK)

Special offer: Buy both books for £33 (inc. postage in the UK)

To order, send a cheque to

WGUK, 6 Branscombe Road, Stoke Bishop. Bristol, BS9 1SN

or order online at

wildguideuk.com

ARE YOU MISSING OUT?
THE

ENTOMOLOGIST'S
RECORD

and Journal of Variation

Publishes notes, observations, articles and reviews,

mainly on the Lepidoptera and Coleoptera of the British Isles and Europe.

Founded in 1890 by J. W. Tutt, and still going strong, we publish six issues a year -

alternating with the AES Bulletin. This means there is now a first class entomological

journal available every month of the year!

Our subscription price is £28 per year. If you would like to see a specimen copy, plea.se send

your name and address, and a couple of second class stamps to cover postage to:

The Editor, 14 West Road, Bi.shops Stortf'ord, Hertfordshire CM23 2QI’.

Write nou// You never know ivhat you could be missing.

The Entomologist’s Record is an independenl, non profit making journal.

To ensure high standards of production we use Cravitz Printing Company.



Being a member ot the Royal Entomological Society and the Amateur
Entomologists' Society has the advantage of discount on all our

publications. Discounts are only available if the subscriptions are fully up
to date. Single copies only may be purchased on discount. Postage &
Packing - Free to U.K. addresses. Overseas add 10%.

British Butterflies throui^hout the year by Peicr May
This new tKwk from the AES describes the adults of differem species of British
buticrnies. according to the lime of year they appear on the wing. Nearly all the 60
British species are illustrated. Focussing on encouraging an interest in entomology
among the young, and the young at heart, there is a helpful calendar of Bight limes and
a useful checklist to help you keep track of your obscr\ations. £ 5.(M)

Members price £ 3.80

Preparing and maintaining a collection of Butterflies and Moths
by P. May and M. WhUe. A praclical manual detailing the various methods used to
prepare specimens lor a collection, from killing methods, setting the specimens and
repairing damaged ones, to storage and preser\'aiion. including pest prevention and cure.
21 pages. 4 figures and 5 plates. (2006) £4.85

Members price £3.65

The Hymenopterist's Handbook by Dr. c. Betts ei. al.

2nd edition dealing with the history of their families, classification and structures;
natural history; studying, collecting, breeding, attracting and pre.serving Hymenopicra.
Appendices include keys to the families. 214 pages with numerous tables, keys and
figures (1986) £11.45

Members price £ 8.60

Revised Flight Tables for the Hymenoptera
Revised fiighi tables for the Hymenoptera giving, wherever possible, times, location,

flower visits and some indication of distribution and abundance. 24 pages (1988) £ 3.10

Members price £ 2.35

A Coleopterist’s Handbook
Edited by J.Cooter & M.V.L.Barclay The Coleopierisi's Handbook, is now available as a
fully revised and expanded fourth edition. Nomendature has been brought inline with
current use. coliccting/curatorial methods reflect best practice and plani/bcelle and
becile/plant lists are included together. Recent additions to the British fauna, modem and
traditional techniques are included. All advice and comment given in the bcK>k is based
ujwn collective years of practical experience of btith curatorial methods and field craft;

beetle family chapters have each been written by an internationally recognised authority.

496 pages including 32 colour plates. £ 54.00

Members price £ 39.00

Host plants of British Beetles: A List of Recorded Associations
A list of a wide range of plants, in alphabetical order, together with the beetle species

that have been recorded as being associated with them. 24 pages (1992) £ 3.10

Members price £ 2.35

A Silkmoth Rearer's Handbook by B.O.C. Gardiner

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £ 7.70

No further discounted price available

A Dipterist's Handbook by A.E. Stubbs. P.J. Chandler and others

A practical handbook for both the beginner and the initialed on collecting, breeding and
studying the two-winged flies. Describes equipment, trapping, preservation, habitat,

plant and animal associations and behaviour. Includes u detailed chapter on larx’al stages

with an illustrated key to families. An essential book for the keen Dipterisl. 260 pages

with drawings of larx ac and equipment (1978. reprinted 1996) £ 14.20

Members price £ 1 0.60

Practical Hints for Collecting and Studying the Microlepidoptera
by P.A. Sokoloff. A practical manual for those interested in the smaller moths,

describing techniques for collecting adult moths, collecting immature stages, breeding,

killing, setting and mounting. A list of useful books and journals as well as details of

societies and suppliers is included. 40 pages, 1 1 figures (1980) £ 4.20

Members price £ 3.15

Rearing and Studying Stick and Leaf-Insects by P D. Brock

Specifically intended for beginners, although it is also suitable for experienced Phasmid
enthusiasts, it is one of the few guides to rearing that features the majority of the culture

stocks available. 22 species in detail. The informative text is complimented by 8 colour

plates. 14 black and white plates and 29 figures. (New edition. 2(X)3) £ 11.20

Members price £ 8.20

The Study of Stoneflies, Mayflies and Caddisflies by TT Macan
comprehensive guide to collecting and studying the biology and ecology of these

aquatic insects. 44 pages. 10 figures and bibliography ( 1982) £ 4.20

Members price £ 3. 1

5

Breeding the British Butterflies by PW. Cribb

A praclical handbook covering all aspects of butterfly breeding, including general

techniques, equipment and hints on how to breed each of the British species. 60 pages.

6 figures, 5 plates. Revised (2(X)1 ) £ 5.20

Members price £ 3.85

Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist by J.w. Tuii

Written al the turn of the century, this book has been reprinted because of its scarcity

and value to students of Lcpidoptcra. ll gives a complete month by month guide to

which species and stages of macros and micros to look for and how to find them. ALso

contains a biological account of the early stages and how to keep. rear, photograph and

de.scribe them. 422 pages. Hardback. (Reprinted 1994). £ 24.IM)

Members price £ 1 8.30

An index to the modern names for use with J.W. Tutt’s
Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist by B.O.C. Gardiner
A valuable cross-reference guide between the scientific and English names used in the

early 1900s and the present lime. £ 4.70

Members price £3.50

A Guide to Moth traps and their use by R. Fry and P Waring
The first sections deal with the measurement and properties of light leading into the types
of lamp available and the electrical circuits needed to operate them. The next sections give

details of the construction of the most popular traps used in the UK. The last half deals
w'iih the practical use of traps in the field including where and when to trap, limitations of
traps and their relative performance. 68 pages. 21 figures. 15 plates (1996) £ 6,85

Members price £ 5.05

The Amazing World of Stick and Leaf Insects by Paul D. Brock
A superb, coniprohcnsiv e guide, for all those intrigued by these groups of insects. Topics
covered include structure. fa.scinaiing facts, life history and development, defence
behaviour, enemies, collecting, breeding (including trouble shooting), preserving,

taxonomic studies, important collections in Museums etc. around the world and
elaborate stories, beliefs and poems. Also outlines the major known specie.s around the

world on a regional basis. A section on Fossils is included. Includes a comprehensive
glossary of the technical terms used in the description and classification of slick antf

leaf-insects. Hardback A5. 184 pages. 46 figures. 26 black and white plates and 40 pages
of colour plates (containing 83 photographs and 4 drawings/painiings of insects and
their habitats). ( 1 999) £ 18.90

Members price t 14.10

Rearing Parasitic Hymenoptera by M. Shaw
This hookicl provides information on the parasitic Hymenoptera to enable successful

studies to be made of this little understood group of the British insect fauna. Details are

given on the general biology of parasitic wasps, rearing principles, efficient rearing

practices and detailed methods of dealing with adult wasps. 52 pages. 4 colour plates

(New edition - 2001) £ 5,70

Members price £ 4.20

Larval Foodplants of the British Butterflies by Pcicr May
.A comprehensive compilation of the known larval foodplants of our native and immigrant
butterflies. Also including “How to Encourage Butterflies to Live in Your Garden" by the

laic Peter Cribb 62 pages. (2003) £ 7.40

Members price £ 5.45

Glossary for the Young Lepidopterist £ i .05

6 pages. 2 figures. (1951) Members price £ 0.90

A Label List of European Butterflies

20 pages. (Revised 1981)

£ 2.35

Members price £ 1.85

Some British Moths Reviewed
Aid to the identification of .some of the more difficult species. Reprinted from the

Amateur Entomoloftist Vol. 5 (1941) and a Guide to the Critical Species ofLepidopiera.
reprinted from Entomologists' Gazette 1969-72. 64 pages, 6 black and white plates,

numerous figures (1985) £ 4.45

Members price £ 3.35

Butterflies of Cyprus 1998 (Records of a years sightings) by Eddie John
Observations of the 44 species of butterfly found on the island in 1998 including notes

on each species and distribution maps. 46 pages (2000) £ 4.30

Members price £ 3.25

Collecting Het.Bugs (Hemiptera: Heteroptera)
12 pages (including 2 plates). (1946)

Collecting Clearwings
12 pages (including 2 plates). 4 figures. (1946)

Collecting Lacewings
9 pages, 8 figures, 5 plates. (2nd edition 1976)

£ 1.20

Members price £ t .00

£ l.IO

Members price £ 1.00

£2.25
Members price £ 1 .75

An Amateur’s Guide to the Study of the Genitalia of Lepidoptera
16 pages. 15 figures. (1973) £3.10 Members price £ 2.^5

Rearing the Hymenoptera Parasitica £ 2.55

16 pages, i plate, 10 figures. ( 1974) Members price £ 2.00

Rearing Crickets in the Classroom
12 pages. 2 plates. (1986) (Reprinted 1993)

£2.10
Members price £ 1 .65

Guidelines for Entomological Site Surveys £ 3.10

Published on behalf of the JCCBI. 7 pages (20(X)) (Reprinted 200^) Members price £ 235

The Journal of the Entomological Exchange and Correspondence
Club 1935-1936
An AES Jubilee Publication. Fascinating reprint of the very first volume of the AES
journal. 100 pages. £4.20

Members price £ 3.35

All the above publications sent post tree to U.K. addresses. Outside U.K. please add 10% to order value tor postage by surface mail.

For postage by air-mail outside Europe please add 30% to order value. Please allow 28 days delivery.

Please make all cheques/postal orders payable to 'AES Publications' and send to:

AES Publications, 1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4TA.

Tfileiohone 01277 224610 • Fax: 01277 262815 • E-mail: aesDublications@btconnect.com
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"Insects and the future of the world - our role"

/\ joint event with the Members of the Natural History Museum

Saturday^ 26th Aprils 2008

in the Flett Events Theatre and Foyer

National History Museum,
Cromwell Road, South Kensington, London SW7 5BD

(Nearest Tube: South Kensington. Use the Museum entrance in Exhibition Road)

AGENDA
Main theatre

12:30 pm AES Members meet up and collect their programme

12:40 pm AES AGM (All AES & Bug Club Members to attend)

Six Council places (each for a term of three years) become vacant by rotation and most
Society Officers are re-elected annually. Nominations are invited from members (with

seconders, and written consent of the nominee) for these posts.

1 :00 pm Sign up for behind-the-scenes tours

1 :05 pm Are termites really cockroaches? (Or, taxonomy and the future of the world).

Dr Paul Eggerton, Natural History Museum, London

1 :35 pm What butterflies and moths are telling us about the future of the world.

Zoe Randle. Butterfly Conservation

2:05 pm Behind-the-scenes tours (45 mins each)

2:50 pm Museums and the future of the world. Darren Mann, Oxford University Museum of Natural

History.

3:20 pm Inaugural Tesch Lecture and AES Presidential Address: Natural History and the future of the

world. Professor Mike Majerus, Cambridge University

3:50 pm Behind-the-scenes tours (45 mins each)

In the event of high demand the tours will each be run twice (12-15 people each time).

Foyer

Refreshments stand — AES Membership Table — AES Literature Table

AES Members’ & Live Insects table — AES Conservation Table

Microscopy workshop — AES Members’ exhibits

Crafty Corner (insect related craft activities)

Display of entomological equipment from the Simpson Collection

NHM Table — Affiliates Table (Moths Count & National Insect Week)



AES ACM and Members' Day - 2008

Saturday^ 26th Aprils 2008

in the Flett Events Theatre

at the National History Museum,
Cromwell Road, South Kensington, London SW7 5BD

The best entrance to use for the Flett Theatre is the one on Exhibition Road, rather

than the main entrance at the front on Cromwell Road. South Kensington Tube is

closer to this entrance than is Gloucester Road.

How to get there . .

.
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1

NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM

Bus Routes

9
,
10

,
49

,
70

,
207

Underground

Gloucester Road and South Kensington stations.

Piccadilly, District and Circle lines serve both stations.

British Rail

Easy access from all major stations.
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Officers of the Society

President:

Secretary:
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Registrar:

Bulletin Editors:

General Editor:
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Advertising Secretary:
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Youth Secretary:
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Nick Holford

Phil Wilkins & Martin Hough
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Peter Hodge
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Kieren Pitts

David Lonsdale

Peter May

SUBSCRIPTIONS:

First subscriptions should be accompanied by an additional £2 entrance fee, except for

Bug Club members under the age of 1 3 to which this charge does not apply.

Renewal charges

Ordinary £18.50 Ordinary Overseas £22.00

Bug Club (Junior) £11.00 Bug Club (Junior) Overseas £22.00

Family £25.00 Family Overseas £30.00

ADVERTISING RATES:

Rates for advertising in the body of the Bulletin are:

Full page £60, Half page £40, Quarter page £25.

Series discounts and insert charges are available from the Advertising Secretary on request.

NOTICE
It is to be distinctly understood that all views, opinions, or theories, expressed in the pages of this lournal are solely those

of the author(s) concerned. All announcements of meetings, financial grants offered or sought, requests for help or

information, are accepted as bona fide. Neither the Editor, the Officers and Council of the Society, nor its Trustees, can be
held responsible for any loss, embarrassment or injury that might be sustained by reliance thereon.



Worldwide Butterflies www.wwb.co.uk

Better than traditional egg

itxDxes, moths prefer the ne

rreticulated foam moth
sshelters and cone.

iTThe Moonlander turns the

(principle of moth trapping

uupside down! Moths enter

from the bottom and cannot

escape through the top.

VWorks as sheet and trap

ccombined.

No escape through the top

TThe Moonlander is now
available without electrics,

cor with Battery, Mains

or BOTH.
See the options on

www.wwb.co.uk

Both trap and light are total innovations by Robert Goodden.

They are tried and tested in Europe and the tropics.

In good conditions the results are spectacular.

By studying the light output from MV, Robert

Now Goodden has developed this sophisticated

available portable unit with aspects in common with MV,

alone or using so little power that it runs all night on a

with the 7.5Ah battery. It attracts insects much better

Moonlander than actinic lights, even powerful ones requiring

Moth Trap heavy batteries Rainproof and safe. An in-line

photoswitch puts the light on and off

automatically. With this switch the unit can be
Moonlander used vertically or horizontally in any moth trap.

Moth trap See www.wwb.co.uk for prices and more.

Folds totally flat and is

contained in a

convenient slim

shoulder bag.

Very lightwelghi

The new Goodden Light

12v for use in remote areas

Worldwide Butterflies website offers Livestock and Equipment for

breeding and study. Specimens for specialist collectors will be added as

available. The system enables you to see exactly what is currently available as

the season changes. From time to time there are special Sale Offers of

equipment, books, livestock and specimens - an ever changing situation.

WWW.WWb.CO.uk Add it to your Favorites - check it regularly



ATROPOS ANTIQUES*

PURVEYORS OF
FINE CPU ECTOR’S CABINETS

We are specialist dealers in fine collector’s cabinets.

We can offer a choice of at least 30 cabinets, varying in purpose,

construction, quality and price.

We can supply both restored and un-restored cabinets and will

undertake to restore and paper cabinets for clients.

We are always interested in the purchase or exchange of cabinets,

with or without a collection.

Callers to our showrooms are always welcome by appointment.

We offer a specialist collection and delivery service throughout the UK
and have full expertise in the safe transportation of cabinets and

collections.

George Morgan

97, West Street, Hartland, N. Devon EX39 6BQ
T: 01237-441205/984 M: 07973 302190

E-mail: george@atropos.wanadoo.co.uk

Wc are an indepcndenl dealership of .10 years slaiuling and have no association with any similarly named business.

Many ofyou will have met us at the AES
London Fair where we regularly show

entomological cabinets for sale
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As the junior section of the AES we are devoted to promoting invertebrates to

the younger generation who, afterall, will be the entomologists of tomorrow!

You can help us in a number of ways, for example: by joining the Bug Club

yourself, getting someone else to join the Bug Club, promoting the Bug Club

and AES to your local school/Scout or Guide Group etc, running a Bug Club

event or writing an article for our exciting newsletter. If you can do anything to

help then please write to us: AES Bug Club, PO Box 8774, London, SW7 5ZG.
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Editorial

Welcome to another Bulletin. As I write this editorial, it is pouring with

rain and the last of the snow is disappearing. Hardly a good start to

spring! Hopefully the weather will improve as the insect season

progresses.

2008 promises to be a busy year on the entomological front. This year

will include National Insect Week in June. See the Calendar of Events to

find out about events to mark this and other AES activities.

On 10th May, the British Naturalists’ Association (BNA) is holding its

Annual Conference in Epping Eorest. Simon King will be the 2008

recipient of the Peter Scott Memorial Award, and will be addressing the

Conference. There are also field workshops, lectures and displays

during the day. Eurther details at http://www.bna-naturalists.

org/agm.htm, or via the General Secretary, BNA, P.O. Box 5682, Corby,

Northamptonshire, NN17 2ZW.

I also have details of several aquatic insect courses run by the

Ereshwater Biological Association (FBA). They are run by experts and

look very useful. Further details are available at http://www.fl3a.

org.uk/recorders/training_workshops/courses2007-2008.html, or by

contacting the association at The Freshwater Biological Association, The

Ferry Landing, Far Sawrey, Ambleside, Cumbria, LA22 OLP.

I received information about the National Dragonfly Atlas Project

today. This will be launched in April 2008 and its aim is to update the

known distribution of British dragonfly and damselfly species over the

next five years, culminating in the publication of a new national atlas in

2013. Further information can be found at http://www.clragonflysoc.

org.uk/nationalatlas.html, or via the British Dragonfly Society’s

Dragonflies in Focus Officer, Steve Prentice, c/o Natural England (West

Midlands), Attingham Park, Shrewsbury, SY4 4TW.

Phil Wilkins
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An Announcement: Keith Lewis, 3680

Keith has suffered an embolism behind the eyes during a period of

physiotherapy in hospital. As a result of this, he has little visual acuity.

This is such that he cannot read nor write. He has asked me to request

that members who might write to him to impart or request information

should refrain from doing so as he will be unable to respond in any

way. It is possible that the visual damage is temporary and if his

situation improves, I will publish a short note to this effect in the

Bulletin.

Nick Holford, AES Registrar

AES Bulletin 67 February 2008

In the 2007 Exhibition Report on page 27, the exhibit of a spider,

Ulohorus plumipes, is wrongly attributed to Paul Waring et al. The
exhibitor was actually Andrew Halstead.

Martin Hough

AES Events

Calendar 2008

Forthcoming AES Events 2008

For more events please see our website www.amentsoc.org

NATIONAL INSECT WEEK EVENTS

Saturday 21st June - AES Bug Club outing to the Royal
Horticultural Society Headquarters, Wisley, Surrey.

1:00 - 4:30 pm. Talks, forays and free entry to the Garden.

This event is open to members and their guests only. Please let the

AES Secretaiy (secretary@amentsoc.org) know if you plan to attend this

event as numbers are limited to 50 people .

This will take place in the Education department rooms next to the

new glasshouse range. There will be a talk about insects and plants and
other goings on - a full programme will be available on the day.

People attending the AES event will have free entiy to the Garden.
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If you arrive early you can look around the Garden or go onto Wisley
Common (a lowland heath SSSI) which is on the opposite side of Wisley
Lane to the Garden car park. To find an entry gate onto the Common, it is

best not to park in the Garden car park, but to drive on about 500m to a

small car park on the Common opposite a house called the Wren’s Nest.

For details of Wisley Garden and how to get there, see the website

www.rhs.org.uk/WhatsOn/Gardens/wisley. Please do not picnic inside

the Garden - there is a grassed picnic area outside the Garden on the

edge of the car park. There are also several cafeteria places inside the

Garden, including one next to the new Glasshouse.

**NEW DATE; Sunday 29th June - Osterley Wildlife and Eamily
Day at Osterley Park & House, Jersey Road, Isleworth, Middlesex
TW7 4RB, in collaboration with the National Trust. There will be an AES
& Bug Club stand with live insects, bug hunts and craft activities. This

event is also open to non-members — just turn up.

OTHER EVENTS;

JULY

Sunday 6th July - Gatton Park Countryside Day, Gatton Park, Reigate,

Surrey RH2 OTD. This is a public event where the AES will have a presence.

AUGUST
Thursday l4th August - AES Bug Club Family Day, Osterley Park &
House, London, in collaboration with the National Tmst. Fiu'ther details

will appear in theJune Bulletin. This event is also open to non-members.

SEPTEMBER

AES Bug Club outing to the Oxford University Museum of Natural

History, led by Darren Mann, Collections Manager. Further details will

appear in the Bulletin closer to the time. This AES event will also be open

to some interested non-members. Please let the AES Secretary

(secretary@amentsoc.org) know if you plan to attend this event as this

will help with the organisation of the day.

OCTOBER
Provisional date Thursday 23rd October (during October half term)

- AES & Bug Club visit to Liverpool Museums, a joint event with the

Lancs & Cheshire Entomological Society, led by Guy Knight. A talk and
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tours of the entomological collections, guided visit to the Bughouse and

the Clore Natural History Centre, and to the museum’s public areas

where there will be live insects and specimens from the collections on

display. Further details will appear in the Bulletin closer to the time.

Please let the AES Secretary (secretary@amentsoc.org) know if you plan

to attend this event as this will help with organising the day .

October 18th 2008 AES Exhibition, Kempton Park Racecourse. Fiuiher

details will appear in the Bulletin closer to the time.

Further details ofany of these events are availablefrom the event

organiser orfrom the AES Hon Secretary (email: secretaiy@amentsoc.org

or write PO Box 8774, London SW7 5ZG) or on the events section of the

AFS website (wwiv.amentsoc.org).

New AES Web site

http://www.amentsoc.org

By the time you read these words the Amateur Entomologists’ Society’s

brand new Web site will have been launched. The new Web site is a

giant step forw'ard compared to our previous offerings and, in fact,

comprises almost 600 pages of information - which is roughly five

times the number of pages on the previous Web site.

The initial plans for the new Web site were made as long ago as 2()0S

when the AES council issued a survey to members to find out what the

membership wanted most from our online presence. The results of this

SLii-vey were analysed and a content plan produced.

The main themes to come out of the survey were that members
wanted to:

1. be able to renew their membership online.

2. buy AES books online.

3. have access to a directory of entomology Web sites.

4. obtain information on insect diversity and in.sect rearing.

With these four themes in mind a small sub-group of the AES council

began producing content for the new site and slowly the new Web site
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started to take shape. Of course, this work doesn’t take place in isolation

and we also took the opportunity to chat to as many of our members as

we could to find out what they wanted to see on the new Web site.

r Amateur
'f Entomologists'
Society

About us
I
Membership

I
Bug Club

|
Publications] Events] Insects] Shop] Members] Search: Search

The Amateur Entomologists' Society

Contact us Site mao Helo Privacy Conditions 'lews feeds Links directory Tell a friend

The Amateur Entomologists' Society, PO Box 8774, London, SW7 5ZG
]
Registered charity no. 267430

Copvnoht e 1997-2008 Amateur Entomologists' Society

The Amateur Entomologists' Society (AES) is the UK's leading organisation for people Interested

in Insects. Our members include novices ond professfonsl scientists alike * from the very

young to those with a lifelong interest in insects. Entomology is all about exploring the World

around you. we hope that this Web site and our society encourages you to learn more about
Insects and. in turn, the environment.

The society produces three publications for members * the high quality AES Bulletin, the Bug

Club Magazine for younger members, and Invertebrate Conservation News a review of Insect

conservation information. The AES also produces and regularly updates books and pamphlets

dealing with n>any aspects of entomology and tailored for amateurs.

We run an annual exhibition, a Members' Day , and we organise field trips for both adult and

junior members. Our exhibition is one of the largest of Its kind In the UK. The exhibition

features exhibits from both adult and young members and is the place to buy books and

entomological equipment from the leading traders.

The AES Is affiliated to all the major natural history and conservation organisations in the UK and

regularly advises them on insect conservation issues.

Events

Identifying aquatic

invertebrates course

29 -30 March 2008

Identifying larval draoonfUes

and damselfltes course

!6 April 2008

Next AES Event:
AES Members' Dav and AGM
2008
26 April 2008

News
WlWIifg SMrv^Y? IQ Nattpuiil

Trust gardens
19 January 2008

Magazine published

19 December 2007

December 2007 Bulletin

published

19 December 2007

Q eooKMflRK ^ -fr

Newfeatures on the Web site:

The best way to discover what is available on the new Web site is to

visit and explore, but some of the highlights include:

• Entomological events listings that are both searchable and browsable

(by geographic region or date). You can also subscribe to a news

feed of entomological events or even submit details of events in

your area for inclusion in the listings.

• A categorised directory of links to sites of entomological interest.

• An online shop allowing you to buy AES books and merchandise

online as well as renew your membership subscription or buy gift

memberships for others.

• Content li.stings for our periodicals back to 2002. We intend to go

through our back issues and add them to these listings so that they

become more comprehensive over time.

• Online news about the AES or other topics of entomological interest.

You can subscribe to a news feed of this information - details are

available on the site.

• A comprehensive site search tool.
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• A Members’ only area which, amongst other useful information lor

members, contains downloadable PDFs of the Bulletin and Bug Club

Magazine back to 2004. Again we will keep adding to this archive.

• For our younger members there are downloadable colouring

activities, craft ideas, experiments and online games in the Bug Club

section of the Web site: http://www.amentsoc.org/bug-club/

• Fact files on each insect order as well as identification advice,

information on insect diversity and, for those just starting out, details

of how to become an entomologist.

Help us develop the Web site

Please do send us feedback on what you think of the Web site. The
new site has been planned around what the membership requested but

inevitably these needs and desires will change over time so we’d very

much like to hear your suggestions of what we can add to the site.

You’re also encouraged to submit links to Web sites for inclusion in our

links directory as well as details of entomological events in your area.

http://www.amentsoc.org

contact@amentsoc.org

Request for Antler Moth Information

New member Laura Hartley is undertaking an MRes Science of the

Environment course. She is looking at the Antler Moth Cerapteryx

graminis L. She is wondering if any AES members have information on
the moth and details of past outbreaks.

She is specifically looking at:

1. Long-term data for the UK and Cumbria of this species to determine

potential spatial and temporal trends.

2. National Vegetation Classification surveys on affected (and adjacent)

upland pasture in Cumbria (following the 2007 outbreak).

3. Larval sui-veys in May / June 2008 to determine potential abundances.

It sounds interesting work and Laura is looking for help with the first

part. Any replies could be sent to the AES address (front of Bullcti}i) or

to Laura at: Laura Hartley, 50 St Richards Road, Otley, Leeds, West
Yorkshire, LS21 2AZ.
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The maroon purple Puss Moth caterpillar

by Ronald N. Baxter (1267)

45 Chuclleigh Crescent, Seven Kings, Ilford Essex, IG3 2AT

The large maroon purple Puss Moth iCerura vinula) caterpillar which
Dr Peter Sutton found crawling over parched turf (AES Bulletin 469,

2006) was, in fact, a ‘semi’. This is a caterpillar which has ceased
feeding and is about to pupate. When the fully-grown caterpillar stops

feeding, it empties its intestines and changes colour from its normal
green to a darker colour. It then descends the tree in search of a

pupation site. In the case of the Puss Moth caterpillar, this would be a

crevice in the bark of the tree or on a nearby fence, where it would
commence to chew the wood, mixed with saliva and silk and cover

itself with this mixture. It will harden into a very hard cocoon in which
it will pupate. Had the caterpillar remained green it would have been
very conspicuous to a bird or other predator.

The caterpillars of many Hawk Moths change colour dramatically

when they become ‘semis’. The Lime Hawk {Mimas tiliae) changes

from pale green (perfectly camouflaged hanging behind a Lime leaO to

a dull greyish blue to descend the tree to pupate. Once it has found a

soft spot in the earth by the trunk, it quickly burrows. The beautiful

multi-coloured caterpillar of the Oleander Hawk Moth (Daphnis nerii)

(Plate 1) changes to the well protected ‘semi’ (Plate 2) before making a

cocoon amongst leaf litter.

There are instances where a colour form occurs which is distinctly

different to that of the typical colour form in every way. An example of

this is the caterpillar of the Death’s Head Hawk Moth {Acherontia

atropos). The typical form is yellow with seven bluish-yellow lateral

chevrons edged with white (Plate 3). However there is a mottled

greyish-brown form, which is distinctly different (Plate 4). In place of

the lateral chevrons are seven brown horizontal lines and a brown cross

mark just above the prolegs. The head is black.

Such colour forms are rarely come by in the wild. But by breeding

large numbers of caterpillars in captivity, occasionally colour variations

occur, just like variations in adults.
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Butterflies In Romania — A Tour Report

by Ben M. Keywood (12912)

340 Carter Knoiiie Road. Sheffield SI 1 9GB.

The Trip

From 30th May to 10th June I made my second visit to Romania in as

many years. The trip was organised by Gone Birding in the UK and the

ground agents in Romania were Diana Travel. This is definitely the best

option if you want to visit Romania with a wildlife interest, as Gone
Birding is a very good value for money and professional tour company
and Diana Travel is affiliated to Wildlife Romania, a non-governmental

organization focused on environmental education and conseiwation.

The Diana Travel team have an incredible knowledge of all the best

wildlife sites in Romania, know all the best techniques for finding you

the species you require and have all the right contacts for getting you

into areas with limited access or no general public access. As if this

isn’t enough, the hospitality is superb, you stay in the best hotels, get

the very best guides and all your food and drink is inclusive! As

Romania is such a large country with a diverse range of habitat their

expertise is essential.

Day 1

We arrived at Bucharest Airport where we were immediately greeted by

Andu, our guide for the next 12 days. After the usual airport rigmarole

we boarded our coach and headed off for our journey to Bran in the

Transylvanian Alps. On the way we saw the roadside verges were alive

with white butterflies, likely to be Eastern Bath White iPontia ednsa). By
the time we arrived in Bran it was raining and dusk had descended.

Day 2

It is noticeably cooler in the Transylvanian district than elsewhere in

Romania, being surrounded by a series of very impressive mountain

ranges including Fagaras, Piatra Craiului and Bucegi. Our first day was
spent exploring the area around Bran Castle (Dracula) and, despite

being spent in Romania’s most popular tourist area, was not lacking in

wildlife. The rivers contained three species of newt; Alpine Newt
(Tritnrns alpestris), Warty Newt {T. cristatus) and the more familiar

Smooth Newt ( T. vulgaris) and birds such as Dipper were a common
sight. Around Bran, The Speckled Yellow moth was common and Small

Tortoiseshell (Aglais urticae), Clouded Yellow iColias croceus) Red
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Admiral (^Vanessa atalantd) and the beautiful Woodland Ringlet {Erebia
medusa) were common in a variety of biotypes.

Days 3-4

We spent two days in the Piatra Craiului and Fagaras mountains, where
in between the rain showers it was very warm and sunny. Due to the

cooler climate, fewer butterflies were seen but on wet pasture in the

foothills were several species including: Small Pearl Bordered Fritillary

(Clossiana euphrosyne), Sooty Copper {Lycaena tityrus), Idas Blue

iPlebejus idas), Geranium Argus iEumedpnia eumedon), Common Blue

{Polyommatus icarus) and Dingy Skipper (Erynnis tages). The Idas

Blues were very small and dark but were in such good numbers that

their shimmering purple/blue colour could be seen from the road, as

they flew up from the grass every time the backdraft from passing

vehicles disturbed them. Woodland Ringlets were also common in the

roadside verges and damp meadows, as common as Meadow Browns
are in Britain.

After dinner in the hotel we went into the nearby city of Brasov

where we saw the powerful frame of a female Brown Bear with two

cubs. The bears came out of the woodlands to forage in the bins on an

urban street and gave good views at close quarters. A large metal

industrial skip was tipped over by the female as if it were made of

cardboard, causing a huge crash and demonstrating the immense
strength of these incredible wild animals.

The next morning we visited the spectacular Zarnesti Gorge Reserve

Flying in the damp verges were Woodland Ringlet {E. medusa), Orange

Tip (Antbocharis cardamines) and Mountain Green Veined White

iPieris bryoniae). I was expecting the latter to be very dark-veined, as I

had seen described in the text books. In reality, the specimens seen

here were only slightly darker than our own Green Veined White

{Pieris napi) Interestingly, Green Veined White was quite scarce in

Romania but the few seen were extremely pale on the underside and

the green veins greatly reduced. They were of the form meridionalis

which made separating them from bryoniae that little bit easier! A single

Wood White and Narrow Bordered Bee Hawk moth were also seen.

At the top of the gorge we were greeted with some amazing alpine

meadows, full of beautiful wild flowers and many butterflies. Small

Blue (Cupido minimus), Mazarine Blue {Cyaniris semiargiis). Wood
White {Leptidea sinapis). Turquoise Blue {Plebicula dorylas)

and Mountain Argus {Aricia artaxerxes) were seen here among
commoner species in abundance. The small blues were reluctant to fly
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far, tending to flit from grass blade to blade and then walk up and

down them as if searching but rarely seen feeding. The single Mazarine

Blue seen was feeding on salts from the road.

As dusk fell we were taken deep into a forest by the Park warden to

an area from which the public are usually excluded. We travelled to a

large compound where we were privileged to see a wild wolf at close

quarters. The huge canine had been rescued by the wardens when
found close to death on the reserve. As dusk fell we also saw one of

my favourite birds, Nutcracker, calling from the top of a conifer. A
roosting Large White iPieris Brassicae) and Eastern Bath White {P.

edusa) were the final butterflies of the day.

Days 5 and 6

We left our hotel in Bran after breakfast and travelled eastwards to Saraiu

and Mamaia and ultimately the Black Sea coast. This area is veiy different

to Transylvania, containing large areas of steppe and plain as well as

coastal dunes. White Pelican and Great Cormorant were common on
water and in surrounding scrub, Savis Warbler and Bluethroat were seen

and heard. We had close encounters with Dice Snakes which were
frequently seen swimming for prey in freshwater and also saw a Raccoon

Dog (or Knot as it is locally known) This area is also the best place to see

the European Souslik, a kind of ground squirrel which resembles a

Meerkat. New butterflies included Swallowtail iPapilio machacni), Adonis

Blue {Lysaudra hellaryiis) and Knapweed Eritillaiy (Melitaea phoehe) and

on the coast Lesser Spotted fritillaiy {M. tnvia) and Cardinal {Arpyunis

pcmdorci) were reasonably common. To the rear of our hotel in Mamaia
on the Black Sea coast was a large reed bed and channel stirrounded by

meadows and wetland, which proved to be superb for wildlife. An Otter

was seen hunting in the pools, birds such as Little Bittern were numerous
and the hedgerows were teaming with Meadow Browns (Mauio/a
JiuHna). But the highlight for me was walking down to the wetland just

before breakfast and ob.serving dozens of Large Coppers {Lycaeua dispar

nitila) sitting on the grass blades, wings outstretched to catch the day's

first rays of sunshine. Their iridescent wings shone like jewels and all

around them their food plant. Great Water Dock was growing in

profusion. The.se specimens were undoubtably subspecies rutila which,

unlike dispar And hatava, seemed a lot less habitat-specific.

Days 7 & 8

The next two clays were spent in the most spectacular areas for

butterflies and some very special birds. Travelling towards the city
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of Tulcea we visited a wide range of habitats including Sitorman Quarry
where Rose Coloured starlings nest and the spectacular Cheia Gorge
where Chalkhill Blue iLysandra coridori), Meleager’s Blue (Meleageria

daphnis), Ilex hairstreak {Satyrium ilicis) and Silver Studded Blue
{Plebejus argus) are abundant. Golden Orioles were frequently heard

and sometimes seen among Syrian and Middle Spotted Woodpeckers
and the Pied Wheatear was common at the bottom of the cliffs. But the

most amazing habitat of all is the vast Babadag Forest, which is home
to wild boar and contains large areas of open heathland and
scrub. Horn-Nosed Viper is found here, one of the most venomous
European snakes and almost trodden on by me whilst chasing a

fritillary across the heathland. Fortunately, unless threatened, the snakes

are largely benign and the female I found proved this to be the

case. High Brown Fritillary (Argynnis adippe) was one of the

commonest butterflies here, the form cleodoxa outnumbering the

nominate form. Silver Washed Fritillary {A. paphia), Glanville Fritillaiy

(Melitaea cinxia), Weavers Fritillary iClossiana dia) and Spotted

Fritillaiy {M. didyma) are also reasonably common. There are a vast

number of Pyrgiis skipper species here also, but some are difficult to

identify. Orbed Red Underwing Skipper {P. orbifer) and Oberthur’s

Grizzled Skipper iP. armoricanus) are two of the easier ones

found. Male Marbled Fritillaries {Brenthis daphne) were also seen

searching out females by flying into dense vegetation where violets

were growing. A single piece of discarded tissue paper (probably

containing salts) was being visited by two Comma {Polygonia c-alhum),

three Silver Washed Fritillary and a High Brown Fritillaiy. As it was

springtime, several of the site’s speciality butterflies were not yet on the

wing but, during my visit in August the previous year, Dryad (Minois

dryas), Silver Spotted Skipper (Hesperia comma), Pearly Heath

(Coenonympha arcania) and Dusky Heath (C. dorus) were all common
and Map butterfly (Araschnia levana) and Scarce Swallowtail

(Iphicllides podalirius) were also seen feeding on salts around muddy

paths. Birds here were also numerous and included Levant

Sparrowhawk, Steppe Buzzard and Stone Curlew.

Days 9 & 10

More heathlands and steppe were explored on our next two days

around Greci, Macin, Murighiol and the Tulcea area. Here we saw

Saker Falcon on the cliffs and had incredible views of the species

soaring above us, sometimes dipping low enough to give superb views

even without optical equipment. New butterflies in these areas included

Green-underside Blue (Glaucopsyche alexis), Eastern Pale Clouded
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Yellow iColias erate), Great Banded Grayling (Kanetisa circe), Queen
of Spain Fritillary (Issoria lathonia) and Marbled White {Melanargia

galathea). The Eastern Pale Clouded Yellow proved very difficult to

identify, more so because only white females were seen. Holly Blue

was also common, being generally larger than ours and equally

favouring open areas of meadow as well as the more usual woodland

and scrub. Several were seen collecting salts and moisture from the side

of a stream along with Wood Whites and Silver Washed Fritillaries. The

Common Tree Frog is also locally common in these areas and
Paddyfielcl Warbler was heard and occasionally seen.

Days 11 & 12

Our last two days were spent on the floating hotel exploring the

Danube Delta. This amazing wetland habitat is home to thousands of

specialised bird species. White Tailed Eagle joined the list of raptors

seen and Night Heron, Purple Heron and Glossy Ibis were
abundant. To enable us to explore some of the smaller river channels,

the hotel would moor up and we would transfer to smaller boats where
we got really dose to nature with the occasional Muskrat swimming
alongside the boats. In the willow carr on the banks of the Danube,

Black Woodpecker and Grey Headed Woodpecker were also seen. The
Danube Delta is also home to some very specialised butterfly

species. The most beautiful of these is Freyer’s Purple Emperor
(Apatura metis) which was veiy commonly seen basking with wings

open on the willows. It is widely reported that Purple Emperors are

attracted to petrol fumes and occasionally some of these butterflies

would fly down close to the floating hotel or even rest on the

deck. Purple Emperor (A. Iris) and Poplar Admiral {L. populi) were also

seen from the boat. Danube Clouded Yellow is also in the area but

difficult to separate from other similar species. When moored up in the

evenings the lighted windows would attract many moth species. Among
these were Bulrush Wainscot and Lappet.

It is easy to fall in love with Romania. The expression ‘unspoilt’ is

often used too liberally but in this case is entirely justified. Beautiful

and diverse countiy landscapes are cut by modern and vibrant cities

and small villages which seem to have changed little in a hundred
years. Contrasting and diverse in eveiy sense, Romania is a haven for

wildlife and has a Mediterranean climate! Also, there has been a vast

improvement in the quality of tourist facilities in recent years resulting

in all the accommodation we stayed in being of a high quality. The
Romanian people are in the main extremely welcoming and friendly
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and went out of their way to help us everywhere we stayed. On one
evening I casually commented to one of my fellow holiday-makers
about a most beautiful dessert we had been served in another hotel on
our previous visit. The next evening the hotel staff seemed genuinely
thrilled as they served us the very same dessert, specially made for us
on overhearing my remarks! I would recommend a visit to Romania to

anyone remotely interested in natural history or history and that is why
I know I will go back time and time again.

For details on Gone Birding Tours visit www.gonebirding.org and
Diana Travel at www.dianatravel.ro Other tours are planned for late

May/early June 2008 and August 2008.

Harlequin Ladybirds overwintering in Bee-hives

by To7iy Hoare (7295)

Seven Gables, The Downs, Leatherhead, KT22 8LF.

We first saw the Ffarlequin Ladybirds Harmonia axyridis in our area a

couple of years ago. Since then, they have become a regular part of our

fauna, especially in the autumn and spring when they look for or leave

their over-wintering aggregations.

We have three hives of bees in the garden, which are looked after by

a local bee-keeper, who knows of my interest in butterflies, moths and

other insects. We regularly chat about how things are getting on. On a

recent routine visit to make sure that the hives were unaffected by

some high winds, he called me over to have a look at what he had

found. Much to my surprise, under the roof of the hive, was a good

aggregation of Harlequin Ladybirds. They were obviously taking

advantage of this unusual shelter. I was able to show him how to

identify the beetle and he asked if they would be harmful to his bees.

Despite their reputation as voracious predators I told him that I thought

that it was unlikely that they would attack the gmbs but I wonder if

anyone knows better? Upon further inspection, the other two hives

were found to have similar gatherings of a hundred or more beetles.
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A rare encounter

hyjean and Graham Jawis ( 12809)

23 Birchy Barton Hill, Exeter EX1 3ET.

We have been ento-watching in our garden and local environs in

Exeter, Devon for some years now. Amateurs indeed we are. Last year,

though, was very strange. You may recall our sad story of a ‘Chance

Encounter’ { Bulletin vo\un\(2 66, Number 473 in August 2007), regarding

a close look at a White-barred Clearwing moth Synanthedon
spheciformis, in our locality in May which should not, by all

professional advice, have been in our county of Devon - and not a

camera between us, therefore, no record!

Stranger still, in November after having practised a bit with moth
trapping, we were amazed to find a tiny pyralid moth (fw length

approx 5-6mm), not in our trap but on the cotton sheet on which our

trap was standing.

As is our habit now, we photographed it with macro lenses on the

morning of 5th November 2007 and brought up the image on computer

screen. We thought it looked like a pyralid so consulted the book by

Barry Goater, British Pyralid Moths, but could find none like it. Not a

surprise for novices like us, especially with micro moths. We posted a

photo on the internet, requesting help from our friends on Back-

GardenMoths forum. No joy - unusually no-one knew it. We looked

through the amazing range of pyralid moths on UK Moths expecting to

find it; after all, most of the moths in our garden are ‘Common’ and

‘Resident’. We sent a copy of ‘our moth’ to Ian Kimber the site creator

asking if he had this micro moth in his records. He replied that he had

searched for it and didn’t know it either, but had sent it on to Barry

Goater. The reply startled us. He said “I know of no such thing in

Europe”, but he would ask others if they knew it. We sent the

information to our Devon County Recorder, Roy McCormick, who
asked for a photo. He phoned us to say he didn’t know it and had

been in touch with B. Goater. They agreed to ask Michael Shaffer of the

Natural History Museum. He eventually came back to the CR with the

information that this moth was, in his opinion, a very rare adventive

Diplopseustis perieresalis and was in the Pyraloidea, belonging to

Crambidae of the subfamily Spilomelinae.

This moth was originally described from Sarawak (Walker 1859), but

had been reported from China and Australia. There have been records

from Spain, Portugal, Gibraltar and the Majorcas, as well as a record
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from the Scilly Isles in 2007. All, like ours, had come to light traps.

Maybe it will be in your area soon!

Two moths of unusual origin in our first trapping year, we feel, must
reflect with our interference in the climate and our reckless passion for

moving plant species around the world.

We hope that you find our story and attached photograph of interest

to you for your magazine. We love reading other people’s unusual tales,

and my husband Graham especially enjoys the ‘Bug Club’ magazine
which tells him what the kids are up to!

Micro moth, Diplopsenstis perieresciiUs.
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An aberrant colour form of the Small Skipper,

Thymelicus sylvestris (Poda) (Lepidoptera:

Hesperiidae)

by Hewett A. Ellis (9940)

16. Southlands. North Shields. NE30 2QS.

On 23rd July 2007 I encountered an unusual colour form of the Small

Skipper, Thymelicus sylvestris (Poda) at Silverlink, North Shields in

South Northumberland (VC 67; Grid Reference NZ 316 703). In flight it

appeared a very pale blue colour, but when settled it could be seen

that the wings were a creamy white with prominent contrasting dark

veins. The “blueness” was due to the presence of prominent blue hair

scales on the dorsum of the head, thorax and abdomen extending over

the wing bases plus a blue sheen on the upper wing surfaces, which

varied with the angle of viewing. This iridescent blue colour was most

obvious on the hind wings when viewed horizontally from the rear.

The usual dark fuscous wing borders and androconial scales on each

forewing were conspicuous against the pale background. The antennae

w^ere normal, dark fuscous above and with an apical pale orange area

on the ventral surface.

The insect behaved normally and was observed flying with other

Small Skipper butterflies, nectaring on flowers and pursuing a female of

normal colour, but not mating. The specimen is shown in the

accompanying photographs Plates 8 and 9, which give some idea of the

wing pallor, the contrasting dark veins, wing margins and androconial

streaks, as well as the blue body hair-scales. However the photographs

were obtained using an SLR camera and slide film (Fujichrome 200)

with diffused flash illumination, which does not display the bluish wing
colour.

There are several named varieties of the Small Skipper in which the

ground colour varies from the normal fulvous colour through shades of

straw colour to almost white (silvery cream, ah. pallicla Tutt

(Russwurm, 1978); yellowish-white, ah. margarita Frohawk; pale straw,

ah. intermedia Frohawk) (Emmet & Heath, 1989). A specimen recorded

by Hills from Kent in which the forewings were a silveiy bone colour

and the hindwings shot iridescent green has been named ah. pallida-

virescens Tutt (Huxley & Carter, 1981). The present specimen has pale

wings in keeping with ah. pallida or ah. intermedia but the additional

blue body hair-scales and shifting blueness of the wings are features

reminiscent of those described by Fluxley N Carter (1981) in a so
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called Blue form of Small Skipper which was photographed by Mr A. J.

Croucher at Noar Hill, Selborne, Hampshire on 20th August 1978. At the

time no similar form of the Small Skipper had been recorded. Huxley &
Carter (1981) refer to ten English whitish specimens of the Small
Skipper then in the National Collection. Apparently, most of these

specimens show some bluish green hairs and scales on the thorax and
a few slightly iridescent bluish green scales on the upper sides of the

wings at the bases, but none shows the blue coloration of the Noar Hill

specimen. The various colours are not pigment in nature but are

thought to be related to the physical stmcture of the hair scales (Huxley

& Carter, 1981)

This is the first time I have found an aberrant colour form of the

Small Skipper and it must be extremely uncommon in northeast

England. Most previous examples of pale Small Skipper butterflies have

been from Southern England in the counties of Hampshire, Kent,

Sussex and Surrey, from the early 1900’s to 1967 (Huxley & Carter,

1981). The species did not spread to Northeast England until the late

1970’s, when it was recorded in County Durham. Commencing in 1994

it appeared in South Northumberland and subsequently has spread

throughout the county and is now common at some localities (Ellis,

1999). I first noticed the species in 1995. During the past eight seasons

(2000-2007) I have recorded between 26l and 844 individuals (total

3,957, mean 495 per annum). The local incidence of the aberrant form

must thus be less than one in a thousand.

The cause of the aberration is unknown. Huxley & Carter (1981)

speculated that, if genetically determined, then it seems likely that the

Blue form is the homozygote of a rare recessive. If this is the case then

the chances of finding another similar aberrant form at Silverlink must

be very small indeed.
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Old Notes: Insects in the Nilgiri Hills

and Assam, India

by Stuart Cole (10159)

21 Wensleydale Gardens. Hampton. Middlesex

Email: stuarl.colel4@hlinternet.com

In May 1977 I stayed for a couple of weeks in the two adjacent wildlife

sanctuaries of Muclumalai and Bandipur in south-west India. These are

situated between 800 and 1,000 metres altitude on the north side of the

Nilgiri Hills and straddle the Karnataka and Tamil Nadu state border.

They and several other nearby reserves are now encompassed within

the Nilgiri Biosphere Reserv'e. They retain, or at least did at the time of

my visit, a virtually complete assemblage of the mammals and birds

inhabiting typical forest in peninsular India.

Getting to the reserves involved a long train journey from Pune
(formerly Poona) to Bangalore on a train so overcrowded that I had to

hang on to the outside of a carriage for the first 50 miles or so. At

Bangalore I caught another train for

Mysore where I caught the

Ootacamund bus which dropped me
off at Theppakadu in the Muclumalai

reserve. I was able to spend just a

couple of days in this prime area of

the reserves since my letter reserving

accommodation had apparently not

been received, and I then had to move
on to another location in Muclumalai.

In the sub-humid forest around
Theppakadu, Teak ( Tectoria

grandis) is the dominant tree

except along the banks of the

Moyar River where Mango trees

{Mangifera indica), bearing unripe

fruit at this time, were a constituent

of the more varied vegetation.

Although the leaves of Teak are large,

8 to 12 inches long and up to 8 inches

broad, they allow a pleasant dappled
sunlight to filter through and the forest

had an understoiy of shrubs and scrambling

tk'tiocopri.'i dominus
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plants and a well developed field layer of grasses. The pre-monsoon
rains had started and at this time teak and many of the other trees and
shrubs come into flower. Many birds flew through and beneath the

canopy: Hoopoes, White-breasted Kingfishers, parakeets, woodpeckers
and others, while palm squirrels and occasionally an Indian Giant
Squirrel ran along the branches overhead. Elephants and bands of

Bonnet Macaque monkeys were often encountered - the foothills are

reputed to have more elephants than anywhere else in Asia. The
foliage of trees and shrubs were adorned with an abundance of

fulgorid bugs, grasshoppers, colourful caterpillars, weevils and leaf

beetles — the latter mostly Colasposoma ssp. including the bright green

C. splendidiim on Diospyros. The air was filled with the sound of

cicadas of which one kind, Platypleura octoguttata, had the habit of

resting on the ground or on low vegetation and flying up with a loud

buzzing as I walked by.

Because of the large population of wild elephants, dung beetles

appeared to be the most abundant Coleoptera in the forest. They came in

all sizes up to the giants of the World’s coprophagous insects in the

genus Heliocopris. Nearly every pile of elephant dung was mixed in with

a molehill-sized mound of dark brown earth that was excavated from the

burrows of Heliocopris but, although they were very common, I saw only

one of the beetles themselves and that was a dead individual of H.

dominus being hauled along the ground by an army of tiny ants. It was

6.5 cm long and 4 cm broad, the pronotum extending forward into a

broad spine and the great shovel-shaped head 2 cm wide carrying two

prominent lateral horns. The smaller clung beetles included Sisyphus and

Onthophagus ssp. Of the latter the only species identified was
Onthophagus vividus which has a coppery-red pronotum and dark green

elytra. A good number of Staphylinidae were also present in dung.

At light too, dung beetles were often the most numerous insects.

Sitting near a light in the evenings I would be bombarded by a host of

little black and brown clung beetles and sometimes a big dull black

Catharsius or the rotund shiny brown geotrupid Bolhoceriis

quadridens. Crickets, cockroaches, longhorn beetles and click beetles

(including the large, dark brown, Lanelater fuscipes) also crowded

around lights along with a surprisingly small variety of moths and

some Neuroptera; the latter were nearly all ant-lions

(Myrmeleontidae), and sometimes large species of Acanthocorydalis

belonging to the Megaloptera. The males of the latter have enlarged

curved mandibles. In North America related insects of the order are

called Dobson flies.
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After two days at Theppakadu I walked the four miles to the village

of Masinigudi at the edge of Mudumalai where I stayed several days in

a forestry department bungalow. The village was surrounded by small-

scale cultivation and partially cleared grazing land. The nearby forest

was of a drier type composed of a greater variety of tree species though

it was much degraded, little more than scrub in places, mainly due to

the villagers driving their cattle into the wildlife sanctuary each day to

graze. There were also signs of recent forest fires and the naturalised

South American shrub Lantana camcira had displaced much of the

native vegetation, flowever, though mammals were not so visible here,

insects and other Arthropoda were much more abundant and diverse in

this open forest and pasture.

In the mornings thousands of millipedes of the Polydesmidae, some
of the dark brown females carrying a smaller black male on their backs,

roamed over the ground damp from the previotis day’s rain. Scorpions

abounded - nearly every rock beside tracks sheltered a scorpion of one
or another of the three common local species. A medium size brown
scorpion was the most numerous, another kind was tiny, no more than

1.5 cm long when adult and the third species, of the genus
//e/ero;?/cy/7/s' (Scorpionidae), probably H. spinifer, was the largest at 11

to 12.5 centimetres in length. The latter was all dark green except for

the poison containing vesicle, which was orange. Some of the female

scorpions had their recently hatched young crowded on their backs.

Otherwise the adults were solitary except for a pair of Heterometrus

together beneath a stone. Various black ground-dwelling beetles

appeared to be the favourite food of the scorpions, judging by the

amount of remains present beneath the same rocks.

A/)(uhvusf(’(if

( ApilchyitliK.'}

Turning over rocks and logs at the forest verge and
over the pastures revealed a great assortment

of other animals: snails, worms, spiders,

centipedes, millipedes, termites,

crickets, cockroaches, ground
beetles and lizards. Also one small

snake and a brenthid beetle of the

genus Amorphoccphalus. beetles of this genus, one
member of which is the sole species of Brenthidae in

Europe, spend part of their lives in the nests of

Ccwip())ioliis ants.

One species of carabid beetle was commonly found in a

cavity in the ground beneath logs guarding either eggs or

young larvae. Unfortunately the specimen that 1 took was
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Plate 1. Oleander

Hawkmoth Dtiphnis

uerii. typical colour

form larv'a (left)

Plate 2. Oleander

Hawkmoth Daphnis
nerii, semi' colour

form larva (right)

Plate 3- Death's Head
Hawkmoth Acheroiilia

alropos, typical colour

form laiv'a (left)

Plate 4. Death s Head
Hawkmoth Acben»itki

alropos. grey colour

form larva (right)

Plate 5. Elephant

H awkmoth Deileph ila

elpenor. typical colotir

form lar\’a (left)

Plate 6. Elephant

H awkmoth DeilephHa

elpenor. green colour

form larva (right)

Photos: Ronald Baxter
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Plate 8. Pale form of male Small Skipper with normal female on grass. (Phc:>tograph:

Hewett Ellis).

Plate 9- (inset). Close-up of pale male Small Skipper on Creeping Thistle tlower, showing

blue hair scales on the head, thorax and abdomen and the normal dark veins, wing

margins and androconial scales contrasting with the pale background. (Photograph:

I lewett Ellis).
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L eaten by a gecko so I was not able to identify the

typical black ground beetle and
yu^^^jT looked very like a Pterostichus. Certainly, it is likely to

be of the tribe Pterostichini as parental care or protection

4 of eggs and young is known in many species worldwide
within this tribe and I am unaware of it having been

Jt recorded in any other Carabidae. The eggs, which
\ T seemed unusually large for the size of the beetle,

numbered up to 30 in a single clutch. The laiwae were
white whilst they stayed with the parent. After becoming independent,

they changed colour to red and black creatures that wandered actively

along tracks in the sunshine.

Butterflies, especially, were more varied in the open habitats around

Masinigudi. The blue and black species of Tirumala (Danainae),

commonly called blue tigers, and yellow pierids of the genus Catopsilia

were abundant and soon to start migrating down to the plains in the

morning. The flowers of lantana attracted some such as the crow
butterflies {Enploea spp.) and black-winged swallowtails of the genus

Pachliopta. Among the many other butterflies were Hypolimnas bolina,

Junonia hiena, J. limonias, Danaus genuta, Ixias pyrene, Prioneris sita,

black and white banded Neptis ssp. and little bright yellow Eureina spp.

Lantana flowers were also attended by a common brown day-flying

hawkmoth, probably one of the many oriental Macroglossnm species,

and the spectacular carpenter bee Xylocopa latipes. The latter is one of

the world’s biggest bees, shiny black with pale blue eyes, the dark

wings with purple and green reflections have a wingspan of over 6

cms. The males have elongated fore legs, with curved, flattened, yellow

tibiae fringed with long hairs on the outer edges. Carpenter bees are

well represented in India and are major pollinators of many plant

species, including some tropical fruit and vegetable crops. As they nest

in wood and bamboo stems, these bees are

suffering a decline due to the large-scale collection

of dead wood for fuel. In some other tropical

countries nesting sites are provided for carpenter

bees in the vicinity of crop fields to boost their

populations.

The pastures were scattered with Alhizzia trees

that were frequented by red and black leaf beetles

of the Clytrinae. Of the three species found, I

identified Clytra succincta and Clytrasoma

palliata. Among other beetles that I came upon

Carreta

dejeani
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were a particularly beautiful click beetle Campsosternus

splendiclus, 3 cm long with metallic green elytra and
chestnut pronotum and seven species of Buprestidae

including the metallic green and coppery Chrysochroa

mutahilis and the red and dark blue Agelia pectinicornis.

On I4th May I left Masinigudi to stay in the neighbouring

Bandipur Wildlife Sanctuary. Being unsure as to whether there would

be a bus going in that direction, I decided to walk the nine or ten miles

to the visitor resthouses in the middle of the reserve. I was glad I did so

since no bus passed me by the whole way, although I got soaked in a

torrential storm through the last two miles and had to dodge out of the

way of an irritable bull elephant lingering near the alcohol checkpost

on the state border (Tamil Nadu being a ‘diy’ state, vehicles crossing

the border had to stop to be searched for alcohol).

The forests of Bandipur were more open than that around
Theppakadu and not degraded like that at Masinigudi. There were
many grassy clearings and, although Teak was the predominant tree,

there was a good mix of species including valuable Rosewood
iDcilhergia latifolia) and Sandalwood (Santahim album), Cassia fistula,

which has long tassels of yellow flowers and figs (Ficus spp.) of at least

two kinds. The heavy showers had filled depressions in the ground and

on rock outcrops, forming temporary pools. These would have been

dry for months but now aquatic plants were springing up, duckweed
floated on the surface and animal life was prolific in even the smallest

rock pool a few inches across. In the water were notonectid waterbugs,

diving beetles, myriads of mosquito larvae, little leeches, tiny

crustaceans of the Conchostraca, bodies enclosed in clam-like shells

and multitudes of tadpoles. Among the water beetles was the strikingly

marked black and white Sandracottus festivus (species of this genus

were formerly included in Hydaticus). On the surface were gyrinid

beetles, gerrid bugs and dead mayflies. Dragonflies and damselflies of

many kinds darted about above the pools.

Two types of termite mound were a feature of

the forests. One form was a single pinnacle cone

a maximum of five feet in height; the other .

consisted of a group of hollow conical structures f

up to 12 inches high. On examining the interior of

one the latter, 1 found a rounded ball of soft dark

fungal material in which were a few workers. 3’hese

fungus growing termites woidd be of the

Macrotermitinae l')ut also inside were the occasiona

Caiascopus

regalis

fCarahidae)
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soldier, with straight wire-like mandibles, of a Termes sp. (Termitinae)

that live in the nests of other termites. Another numerous termite, one
of the Nasutitermitinae, lived in the cracks in rock outcrops, their

presence indicated by dark powdery encrustations along the rock

seams. Beneath these were the black worker termites and the soldiers

with heads extended in front into the tube or beak characteristic of the

caste in this subfamily. An ant that constructed conspicuous nests was
a Crematogaster sp. Their carton nests of black woody material

constructed around the branches of trees were a common sight. Much
less easily spotted were the combs of a small kind of honey bee {Apis

sp.) that formed yellow sausage-shaped structures of uncovered cells

around smaller tree branches. These contained very liquid sweet

honey much sought after by the local people.

A common sight in some small trees were the communal nests of the

spider Stegodyphus sarasinorwn (Eresidae). These took the form of a

ball of tough silk several inches across firmly lodged in the branches. I

examined one of these which was opened up with some difficulty;

insect remains were entangled in its mass and in cavities there were

several of the quite small, dull grey spiders.

Streams of butterflies were now drifting through the forests, most of

them a Tirumala species and mingling with them a species of pale

yellow Catopsilia. There are a number of local butterflies that annually

move between the hills and the plains; at this time of year with the

onset of the rains, the insects would be travelling north-east to the

plains. At one spot hundreds of Tirumala had stopped to feed at a

group of flowering trees while a great many others were gathering on

dead bamboos close by.

One morning I was standing in a clearing examining

small Cassia trees loaded with caterpillars, they were

so many that the noise of their chomping
sounded like the patter of rain on the foliage.

Then I heard a great roar and turned to get a

fleeting glimpse of a great yellow and black

striped body disappearing into the bamboo
thicket behind me. A tiger must have been either

' lying-up in the undergrowth or had wandered

into the clearing and been annoyed to find me
standing there. The animal stayed out of sight

but quietly growling so I slowly slipped away but

decided to return later in the afternoon hoping to

see it emerge for its evening prowl.

Catbarsius molossus
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On the way back to the glade I encountered a lone bull elephant

peacefully browsing beside the track. As I watched him, he looked up

and his mood instantly changed to hostility. He trumpeted and hurtled

towards me with surprising speed; as I fled I glanced back and saw that

he was catching up but just as he was virtually breathing down my
neck, the elephant veered to one side and careered into the scrub with

his tail and trunk raised, making a peculiar noise very like a wheezing

human laugh. I was determined to press on and try to see the tiger. I

climbed into a tree overlooking the clearing. I waited an hour or so

before I heard a brief growl as the tiger emerged from the bamboos,

strolled across and disappeared from view. On the way back to the

visitor accommodation I had a close encounter with my bull elephant

again; this time he gave up the chase sooner and turned, as before, at a

brisk pace into the bushes.

The following year in November 1978, I returned to India, this time to

visit the state of Assam in the far north-east of the country. Assam is

almost cut off from peninsular India, being connected by a narrow neck

of land between Bangladesh and Nepal. The state has two principal

geographical features - the great Brahmaputra River running through

the middle and the Himalayan foothills that form the northern border.

The climate is sub-tropical and very wet.

After picking up an Assam visitor permit in Calcutta (since renamed
Kolkata) I flew to Gawahati, the Assamese capital. The next day I took

a train to Barpeta and a lift from there to the Manas Wildlife Sanctuar^^

which lies at the foot of the Himalayas where the Manas River flows out

of the hills of Bhutan into the flat alluvial plain of the Brahmaputra in

India. The reserve’s tourist bungalows lie only 50 yards or so from the

Bhutan border, indicated by just a line of scattered rocks, beyond which

rise the first forested slopes of the Himalayas. For mammal diversity this

is the richest locality in India, and includes seven species of cats. It is,

or at least was, an important sanctuary for two species close to

extinction, the Hispid Hare and the Pygmy Hog, the

latter rediscovered here in 1964 after being thought

extinct. But over the six days I spent here I saw only

Hog Deer, Wild Boar and Asiatic Buffalo (the

domesticated form of which is the Water Buffalo)

among the larger mammals. The Asiatic Buffaloes here

are thought to be the only surviving tridy wild

population.

Along the streams and in the riverine woodland of

the flat country on the Indian side of the border.
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remarkably lew insects were in evidence. Some that particularly

attracted my attention were the grey pond-skaters (Gerridae) that lived

on the surface of the streams. It was extraordinary how they were able

to propel themselves tirelessly against the fast flowing water so that

they were able to stay level with the same spot on the bank. Only in

and around fresh elephant dung were insects apparent in any numbers.
Huge, 10 cm long grasshoppers Chondracris rosea fed on the dung in

company with lycaenid butterflies and the attractive Yellow Pansy
Butterfly (Jiinonia hierta) while in the dung heaps were various

smallish dung beetles, including Onthophagus and Sisyphus spp.

Chondracris rosea, all bright green until it takes to flight when it reveals

the pink-tinged hindwings, is a common grasshopper in Assam. The
genus has just one other species and both were formerly included in

Cyrtacanthacris.

Insects were more prolific on the forested slopes over the Bhutan

border. A track here led to a small village and the villagers used it for

transporting goods of some sort into India on little pack horses. When
the sun came out there were a fair number of butterflies around the

shrubs bordering the path: Colotis, Neptis, Junonia, Eurejna and other

genera with the fritillary-like Lebadea martha the only one that I could

identify to species. Beetles found under loose bark were a ground

beetle of the genus Catascopus, the small tenebrionid Ceropna induta

of the Diaperinae, passalids of the genus Leptaulax, some Leiodidae

that rolled themselves into perfect balls so that they looked like shiny

black seeds and multitudes of Cucujidae and small staphylinids. There

were also many earwigs under bark, among them a 4 cm long

immature Apachyus feae. The Apachyidae include a small number of

species of very big earwigs, some quite colourful, with strongly

depressed bodies that are distributed across the Old World tropics.

On leaving Manas I travelled east via Gawahati by train and bus to

the Kaziranga National Park on the south bank of the Brahmaputra. The

river is one of the broadest in the world, up to 12 miles wide

200 miles inland, and still as much as seven

miles across in places as far as 600 miles from its

mouth in the Bay of Bengal. There must have

once been great areas of marsh along its course

through the Assam lowlands but most of this has

been turned to agriculture, predominantly for rice

growing. Some of the marshes though have been

preserved in the l65 square mile Kaziranga

National Park which was set up primarily to protect

Oiiitia
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the Great Indian Rhinoceros. In contrast to Manas, many
large mammals, including river dolphins, as well as an

abundance of waterbirds, could be easily seen by
entering the marshland on a riding elephant. Since it is

not easy terrain to traverse on foot, being naturally very

wet and densely vegetated with tall grasses reaching 15

feet in height, I was unable to acquaint myself with the

insect life of the reserve. Also the presence of large

mammals concealed in the grasses made it risky. As I discovered once

whilst walking along the fringe of the resei've, a human on foot is at

considerable disadvantage on muddy ground when chased by a rhino.

Fortunately on that occasion a steep ditch constructed to keep animals

out of the rice fields saved me in the nick of time.

The resthoLise accommodation for visitors to the national park is

situated on the slopes of the Mikir Hills overlooking the marshes. The
buildings are surrounded by tea estates and plantations of Cashew Nuts

and Pepper vines. Insects were much more in evidence in the hills than

they were at Manas. Although nights were chilly, a fair variety of insects

came to the lights of the resthouses. Among them were the dung
beetles Cathcirsius molossus, Onitis suhopacus and a Heliocopris sp. The
Onitis, about a dozen of them, all appeared together careering around

the veranda and none were seen at any other time. The females of this

species have oddly shaped tibiae on the middle legs, broad with a deep
notch, and, as in the genus Scamhaeus, tarsal joints are absent from the

front legs of both sexes. The huge Heliocopris must have been
impressive in flight but I always found them when they were sprawling

helplessly on their backs beside the verandas. Several butterflies of the

Satyrinae arrived at light each night, all were sombrely coloured except

one that had turquoise patches on its wings. Other insects at light were
various ichneumon-flies and medium-sized moths and also the chafer

beetle Meloloutha guttipem.

Behind the resthouses a valley led into the interior of the hills. The
people inhabiting the valley floor to either side of a clear stream

cultivated rice in little fields, grew bananas and other food plants

around their thatched mud huts and grazed their diminutive cattle on
the slopes. These low hills were once covered by subtropical rain forest

but now there was only some impoverished .secondary forest, much of

it composed of 30 to 40 foot high clumps of bamboo. The only relic of

the original forest I .saw was a lone mature tree, bearing empty ne.sts of

weaver birds suspended from branches crowded with epiphytic
orchids.

Oi!thophaf>us

vividus
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In the warm sunshine, insects, particularly
grasshoppers, dragonflies and butterflies, were active
all around the valley. In a walk along the stream I

counted 40 species of butterfly within a 400 yard
stretch of the bank. Here certain patches of wet sand

and mud at the water’s edge drew many to the stream and
where they settled to feed on sodium and other nutrients (‘mud
puddling’ as it is called). I was watching one particularly popular two-
square yards of dark mud when a leaf butterfly {Kallima sp.) droppeddown amidst the clusters of pierids, composed of yellow Euremas sp.
and white Appiass'^., and various hairstreaks.

The ten or so species of the oriental genus Kallima are the best
riown of the many dead leaf mimicking insects. The species here was

a tairly large and handsomely coloured insect with an rich orange band
across the forewings and iridescent dark blue at the base. The fore- and
hindwings come to a point to represent the leaf tip and petiole. The
underside is grey-brown with lines and spots to represent veins and
blemishes.

While all other butterflies feeding at mud were so preoccupied that
they could sometimes be picked up by hand, this and the one other
Kallima that I saw here were very wary, instantly taking to flight if I

tried to approach. Other mud puddling species here included the large
black and white swallowtail Papilio helenus, the odd little papilionid
Lamproptera curius, the map-wing butterfly Cyrestis thyadamus, the
chestnut and black Rhinopalpa polynice 2ind Vindula erota. Cyrestis feed
with their wings flattened against the ground, the wings, edged with
black and orange, are mostly white with the appearance of mother-of-
pearl etched with fine black lines. A few butterflies, mainly Lycaenidae
were also found tasting the charred earth and wood beneath a recent
outdoor cooking fire. Flowers, even of the usually irresistible Lantana,
were almost completely ignored by butterflies. In fact few insects of any
kind visited flowers and a skipper was the only butterfly seen.

The many other butterfly species in the valley included Junonia
atlites, J. almana, an assortment of Cethosia, Neptis and Euploea, and a
single male of the birdwing Troides helena that soared high over the

vegetation. The forewings of the Troides were black and the
hindwings golden yellow. Assam is, I think, just about at the
north-west limit of the ‘birdwing’ group of butterflies.

I also spent some time examining felled trees amidst the
bamboo thickets on the slopes. Loose bark on these sheltered

a host of small insects and other arthropoda - spiders, chelifers.

Toxicum

assamense

(TenebrionidaeJ
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centipedes and millipedes. There were earwigs, termites, bugs
(including an Aradus sp.), crickets, beetles, fly grubs and ants. The
beetles ranged across the families Carabidae, Staphylinidae (including

Pselaphinae), Histeridae, Cucujidae, Endomychidae and Tenebrionidae.

The following were the few identified: Catascopiis regalis, a nice

metallic green, copper and blue ground beetle, one of a large genus of

the Old World tropics and sub-tropics; Toxicum assamense, an inch-

long black tenebrionid that has two small hair covered horns on the

head (the genus occurs in Asia and Australia); Eumorphus
quadrigiittatus (Endomychidae), black with yellow spots (the typical

form and the sub-species E. quadrigiittatus pulchripes were found
clustered together under the same piece of bark; among the

staphylinids was a Priochinis species, a genus found in Australia and

Asia north to Japan.

Reference
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Foraging Ecology of Large Carpenter Bees in India, Current Science, Vol 90.
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Wildlife Surveys in National Trust Gardens

by Matthew Oates

Advisor on Nature Conservation. National Trust, Heelis. Kemble Drive, Swindon, SN2 2NA.

The National Trust needs to learn more about the wildlife occurring in

its 130 formal gardens attached to historic mansions. Recent surveys of

a small sample of gardens discovered four species of invertebrate new
to Britain; a Mediterranean whorl snail, a bug on mistletoe, an obscure

leaf litter fly and a paper wasp. Also, grassland fungi surveys identified

several National Trust lawns as being of national importance,
particularly for wax cap fungi. It is likely that many Tmst gardens are of

importance for rare or declining species, perhaps especially

invertebrates (e.g. mining bees and dragonflies). Clearly, it is the

resident and regularly visiting species that count, rather than odd
vagrants.

Obviously, these places are gardens, rather than nature reserves, but

the Trust will do whatever it can to encourage wildlife in its gardens,

especially rare species, so long as this does not unduly compromise

garden management.

The Trust wishes to hear from naturalists visiting its gardens,

particularly specialists in the less widely recorded wildlife groups.

Entrance to gardens is free to members. Some care will need to be

taken over recording methods, such as using nets publicly and entering

garden ponds: do please contact the Tmst property in advance should

your recording techniques necessitate such disturbance (see NT web
site or Members Handbook). Many properties will welcome detailed

surveys by specialists and can enable free entrance, including on days

when gardens are not open to the public.

Full details of existing survey knowledge, garden by garden, and

information for surveyors are on the Tmst web site.

See www.nationaltrust.org.uk/wildlifeingardens

Records of interest are welcome via a special email address:

gardenswildlifesurvey@nationaltmst.org.uk

wm
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Some Spanish winter butterflies — an update

by Dewid Keen (3309L)

Calle Casto Bancalero 11, 41650 El Saucejo, Sevilla. Spain.

Further to my first article about Spanish winter butterflies - see “Letter

from Spain - 4th of a series” in the October 2007 Bulletin - I am now
writing this follow-up article in the early part of March 2008 to let

readers know about the butterflies seen in January, February,

November and December 2007 and in January and Februaiy 2008.

All but one of the species to be discussed were seen in the area of

countryside situated just to the south of the village of El Saucejo which

is in the Province of Sevilla in southern Spain. I will, therefore, deal

with the odd one out first. On 6th November I took the bus to the city

of Sevilla along with my wife and her brother who was staying with us

for his annual winter break in the sun. Having seen the Two-tailed

Pasha, Chciraxes jasiiis on our visit to the city in the previous

November we hoped to see it again. With this in mind, we spent most

of the afternoon walking through the various parks in the city centre.

Pieris hmssiccie and Vanessa atalanta were both common enough but

we had more or less given up on the Pasha when it was time for us to

get back to the Prado bus station in the evening. As we waited to cross

the very busy Avenida Carlos V (Charles 5th Avenue) a large butterfly

appeared as from nowhere and flew slowly past us several times. It was
clearly a Two-tailed Pasha from the city centre population mentioned in

Dias. We were really pleased that this beautiful insect had finally made
its appearance.

Other than this record, I did not see anything worth noting outside of

my own area in the winter months. Throughout 2007 and again in 2008

I have tried to have at least one walk in our local countryside eveiy

week. However, we had adverse weather (yes, we do get rain,

sometimes even snow down here) for four weeks from the end of

January 2007 which meant that I could only venture out once, on 26

February, after the end of the third week of January. November 2007

was very pleasant but for the second and third weeks of December we
had blustery and showery conditions which precluded any walks.

Around Christmas and the 2008 New Year we had our daughter staying

with us and made various sightseeing trips, but only saw one species of

butterfly - two examples of Vanessa atalanta in Carmona on a cold

and mainly wet 27th December. January started cold and blusteiy but

improved from the third week and I did manage walks of three hours

each on four days in Jantiary and three in Februaiy.
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Working through the butterflies that I have seen, by family, I will

start with the Papilioniclae. I had not seen any swallowtails in this area

during previous winters so I am pleased to say that I was lucky
enough to see two species in Februaiy 2008. A solitary Swallowtail,

Papilio machaon, was seen at the end of my walk on 15 February and
two or three were seen two weeks later. Higgins (1970) and Feltwell

(1992) give April as the earliest month when this species is to be seen

whereas Diaz (1998) says it flies in March. During my walk on 29
February I saw a large butterfly flying around a small dead tree and
thought initially that it was just another P. machaon, having already

seen at least one already that day. However, I decided to take a closer

look and as I neared the tree I realised that it was an example of the

Scarce Swallowtail, Iphiclides feisthamelii. (Diaz gives it full species

status so I have followed his lead even though this will, no doubt,

generate adverse comment!) This was the first specimen of this species

that I have come across in the winter months and, in fact, my earliest

previous record from this area is for late June. Dias says that it can be

seen from the middle of February whilst Higgins (who refers to it as a

subspecies of podalirins) and Feltwell (who only refers to the species

podalirius) both give March as the first month of the flight period. I

had not come across the Spanish Festoon, Ze^ynthia riimina, in

previous winters, but on 29 February 2008 several were seen flying

close to the ground or over low growing plants. Both Higgins and

Feltwell give the flight period from February but curiously Diaz says it

is seen only from March to April.

Turning to the Pieridae, it is pleasing to record that the Clouded

Yellow, Colias crocea, has been seen in good numbers on every one of

my walks during the last two winters. The female ab. helice is never

common here but individuals were seen in January, February and

November 2007. This is in line with the information in Diaz but not

according to the other authors - see previous article. Both the Large

White, Pieris hrassicae, and the Small White, Artogeia j-apae were seen

on every walk that I took during both winters. As a matter of interest, I

took a total of 34 walks in the local countryside during 2007 and rapae

was the only species that I saw every single time - truly multi and

continuously brooded down here. Another “white” seen on eveiy walk

during both the last two winters was the Bath White, Pontia daplidice,

which was frequently seen in good numbers. The Green-striped White,

Euchloe helemla, was seen on every walk that I made in January and

February, both in 2007 and 2008. However, unlike in 2006, I did not see

any examples of this species in November or December 2007.
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I did not see the Brimstone, Gonepteryx rhamni, at all during the

winter 2007-08.

As in previous years, the only nymphalids seen w^ere the Red
Admiral, Vanessa atalanta, and the Painted Lady, Cynthia carclui.

The latter was often seen in numbers whereas the former only

occurred in ones and twos. Carciui was seen on almost every trip

into the countryside during the winter months of 2007 and again in

January and February 2008. Atalanta, on the other hand, was absent

until 26 February 2007 but was seen regularly during the winter of

2007-08.

In my previous article I mentioned that the Wall, Lasiommata megera,

was the only member of the “browns” that I had seen during the winter

here. It was seen once more on every visit during January and Febmary
2007 and again on two of my visits in both January and February 2008.

There was no sign of it in either November or December 2007.

However, a second species, the Speckled Wood, Pamrge aegeria,

appeared on 26 February 2007, again on 5 November that year and
once more on 29 February 2008. Both Higgins (successive broods) and

Feltwell (two broods) give the flight period for this species as from

March to October whereas Diaz says it appears in two broods, the first

in May and June with the second appearing in July and August. I am
also pleased to add a third species, the Small Heath, Coenonympha
pamphiliis, although only on the strength of one sighting - on 11

November 2007. Higgins refers to the flight period as “throughout

summer from April”, Feltwell gives “May to September” (in three

broods) while Diaz says that it occurs in various generations in the

Spring, Summer and Autumn. It would seem that my record is a late

one for this species.

Single specimens of the Small Copper, Lycaena phlaeas, were seen

on three trips in January 2007, again on 5th and 11th November 2007

and once more on 22 January 2008 - it being absent on all other winter

trips during the period under review. I have never seen more than two
or three examples of this species on any trip around here, even in the

Spring and Autumn.

The Provence Hairstreak, Toniares ha/las, is very common in the

countryside from late February to the end of March each year.

Higgins and Feltwell both give the flight period as January to April

and Diaz says that it flies “from very early Spring until the end of

April”.

The Long-tailed Blue, Lampicles hoeticus, was seen in good numbers
once again during all my visits to the countryside in November and
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December 2007. However, I have yet to see it in either January or

February. Lang’s Short-tailed Blue, Leptoptes pirithous, was also

common in November and December 2007 but unlike its predecessors

in the previous year, did not appear in January in 2008. My sightings for

both species would seem to indicate that their flight periods have or are

being extended. There was no sign of the Geranium Bronze, Cacyreus
marshalli, during the winter of 2007-08, so my only winter records

remain the specimen seen in my garden on 1 November 2006 and
those seen flying with boeticiis outside Carmona on 8 November that

year.

The Common Blue, Polyommatus icanis, was seen in small numbers
on every visit to the countryside in January and February 2007 and a

few were also seen there on 14 November 2007. I did not see it in

January 2008 but it was present, again in small numbers, on 5th, 15th

and 29th Febmary.

In the previous article, mention was made of two unidentified

specimens of a species of the genus Aricia taken on 20 and 27

November 2006. After some work, I can confirm that these are

examples of the Mountain Argus, Aricia allotis montenensis. A further

example was taken on 29 November 2007. Higgins refers to the flight

period as June/July in a single brood. There is no mention of either

'' allous" or “montenensis" in Feltwell but Diaz deals with it as a

subspecies of Aricia artaxerxes, with a flight period of June and July.

Another species of the genus, the Southern Brown Argus, Aricia

cramera, appeared in my garden and the countryside during the

summer of 2007 and continued to appear in the latter locality into the

winter, being seen on 11th and I4th November that year. Higgins gives

the flight period as “April and later in two or more broods”, Feltwell

says it appears in two broods from April to July whereas Diaz says

there are two broods, the first from the middle of May to the beginning

of July and the second from August to September.

To complete the review of the winter butterflies I will discuss the

only Skipper that I have found at this time of year, the Mallow Skipper,

Carcharodus alceae. It appeared in the countryside throughout January

and Febmary 2007 and one was even seen on 5th November that year.

Then there was a break until it reappeared in February 2008, being

seen on 5th, 15th and 29th. In personal correspondence with John

Tennent, he has drawn my attention to the difficulty in separating this

species from C. tripolinns. For the sake of simplicity I have recorded all

my observations under alceae but will, if necessary, correct matters by

way of a suitable future article.
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To summarise my findings, a total of 24 named species have been

seen during the winter months and of these, all but one iC. jasius) has

been observed in the countryside to the south of my village or in my
own garden. As will be seen from the information in this and the

previous article, the flight periods of many of the species recorded in

the three reference books are at variance with my own data. I hope to

be able to add to this information with details of future observations as

the years go by.
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An update on the National Moth Recording
Scheme
by Zoe Randle & Richard Fox

Butterfly Conservation, Manor Yard, East Lulworth, Wareham, Dorset BH20 5QP.

wum. mothscou nt.org

Introduction

The Moths Count project has been running now for over a year. Its aim

is to stimulate and encourage moth recording throughout the UK, Isle

of Man and Channel Islands, particularly by developing a long-term

National Moth Recording Scheme (NMRS) and national database of

macro-moth records. The overall ethos of the NMRS is to add extra

‘value’ to the excellent local recording already taking place, rather than

to impose any additional burden upon moth recorders. All County Moth
Recorders have been contacted about the NMRS and their responses

have been overwhelmingly positive. In Scotland, 24 new County Moth
Recorders have been recruited as a result of the NMRS. The updated list

of County Moth Recorders can be found on the NMRS page of the

Moths Count website (www.mothscount.org).

Achievements in 2007

The Moths Count project had a very busy year in 2007. The headline

achievement is that the National Moth Recording Scheme is officially up

and running! This is the first time that there has been a national

distribution recording scheme covering all macro-moths since the early

1980s. A lot of hard work underlies the creation of the NMRS. As well

as developing the network of County Moth Recorders, there has been

the installation and rigorous testing of the necessary hardware and

software for the NMRS database, and the development and distribution

of a short, clear and workable data policy. Hopefully most of you will

have seen the latter; if not you can find it on the Moths Count website.

Late in the year, the first records were added to the NMRS database,

marking the official start of the scheme. Since then over one million

moth records have been incorporated into the database! To ensure that

the database grows in a sustainable manner, individual County Moth

Recorders are being approached one by one and asked for their local

datasets. In addition, we have been working with the Biological

Records Centre and Rothamsted Research to make moth records

collated under their recording and monitoring schemes available to

County Moth Recorders and to the NMRS in due course.
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All important feedback and ongoing discussion with the moth recording

community was achieved through National Moth Recording Conferences

held in England, Scotland, Wales and the Isle of Man during the year.

These were very successful with well over 200 moth recorders ranging

from beginners to County Moth Recorders, taking part. These conferences

provided an important oppoitunity for moth recorders to meet each other

and to hear about other moth projects, local and national, which stem

from the collection of moth records. A similar meeting for moth recorders

in Northern Ireland is planned during 2008 (date and location to be

confirmed), to complete our first set of national conferences.

Twenty-three Moths Count training workshops were undertaken

during 2007, from Kent to Northern Ireland. Training was provided for

different levels of expertise including; identification of moths by

genitalia dissection, training in the identification and survey techniques

for several rare and endangered species and using computers for moth
recording, as well as training to provide beginners with a general

introduction to moths and moth recording. A total of 322 people

attended these free events and feedback was excellent; amongst
beginners, 89% said that they now intended to take up moth recording.

Our outreach work also got off to a flying start in 2007, with our first

Garden Moths Count online survey which is aimed at the gardening

public and their families. We also organised 33 public moth events.

Almost 700 people attended of whom 33% were children. This is a

fantastic result as some of these children may go on to become the

moth recorders of the future! All participants took away lots of

accessible information about moths and recording and we hope they

will go on to attend events organised by local moth groups.

The year ahead — 2008

We have a busy year ahead of us and, with continued hard work on the

project, we expect 2008 to bring substantial benefits to moth recorders.

The NMRS database will continue to grow, both in the total number of

records, but more importantly in the geographical coverage, as further

county datasets are incorporated. As the dataset increases, we will start

to produce provisional distribution maps, so keep your eyes peeled for

the first online maps at www.mothscount.org. We will also be working
towards the development of an online recording system for future

implementation. Towards the end of 2008, we will start putting together

a critical species booklet for publication. On top of that we have an

expanded programme of training events aimed at moth recorders at all

levels of expertise (see website for details). Topics covered in the 2008
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training programme include caterpillar survey and identification, rare

species (for example the Crimson Underwings, Rannoch Brindled
Beauty and Narrow-bordered Bee Hawk-moth), identifying difficult

moths, dissection and genitalia determination, use of recording software

and media training. All training events are free but places must always

be booked in advance.

National Moth Night and day 2008, organised by Moths Count and
Atropos will take place on 7 June. It is the tenth anniversary of National

Moth Night so an even better excuse than usual for you and your
mothing friends to do something special. There has already been a lot of

interest in the new idea of a target habitat: orchards, and we hope that

the first ever National Moth Night micro-moth target species iAnania
funebris) will generate important records of this UK BAP priority moth.

If we can’t guarantee good mothing weather for National Moth Night,

we should at least have a chance for Garden Moths Count which will be

mnning for two weeks from 21 June to 6 July! Additionally another 30 or

so public moth events are planned to enthuse and engage the general

public. See the Moths Count website for further details of our free

training and public events happening near you.

Although you may not have seen much overt progress during 2007,

much has been achieved and strong foundations laid for the National

Moth Recording Scheme. We are extremely grateful to the dedicated

volunteers and enthusiastic moth recorders who are supporting and

contributing to this exciting project. Moth recording has never been

more popular and there is lots of fantastic work being undertaken by

moth recorders and local groups across the UK. With your support and

participation, the Moths Count project and, in particular, the National

Moth Recording Scheme, will add great extra value to this work and

provide useful information and facilities to moth recorders and

conservation organisations alike.

Much of the feedback and communication about the Moths Count

project and NMRS occurs via a project mailing list. This includes regular

email updates. If you would like to join the project mailing list and

receive email and/or hard copy information, please contact Sarah-ann

Boon (01929 406009 or saboon@butterfly-conservation.org) providing

your name, postal address and email address.

Moths Count is a partnership of many organisations, individuals and businesses, led by Butterfly

Conservation. Principal funders include the Heritage Lottery Fund, British Entomological and Natural

History Society, City Bridge Trust, Countryside Council for Wales, Environment Agency, Environment

and Heritage .Service, Natural England, Royal Entomological Society, RSPB and Scottish Natural

Heritage. Many Butterfly Con.servation Branches have made generous financial contributions. Many

other organisations are involved, providing support and helping to host events.
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More notes on Oil beetles - 2007

by David Keen (3309)

Calle Casto Bancalero 11. 41650 HI Saucejo, Sevilla. Spahi

My first sighting of an Oil Beetle, Meloe vaiiegatiis, in 2007 was on 2

March when, during a walk in the local countryside, I came across a

solitary female walking across a path.

Ten days later, during a three hour walk in the same area I

encountered at least ten individual females all walking across the veiy

dry ground - nothing particularly interesting in that, but it was nice to

see so many in a short space of time. However, about halfway through

the walk I climbed a bank to a small flat area of land, roughly 3 metres

by 2 metres that I had not reached before - when one is over 60, care

has to take precedence over adventure! Female Oil Beetles were
literally everywhere, all scurrying about on the ground and a few

appeared to be eating the odd thistle leaf or grass stem. An exact count

was difficult but certainly there were well over sixty individuals but

there was not one male to be seen despite a very diligent search

throughout the area.

On 15 March I returned for another walk but found that a lot of the

“paths” below south facing slopes that I had used over the previous five

months had been ploughed up and were, as a residt, rather

uncomfortable to walk on. A few females were seen before I reached the

flat area mentioned above. Once again there were a lot of females, but

nowhere near as many as there had been three days earlier. A careful

search revealed fewer than twenty individual females but, again, no males.

The following day, I ventured back into the countryside and found

that the locals were out in force with tractors and trailers spraying the

thousands of olive trees they grow in this area. Luckily they were not

operating in “my” area and the breeze was not blowing in my direction.

I met Juan, another local, who was tending his hiierta (irrigated piece

of land between the olive trees and used to grow beans, tomatoes,

potatoes and the like). He told me of the enormous beetles, as big as

his thumb, that he had seen recently. I pointed out a female Oil Beetle

walking nearby and he agreed that this was an example of what he had

seen, ffe was most intrigued to learn of the life-history of these

interesting insects and pleased to hear that they don’t, after all, eat his

crops as he had always thought they had!

After I had said goodbye to Juan 1 was making tracks towards the Hat

area when I came across another Oil Beetle - only this one was rushing
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across the path in front of me and at first seemed to be much bigger

than normal. Once I caught up with the beetle I realised that it was
actually two females “in cop”, with the larger of the two specimens
dragging the slightly smaller one behind it across the path and into a

patch of grass. The smaller one appeared to be trying to get away and
to run in the opposite direction but the other one was too strong for it.

I made a mental note of this occurrence and moved on to the flat area

mentioned above. Here, I only managed to find eight or nine females

but two of these were also “in cop” with the larger of the pair dragging

the other behind it. However, instead of running in a straight line as in

the previous sighting, these two were running round in a circle. I

watched them for several minutes before the stronger one finally pulled

its mate off the ground and into the cover of thick grass. Again, not a

single male was seen that day.

Over the next few weeks I saw the odd solitary female Oil beetle on
my walks in the countryside and, as in the previous year, two or three

turned up in the garden and were seen laying their eggs. But I never

came across a male of this species in 2007.

I am quite sure that both these “pairs” consisted of two females and

that they were attached to each other by their sexual organs. Has any

other member come across a similar occurrence either with Oil Beetles

or with other types of beetle? I would be interested to hear from

anyone who has. In the meantime, I will keep an eye open for this sort

of happening this year and will keep you posted! (I am writing this

article on 2 January 2008).

References
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December Moths attracted to flashing coloured

Christmas lights

byJan Koryszko (6089)

3 Dudley Place. Meir. Stoke-on-Trent. Staffordshire. ST3 7AY.

The December Moth Poecilocampa popiili (Linn.) is not a common
moth in my part of Staffordshire. I have had odd specimens around my
security lights outside my home over the years, from October to

January. I have found dead moths lying in the gutters. No doubt these

were hit by cars, having been attracted to their headlights at night. The
most I recorded was when I ran my MV light at home some years ago.

Even then, these were not large numbers.

On 24th December 2006, I noticed two of these moths attracted to my
neighbours’ garden. Their garden shrubs were covered with blue and

white flashing Christmas lights, designed to give the appearance that

the lights were moving. The two December Moths were darting

backwards and forwards following these lights.

It is the first time I have noticed this behaviour. No doubt the colour

sequence was the attraction. I would be most interested to know if

other members have had similar observations with this species or other

moths. Are moths attracted to coloured flashing lights? I have seen

moths drawn to large neon lights, but not the small flashing type that

my neighbours had. It is possible that certain colours are more
attractive than others.

I have noticed in the past that my television set will attract a moth or

two (along with other flying insects) on warm summer nights. It is

possible that light which is broken up, like light passing through frosted

glass, may be an attraction. I have certainly seen moths come to such

features.

It seems that small beads of bright light may attract certain moths
more than bight direct light (like MV light traps). Black UV lights can be

quite dull and yet can be popular with certain species of moths. We
have a lot still to learn!
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Phasmidforum — a new internet resource

by Ian Batten

i. halten@virgin . net

I’ve always had a passion

for insects, particularly

praying mantids and
phasmids. I have been
keeping them as pets

since the age of 13- Also

having great interest in

the internet, I run several

insect related websites
and communities. It was
not until recently that it

struck me that there was
no online community
dedicated to just

phasmids. We have
mantid forums, beetle

forums, cockroach forums

and mixed forums for

discussion on all types on insect. However there was nothing where the

sole discussion was on phasmids. So, I thought - why not fill the niche?

Phasmidforum.com is a relatively new community, created just before

Christmas 2007. In this short time, it has attracted over 100 phasmid

fanatics, contributing to over 2,200 discussions on everything related to

keeping and breeding phasmids.

We have a phasmid gallery featuring over 50 species of phasmid, with

some fantastic macro photos of both the stick insects and eggs. These

are being contributed to and expanded eveiy day.

Phasmidforum is also host to a marketplace, where you can buy and

• sell your excess stock. Looking for a new species, or something to add

I to your collect? Post up a wanted ad, and you’re almost guaranteed to

get a response.

We are always looking to welcome new members to the community -

the more, the merrier. So why not pop along to the forums today, at

.www.phasmidforum.com, and join in the phasmid discussion!
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The buzz is back! National Insect Week 2008 (23-29 June) is an
initiative of the Royal Entomological Society, and aims to educate

and inspire people of all ages about the wonders of the insect

world.

The third National Insect Week will be launched by Kate Humble,
presenter of BBC’s Springwatch, and DEFRA Minister Joan Ruddock
MP, on Monday 23 June at the Chelsea Physic Garden in London.
Activities are planned throughout the week, including:

• Hundreds of events taking place around the countiy, from night-

time moth hunts and pond-dipping, to insect nature walks and
learning about beekeeping

• Online insect surveys, encouraging the public to send in their

sightings of the two-spot ladybird and blue-tailed damsellly

• An insect photography competition with great prizes for adults

and under-18s, and a special prize for the best photograph of a

riverfly

• An online poll to let the public vote for the Good, the Bad, the

Beautiful and the Ugly of the UK’s insects out of shortlists

nominated by our entomologists

• A series of public lectures about insect life, presented in UK
cities throughout National Insect Week

• Activities with Scouts and sixth-form students

National Insect Week 2008 is sponsored in part by the
Environment Agency and is working with a wide range of partners,

from specialist entomological societies to national organisations

concerned with many aspects of wildlife, agriculture and natural

recreation.

Visit www.nationalinsectweek.co.uk for information on the
campaign and to find out how you can get involved.



DipteristsForum

Flies, flies, flies!

Did you know that there are about 6,700 species of fly in Britain ranging from

the largest ‘daddy long legs’ to the smallest ‘moth fly’ the size of a pin head?

Flies can be beautiful, fascinating and spectacular. There are ones that mimic

striped wasps and others that mimic fluffy bees (and neither sting!) not to

mention the picture wing flies - modern art indeed.

Joining the Dipterists Forum means a whole new area of interest can open

up to you - only £6 per year basic rate. This gives an interesting newsletter

and the chance to learn from enthusiastic fly experts at our workshop and

our three Field Meetings a year around the country.

For details see these websites:

www.dipteristsforum.org.uk

www.field-studies-council.org/prestonmontford

ARE YOU MISSING OUT?
THE

ENTOMOLOGIST'S
RECORD

and Journal of Variation

Publishes notes, observations, articles and reviews,

mainly on the Lepidoptera and Coleoptera of the British Isles and Europe.

Founded in 1890 by J. W. Tutt, and still going strong, we publish six issues a year -

alternating with the AES Bulletin. This means there is now a first class entomological

journal available every month of the year!

Our subscription price is £28 per year. If you would like to see a specimen copy, please send

your name and address, and a couple of second class stamps to cover postage to:

The Editor, 14 West Road, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire CM23 2QP.

Write now! You never know what you could be missing.

The Entomologist's Record is an independent, non profit making journal.

To ensure high standards of production we u.se Cravitz Printing Company.



This new book from the AES describes the

adults of different species of British

butterflies, according to the time of year

they appear on the wing. Nearly all the 60

British species are illustrated.

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES
THROUGHOUT THE YEAR

Focussing on encouraging an interest in

entomology among the young, and the young at

heart, there is a helpful calendar of flight times

and a useful checklist to help you keep track of

your observations .

Price:£3.80 (Members); £5.00 (Non-Members) (inc. p&p)

AES Publications

1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4TA
Tel: 01277 224610 E-mail: aespublications@btconnect.com

aurelianbooks.co.uk

new website now launched

The Best FOR NEW AND OLD BOOKS

British Lepidoptera

And we still do catalogues!

Contact David Dunbar at

Aurelian Books

31 Llanvanor Road, London, NW2 2AR, UK
020 8455 961 2 0777 1 76 1 050

44 20 8455 9612

Books about butterflies, moths, dragonflies,

beetles and other insects



Being a member of Ihe Royal Entomological Society and the Amateur

Entomologists' Society has the advantage of discount on all our

publications. Discounts are only available if the subscriptions are fully up

to date. Single copies only may be purcba.sed on discount. Postage &
Packing - Free to U.K. addres.ses. Overseas add 10%.

I British Butterflies throughout the year by Peter May
This new book from tlie AES describes the adults of different species of British

' lutterllies, according to the time of year they appear on the wing. Nearly all the 60
'British species are illustrated. Focussing on encouraging an interest in entomology
unong the young, and the young at heart, there is a helpful calendar of (light times and

, i useful checklist to help you keep track of your observations. i 5.(K)

Members price £ 3.80

P^reparing and maintaining a collection of Butterflies and Moths
- iy P, May and M. White. A practical manual detailing the various methods used to

pareparc specimens for a collection, from killing methods, setting the specimens and
; ^pairing damaged ones, to storage and preservation, including pest prevention and cure.

!1 pages. 4 figures and 3 plates. (2(M)6) £4.85

Members price £3.65

lirhe Hynienopterist’s Handbook by Dr. C. Betts ei. al.

2nd edition dealing with the history of their families, classification and structures;

' laturul history; studying, collecting, breeding, attracting and pre.serving Hymenoptera.
\ \ppendices include keys to the families. 214 pages with numerous tables, keys and

.•igures(I986) £ 11.45

Members price £ 8.60

KRevised Flight Table.s for the Hymenoptera
K.^evised flight tables for the Hymenoptera giving, wherever pi«sible, times, location,

’* lower visits and some indication of distribution and abundance. 24 pages ( 1988) £ 3.10

Members price £ 2.35

An index to the modern names for use with .J.W. Tutt’s

Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist by B.O.C. Gardiner

A valuable cross-reference guide between the scientific and English names used in the

early !9(X)s and the present time. £ 4.70

Members price £3.50

A Guide to Moth traps and their use by R. Fr)' and P. Waring

The first sections deal with the measurement and properties of light leading into the types

of lamp available and the electrical circuits needed to operate them. The next .sections give

details of the construction of the most popular traps used in tlie UK. The last half deals

with the practical use of traps in the field including where and when to trap, limitations of

traps and their relative pcrl'ormance. 68 pages. 21 figures, 13 plates (1996) £ 6.85

Members price £ 5.05

The Amazing World of Stick and Leaf Insects by Paul D. BrtKk

A superb. comprehcnsi\c guide, for all those intrigued by these groups of insects. Topics

covered include structure, fascinating facts, life history and development, defence

behaviour, enemies, collecting, breeding (including trouble shooting), preserving,

taxonomic studies, important collections in Museums etc. around the world and

elaborate stories, beliefs and poems. Also outlines the major known species around the

world on a regional basis. A section on Fossils is included. Includes a comprehensive

glossary of the technical terms used in the description and classification of stick and

leaf-insects. Hardback A3. 1 84 pages. 46 figures. 26 black and white plates and 40 pages

of colour plates (containing 83 photographs and 4 drawings/paintings of insects and

their habitats). ( 1999) £ 18.90

Members price i 14.10

\ V Coleopterist's Handbook
I.Edited by J.Cooter & M.V.L.Barclay The Coleopierisi's Handbook, is now available as a

r. ully revised and expanded fourth edition. Nomenclature has been brought inline with

vfurrent u.se. collecting/curaiorial methods rellcct best practice and plant/beetle and

y*eeile/plant lists are included together. Recent additions to the British fauna, modem and

rifaditional techniques are included. All advice and comment given in the book is based

enpon collective years of practical experience of both curatorial methods and field craft;

x>ieetle family chapters have each been written by an internationally recognised authority.

*^96 pages including 32 colour plates. £ 54.00

Members price £ 39.00

Hdost plants of British Beetles: A List of Recorded Associations
* V list of a wide range of plants, in alphabetical order, together with the beetle species

r oat have been recorded as being asscKiatcd with them. 24 pages ( 1992) £ 3.10

Members price £ 2.35

Rearing Parasitic Hymenoptera by M. .Shaw

This booklet provides infomiation on the parasitic Hymenoptera to enable successful

studies to be made of this little understood group of the British insect fauna. Details are

given on the general biology of parasitic wasps, rearing principles, efllcient rearing

practices and detailed methods of dealing with adult wasps. 52 pages. 4 colour plates

(New edition - 2001) £5.70
Members price £ 4.20

Larval Foodplants of the British Butterflies by Peter May
A comprehensive compilation of the known lars'al foodplants of our native and immigrant

butterflies. Al.so including “How to Encourage Butterflies to Live in Your Carden” by the

late Peter Cribb 62 pages. (2(X)3) £ 7.40

Members price £ 5.45

Glos.sary for the Young Lepidopterist £ 1.05

6 pages. 2 figures. ( 193 1 ) Members price £ 0.90

V V Silkmoth Rearer’s Handbook by B.O.C. Gardiner

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £ 7.70

No further discounted price available

\ V Dipterist’s Handbook by A.E. Stubbs. P.J. Chandler and others

' \ practical handbook for both the beginner and the initiated on collecting, breeding and

> tudying the two-winged flics. Describes equipment, trapping, preservation, habitat.

' lant and animal associations and behaviour. Includes a detailed chapter on larval stages

• vith an illustrated key to families. An essential book for the keen Dipterist. 260 pages

‘ ;ith drawings of larvae and equipment ( 1978, reprinted 1996) £ 14.20

Members price £ 10.60

fyractical Hints for Collecting and Studying the Microlepidoplera

y P.A. Sokoloff. A practical manual for those interested in the smaller moths,

k'escribing techniques for collecting adult moths, collecting immature stages, breeding,

illing. setting and mounting. A list of useful books and journals as well as details of

societies and suppliers is included. 40 pages. 11 figures ( 1980) £4.20

Members price £ 3.15

^tearing and Studying Stick and I.eaf-Insects by P. D. Brock

K'.pecifically intended for beginners, although it is also suitable for experienced Phasmid

T.nlhusiasts. it is one of the few guides to rearing that features the majority of the culture

» »ocks available. 22 species in detail. The informative text is complimented by 8 colour

‘ lales. 14 black and white plates and 29 figures. (New edition. 2(K)3) £ 11,20

Members price £ 8,20

ihe Study of Stoneflies, Mayflies and Caddisflies by T.T. Macan

. comprehensive guide to collecting and studying the biology and ecology of these

quatic insects. 44 pages. 10 figures and bibliography ( 1982) £ 4.20

Members price £ 3.15

A Label List of European Butterflies £ 2.35

20 pages. (Revised 1981) Members price £. 1.85

Some British Moths Reviewed
Aid to the identification of .some of the more difficult species. Reprinted from the

Amateur Entomologist Vol. 5 ( 1941) and a Guide to the Critical Species of Lepidoptera,

reprinted from Entomologists' Gazette 1969-72. 64 pages. 6 black and white plates,

numerous figures ( 1985) £4.45

Members price £ 3.35

Butterflies of Cyprus 1998 (Records of a years sightings) by Eddie John

Observations of the 44 species of butterfly found on the island in 1998 including notes

on each species and distribution maps. 46 pages (20(X)) £ 4.30

Members price £ 3.25

Collecting Het.Bugs (Hemiptcra: Heteroptera)

12 pages (including 2 plates). (1946)

Collecting Clearwings
12 pages (including 2 plates), 4 figures. ( 1946)

Collecting Lacewings
9 pages. 8 figures. 3 plates. (2nd edition 1976)

£ 1.20

Members price i 1.00

£ 1.10

Members price £ 1.00

£2.25

Members price £ 1,75

An Amateur’s (Uiide to the Study of the Genitalia of Lepidoptera

16 pages, 13 figures. ( 1973) £3.10 Members price £ 2.^5

Rearing the Hymenoptera Parasitica £ 2.55

16 pages. 1
plate. 10 figures. ( 1974) Members price £ 2.00

Rearing Crickets in the Classroom
12 pages. 2 plates. (1986) (Reprinted 1993)

£2.10

Members price £ 1 .65

Irireeding the British Butterflies by P.W. Cribb

'
.
practical handbook covering all aspects of bulterfiy breeding, including general

i- tchniques, equipment and hints on how to breed each of the British species. 60 pages,

figures. 3 plates. Revised (2(K)I )
^ ^'29

Members price £ 3.85

r Tactical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist by J.w. Tun

y /rilten at the turn of the century, this book has been reprinted because of its scarcity

id value to students of Lepidoptera. It gives a complete month by month guide to

hich species and stages of macros and micros to look for and how to find them, Also

ontains a biological account of the early stages and how to keep, rear, photograph and

.'scribe them. 422 pages. Hardback. (Reprinted 1994). £ 24.00

Members price £ 18.30

(fuidelines for Entomological Site Surveys £ 3.10

Published on behalf of the JCCBI. 7 pages (2(XX)) (Reprinted Members price £ 2-35

The .lournal of the Entomological Exchange and Correspondence
Club 1935-1936
An AES Jubilee Publication. Fa.scinaling reprint of the very first volume of the AES
journal. I(X) pages. £4.20

Members price £ 3.35

All the above publications sent post free to U.K. addresses. Outside U.K. please add 10% to order value for postage by surface mail.

For postage by air-mail outside Europe please add 30% to order value. Please allow 28 days delivery.

Please make all cheques/postal orders payable to 'AES Publications' and send to:

AES Publications, 1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4TA.

Teleohone 01277 224610 • Fax: 01277 262815 • E-mail: aespublications@btconnect.com
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Worldwide Butterflies www.wwb.co.uk

The new Goodden Light

12v for use in remote areas

By studying the light output from MV, Robert

Goodden has developed this sophisticated

portable unit with aspects in common with MV,

using so little power that it runs all night on a

7.5Ah battery. It attracts insects much better

than actinic lights, even powerful ones requiring

heavy batteries. Rainproof and safe. An in-line

photoswitch puts the light on and off

automatically. With this switch the unit can be

used vertically or horizontally in any moth trap.

See www.wwb.co.uk for prices and more.

The Moonlander turns the

)3rinciple of moth trapping

. jpside down! Moths enter

rom the bottom and cannot

escape through the top.

Works as sheet and trap

ccombined.

No escape through the top

Getter than traditional egg

coxes, moths prefer the new
reeticulated foam moth
sshelters and cone.

I

trhe Moonlander is now
available without electrics,

03r with Battery, Mains

or BOTH.
See the options on

www.wwb.co.uk

Both trap and light are total innovations by Robert Goodden.

They are tried and tested in Europe and the tropics.

In good conditions the results are spectacular.

Now
available

alone or

with the

Moonlander
Moth Trap

Moonlander

Moth trap

Folds totally flat and Is

contained in a

convenient slim

shoulder bag.

Very lightweight

Worldwide Butterflies website offers Livestock and Equipment for

breeding and study. Specimens for specialist collectors will be added as

available. The systenn enables you to see exactly what is currently available as

the season changes. From time to time there are special Sale Offers of

equipment, books, livestock and specimens - an ever changing situation.

WWW.WWb.CO.uk Add it to your Favorites - check it regularly



ATROPOS ANTIQUES*

PURVEYORS OF
FINE COLLECTOR’S CABINETS

Many ofyon will have met us at the AES
London Fair where we regularly show

entomological cabinets for sale

• We are specialist dealers in fine collector’s cabinets.

• We can offer a choice of at least 30 cabinets, varying in purpose,
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Editorial

The Society Members’ Day and AGM took place on April 26th this year,

and I can honestly say it was as good as any I can remember during

forty years of membership. The Flett Theatre at the Natural History

Museum is a veiy attractive venue with excellent facilities. The Museum
staff again did us proud, providing every support in the exhibition

room and even laying on wine and nibbles for all. The guided behind-

the-scenes tours proved extemely popular, allowing members to

glimpse a small part of the museum’s internationally important

collection. There are more type specimens at the British Natural Histoiy

Museum than anywhere else in the world.

All the illustrated talks were very enjoyable: Professor Michael

Majerus’ rousing Presidential Address and Darren Mann’s description of

the Hope Collection provided an occasion for some friendly Oxford

versus Cambridge jousting. Zoe Randle of the National Moth Recording

Scheme updated us on the progress of this important project, and Dr

Paul Eggerton and Bug Club member Rachel McLeod helped us get

better accjuainted with cockroaches- both as a species and personally!

In addition, there were members’ exhibits, displays from the Royal

Entomological Society and the Kwekett Microscopical Society, and a

chance to see some of Malcolm Simpson’s amazing collection of

entomological memorabilia.

I would like here to express my personal gratitude to eveiyone who
made the day such a success. Clearly the word is spreading about

Members’ Day - attendance is now better than it has been for many a

year. If you didn’t come this time, tiy to do so next year- you won’t

regret it!

Martin Hough

Correction

In AES Biilletiu Vol 67 no All April 2008 the caption to Plate 7, illustrating Ben

Keywood’s article, should read the Woodland Brown {Pararge (Lopinga)

achine), not the Woodland Ringlet (Erehia medusa). On p.49, for Eumedpnia

read Eumedonia.
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Honorary Life Membership of the Society awarded

to Dr David Lonsdale

hy Dafydd Lewis, AES Hon. Secretaiy

Insect conservation is a topic which has not always been given tiie

prominence it cleserv'es, and the fact that the Society punches abcwe its

weight in championing invertebrate consen'ation in Britain is due in no

small measure to Dr Da\id Lonsdale. The AKS Council is therefore

pleased to announce that David has been awarded Honorary Life

Membership of the Society, in recognition of his 40 years' seivice to the

AES and his diligent and untiring devotion to the cause of insect

con.sen-ation throughout that time.

David Lonsdale was born in North London in 1950. His interest in

insects stemmed from ‘turning over stones’ and examining what was

underneath, though he found little support for such activities among his

peers, or even his elders. Indeed, it was not until I960, when David

spotted an advertisement for the AKS pinned to his school biology

department notice board, that he discovered that other people existed

who were interested in insects! He immediately applied to join the

Society, eventually being assigned membership number 4137J, and

attended the Annual Exhibition at Hugh Myddleton School the same
year. Over 20 years later David would serve two terms as the Society’s

President: in 1988-9, and again in 2003-05. Two years after joining the

AES, David also joined the British Entomological and Natural History

Society, and 25 years later, in 1993, he also became President of that

society.

After joining the AES it did not take long for Da\ id’s commitment
to insect conservation to become known to other members. One of

these was Bill Parker, who was helping Ken Willmott run a recently

formed conservation group (‘Amateur Conserxation Group’) within

the Society; this was later renamed the AES Conservation Grou|'>. At

Bill’s invitation, David formed a Coleoptera section in the

Conserxation Group, as announced by Ken Willmott in the AES
Bulletin of Eebruary 1968. The Group existed until 1980, when the

AES Council decided that conservation was central to the Society’s

interests and should be promoted by a conserxation committee,

rather than a separate group. David has been a member of that

committee since it xvas formed, xxorking xxith numerous other

members, including, Colin Hart, Stephen Miles, Clive Betts and the

late Peter Cribb.
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The first AES Conservation Group Bulletin was produced in 1969,

edited by Bill Parker, and David Lonsdale edited the second issue in

July 1970. While working for his ‘finals’ at university, David handed
over the editorship transiently to Ian King, only to take it over again

with issue no 5, in October 1971. He has edited the periodical

continuously ever since - a period of some 38 years - during which
time it became known, in 1980, as ‘Insect Conservation News’ and,

more recently, ‘Invertebrate Consei'vation News’.

When David attended the 1966 Annual Exhibition, the first thing that

he joined was the then newly formed UK section of the Teen
International Entomology Group (TIEG) which was being run by Rob
Dransfield. This US-based society had awarded prizes for member
exhibits at the AES Exhibition during the 1960s. By 1969 David, then a

student at Southampton, led the Coleoptera Conservation section of

British TIEG, and in that year this merged with the AES Consei'vation

Group. While David became Secretaty to the new group, the American

link continued when he came to know Bob Pyle, then working in the

UK. In 1971 Bob became a co-founder of Xerces, the American
invertebrate consei'vation society.

Meanwhile, Ken Willmott became a prominent member of the British

Butterfly Conservation Society, which had been founded in 1968 by

Robert Goodclen of Worldwide Butterflies. Originally known as the

British Butterfly Consei'vation Company, it is known today simply as

Butterfly Consei'vation.

In 1968
,
Graham Howarth of the Natural History Museum had

become the Society’s representative on the newly-formed Joint

Committee for Conservation of British Insects (JCCBI). When Graham
retired to Devon, first Nick Cooke and then David represented the AES

in that organisation. JCCBI has since undergone various transformations

and is today known as Invertebrate Link (or, the Joint Committee for

Conservation of British Invertebrates) with David Lonsdale still a valued

member of its Executive Committee.

It was in 1984 that David authored a pink paper (pink, because that

was the colour paper he happened to have, as used in an ancient

Gestetner duplicator) which first proposed the need for some sort of

organisation (not necessarily a new society) to work actively for the

conservation of invertebrates in general. The JCCBI tried to meet this

need during the 1990s but eventually realised that a new organisation

was probably needed, despite understandable concerns. Meanwhile the

impetus for action had increased, due to the development of the UK
Biodiversity Action Plan, following the 1992 Rio Summit. Prom 1996
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Dr David Lonsdale, in the field, ever willing to help and explain.

onwards, David worked with Martin Willing, Stephen Miles, Alan Stnbhs

and others in JCCBI to explore the prospeets For Forming a new
organisation.. Thus, by the turn oF the Millennium, HugliFe - the

Invertebrate Con.servation Trust - eame into existenee.

David and the AES Conservation Group had long emphasised the

importanee oF Foeusing on the eonservation oF habitat, as well as oF

individual speeies. Thus, the AES appointed First Martin Harvey in the

1980s and, later, Peter Sutton as Habitat Conservation OFFieers.

Meanwhile, in 1991 David, together with Keg Ery, eelited the widely

aeelaimed, groundbreaking AE,S publieation 'Habitat Conservation For
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Insects — a Neglected Green Issue’ which had a preface by Prince

Charles. That volume, though currently out of print, is still much in

demand today, and a second edition is planned.

Among David’s own specific conservation projects was the battle of

Abney Park Cemeteiy, which is situated in Stoke Newington in north-

east London. As a novice, back in 1971, David had approached
Hackney Council to request a tree presewation order (TPO) to protect

trees that were at risk of wholesale felling. As a result, the council

placed a TPO on the entire cemeteiy - the first it had ever issued on an

entire area. Abney Park originally had the largest arboretum of any
European cemeteiy, with some 2,500 trees, and the remains of the tree

collection can be found there today in the form of an open space of

conseiwation significance. It is now under the protection of the Abney
Park Trust, with the woodland estate managed by the local community
and Hackney Council for the past 15 years. During the 1970s there

were repeated threats of unsuitable development, which were
vigorously opposed by the nationally acclaimed writer, Nemone
Lethbridge, who happened (like David’s parental family) to live in a

house bordering the site. Nemone contacted David when she found out

that he had been involved in an earlier campaign, and this resulted in

his being involved in a brief on-site intewiew on BBC TV.

As an entomologist, David Lonsdale considers himself to be an

amateur. Professionally he is a plant pathologist, having graduated from

Southampton University in Botany and Manchester University in Plant

Pathology and spent the bulk of his career with the Forestry

Commission, an organization he first became aware of while a young

member of the AES Conservation Group in the late 1960s. At

Manchester he was based in the Ciyptogamic Botany Laboratories and

sometimes worked in research grounds owned by the university,

adjacent to the Lovell Observatoiy at Jodrell Bank, where Sir Bernard

Lovell was still the Director. It was at Manchester that David published

his first peer-reviewed scientific paper (a letter to the scientific journal

Nature) - not on botany, but on entomology. It was a joint publication

with Brian Benham and John Muggleton, and showed that melanism in

two-spot ladybirds could be due to climatic factors, rather than to

industrial pollution*.

• Thi.s is a different cause of melanism from that seen in the case of Bisto}t beliilaria, the

peppered moth. An article on the latter, by AES President Mike Majerus, appeared in the

Oecember 2007 i.ssue of the AES Bug Club Magazine. This followed Mike's important

study clarifying the previous work by Professor Kettlewell on this famous example of

evolution.
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David’s plant pathology work and his entomology came together in

the late 1970s, when he worked on a disease of beech trees that

involved both disciplines. Later, he specialized in decay in trees -

indeed, he has become a recognised international authority in this

aspect of plant biology. As one of the first members of the Woodland
Trust and a founder member of the Ancient Tree Forum, David has

done much to create awareness of, and to champion, the importance of

actively preserving dead wood habitat for the conservation of

saproxylic insect species, especially beetles. By today, thanks to the

work of a few enthusiasts like David, the importance of dead wood
habitat is w'ell accepted by organisations such as the Woodland Tru.st.

During his plant pathology career David Lon.sdale authored numerous
scientific papers and has also written or edited a number of books,

chapters and pamphlets. The books include translations from the

German, including one volume by Heinz Butin, ‘Tree Diseases and
Disorders’. His own book ‘The Principles of Tree Hazard As.sessment

and Management’ is widely regarded as the standard work in the field.

1 think it is true to say that David Lon.sdale has never been one to

seek ‘the limelight’, preferring instead to make concrete contributions to

invertebrate con.servation, much of it via the AE.S. Moreover, whatever

the AFS event, be it the annual exhibition or a local countiyside day

wTere the .Society has a small presence, David Lon.sdale is always eager

to attend if he can, and to give active help. The Society is delighted to

be able to recognize an amateur entomologist of David Lonsdale’s

calibre, commitment and vision, as we work to encourage young
people in the study of insects and their consei'vation
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Natural history and the future of the world:
Presidential Address given at the AES AGM on 26th

April 2008

hy AES President Michael E. N. Majenis

Dcparlmeiil o/Geiielics. Doii'iiiiig Slreel, Cambridge, CB2 3CH, U.K.

I'-mail: m.majenis@gea.cam.ac.uk

Introduction

First, may I thank the British Natural History Museum for

accommodating our Members’ Day again this year? May I also thank all

those who have worked so hard to set up the programme and all of

our speakers and guides today? And, may I thank you all for coming?

It’s a good life

I am a naturalist. I study natural histoiy. And, I have been extremely

fortunate in my life. At the age of four, I caught a butterfly. It was a Red

admiral. I do not know why I caught it, but I have been fascinated by

natural history, and particularly insects, ever since. At the age of ten,

my parents bought me a copy of Professor E.B. Ford’s book. Butterflies,

the first title in the wonderful New Naturalist series. Six months later I

had saved up enough money to buy the companion volume. Moths.

These books taught me not only about butterflies and moths, but also

about genetics, ecology, evolution and behaviour. They also showed
me how the study of insects was important in an enormous range of

biological fields.

Fruit flies, with their very short generation times and abundant

offspring, were the best organisms with which to study genetics. The

butterflies and moths, with their infinite variety of patternings made up

of the chemical pigments in multitudes of scales on their wings, and the

additional physical refractive colours produced as a consequence of the

way the scales are arranged, made the Lepicloptera most important in

the study of variation within and between species. Study of some of

these, for example the peppered moth, Biston hetnlaria, and the scarlet

tiger moth, Callimoipha clominula, have been hugely influential in

expanding the understanding of evolutionary processes such as

Dai-winian selection and random genetic drift. Insects have also been

central in biological control, both as controllers and as pests that need

to be controlled. Indeed some, such as the harlequin ladybird,

Harmonia axyridis, have been both controllers and, as many people in

south-east England will have recently witnessed, pests.
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I could go on and talk about the importance of insects in the fields of

physiology, development, biochemistry and ecology. However, I will

focus on just a single case that I heard of when I was a child that

showed the importance of entomology to humans. There is an African

butterfly called the African mocker swallowtail, Papilio dardanus,

which is extraordinary in that females of this species are highly

variable, and the different varieties of female each mimics an

unpalatable species of butterfly. Work into the genetic control of these

different female forms, by Sir Cyril Clarke and Professor Philip

Sheppard, led to the discovery of a genetic mechanism that Clarke and

Sheppard recognised was veiy similar to that controlling the various

rhesus blood groups. From an understanding of this genetic system,

which could not easily have been discovered by work on humans with

our long generation times and small number of offspring, a treatment

for so-called ‘rhesus babies’ was developed. This treatment, initially

called the Liverpool jab, has saved hundreds of thousands of lives, and

is all the result of genetic work on a mimetic butterfly.

For those interested, after Philip Sheppard’s death, Cyril Clarke

arranged the research collection and relevant correspondence that he

and Sheppard had ama.ssed into an archive telling this research stoiy

entitled, A butterfly collectiou of extreme medical importance, and
presented it to the British Natural History Museum, where it can be

seen by appointment. (The collection is currently in the museum’s
Wandsworth repository, while rebuilding work is in progress at the

main museum site in South Kensington.)

As I say, I have been extremely fortunate. The stoiy of the African

mocker swallowtail gave my fascination with insects a purpose and,

through hard work and a certain amount of luck, I am now Professor of

Evolution at, and I am not going to be modest, the greatest university in

the world, Cambridge.

My work has taken me all over the world. I have seen many beautiful

butterflies and moths, met the world’s largest moth in Fx'uador (Figure

1), and had a close encounter with one of the largest beetles (Figure 2).

I have studied, amongst other things, the weird female-biased sex ratios

of Ugandan Acraea butterflies, and the interactions between ants and
ladybirds. At home, I have worked on industrial melanism in peppered

moths, and the genetics of female mating preferences in the two-spot

ladybird, Adalia hipunctala, in my garden. I have studied the ultraviolet

colour patterns on the wings of clouded yellow butterflies in Lapland. I

have sought ladybirds from the Siberian wastes to tropical northern

Australia, looked at the diversity of butterflies on both sides of the
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Andes in Ecuador, in Malaysia and in Madagascar. Since 2004, I have
led research into the spread and impact of the invasive alien harlequin

ladybird.

Fig. 1. The great night witch moth, Th]'sa)iici cigrippiua, (Noctuiclae), the large.st

moth in the world, with wing .span reaching 27cm.

Fig. 2. A close encounter with one of the world's largest beetles, from the Yasuni

National Park, Ecuador.
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Away from insects, I have seen many other wonderful things. In

Canada, a coyote trotted passed my wife and me on a track, carrying an

elk femur in his mouth (Figure 3). I have watched bats taking sugar

water from humming-bird feeders, and the sun setting behind Baobab

trees, and even a buffalo scratching his bits on a boulder (Figure 4).

Fig 3- A male coyole trot.s past with the remain.s of hi.s lunch, in the Canadian

Rockie.s.

Fig 4. A hulTalo getting rid of an itch in the Queen Idixaheth National Park,

I Iganda.
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I have also met many interesting people. For example, certainly the

strangest thing I ever did was a result of National Insect Week 2006,

when for the opening, because the harlequin ladybird survey was one
of the featured projects of the week, I spent 45 minutes trying to put

harlequin ladybirds on Kate Humble’s face for the paparazzi.

It’s been great! I cannot think of any other occupation that could

possibly have been more fun. Douglas Adams, who wrote the Hitch-

hiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, was once asked what he would have done
if he hadn’t been a writer. He replied that he would have been an
evolutionary biologist, because he could not think of a better way to

spend a lifespan on Earth than gaining an understanding of the

extraordinary way that natural processes have produced such fabulous

complexity from initial simplicity.

Three less fortunate animals

So, in rny 54 years to date, I have had a wonderful time. But it has not

all been joy. I want to take you to meet three animals that I have met in

the last 18 months.

The first was a female Fossa that I met in Madagascar in November
2006. I came across this particular female when I was walking from

breakfast at the Kirincly Forest Research Station to my hut. The Fossa

was having a great time rolling and weeing on the freshly washed

Fig. 5. A female Fcxssa, marking her territory in Kirincly National Forest Reseu'e,

Madagascar.
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clothes of a friend of mine, called Deogratias Tuyisingize. Deo was still

at breakfast, so I had to decide whether to let him know that his clothes

were being trashed, or to get my camera. As Figure 5 shows, I went to

get my camera! Fossas are highly endangered in Madagascar, and it

saddens me deeply that there is the possibility, that I, as an individual,

may well outlive this species in the wild.

I am very pleased to say that Deo is here with us today, visiting from

his home country of Rwanda. Deo and I met in Madagascar, and 1

discovered that he is a wonderfully good naturalist. We are now
working together, at the Karisoke Research Station, supported by the

Dian Fossey Gorilla Fund International, on the endemic butterflies that

live in the Volcanoes National Park in Rwanda, where the mountain

gorillas come from. When not working on butterflies, Deo works on

another endangered species, the golden monkey and, when I visited

him last November, he took me to see them. These monkeys only liv^e

in this one group of volcanoes, and numbers are now below 5000.

Sadly, I may also outlive the.se in the wild.

My third animal is a frog. I met him in Quito, Ecuador, in Februaiy

2007. I am sorry that 1 do not have a better photo of him, but he simply

would not turn around (Figure 6). In Augu.st last year, my friend, Alicio,

who guided me around Ecuador, and is one of the best field naturali.sts I

have ever met, e-mailed me to say that this frog had died. We here today

have all outlived this species of frog, for he was the last of his kind.

I'ig. 6. An Andean frog; llie Iasi of her kind!
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Human responsibility

We humans are having a greater impact on our planet than any other

species that has ever lived, and we are making a horrendous mess of

the planet. Those of us here who are over 40 should be ashamed for

our generation. We have known what has been going on, and have
done very little to address the problems, most of which are of our own
making. We have been content to bury our heads because doing
something about the problems we face is too difficult or too
uncomfortable.

Take one problem: species extinction. We are in the midst of a mass
extinction, caused by us through human over-population, habitat

destruction, invasive species and climate change. To address this

problem, we have to have an intimate understanding of the

complexities of the natural world and use facts and logic to produce
solutions.

Over the last 30 years, I have often been asked whether I believe in

contentious issues such as global warming and evolution. I find such

questions somewhat perplexing, because it can make no difference

whether I do or do not believe in these phenomena: they just are!

Take climate change. When I was at secondary school, almost 40

years ago, in the 1960s, I was taught, in physics, chemistry and
geography classes (where we studied the weather), about what we then

called the Greenhouse Effect. The Greenhouse Effect was taught as

scientific fact. Given what was then known about the physics and

chemistry of the chemicals, such as carbon dioxide, that we are putting

into the atmosphere, and the way sunlight and heat hits the Earth and

is reflected off the ground and the atmosphere, global warming (we are

now supposed to call it climate change), logically had to happen. Yet it

has taken 40 years for some American politicians to accept that climate

change is happening, and perhaps they only do so now because only

now are there more votes in saying that climate change is a fact than in

continuing to question its existence.

In my own field of evolution, we can also look at the logic of what

Dai-win called natural selection. Daiw/in’s theory of evolution by natural

selection, first given to the world 150 years ago, on 1st July 1858, was

based on four observed facts and three logical deductions.

Fact 1: Organisms produce many more offspring than ever give rise to

mature individuals.

Fact 2: The population sizes of most species remain more or less

constant.
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Deduction 1: Therefore, there must l:>e a liigh rate of mortality.

Fact 3: The individuals in a species show great variation.

Deduction 2: Therefore, some variants will succeed better than others

in the struggle to survive and reproduce, and those individuals with

beneficial traits will be naturally selected to be the parents of the

next generation.

Fact 4: There is a hereditary resemblance between parents and
offspring.

Deduction 3: Therefore, beneficial traits will be passed to future

generations.

Given these simple facts and logical deductions, Darwinian evolution

simply cannot not happen. Yet, the vast majority of people in the world

today do not believe in Darwinian evolution. The reasons for this lack

of belief vary, but none base a belief in any alternative explanation of

the diversity of life on Earth on scientific evidence. For some, belief in

something other than Darwinian evolution comes from what they were

taught as children, and most people simply do not like to change long-

held beliefs, even when their own thoughts suggest that these long-held

beliefs have no factual foundation. Others are simply not allowed, by

their religious faiths, to believe in evolution. Vast amounts of money are

spent on anti-Darwinian literature. In the United States, there are theme
parks and museums that show humans walking with dinosaurs, despite

the evidence that says that the two failed to meet by some 60 million

years, and now one of these parks is planned for the north-east of

England. Unfortunately, people do not see the non.sense of such things

because they have lost touch with the natural world.

This presents us with a major problem. If we are going to get out of

the horrendous mess we are making of things, we will only do so by

understanding the huge complexities of the ecosystems that make uj:)

this planet. By understanding, I mean scientific understanding. We have

to understand, then control and then even reverse human population

growth, habitat destruction, movement of organisms around the world,

pollution, global warming and on and on. To understand, we need

people who are connected to the natural world and have an empathy
with it. In short, we need naturalists; both professional and amateur.

But, we are losing our professional naturalists to biochemistry,

molecular biology and medical research because this is where the

funding is. Taxonomy, natural history and ecology are under-funded

and are being marginali.sed in ‘A’ level and degree programmes. We are

also losing our young amateur naturalists to computer games and
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television. Indeed, I wonder how many of the audience today could go
into a natural, British, deciduous woodland in the summer and be able

to identify all the native tree species there, let alone do it in the winter
when the trees are bare. Yet, a good naturalist should be able to do
this.

When I get onto my high horse over such things, people ask, “But

what can I do?”

First, do not ask, “What can I do?”: just do! Watch the world around
you. Take time for a real look at what is there, and ask questions, find

out and learn; and above all, think. Get involved with local natural

history societies and conservation efforts. Write for the AES Bulletin and
the Bug Club Magazine. Take part in National Insect Week events, in

moth count nights, and in the harlequin ladybird suivey. And pass on
your knowledge. As someone once said, “Every little helps”.

The future of the world

There is an old Cree Indian saying:

Only after the last tree has been cut down
Only after the last river has been poisoned

Only after the lastfish has been caught

Only then willyou find that money cannot he eaten

My view of the future: it’s not bright. Because of my age, I will not see

the worst of what is coming. In the long term, say five million years, I

do not have a huge concern for the Eaith. I do not believe that humans
will be around, and many of the species we know today will be gone

because of us and along with us. But there will be huge diversity, and

many, many new species that will have evolved to fill the gaps in

ecosystems that are created by the mass extinction we are presiding

over. If there are intelligent species, they may have tw'o or four or six

legs: they may even be descendants of some of the cockroaches we
heard so much about from Rachel and Paul earlier today. So, I am not

worried for the future of the Earth. Once we are gone, nature will

eventually recover. But I do wony for my children, and even more for

their children and grandchildren, for whom I have little optimism. It is

they who will have to try to put right what we have done wrong.

If my worst fears are averted, and humanity does suivive, as the great

American biologist Professor E. O. Wilson put it, “The one process now
going on, that will take millions of years to correct, is the loss of

genetic and species diversity. This is the folly our descendants are least

likely to forgive us”.
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So, I hope that you have enjoyed your day here at the AES Members’

Day, and that I have not depressed you too much. To all of you, but

particularly to the younger members, be naturalists, and be proud to be

naturalists. Learn and think about the natural world, and be vocal when
you see things being done wrongly. Help in any way that you can.

And, when, as I hope happens, many of you become rich and famous

and powerful, remember that you are naturalists and make all your

decisions, whether trivial or globally far-reaching, in a way that is

sympathetic to All Life on Earth.

Report of the AES Council for the year ended 31

December 2007 as presented at the AGM on 26th

April 2008

Membership

Total membership of the Society at 3 1st December 2007 was 1,236.

Conservation

The Society continues to be repre.sented on invertebrate conservation

bodies, luvertehnite Conseruatiori Neivs was published three times

during 2007. ‘Conseivation Corner’ has continued to appear in every

issue of the AES Bug Club Magazine. In November an AES poster was
presented at a symposium at London Zoo, making the case for insect

conseivation.

Publications

A new booklet BiiUerJlies throughout the Year authored by Peter May
was published during 2007. The bimonthly AES Bulletin and Bug Cluh

Magazine were published as usual.

Events

Events held during 2007 included a northern exhibition at York, in

collaboration with the Royal Entomological Society (RES), and the

Members’ Day and AGM took place on 21st April here at the Museum.

The Annual Exhibition at Kempton Park was held earlier than usual,

on Saturday 22nd September, due to an unexpected date clash with

race meetings.
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There were also some local events, including one in Surrey, two at

Osterley Park in west London, and we had a successful Bug Club visit

to the Oxford University Museum.

Marketing, Publicity and Affiliations

During 2007 we signed up to the Wildlife Gardening Manifesto, and
provided publicity and exhibition space for Butterfly Conservation’s

Moths Count project. We also contributed to a Natural England
education strategy meeting, and we showed a poster at the RES
symposium in Edinburgh.

We have a new website; Kieren Pitts is to be congratulated on putting

together our new website which will further our aims to reach out more
widely to the general public. You can now join, and rejoin, the Society

online, as w'ell as purchase AES publications.

Awards

Honorary Life Membership of the Society was awarded to Dr David

Lonsdale, in recognition of his 40 years’ service to the AES and his

untiring work in insect consei*vation throughout that time.

The Hammond Award [best Bulletin article] was awarded to Keith

Lewis.

The Gardiner Award [best Bug Club Magazine article] was awarded to

Luke Andrews (9 or over categoiy) for an article on praying mantis, and

to Rachel McLeod (under 9 category) for her article on hissing

cockroaches. Highly Commended prizes also went to David May,

Rachel McLeod and Isobel Ruffle.

The Bradford Award [best exhibit from an acluit member at the

Kempton exhibition] was awarded to Henry Berman for the second

year in a row. Both David Oram and Kevin Chuter were also highly

commended by the judges.

The Ansorge Bequest [best exhibit by younger members at Kempton

Park] was awarded to Theo Tamblyn, aged 10, for an excellent exhibit

on beetles - Theo has won this prize two years running! An exhibit by

David May, aged 8, was also Highly Commended by the judges.

The Colin Smith Award Ibest exhibit at the York Exhibition] was won

by Jacqueline Ruffle.

The Tesch Award Ibest junior exhibit at York] was won by Sophie

Wilkins, with exhibits by both of Sophie’s siblings, Eleanor and Tom,

also being Highly Commended.
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The Cribl:) Award: There were no nominations for the Crihb Award

during 2007.

The Entomological Grant Scheme: No applications were received for

the Society’s grant scheme during 2007.

Governance

The AES Council met on four occasions in 2007 at Conway Hall in

Holborn. Ray Crisp resigned as Secretaiy at the ACM and Dafydd Lewis

took over that role. Mike Majerus retires as President at this meeting but

has been invited by Council to continue as Honorary President for a

period of three years.

Malcolm Simpson retires from Council at this meeting. The following

retire by rotation and have expressed their willingness to remain on

Council if nominated and duly elected:

David Llumphries

Dafydd Lewis (as Council member and Hon Secretary)

Peter May (as Council member and Hon Treasurer)

Peter Sutton (as Council member and Habitat Conseivation Officer)

Miss Rhian Rowson of Bristol Museums is also available for

nomination and election to Council today.

Deaths

Einally, it was with great regret that we received notice of the deaths

during 2007 of the following members of the Society:

Mr E. Bolger (1243D of Basingstoke, Hampshire;

Mr E. Gowing-Scopes (909) of Sevenoaks, Kent;

Mr S.W. Humphrey (386) of Roade, Northamptonshire;

Mr R. Jones (12764) of York;

Mr W.J. Nowak (9401) of Bexley, Kent;

Mr C.M. Roots (5812) of South Petherton, Somerset.

AES Conservation Committee Report for 2007 as

presented at the AGM on 26th April 2008
hy Dr. David Lonsdale and Dafydd Lein’s

The AES, through its Conservation Committee, continues to champion
the cause of invertebrate conservation through representation on
relevant bodies and by publishing news and articles on invertebrate

conservation in its periodicals.
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National and International Representation

Following previous delays in the Quinquennial Review of Schedule 5
of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981, the whole of 2007 passed

by without further progress. There was, however, more progress with

another item of work on the Invertebrate Link agenda: a statement

(drafted by AES representative David Lonsdale) of the principles of

legislation for the protection of invertebrates in the wild. A version of

the paper was tentatively agreed as ‘final’ during 2006, but was
subsequently challenged because some aspects of it might have been
misinterpreted. Eventually these concerns were resolved and a majority

of the member organisations signed up to the paper.

On a related matter, the UK government implemented a clause of the

European Habitats Directive under which it is illegal to collect or

possess speciments of about a hundred invertebrate species, listed in

Annex IVa of the Directive. All but three of these are not native to the

UK, but anyone who has obtained any of these species anywhere in the

EU now needs a licence in order to possess them, unless they were
obtained before the date when the countiy concerned implemented the

Directive (1994 in many instances).

Following the preparation of the final list of species for the new UK
Biodiversity Action Plan the list was ratified by DEFRA, the

government department concerned. Follow-up work then began, so as

to seek information about the newly listed species, with particular

regard to their UK distribution and to the key actions and criteria for

the success of future Action Plans. Also, DEFRA set up a further

consultation so as to receive comments “refining the priority actions”;

this was due to end early in 2008.

Another DEFILA initiative was to consult a ‘focus group’ about a

review of fees charged for licenses for trading in species protected

by CITES. The aim is to implement government policy whereby

licensing schemes should be financed by licence-holders, rather than by

the taxpayer. In the case of CITES, the fees wc:>uld increase many times

as a result. This might help to reduce the collecting of vulnerable

species in the countries of origin, but there might ecjually be negative

effects, such as encouraging illicit trading. The AES was not consulted,

but drew the attention of traders to the consultation process.

Eollowing the successful Invertebrate Link conference in 2006 (‘'Who

will watch the small things that run the world? Recruiting the next

generation of invenehrate specialists”) follow-up work has continued,

with a view to improving the invertebrate content of educational
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programmes and seeking ways of reversing the decline in field-based

studies. Also, Natural England (the successor to English Nature) held a

series of educational workshops in October 2007.

Displays and Events

The AES and/or the AES Bug CLub organised or helped with displays

and/or bug hunts at a number of events with young people mainly in

mind. These included a visit to the Oxford Museum of Natural History

and two family events at Osterley Park, Middlesex. Also, in November
an AES poster entitled “Insect coiiservation - biology’s ugly duckling?”

was presented at a two-day symposium held by the Zoological Society

of London (“Tnide-offs in Conservation: deciding what to save"). The

poster was designed to remind symposium delegates that, despite

receiving a tiny proportion of charity funding, invertebrate conseivation

is at least as important as the conservation of larger vertebrates.

Publications

The many articles in Invertebrate Cofiservation News covered topics as

wide-ranging as the future destruction of brownfield habitats, the

devastating fires in Greece and elsewhere, backyard butterfly

conseivation in the USA, native and exotic praying mantis species in

New Zealand, a London campaign to save garden habitats. Hies of

sandy exposed riverine sediments, and a marine dragonfly in Hong
Kong. The AES Bug Club Magazine continued to feature a conservation

section, which included articles on topics such as bumblebee
conservation and the plan to turn one of the LJK’s top brownfield

habitats into a massive mail warehouse.
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Butterflies in Cyprus- February 2008

by Malcolm Simpson (2735)

Han’esi Lodge, Fosenfields. Ahhols Reepton, Cambridgeshire PE28 2PW.

Having booked a holiday in Limassol, Cyprus, for the month of

February, I realised it had been ten years since Eddie John had
compiled his Record of a year’s sightings published in pamphlet form
by the AES, (John, 2000). It seemed like a good idea to me to see what
the situation was ten years on.

Eddie John kindly provided me with a phenology chart, which
surprisingly indicated that a potential 22 species could be on the wing
in Eebruary. Of course, this number represents aggregated sightings

from residents and visitors over a number of years and observed in all

parts of the island; such numbers cannot be guaranteed at a single visit

right at the start of the season. He also supplied the official Cyprus

Tourism Office map showing 10km squares. This was to assist accurate

reporting of sightings, and the map also contained simple guidance on
the best way to identify and record the appropriate square where the

sighting was made. Armed also with the AES Pamphlet no. 15

Butterflies of Cyprus 799A (referred to above) and Collins’ Field Guide

to the Butterfies of Britain and Europe by Tom Tolman, I felt I had

prepared myself adequately. However, to aid me further with some
historical information, Joe Eirmin kindly gave me, from his

comprehensive library, three separates which I found most interesting

and helpful: Bretherton 1954, Turner 1920 and Wiltshire 1948. A folding

net and a few pill boxes (all for identification purposes only) completed

my preparations.

I was not prepared, however, for what I experienced. My wife Pam
and I were always on the lookout for butterflies wherever we went on

the island, but in total we saw only 24 individuals. Of the expected 22

species we only recorded 11, which was a great disappointment. Seven

butterflies, representing six of the eleven species, were recorded on

25th Eebruary when we were playing golf on Secret Valley Golf Course,

midway between Paphos and Pissouri. It was a glorious, hot, windless

clay; perfect conditions for butterflies, but the tally was well below

expectations.

Cyprus has seen tremendous development in recent years which must

have destroyed butterfly habitat, and the road system has also been

improved immensely to cater for the increased traffic. These factors

must have an adverse effect on the butterfly population but I suspect

that the main reason for the paucity of butterflies encountered during
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our stay was the bad weather. Towards the end of January snow fell on

the hills behind Paphos and Limassol and on several days there was a

‘nip’ in the wind, no doubt delaying flight times of species normally on

the wing in February. Overall, February was warm and sunny although

we experienced four days of wet weather in the middle of the month. We
hired a car for three of the four weeks and travelled much of the southern

coastline, so our findings were not restricted to the Limassol area.

One lesson learnt from this experience is that however insignificant

one’s sightings of butterflies, it is still most important to make records

and submit them to the appropriate authority. It was with a sense of

failure that I sent my findings to Eddie John but that was soon replaced

by one of some satisfaction when he advised me that my sightings had

added ten new 5km and two new 10km sc]uares to the records. Also

the sighting of Z. cerisyi on 6 February was the earliest for this species

in Cyprus by a few days.

Observations for the Butterfly Recording Scheme for Cyprus are

welcomed by Eddie John (eddie@grayling.dircon.co.uk) who is also

willing to assist with enquiries relating to the butterflies of the island.

List of species recorded

Zetyuthia cerisyi

Piehs hrassicae

Piehs rcipcie

Huchloe atisonia

Colias crocea

Go>ieptetyx cleopatra

Cyfithici cardui

Vcmessa atalanta

Pararge aegeria aegeria

Laptcites pirithous

Carchomcliis alceae

Eastern Festoon

Large White

Small White

FTistern Dappled White

Clouded Yellow

Cleopatra

Painted Lady

Red Admiral

Speckled Wood

Lang’s Short-tailed Blue

Mallow Skipper
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Dwarf Painted Lady Cynthia cardui ab. pallida in

August (Lepidoptera: Nymphalidae)

byJan Koryszko (6089)

3, Dudley Place. Meir, Stoke-on-Trent. Staffordshire ST3 7AY.

I was most interested to read Michael E. N. Majerus’ note A pallid

Painted Lady {Bull. Amat. Ent. Soc. Vol 65 No. 469 December 2006 p.

228). I had a similar experience of the Painted Lady {Cynthia cardui),

but ot the dwarf form ah. pallida Schoyen, in my garden on 8th

August 2003- It was a very pale pink, which stood out amongst the

many normal-sized individuals feeding on the garden flowers. I also

have a record of this aberration from Dr. A. L. Butler of Towcester,

Northamptonshire, noted at a wood just west of Salisbury, Wiltshire

on 23rd July 2003- He also saw a Red Admiral ( Vanessa atalanta L.

ab. klemsiewiczi Schill.) and a Queen of Spain Fritillary {Issoria

lathonia L.). What a field day he must have had! (See Koiyszko, J.

2004).

I do agree with Michael Majerus; the dates of my records also have

some significance. Bretherton and Emmet (1989) report that ab. pallida

individuals are usually small and pale pink; long-distance arrivals that

appear in the spring. My pallida was small, pale pink, and in mint

condition. It did not look like a spring arrival. Dr Butler does not state

whether his was a dwarf or not, nor does he describe the condition of

the butterfly.

Over the years I have read observations in a number of

entomological books about dwarf or miniature examples of

Lepidoptera. Some say rapid development in hot and dry conditions

leads to smaller individuals. A scarcity of larval foodplants in arid

regions may lead adults to go on migration in search of greener

pastures, but there is no proof of this theoiy. The Painted Lady has a

large variety of larval foodplants - Allan (1979) lists over a dozen.

Perhaps the Painted Lady’s choice of foodplant may produce dwarf or

miniature examples at times.

I notice that Allan also makes mention of undersized imagines of

Peacock (Inachis io) and Small Tortoiseshell (Aglais wiicae) that fed on

hop (LLumulus Itipulus) when reared in confinement.

Perhaps some time in the future some entomologist may find a larval

foodplant which produces dwarf Painted Ladies. Further

experimentation needs to be done, and maybe some new larval

foodplants need to be discovered.
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Letter from Spain — 5th of a series — An
Introduction to the Mantids found in this area

hy Dcipicl Keen (3309)

Ccilte Casta licnicalero 1 14. 4 1650 lit Sancejo. Seritla. Spain.

At the time of writing this article - towards the end of November 2007 —

1 am rearing livestock from two species of mantis. There are two half

grown nymphs of Hnipitsa epena = H. pennata feeding on small Hies,

mostly of the genus Mitsca. I also have an adult female Mantis re/igiosa

which eats just about anything that moves she even attacks my finger

when she has the chance. To date she has laid four batches of eggs and

devoured two males in the process!

From my first holiday in this area of Spain in September 1997, 1 have

been aware of these interesting insects and have often seen a large

green mantis either flying across the land or crawling up a plant or a

wall in search of prey. Whilst I knew that there were, in total, several

species of the group in Spain, I had assumed that all these big green

insects were of the same species, the ubic]uitous Mantis religiosa.

However, since moving here in December 2004, I have had more
time to investigate the local scene and to check the identification of the

specimens that I have come across. I should say that whilst mantids are

frequently encountered, it would be wrong to say that any species is

actually plentiful here except when the nymphs of one or other of the

more conspicuous species reach maturity. 1’hen, over a period of a

week or so, perhaps ten or so adult specimens of the same species will

be seen in the garden, the road and the local countryside. For most of

the year we have at least one specimen living happily on the llowering
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plants in the garden in addition to any livestock that I am rearing in my
room upstairs.

Writing in 1910, Malcolm Burr describes 13 species of mantis from
Western Europe of which he records 12 from Spain (the other species

he knew only from France). Of these 12, he gives localities in southern

Spain for seven species, whilst the remaining five were known from
areas north of here. From my own studies I can say that at least one of

the species from Central Spain is now established down here in the

South - so we now have eight of his 12 species to look out for. Michael

Chinery says that about 18 species reach south or central parts of

Western Europe and he goes on to give brief descriptions of nine of

them. Perhaps all but one of these will be found in Spain if not actually

as far south as the area in which I now reside. Of course, I live well

inland from the coast so any species seeking very green or coastal

habitats is unlikely to turn up here.

I will now work my way through the various species beginning with

the largest and working down to the smaller ones at the end of this

article. As I have already said, I had assumed that when I saw a large

green mantis it was an example of M. religiosa. However, during a

Christmas holiday with friends in the nearby village of La Mezquitilla, I

was walking in their garden on 25 December 2002 when I noticed what

looked like an isolated curled-up green leaf on the roof of an

outbuilding. Closer examination revealed that it was actually a dead

green mantis. From its bulk and overall length of well over 70mm, it

looked to be far too big for this species, and so it was to prove. By

using Malcolm Burr’s book to “key it out” I quickly realised that this

was a female of the African and Asiatic species, Hieroclula hiociilata

Burmeister, which, according to Burr, has been established in Spain for

at least a hundred years, being reported from the Andalusian Provinces

of Cadiz, Malaga and Sevilla. On referring to my collection I realised

that my other green mantids found previously in this area of Spain were

all of this species. In addition to the size, this species can also be

identified by the conspicuous opaque yellow stigma on the elytra. Since

living over here, I have come across the odd specimen of this species,

including a dead male found in our road on 2 October 2006. This

species is not mentioned in Michael Chineiy’s book.

By size, the next species to be discussed is, indeed. Mantis religiosa

Linnaeus. This is, according to both Burr and Chinery, the commonest

European species, being found throughout the Iberian Peninsula. There

are two colour forms, the pale green is more usual but there is also a

brown one. Chineiy gives the time of appearance of the adult as July to
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November but Burr only specifies Septeml:>er and October. I found my
first specimen - a veiy dark brown female - in La Mezquitilla on 18

December 2004. During 2005 and 2006 the odd pale brown specimen

turned up in my garden or the countiyside nearby, but I never saw a

green one in either year. Even in 2007, it was only the pale brown form

that came to my notice and by the end of September I had more or less

made up my mind that perhaps only this form was to be found here

because there is little in the way of green vegetation in this diy area by

the time the adults appear. Then, on the morning of 5 October 2007, I

found two males on the wall of my house. One was of a veiy pale

yellowish brown colour and the other was pale green. A further green

male appeared the following morning and was eventually eaten during

mating — see the first paragraph of this article. Other specimens seen

subsequently this year have been of the pale brown form and I have

still not seen a green female. Perhaps next year?

Now we come to the easily recognised Empiisa egeua Charpentier (
=

pennatci in Chineiy). This is another green species but has a distinct and

peculiar tall crest on the head, a very long and narrow^ thorax and

prcjnoLinced lobes on the mid and hind legs and abdomen. In addition,

the males have prominent featheiy antennae. Burr gives the Pixwinces of

Granada and Malaga as locations in southern Spain whereas Chinery

refers to it being found in South-west Europe. Adults first appear in May
and then throughout the summer months. Unlike those of the other

Spanish mantids, the nymphs hatch in the sumnier, feeding through the

autumn and occasionally during the winter before completing their

development in the spring. They appear to eat only small Hies and I

have reared them veiy successfully on Musca species which are easy-

enough to find - each mantis eating two or three each day in the

autumn and spring. Larger flies or other insects stich as micro moths are

ignored. The first time I found this species was during the morning of 17

May 2006, a rather windy day. I was walking home from the \ illage and

reaching the top of my road when I noticed a “small ball of grass” being

blown up the road towards me. A sudden lull in the wind allowed said

“ball” to land at my feet, whereupon it began to walk away! Once I had

picked it up I realised that I had a fine male specimen of another

species of mantis to add to my local list. vSince then, adults and nymphs
have been present almost continuously in my garden. 1 have yet to find

it in the countiyside. There is also a brown form but the only adults 1

have found or reared have been green.

Next up is another very distinct species. Iris omtoria Linnaeus. 'Phis is

a really beautiful mantis with eyespots on the hind wings. Burr, in 1910,
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says that in Spain it only occurs in the centre and the north. I first

found it when I rescued a female from a swimming pool in La
Mezquitilla during a holiday on 21 September 1997. She laid two
batches of eggs but no nymphs ever hatched out. During other holidays

taken in subsequent Septembers, this species was a regular but never
common visitor to my friends’ garden. However, since moving here, I

have never found it in the local countryside and the only time it

appeared in our garden was on 19 August 2006. Two egg masses, from
which the nymphs had already hatched, found on waste ground near

the village of Sesmarias, Algarve, Portugal on l6 and 19 May 1995 could

well be of this species.

Another species with eye-spots is Fischeria baetica Rambur (
=

Riuertiiia baetica in Chinery), although the wings in the female are

truncated. As Burr gives my nearest locality as the Province of Malaga

and all his other Spanish locations are on the coasts this could be
another species that will not be found up here.

We now come to the other mantids which, as a group, are all medium
to small and often indistinct species. Discotbera tunetana Fin and
Bonnet, is not mentioned by Chinery, but Burr says that it was
discovered in Tunis by Dr Bonnet. Pantel has taken it among stones on
dry hills near Ucles in the Province of Cuenca, in central Spain -

southeast of Madrid. Sanchez Gomez found it at Cartagena which is on

the coast in the Province of Murcia - well east of here. These are two

widely different localities so, perhaps, it will turn up here on one of the

local hillsides on day.

Geomantis larvoicles Pantel, as the specific name suggests, resembles

a nymph even when adult. Indeed, when Pantel first discovered it in

Ucles and Sitio (I have no record of this locality in my current Spanish

Directory but Burr says it is in central Spain) he thought his specimens

were nymphs of F. baetica. I have yet to come across this species but

will keep an eye out for it in the future.

According to Chinery there are several members of the genus Ameles

to be found in southern Europe but Burr only gives two as occurring in

Spain. He says that Ameles decolor Charpentier is found in Spain at

Guadalajara (right in the centre, only a few kilometres from Madrid)

and in the Provinces of Barcelona, Malaga and Valencia (all of which

are on the coast). No sign of it yet around here!

A. abiecta Cyrillo (= brevis Ramhur = spallanzania Auctt.) is said by

Burr to be found throughout the Iberian peninsula. He says that the

female is easy to distinguish from other members of the genus because
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of its dilated abdomen. I first came across it when I found a female in

the swimming pool of a friend on 17 September 2001. My second

encounter was rather interesting and occurred on the afternoon of 30

October 2007. I was on a walk in the local countryside and noticed an

Egyptian Grasshopper {Anachdiiim aegyptiiim Linnaeus) resting on the

top of a small bush and clearly undergoing its final nymphal moult. 1

left it where it was but, when returning by the same bush an hour or

two later, was surprised to see that it was being eaten by another

female example of this mantis. I brought both the grasshopper and

mantis home and the latter continued with its feast for next couple of

days, by which time the grasshopper was dead, having failed to

complete the moult. Subsequently, 1 fed the mantis on a varied diet of

flies and moths, all of which it rapidly caught and devoured. On 17

November 2007, it laid two small batches of eggs on the underside of

an ivy leaf, then ate further flies until dying five days later. If 1 have any

success with the rearing of this species I will include details in a later

article.

Burr describes two species from the genus Pammeles and says that

both of them are found in Spain. Pammeles assoi Bolivar is, he says,

restricted to central Spain and he gives the Provinces of Madrid, Cuenca
and Toledo as localities, whereas P. liana Charpentier is a species

restricted to the coastal Provinces of Andalucia. Neither of these species

is mentioned by Chinery and it seems veiy unlikely that either of them
will be found near here.

The only other mantids described by Burr are two species from the

genus Yersinia but there is no mention of them in Chinery. Of these

two species. Yersinia brevipennis Yersin is said to be restricted to the

Hyeres di.strict of France.

The other species, Y. aptera Yersin, is said by Burr to be restricted to

the area around the town of Brunete just to the west of Madrid and to

the Province of Ciudad Real which is an area south of Madrid on the

road to Cordoba. Thus, at the time he wrote his book, this mantis was
only found in central Spain and I did not expect to find it down here in

the south of the country. However, 1 found a small mantis nymph with

very pointed eyes in the fields just to the south of our village on 26

April 2005 and managed to rear it on small flies until it reached maturity

on 25 July of that year. Then, on 20 November 2006 1 came across

another small nymph in the same area and managed to rear it on small

flies but it died before its final moult on 2 I’ebruary 2007. 1 was then

able to identify both specimens as males of this species. To confirm that

it is at least more or less established here, 1 found a female nymph on
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30 March 2007 and reared this on flies until it died on 16 May of that

year. My aim now is to rear this species more successfully in the future

and I will include further information in a future article.

Chinery includes another species of mantis, Perlamantis alliheni (no
mention of the author) in his book and says that it is to be found amid
rough vegetation in South West Europe. Whether this species is found
in Spain I do not know and, as yet, I have not come across it - if I do
then I will include the relevant information in a future article.

I hope that readers will have found this account of the local mantids

to be of interest.
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More Insects from a Small Suburban Garden

by Slttati Cole ( 10159)

Editor’s note: Stewart Cole was recently awarded the Hammond Award

for best contribution to the AES Bidletin in 2006. Unfortunately, for health

reasons, he will not be able for the time being to enter into any

correspondence with members in connection with this, his latest article.

In Bulletin no 458, vol 64 I wrote about some of the insects that have

turned up in my garden in Hampton, south west London (actually jirst a

couple of miles from the AES annual exhibition venue at Kempton

Park) between 2000 to 2004. This is an update on what I have found in

the garden since then.

The garden is just 18 feet by 25 feet, surrounded by other typical

suburban gardens. To attract insects and other wildlife it is allowed to

be as unkempt as I can get away with; leaves are generally left to form

litter in places and, although cut regularly, only about 60% of the lawn

consists of grass; the rest is now moss, daisies and buttercups. The

greatest draw has been the little sallow tree that has grown from a stray

seed.
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As the garden is so small most of the insects I have recorded are

transients, and many are certainly not typical garden inhabitants. The

proximity of Bushy Park (one mile distant) with its mature oaks and

herds of deer no doubt accounts for the occasional horse flies

iChrysops, Tcihanus and Hematopota species) and also the bark and

dung beetles that sometimes drop in; and the park’s ponds and streams,

as well as the nearby River Thames, contribute to the several kinds of

caddis fly and mayfly that come to light.

Even this insignificant piece of land is witness to the changes in the

British insect fauna in recent years, with alien species appearing along

with native species that have increased their range, or that have

become more numerous while others show a decline in numbers.

Among beetles two fairly recent arrivals to Britain and three longer

established introductions appeared for the first time in 2006 and 2007.

Almost inevitably, the Harlequin Ladybird (Harmonia axyridis) and
the Rosemary Leaf Beetle iChn’soliiia america)ia) have found their

way to the garden. The former is now the most frequent ladybird -

the proximity of a row of limes, for which tree H. axyridis has a

penchant, is probably a factor here, and it also sometimes breeds on
the small sallow tree within our garden. I noticed the first adults of

the Rosemary Leaf Beetle, including a mating pair, on a Rosemary
bush in September 2006. They were present on the plant right

through the following winter, even when snow was on the ground,

with larvae appearing in February and March. By early spring all had

disappeared.

An odd little scarabaeid beetle caught in Bight turned out to be

Saprosites iiatalensis, a native of South Africa. It belongs to the

aphodiine tribe Eiipariiui which has no indigenous representatives in

Britain. Another Saprosites, S. mendax, which originates from Australia,

has been present in Britain (mostly around Arundel in Sussex, now
found in London parks) since the 1930s, but the very similar S.

uatalefisis appears to be a quite recent addition to our fauna. The
genus has many species around the warmer regions of the world,

extending north to Japan and south to New Zealand.

The much longer established alien species were the scarlet Lily

Beetle ( Ulioceriis lillii) and the little elongate, dark brown,
cossonine weevil Huophrynw confine. Several adults of the latter

were in, and presumably feeding on, the rotting wood at the bottom
of the garden fence although 1 could find no larvae. This species

comes from New Zealand, where the Cossoninae are |'>articularly

well rej')resented.
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From other orders, of which my knowledge is much more limited, I

recognised only one fairly recent addition to the British fauna. This was
a tiny micro moth that now occasionally appears in the garden, the

Horse Chestnut Leaf Miner i Cameraria ohridella) of the Gracillariidae,

first recorded in Britain at Wimbledon in 2002. The individuals seen
were just strays, but in summer 2006 huge numbers of the species were
destroying the foliage of chestnut trees on the streets and in local parks.

On most trees eveiy leaf had mines, usually several to a leaf, and on
worst affected trees the whole surface of every leaf was brown, and
premature leaf fall was occurring as early as mid-August when the trunk

of one partially defoliated chestnut was found swarming with the adult

moths. The caterpillars are rather unusual for moth larvae in that the

body is markedly constricted between each segment and they look

more like beetle grubs.

Cameraria ohridella must formerly have had a very limited

distribution since the natural range of its host, the European Horse

Chestnut, is a quite small area in the mountains of the Balkans in the

vicinity of Lake Ohrid hence the specific name. This summer (2007) the

local Horse Chestnut trees were again extensively attacked but not to

the same degree as last year. Perhaps the generally cool weather was
not so conducive to the moth, and the trees appear to be none the

worse for the species’ ravages last year.

Of native insects that have become noticeably more common and

widespread in recent years the Hornet ( Vespa crahro), the Juniper

Shieldbug {Cyphostethus tristriatiis) and the beetle Oedemera nobilis

turned up in the garden for the first time in either 2006 or 2007. In the

middle of the last centuiy the Hornet was described as an uncommon
insect in Britain (Imms 1948, Step 1946) but it was supposed to linger

on in south west London in and around Richmond Park, although I had

never seen it there. Since about 15 years ago it has become a quite

frequently sighted insect across the London Borough of Richmond,

from Kew Gardens in the north to Bushy Park in the south, and in

some neighbouring areas of London (e.g. Wimbledon Common).
However, I wonder if this will be sustained. The most dramatic faunistic

change locally is to be seen overhead eveiy evening in late summer

and autumn when flock after hock, 20, 40 sometimes 60 strong, of

Ring-necked Parakeets pass overhead to their roosting locations. These

south Asian birds now seem to be the most numerous bird around here

and as a tree hole nester there is concern that they will displace native

hole nesting birds. As a tree hole nesting insect, could the Hornet also

suffer from loss of nest sites?
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For just a few nights in August 2006 I ran a borrowed actinic light

trap in the garden and it was veiy interesting to see what flies around

in the dark that one would be otherwise unaware of. In fact of the 36

or so different kinds of insect that came to light 1 had encountered only

two in the garden before. The total species comprised one
Ephemeroptera, three or four Trichoptera, two Neuroptera, three

Fleteroptera, two Coleoptera, two Diptera and around 16 Lepidoptera.

On the first night (Aug. 6) the light had a UV black light tube which

then failed and I replaced it with an ordinary UV tube for the other

three nights. Whether the black light made any difference to the sorts of

insects attracted Em not certain, but on that first night the common
water bug Sigcira falleui (Corixidae) and a small species of fly were a

major proportion of the catch and there were seven beetles of three

species. Only one corixid and no beetles came to the trap on the other

nights but the number of moths was much the same.

'Fhe beetles were four of the small carabid Bmdycellns hcnpciliims,

two of the carabid Opho)iiis piuicficeps and one Orange Ladybird

Ulalyzia 16-guttcita). The Orange Ladybird was described as a local

and scarce British insect less than 20 years ago (Majerus and Kearns

19B9); now it is very common around the London area.

On the 20th August several caddis flies of three or four kinds arrix ed
in the early part of the night. I identified none, though one may well

have been one of the large species of the genus Phrypcnica. The
following night brought one of the brown lacewing flies and a mayfly.

The identified moths, all species commonly occurring in gardens, oxer

the four nights xvere:

Orange Sxvift Ukpiciliis sylriuci) liepialidae one

lyraustci aurata Fyralidae 3 or 4

Agriphila tristellci I’yralidae

Mother of Pearl ( Pleuroptyci niralis) Pyralidae

Marbled Beauty (Cryphia domestica) Noetuidae. 1, 2 or 3 turned up each night

Straxv Underxving (Tbcilpophila matiirci) Noetuidae 2 or 3 eacli night

Heart and Dart (Ap^rolis exclcimcUuntis) Noetuidae one

Shuttle-shaped Dart {Ap,rotis pula) one

Sven.sson’s Copper LIndei-wing (Aniphipyra herhera si’oussoiii) Noetuidae one

Setaceous Hebrew Character (Xeslia c-uignmi) Noetuidae one

Willoxv Beauty ( Pcrihatodcs rhonihoidaria

)

Geometridae one

Yellow Shell ((kiiuplo^nuiuua hilincala) Geometridae one

Brimstone ( Opisthopraplis lulcolala) Geometridae one
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Amongst other native beetle species, the two stag beetles Lucanns
cetvus and Dorcus parallelopipedus very occasionally turn up in the

garden and are quite common locally, although Lucanus is declining.

Some species, whilst not rare, are ones that I have so far found
nowhere else but in the garden. One of these is the little black

staphylinid Anotylus complanatus which is attracted to the fox faeces

that often adorn our lawn. Another is the corylophid Sericoderiis

lateralis. This tiny insect, a millimetre at most in length, was present in

numbers under decaying leaves. To mention just one other, the shiny

black hydrophilic! Limnoxeniis niger v^2.s found on the shiny black roof

of a car parked outside the house having probably mistaken it for a

pool of water.

In my earlier article I had thought that the little clusters of eaith cells

stocked with spiders that I occasionally find were the work of a wasp
of the Tiypoxilidae. I have since discovered that the insect responsible

is actually the small black pompilid wasp Auplopus carbonarius. Its

favoured prey are spiders of the Clubionidae. It is, or was, a local and

quite scarce insect in Britain but seems to be yet another species that is

becoming more common. It is widely distributed across the Palearctic

and has been introduced to North America. Whenever I have found the

wasp with a freshly caught victim, the spider had already had its legs

chewed off and the wasp then spent some time just imbibing the fluids

exuding from the wounds.

The following is an updated list of beetles found in our garden

between March 2000 and September 2007:

Carabidae

Amara aenea (De Geer)

Asaph idion JlavipesiL)

Bemhidion lampros (Herhst)

Bradycellus harpalinus (Audinet-

Serville)

Harpaliis ajfinis (Schrank)

Leistes spiniharbis (Fabricius)

Nehria hrevicollis (Fabricius)

Notiophilus nifipes iCums)

Ophonus pimcticeps (Stephens)

Staphylinidae

Aleochara cwiula (Goeze)

Anotylus complanatus iEnchson)

Cypha longicornis (Paykull)

Philonthus politus (L)

Pbilontbus varians (Paykull)

Platydracus stercorarius (OWAox)

Tasgius (Gravenhonst)

Tasgius morsitans (Marsham)

Stenus sp.

Tachinus sp.

Xantholinus longiventris (Heer)

Hydrophilidae Corylophidae

Limno-xenus n/gcr (Zschach) Sericoderus lateralis (Gyllenhal)
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Histeridae

Mister luiicolur iV)

Melyridae

Anthocomi is fcisciati /.v ( L)

Dermestidae

A n th re) 1

1

is fi isciis (Olivier)

Anthreniis vei'hasci (L)

Byrrhidae

Byirhiis piliiki (L)

Anobiidae

Stegohiiim pcuiiceiim (L)

Throscidae

Ti'ixcigiis clermestoicles (L)

Coccinellidae

Aclcilici hipinictcita (L)

Atlcilici 10-pinictcita CL)

Chiloconis 2-piistiilcitiis (L)

CocciuelUi 7-piinclcitci (L)

HpiUichmi (GeoftVoy)

Kxocboniiis 4-piistiilatiis (L)

Halyzia 16-piiiictciici (L)

Hcirmonia cixyiiclis (Pallas)

Hcirmo}Uci 4-piinctcita (Pontopidclan)

Pi'opyleci 14-piinctatci (L)

Psyllohoi'ci 22-piinclatci (L)

Rhyzohiiis //7//ra (Fabricius)

Scvniiiiis frontalis (Fabricius)

Stethonis piinctillum (Weise)

Cryptophagidae

Oyptophagiis aciitcinguliis (Gyllenhal)

Nitidulidae

Caipophiliis maiginellns ( Motschulsky

)

Hpinxiea sp.

Lucanidae

Poi'Ctis pa>rillelof)ipe(liis il)

Luca nils ceiviis ( L)

Scarabaeidae

Aphocliiis gixinai'insiL)

Aphodiiis spbacelatiis (Panzer)

Ontbopbagns coenohita (Herbst)

Sapi'osites natalensis (Paringuey)

Anthicidae

Omanachis form icaiiiis (Goeze)

Oedemeridae

Oedernera linida (Marsham)

Oedemeixi nohilis (Scopoli)

Tenebrionidae

Lagiia biiia (L)

Cerambycidae

Clyins aiietisiL)

Pogonocbenis bispidiilns (Piller &
Mitterpacher)

Chrysomelidae

Pi'iicbidins villosns (Fabricius)

Cbiysolina ameiicana (L)

Civpidodeixi aiuxita (Marsham)

Galenicella lineola (Fabricius)

IJlioceixis lillii (Scopoli)

Psylloides (Fabricius)

Apionidae

P)-otapion fnlvipes (Fabricius

)

Curculionidae

Baiypeitbes pellucidns (Boheman)

Cionns so'opbnlan'ae ( L)

Enopbiyiim confine ( Broun

)

Tycbins Jiicirosti'is (Fabricius)

Otiorbyncbns (Fabricius)

PolydrtisiisJlai'ipes ( l)e Geer)

Scolytns pygmaetis (Fabricius)

Scolyins ixignlosns (Muller PWJ)

Sitona lineatns (L)

Xylebonis r//.v/v/r( Fabricius)
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Social Life of Cocky the male cockroach

hy Rachel McLeod (AES Bug Cltih Member)

Physically, the cockroach is so well adapted to life that it has not

changed for 400 million years or more, although these fossils of mine
[belowl are only 120 million years old. But how has its social life

helped it to suiwive?
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There are three main aspects of cockroach social life:

• Protection

• Fighting

• Communication

These three social characteristics change through life, as shown on
the following diagram.

The progression from baby to adult goes from

submissive to aggressive, silent to communicative and

protected to protecting. Through this article, you can

see this progression through the life of one individual.

Cocky. He is a Madagascan Hissing Cockroach, or

Gromphadorhina ohlonganotci. Cocky is a real

cockroach and he is one of my pet cockroaches.

MaiUga-sran IlisMne Cockroach. Cmmphadorhma imrirmosa

•-« » I

Egg IM 2nd .^rd 4th
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The life line shows you what stages there are. This is mirrored by the

photo, which shows the egg case, nymphal stages and adult, and by

the subheadings in the rest of this article Cockroaches can live for four

years (twice as long as the average gerbil). Living longer means having

more time to reproduce - and more time to reproduce means that they

can contain the ootheca for longer.

Mother

Cocky is protected by his mother as an egg, so we start before he is

born - as an egg case extruded by his mother. She twists the ootheca

round so that it lies along the abdomen instead of across it. The
advantage is protecting the young for longer. She keeps it safe inside

her until it is ready to hatch, with Cocky’s 30-60 brothers and sisters.

Even if you boil the ootheca, the eggs will still hatch out and become
perfectly normal cockroaches.

Nymph
Small roaches are sheltering under the

adults, mainly directly under them. They
use the spines on the adults’ legs to

protect them, as well as the adult’s hissing

warning system. They shelter under any

adult for protection. Cocky can’t

communicate through hissing yet: he’s not

physically ready: he is not strong enough
to propel air through his spiracles fast

enough to make the hissing sound.
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Young cockroaches do not practice fighting, unlike most young
animals. They are still protected rather than protecting.

Final moult

Cocky’s final moult. The exoskeleton is eaten for its important nutrients.

When Cocky had his final moult, he started to fight, and to hiss to

attract a mate.

They have several different hisses with different meanings, and Cocky
can now join in with these to protect the colony, and to deter

predators. The main predators are lemurs, tenrecs and huge bush

crickets. Cocky’s predator warning hiss is fairly low, but not quite as

low as the mate attraction hiss. The highest hiss is a warning to the

colony, which warns the colony of danger. After he had his final moult,

he started to protect babies and fight for dominance and females.

Dominance

Here is Cocky, now an adult, fighting with Mr Madder, the dominant

male of my colony. Cocky is the small one on the left.
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How they fight:

• l^ush fight: The photo shows Cocky and Mr Madder push-figliting.

Cocky is too small to dominate, but he tried!

• Attack antennae: they attack each others’ antennae to prevent

mating: they cannot smell the females without antennae. Cocky has

already lost half his left antenna.

• Hissing attracts females: hissing is important as females don’t mate

with silent males. We know this because an experiment was done
where an entomologist bunged up the hissing spiracles with glue so

that they couldn’t hiss and were forced to live outside the social

group.

• Try to gain height advantage: you can see in this colony at the

Oxford University Natural Histoiy Museum which is the dominant

male because he is high up, looks ready to push down any
intruding male, he is big and both of his antennae are complete.

Old Age

Cocky is not yet old. He is .still a fighting adult, .still trying to dominate.

As the adults age, they become less protective, less communicative and
less aggre.ssive. This photograph shows how much the size of the

cockroach changes throughout its life. They have come a long way
from the newly emerging nymph to the large male shown on next

page.
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So, you see, a cockroach isn’t all just icky. It’s a very social creature.

It is so well adapted to life that it has not changed for 400 million

years or more.

The three aspects which make them social have helped them adapt

and survive.

Protecting each other and using fighting and hissing to select the best

mate has helped them become successful. Even though cockroaches

have not needed to change physically, they have become widely

diverse, to fill all of the little evolutionary places and all types of habitat

you could possibly think of all round the world; and being social has

helped them to do this.
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AES Events

Calendar 2008

Saturday 21st June — National Insect Week AES Bug Club outing to the

Royal Horticultural Society Headquarters, Wisley, Surrey, 1:00 - 4.30 pm.

Talks, Forays and Free entiy to the Garden. Wisley Common (a lowland heath

SSSI) is nearby. For people who would like to explore it on the day. 'Ehis

event is open to members and their guests only. Please let the AES Secretaiy

(secretaiy@amentsoc.org) know it' you plan to attend this event as numbers

are limited.

Sunday 29th June - National Insect Week 1:00 - 4:30 pm. Family WildliFe

Day at Osterley Park & House, West London, in collaboration with the

National Trust. AES / Bug Club Table with insects, moths on a log etc. This

event is also open to non-members and incorporates the annual ‘Osterley

Day’.

Sunday 6th July - Gatton Park Countiyside Day, Gatton Park, Reigate, Surrey

RH2 OTD This is a public event where the AES will have a presence.

Thursday 14th August, 1:00 - 4:30 pm. Family WildliFe Day, Osterley Park &
House, London, in collaboration with the National Trust. AES / Bug Club

Table with insects, moths on a log etc. This event is also open to non-

members.

Saturday 13th September, 11:00 am - 4:30 pm. AES Bug Club outing to the

Oxford University Museum of Natural History, led by Darren Mann,
Collections Manager. Further details will appear in the Augu.st Bulletin and
will be posted on the website and Members’ Forum. This AES event will also

be open to some interested non-members. Please let the AES Secretary

(secretary@amentsoc.org) know if' you plan to attend as this will help with

the organisation oF the day.

Tuesday 21st October (during October half' term) - AES & Bug Club visit to

Liverpool Museums, a joint event with the Lancs & Cheshire Entomological

Society, led by Guy Knight. A talk and tours oF the entomological collections,

guided visit to the Bughouse and the Clore Natural Histoiy Centre, and to the

museum’s public areas where there will be live insects and specimens from

the collections on display. Further details will appear in the August Bulletin

and on the website. Please let the AES Secretary (secretary@amentsoc.org)

know if' you plan to attend this event as this will help with organising the day.

October 18th 2008 AES Exhibition, Kempton Ikirk Racecourse. Further

details will appear in the August Bulletin.

Further details of any of these events are available From (he event organiser

or From the AES Hon Secretaiy (email: secretaiy@amentsoc.org or write PO
Box 8774, London SW7 SZG) or on the events .section ol' the AES website

( www.amentsoc.org).
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This new book from the AES describes the

adults of different species of British

butterflies, according to the time of year

they appear on the wing. Nearly all the 60
British species are illustrated.

Focussing on encouraging an interest in

entomology among the young, and the young at

heart, there is a helpful calendar of flight times

and a useful checklist to help you keep track of

your observations .

Price:£3.80 (Members); £5.00 (Non-Members) (inc. p&p)
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15 minutes from Heathrow Airport.
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particularly antiquarian, academic and scholarly works on insects and other invertebrates.

18 BATHURST WALK, RICHINGS PARK, IVER, BUCKS SLO 9AZ

Tel: 01753 631114/Fax: 01753 631115 • e-mail: ian.johnson@pemberleybooks.com



DipteristsForum

Flies, flies, flies !

Did you know that there are about 6,700 species of fly in Britain ranging from

the largest ‘daddy long legs’ to the smallest ‘moth fly’ the size of a pin head?

Flies can be beautiful, fascinating and spectacular. There are ones that mimic

striped wasps and others that mimic fluffy bees (and neither sting!) not to

mention the picture wing flies - modern art indeed.

Joining the Dipterists Forum means a whole new area of interest can open

up to you - only £6 per year basic rate. This gives an interesting newsletter

and the chance to learn from enthusiastic fly experts at our workshop and

our three Field Meetings a year around the country.

For details see these wehsites:

www.dipteristsforum.org.uk

www.field-studies-council.org/prestonmontford

ARE YOU MISSING OUT?
THE

ENTOMOLOGIST'S
RECORD

an(d Journal of Variation

Publishes notes, observations, articles and reviews,

mainly on the Lepidoptera and Coleoptera of the British Isles and Europe.

Founded in 1890 by J. W. Tutt, and still going strong, we publish six issues a year -

alternating with the AES Bulletin. This means there is now a first class entomological

journal available every month of the year!

Our subscription price is £28 per year. If you would like to see a specimen copy, please send

your name and address, and a couple of second class stamps to cover postage to:

The Editor, 14 West Road, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire C1V123 2QP.

Write noiv! You never knoiv what you could be missing.

The Entomologist's Record is an independent, non profit making journal.

To ensure high standards of production we use Cravit/, Printing Company.

- "W



Being a member of the Royal Entomological Society and the Amateur
Entomologists’ Society has the advantage of discount on all our
publications. Discounts are only available if the subscriptions are fully up
to date. Single copies only may be purchased on discount. Postage &
Packing - Free to U.K. addresses. Overseas add 10%.

iritrsh BiiUerflics Ihrouphout the year hy Peter May
'his new book from the AES describes the adults of different species of British
juttertlies, according to Ihc lime of year they appear on the wing. Nearly all the 60
Iritish species are illustrated. Focussing on encouraging an interest in entomology
mong the young, and the young at heart, there is a helpful calendar of llight times and
useful checklisi lo help you keep track of your observations. £ 5 00

Members price £ 3.80

f^^reparing and maintaining a collection of Butterflies and Moths» y P. May and M. White. A practical manual detailing the various methods used to
repare specimens for a collection, from killing methods, setting the specimens and
•^pairing damaged ones, to storage and preservation, including pest prevention and cure

1 pages. 4 figures and 5 plates. (2{K)6) £4 g5
Members price £3.65

rii'he Hymenopterist’s Handbook by Dr. c. Betts «. ul.
nd edition dealing with the history of their families, classification and structures;
alural history; studying, collecting, breeding, attracting and preserving Hymenoptera!
.ppendices include keys to the lamilies. 214 pages with numerous tables keys and
gurcs(l986)

£11.45
Members price £ 8.60

(.{evised Flight Tabie.s for the Hynienoptera
evi.sed flight tables for the Hymenoptera giving, wherever possible, times, location,
ower visits and some indication of distribution and abundance. 24 pages (1988) £ 3.10

Members price £ 2.35

1 1 Coleopterist’s Handbook
dited by J.Cooter & M.V.L.Barclay The Cnleoplerisl's Handbook, is now available as a
illy revised and expanded fourth edition. Nomenclature has been brought inline with
urrenl u.se, collecting/curatorial methods rellect best practice and planl/beetle and

e, retle/plant lists are included logelher. Recent additions to the Brilish fauna, modem and
siditional techniques are included. All advice and comment given in the book is based
noon collective years of practical experience of both curatorial methods and Held craft;
r. retie family chapters have each been written by an intemalionally recognised authority'
)6 pages including 32 colour plates. £ 54.00

Members price £ 39.00

I'liost plants of Biitish Beetles: A List of Recorded Associations
I list of a wide range of plants, in alphabetical order, together with the beetle species

at have been recorded as being associated with them. 24 pages (1992) £ 3.10

Members price £ 2.35

i** Silkmoth Rearer's Handbook by B.O.C. Gardiner

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £ 7.70

No further discounted price available

I I Dipterist’s Handbook by A.E. Stubbs. P,J. Chandler and others
’practical handbook for both the beginner and the initiated on collecting, breeding and
uudying the two-winged flies. Describes equipment, trapping, preservation, habitat.
L ant and animal associations and behaviour. Includes a detailed chapter on larval stages

ith an illustrated key to families. An essential book for the keen Dipterist. 260 pages
ith drawings of larvae and equipment (1978. reprinted 1996) £ 14.20

Members price £ 10.60

t ractical Hints for Collecting and Studying the Microlepidoptera
‘ P.A. Sokoloff. A practical manual for tho.se interested in the smaller moths.

-scribing techniques for collecting adult moths, collecting immature stages, breeding.
Iling, setting and mounting. A list of useful books and journals as well as details of

s cietics and suppliers is included. 40 pages. 1 1 figures (1980) £ 4.20

Members price £ 3.15

i.earing and Studying Stick and Leaf-Insects by P. D. Brock
xvecifically intended for beginners, although it is also suitable for experienced Phasmid

thusiasts. it is one of the few guides to rearing that features the majority of the culture

)cks available. 22 species in detail. The informative text is complimented by 8 colour
ites. 14 black and white plates and 29 figures. (New edition. 2(X)3) £ 11.20

Members price £ 8.20

kic Study of Stoneflies, Mayflies and Caddisflies hy T.T. Macan
comprehensive guide to collecting and studying the biology tind ecology of these

K uatic insects. 44 pages. 10 figures and bibliography (1982) £ 4.20

Members price £ 3.15

b’eeding the British Butterflies by PW. Cribb

practical handbook covering all aspects of butterfly breeding, including general

thniques. equipment and hints on how to breed each of the British species. 60 pages,

igures. 5 plates. Revised (2001 ) £ 5.20

Members price £ 3.85

actical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist by J.w. Tutt

'itlen at the turn of the century, this book has been reprinted because of its scarcity

1 value to students of Lepidoptera. It gives a complete month by month guide to

ich species and stages of macros and micro;; to look for and how to find them. Also

iiains a biological account of the early stages and how to keep, rear, photograph and
icribc them. 422 pages. Hardback. (Reprinted 1994). £ 24.00

Members price £ 1 8.30

v\ 1

An index to the modern names for use with J.W. l\itFs
Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist by B.O.C. Gardiner
A valuable cross-reference guide between the scientific and English names used in the
early 1900s and the present time. £ 4,79

Members price £3.50

A Guide to Moth traps and their use by R. Fry and P Waring
The first sections deal with the measurement and properties of light leading into the types
ol lamp available and the electrical circuits needed to operate them. The next sections give
details of the construction of the most popular traps used in the UK. The last half deals
with the practical use ol traps In the field including where and when to Uttp. limitations of
traps and their relative performance. 68 pages. 21 figures. 15 plates (1996) £ 6.85

Members price £ 5.05

The Amazing World of Stick and Leaf Insects by Paul D. Brock
A superb, comprehensive guide, for all those intrigued by these groups of insects. Topics
covered include structure, lascinating facts, life history and development, defence
behaviour, enemies, collecting, breeding (including trouble shooting), preserving,
taxonomic studies, important collections in Museums etc. around the world and
elaborate stories, beliefs and poems. Also outlines the major known species around the
world on a regional basis. A section on Fossils is included. Includes a comprehensive
glossary of the technical terms used in the description and classification of stick and
leal-insects. Hardback A5. 1 84 pages. 46 figures, 26 black and while plates and 40 pages
of colour plates (containing 83 photographs and 4 drawing.s/paintings of insects and
their habitat.s). (1999) £ 18.90

Members price £ 14.10

Rearing Parasitic Hymenoptera by M. Shaw
This booklet provides information on the parasitic Hymenoptera to enable successful
studies to be made of this little understood group of the Brilish insect fauna. Details are
given on the general biology of parasitic wasps, rearing principles, efficient rearing
practices and detailed methods of dealing with adult wasps. 52 pages. 4 colour plates
(New edition - 2001

) £5.70
Members price £ 4.20

Larval Foodplants of the British Butterflies by Peter May
A coniprchen.sive cotnpilation of the known larval foodplants of our native and inirnigrant
bttttcrnies. AI.SO including “How to Encourage Butterflie.s to Live in Your Garden" by the
late Peter Cribb 62 pages. (2003) £ 7,40

Members price £ 5.45

Glossary for the Young Lepidopterist
6 pages. 2 figures. (1951)

A Label List of European Butterflies
20 pages. (Revi.sed 1981)

£ 1.05

Members price £ 0.90

£2.35
Members price £ 1.85

Some British Moths Reviewed
Aid to the identification of some of the more difficult species. Reprinted from the
Amateur Entomologist Vol. 5 ( 1 94 1 ) and a Guide to the Critical Species ofLepidoptera,
reprinted from Entomologists’ Gazette 1969-72. 64 pages. 6 black and white plates,
numerous figures (1985) £ 4.45

Members price £ 3.35

Butterflies of Cyprus 1998 (Records of a years sightings) by Eddie John
Observations of the 44 species of butterfly found on* the island in 1998 including notes
on each .species and distribution maps. 46 pages (2000) £ 4.30

Members price £ 3.25

Collecting Het.Bugs (Hemiptera: Heteroptera) £ 1.20
1 2 pages (including 2 plates). ( 1 946) Members price £ 1.00

Collecting Clearwings
12 pages (including 2 plates). 4 figures. (1946)

Collecting Lacewings
9 pages. 8 figures. 5 plates. (2nd edition 1976)

£ 1.10

Members price £ 1.00

£2.25
Members price £ 1.75

An Amateur's Guide to the Study of the Genitalia of Lepidoptera
£3.10 Members price £2.2>S16 pages. 15 figures. (1973)

Rearing the Hymenoptera Parasitica
16 pages.

1 plate. 10 figures. (1974)

Rearing Crickets in the Classroom
12 pages. 2 plates. (1986) (Reprinted 1993)

£ 2.55

Members price £ 2.00

£ 2.10

Members price £ 1.65

Guidelines for Entomological Site Surveys £3.io
Published on behalf of the JCCBl. 7 pages (2000) (Reprinted 2Q03)Members price £ 235

The Journal of the Entomological Exchange and Correspondence
Club 1935-1936

^ f

An AES Jubilee Publication. Fa.scinaling reprint of the very first volume of the AES
journal. 100 pages. £4.20

Members price £ 3.35

Ul the above publications sent post free to U.K. addresses. Outside U.K. please add 10% to order value for postage by surface mail.

For postage by air-mail outside Europe please add 30% to order value. Please allow 28 days delivery.

Please make all cheques/postal oriders payable to 'AES Publications' anid send to:

AES Publications, 1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4TA.

Telephone 01277 224610 • Fax: 01277 262815 • E-mall: aespublications@btconnect.com
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Worldwide Butterflies www.wwb.co.uk

The new Goodden Light

12v for use in remote areas

By studying the light output from MV, Robert

Now Goodden has developed this sophisticated

available portable unit with aspects in common with MV,

alone or using so little power that it runs all night on a

with the 7.5Ah battery. It attracts insects much better

Moonlander than actinic lights, even powerful ones requiring

Moth Trap heavy batteries. Rainproof and safe. An in-line

photoswitch puts the light on and off

automatically. With this switch the unit can be
Moonlander used vertically or horizontally in any moth trap.

Moth trap See www.wwb.co.uk for prices and more.

Folds totally flat

contained in a

convenient slim

shoulder bag.

Very lightweight

The Moonlander turns the

}orinciple of moth trapping

jjjpside down! Moths enter

rom the bottom and cannot

jscape through the top.

^orks as sheet and trap

ombined.

Better than traditional egg

AXDxes, moths prefer the new
eeticulated foam moth
ifthelters and cone.

'*he Moonlander is now
ivailable without electrics,

)r>r with Battery, Mains

or BOTH.
See the options on

www.wwb.co.uk

Both trap and light are total innovations by Robert Goodden.

They are tried and tested in Europe and the tropics.

In good conditions the results are spectacular.

and is

No escape through the top

\Worldwide Butterflies website offers Livestock and Equipment for

tbreeding and study. Specimens for specialist collectors will be added as

savailable. The system enables you to see exactly what is currently available as

the season changes. From time to time there are special Sale Offers of

equipment, books, livestock and specimens - an ever changing situation.

WWW.WWb.CO.uk Add it to your Favorites - check it reguiariy



ATROPOS ANTIQUES*

PURVEYORS OF
FINE COLLECTOR’S CABINETS

Many ofyou will have met us at the AES
London Fair where we regularly show

entomological cabinets for sale

• We are specialist dealers in fine collector’s cabinets.

• We can offer a choice of at least 30 cabinets, varying in purpose,

construction, quality and price.

• We can supply both restored and un-restored cabinets and will

undertake to restore and paper cabinets for clients.

• We^are always interested in the purchase or exchange of cabinets,

with or without a collection.

• Callers to our showrooms are always welcome by appointment.

• We offer a specialist collection and delivery service throughout the UK
and have full expertise in the safe transportation of cabinets and

collections.

George Morgan

97, West Street, Hartland, N. Devon EX39 6BQ
T: 01237-441205/984 M: 07973 302190

E-mail
:
george@atropos.wanadoo.co.uk

* We are an independent dealership of 30 years standing and have no association with any similarly named business.



Ian Johnson

Natural History Books
{Pemberley Books)

Specialist in Entomology and related subjects

Also Zoology, Ornithology, Botany etc.

• Catalogues - Second-hand, Antiquarian and New books - free catalogues available on
request.

• Specialist Bookshop at Richings Park, Iver, just to the West of London - easy to reach by
car or train. Visitors are welcome to visit and view our stock, but please telephone first to

confirm opening times.

* By car: only 10 minutes drive from the M25 via the M4 (Junction 5), or M40 (Junction 1).

15 minutes from Heathrow Airport.

* By train: 20 minutes from London Paddington to Iver Station on the Paddington-Slough

Thames Trains service (2 trains every hour). We are 1 minute's walk from Iver Station.

• Website - view our stock on our website: wzviv.pemberleybooks.com.

• Books bought - We are always interested in purchasing books in our specialist field,

particularly antiquarian, academic and scholarly works on insects and other invertebrates.

18 BATHURST WALK, RICHINGS PARK, IVER, BUCKS SLO 9AZ
Tel: 01753 631114/Fax: 01753 631115 • e-mail: ian.johnson@pemberleybooks.com

aurelianbooks.co.uk
fa/a/a^ ncNAtUfi ni

new website now launched

•-fjQTfypv Rj?S ifV'

1 2 SEP SQOB

The Best FOR NEW AND OLD BOOjcS PRcSai i fc j

British Lepidoptera

And we still do catalogues!

Contact David Dunbar at

Aurelian Books

31 Llanvanor Road, London, NW2 2AR, UK
020 8455 9612 0777 1 76 1050

44 20 8455 9612

Books about butterflies, moths, dragonflies,

beetles and other insects
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Rearing
Stick and Leaf

Insects
by Ronald N. Baxter

Fifty species described in detail: how to care for eggs prior to

hatching, caring for small and large nymphs and adults. Including

information on distribution,

descriptions, egg and egg laying, list

of foodplants and general rearing

requirements.

112 superb colour photographs

and 12 stunning plates of 146

illustrations of Phasmid eggs, of a

quality never before published.

fieoinng

Insects

ORDER YOUR COPY NOW FROM

Cravitz Printing Company Limited

1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4TA.

Tel: (01277) 224610 • Fax: (01277) 262815 • E-mail: CravitzPrinting@btconnect.com
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contributed by David Howden (12499).

Esperia sulphurella (Fabricius) is an

Oecophorid moth which flies in bright

sunshine in May and June in woodlands,

lanes, hedgerows and gardens. The larvae

feed on dead wood.
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Editorial

I seem to be introducing Bulletins with comments on the bumper crop

of Harlequin Ladybird articles with surprising frequency at present.

Whilst it is fascinating to see how this alien species has captured the

imagination of amateur entomologists, it would be nice to see a few

articles on other taxa - there is a challenge for you all!

Having said that, there is some excellent material in this edition of the

Bulletin. There is ground-breaking material you will not find in other

publications!

It is customary at this time of year to remind members of the

Exhibition at Kempton Park. Please do not forget that the old regular

slot of the first Saturday in October is no longer possible with the

racecourse’s new all-weather track changing their racing calendar.

Hence make a date for 18 October 2008 (see adverts in the Bulletin for

more information).

Finally, please note that you can now help your Society

when you search the internet. Go to

www.everyclick.com. Enter AMATEUR ENTOMOLOGISTS
SOCIETY in the charities section and select it as the

charity of your choice. Thereafter, you can search the

internet and raise money for the AES!

Phil Wilkins

' ^

Give your
mouse
o heart

Erratum
In Bull. Amat. Ent. Soc. Vol 67 no 478, on page 111, an editorial note is

appended to Stuart Cole’s article More Insects from a Small Suburban

Garden, stating that the author was a recent winner of the Hammond

Award but was unable at present to enter into correspondence for

health reasons.

This is not the case - it was a most unfortunate case of mistaken

identity and I apologise unreservedly to Mr Cole for any embarrassment

or concern this note may have caused.

Martin Hough, Hon Joint Editor, aES Bulletin
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AES Awards

The Ansorge Award

This award is given annually for Junior Exhibits at the Exhibition in

memory of Sir Eric Ansorge CSI, CEE.

Sir Eric Ansorge was born in 1887. At the age of 23 he entered the

Indian Civil Service. Later, in recognition of his long and distinguished

service in India he was made Companion of the Order of the Indian

Empire and Companion of the Order of the Star of India. He was
subsequently knighted in recognition of his valuable work in India over

a period of 35 years.

Sir Eric wrote a book entitled Silk in India. In 1969 he wrote another

book on the Macrolepidoptera of Buckinghamshire published by the

Bucks Archaeological Society. Sir Eric was a member of the A.E.S. and a

regular contributor to the Society’s publications. He was also a Eellow of

the Royal Entomological Society. Whilst his main interest was in

Lepidoptera, he was also keen on Coleoptera and philately. A junior

member is aged 17 years or under on the 1st Januaiy of the judging year.

On Sir Eric’s death in 1977 the A.E.S. received a bequest from his

estate. Subsequently this was increased by an additional gift from Lady

Ansorge. These were invested and the income received used to fund a

prize, the ‘Ansorge Award’, presented more or less annually for junior

exhibit(s) at the A.E.S. annual exhibition.

The Bradford Award

The Bradford Award is given annually in memory of Eric Bradford who
was a lepidopterist. It is awarded for the best adult exhibit at the

exhibition. All Adult members, i.e. those 18 years or over on 1st January

of the judging year, are eligible. Under the terms of affiliation, RES
members are eligible. Participants must be present on the day. The
prize is currently worth £100.00.

Eric Bradford was born in Holloway, North London, in May 1921.

In 1940, aged 19, he joined the RAE and served in North Africa. After

the war he worked as a free-lance illustrator in Islington, North

London, and became a veiy skilled artist producing a large number of

superb watercolours, predominantly of moths. Eric had an interest in

natural history from childhood and later specialised in micro-

Lepidoptera. From the early 1960’s, over many years, he produced
several line drawings of micro-Lepidoptera to accompany articles in

the AES Bulletin. Eric moved from North London in the 1970’s to live
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in Kent and he purchased 15 acres of Blean Woods as a reserve for

nature conservation. Some time later he purchased a 4.5 acre plot

behind his house, Brooklands of Pean Hill, as another reserve. Through
these ventures he became deeply involved in local natural history

societies and nature conservation in general.

Unfortunately on the 12 August 1995 Eric Bradford was involved in a

road accident in which he died at the age of 74.

The Hammond Award

Cyril O Hammond was born in Kings Lynn, Norfolk on the 24th

October 1903. He began his career as a primary school teacher at

Lordship Lane School, Wood Green, North London. He remained at the

same school for the whole of his career and by the time of his

retirement he was the Deputy Headmaster.

From his childhood, Cyril Hammond was interested in natural

history and in particular the dragonflies, which remained his life’s

passion. Whilst living in London he got to know Charles Colyer, the

celebrated Dipterist, with whom he collaborated in the production of

‘Flies of the British Isles’, first published in 1951 as part of the Warne
‘Wayside and Woodland’ series. Cyril Hammond’s superb colour

illustrations greatly enhanced the visual appeal and scientific value of

this work. He also came into contact with Miss Cynthia Longfield at

the British Museum (Natural History). She was the dragonfly expert

there. He contributed four plates for the second edition of Miss

Longfield’s book ‘Dragonflies of the British Isles’ in the same series. In

the early 1970’s her book became outdated and unavailable so Cyril

Hammond began preparing his own book. It was finally published by

the Curwen Press in 1977 under the title ‘The Dragonflies of Great

Britain and Ireland’. This work was widely acclaimed and Miss

Longfield stated it was the “dragonfly book of the century”. Praise

indeed.

Cyril Hammond was elected an Honorary Life Member of the AES in

1979 and also held honorary membership of both the British and Royal

Entomological Societies. On the 23 August 1980 Cyril Hammond died

following a stroke. He made a generous bequest to the AES of about

£10,000 and this forms the basis of what is now called the “Crow and

Hammond Fund”.

In 1982, the AES Council set up The Hammond Award in his

memory. Each year it is given for the best contribution to the Bulletin

on the theme of British insects. It is open to all members - junior and
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adult. A panel comprised of the President, two Editors and two

nominated members prepare a consensus listing of suitable articles for

the March Council meeting.

• At the discretion of Council, the award may be split.

• Initially the award was to be for £50.00, but in September 2004

Council increased the value of the award to £100.00 annually.

AES Grant Scheme

The Amateur Entomologists’ Society is delighted to be able to consider

applications for grants for projects of an entomological nature, or

projects likely to be of benefit to entomology/invertebrates. Any
applications must be received, in writing together with a stamped
addressed envelope, by the Secretary of the Society by 30th November
each year. Any awards granted will be presented at the following AGM,
or by post thereafter if the recipient is unable to attend the AGM.

The Society shall have full discretion with regards to the amount
awarded (it is anticipated that the maximum amount for a single award
will be £2000), and any restrictions or conditions placed upon the

grant, and also to refuse any or all applications received. The decision

of the Society shall be final.

Applications should be dear and concise. There is no set format for

applications but the information provided by the applicant should

include; Who is applying for the grant; what the grant is for; what the

proposed benefits to entomology/invertebrates are; what is the total

estimated cost; whether funding is being sought from other organisations.

Male Itlack Darter Synipclrum r/c/t/rte (Sulzer) photographed hy AES Bug Clubber Eleanor

Wilkin.s at In.sh Manshe.s RSIMt Re.serve, Highland, Scotland on 5th August 2008.
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What are butterflies and moths telling us about
the future of the world?

by Z06 Rundie — Moth Reconlm^ Co-ordinator

Butterfly Consen>ation. Manor Yard. East Lidworth. Wareham. Dorset. BE120 5QP.

Butterfly Conservation is mnning two distribution recording schemes;

Butterflies for the New Millennium (BNM) and the National Moth
Recording Scheme (NMRS). Distribution recording enables comparisons

of species distributions between given time periods. Conservation

management can be targeted where species and habitats occur; if we
don’t know where something is we cannot conserve it. It is for this

reason that distribution records are the foundations for all our

conservation efforts.

We are incredibly fortunate to have a long and popular tradition of

amateur study and recording in Britain and Ireland. In the late 1960s

John Heath established the Lepicloptera Recording Scheme. This

resulted in the 1984 publication of the Atlas ofButterflies in Biitain and
Ireland and the production of the Moths and Butterflies of Great Britain

and Ireland multi-volume series of books. The launch of the BNM in

1995 provided the drive for a ten-year period of intensive and
comprehensive butterfly recording. Data from the first five years of

recording were published in The Millennium Atlas of Butterflies in

Britain and Ireland. More recently data from 2000 to 2004 were

published in The State of Butterflies in Britain and Ireland. Between

1995 and 2004 3.2 million butterfly records were collected by 10,000

recorders and 99-3% of Britain and Ireland was covered.

Comparisons of butterfly distribution records between 1970-1982 and

1994-2004 showed some alarming trends; 72% of species had declined in

their distribution. Although 28% of species had expanded their

distribution range. Ninety three percent of habitat specialists had declined

and 56% of the commoner wider countryside species had declined.
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The decline of the Pead-bordered Fritillary is particularly severe;

betsveen 1970-1982 and 1995-2004 this butterfly’s distribution declined

by 6l%. Within Britain, the Pearl-bordered Fritillary declined by 66% in

England, 78% in Wales and 33% in Scotland. Other species that are

faring badly include the Duke of Burgundy (52% decline) and the Wall

(38% decline). The Wall was formerly widespread and common in

England and Wales; how^ever, data show that the distribution of this

species is becoming sparse in the south-east of England.

Several factors are to blame for the w'orrying declines of British

butterflies; habitat destruction through agricultural intensification,

commercial forestry, urban development and redevelopment of

browmfield sites; habitat degradation occurring as a result of

abandonment of land, leading to scrub encroachment through natural

SLiccessional changes and habitat fragmentation limiting the availability

of suitable habitat close by for butterfly dispersal.

However, despite these depressing range contractions, some species

of butterfly are doing w^ell as a result of habitat restoration and climate

change. The Silver-spotted Skipper increased from 68 colonies in Britain

in 1982 to over 250 colonies in 2000. This species was once restricted to

the hottest, short turf on south facing slopes, but as a result of the

warming climate this species can breed in slightly longer turf and on

cooler aspects. This evidence suggests that the Silver-spotted Skipper

has broadened its niche. Another success story is that of the Essex

Skipper. The northwards shift of this species has meant that the

butterfly has more than doubled its range since the 1970s. Several other

species are spreading northward rapidly; the Comma, Brown Argus,

Orange-tip, Peacock, Speckled Wood and Ringlet. The range
expansions of these species are in keeping with predicted positive

responses to climate change.

Butterflies are responding to climate change in many ways; changes

in abundance, range, phenology and voltinism; recent research has

shown that the Common Blue now produces two broods a year in the

North of England. At least two butterfly species are now thought to be

UK residents, whereas in the past they occurred only as immigrant and
summer-breeding species; namely the Red Admiral and Clouded
Yellow. The Humming-bird Hawk-moth is also potentially

overwintering in southern England. 4’he Tree-lichen Beauty has recently

colonised the UK; this species arrived as a natural immigrant and
populations have been increasing in Kent and London since 2002. In

2006 the moth colonised Torbay in Devon. Conversely a once formally

widespread and common moth, the Garden Tiger has suffered an 89%
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decline in abundance between 1968 and 2002. This moth over-winters

as a small laiwa; research has shown that it declines after wet winters

and warm springs. The Garden Tiger is the only moth to have had
detailed investigation into its decline. It is predicted that this moth will

decline further in future.

There are far more rare moth species than rare butterflies in the UK.
Species such as the Fisher’s Estuarine Moth and Belted Beauty occupy
threatened coastal habitats; future sea level rise will have a huge impact
on such species.

It is clear that despite some conservation success stories, many
species still need our help. As butterflies and moths are indicators of

ecosystem health, it is highly likely that other invertebrates are

declining too.

Although the national distribution of butterflies is known, for moths
the picture is very different. Moth distribution at the local level is

reasonably well known, but there is currently no national picture.

However, this is about to change. Moths Count is a four-year

partnership project being led by Butterfly Conservation. Partners

include many organisations and individuals. Contributions to the project

have been both in-kind and financial, the Heritage Lottery Fund having

made the largest financial contribution.

Moths Count aims to stimulate and encourage moth recording

throughout the UK, Channel Islands and the Isle of Man, and to

establish an ongoing recording scheme for the 900+ species of macro-

moths. Moths constitute a substantial part of our biodiversity. They are

important prey for bats and birds; Blue Tit chicks consume an estimated

35 billion moth caterpillars a year. Moths are also important plant

pollinators and are sensitive indicators of ecosystem change. In addition

to this, moths have been studied for more than 300 years and are

therefore important to our culture. During the twentieth century, 62

species went extinct in the UK. The recent review of Biodiversity Action

Plan Priority Species lists 150 moths (69 of which are for research

purposes only). A long-term population monitoring project run by

Rothamsted Insect Survey produced some alarming results. The total

number of moths declined by one third between 1968 and 2002.

Additionally two thirds of the moth species, studied were shown to be

declining. The Figure of Eight, Garden Tiger and Spinach moth which

were ail once common and widespread species have declined by

around 90% in 35 years. These findings clearly demonstrate the need

for a National Moth Recording Scheme (NMRS).
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We want to change the public’s perception of moths; when people

hear the word moth we want them to think of beautiful species such as

the Garden Tiger or Elephant Hawk-moth; not a boring, grey drab

looking creature that eats your clothes! This is being achieved through a

series of public moth events. We are also working with politicians and

the media to have moths portrayed in an accurate and positive light.

The migration of the Humming-bird Hawk-moth and Painted Lady

butterhy are being featured in the BBC’s World on the Move series. Any
sightings of these two species can be recorded online at www. butterfly-

conservation. org.

The existing moth recording community is vital to the success of the

NMRS. The National Network of County Moth Recorders who collate

and verify records at a local level are at the heart of the NMRS. The
Moths Coinit project is supporting the moth recording community
through a series of workshops and training events. In 2007, 23 training

workshops were run; to-date more than 50 are being planned for 2008.

These training workshops are aimed at all levels of expertise from

introduction to moths courses for beginners; caterpillar identification,

rare species survey techniques, day-flying moth identification and
identifying difficult moths by genitalia. A full list of events can be found

on the Moths Count website at www.mothscount.org. National Moth
Recorders’ Conferences took place in England, Scotland, Wales and the

Isle of Man in 2007. In the winter of 2008 one is planned for Northern

Ireland. In June of this year a moth recorders meeting and training

session was organi.sed for the Channel Islands.

The National Moth Recording Scheme infrastructure is now in place and

we have received datasets for 29 vice-counties (VCs); this equates to

approximately three million moth records. These datasets are currently

being processed and imported into the Recorder 6 database. Moth records

from the Lepidoptera Recording Scheme and from the Rothamsted Insect

Survey will be repatriated to individual County Recorders, included in

local datasets and eventually incorporated into the NMRS.

To get involved in the National Moth Recording Scheme we
encourage you to send your moth records to your County Moth
Recorder. A full list can be found at www.iriothscount.org; follow the

link to the National Moth Recording Scheme pages. We will be looking

to commence developing online recording for the NMRS next year,

although recorders will still be able to submit their records to the NMRS
in the traditional way i.e. via County Recorders. No matter how records

are submitted, there remains a vital role for County Moth Recorders in

holding and v'erifying complete sets of records for their areas.
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To-date 25 County Moth Recorders have been recruited in Scotland

and more recently a County Moth Recorder has been appointed in

Shropshire. However, the macro-moth recorder positions are vacant in

South and North Somerset (VC’s 5 & 6); Westmorland & North
Lancashire and Cumberland (VC’s 69 & 70). In the absence of County
Moth Recorders, records for VC’s 5, 6, 69 and 70 are being collated for

the NMRS by volunteers. In several vice-counties where the County
Recorder is swamped with a backlog of records, volunteers are being

sought to help with data entry. If you think you might be able to offer

any assistance to your local recorder please contact Zoe Randle
zrandle@butterfly-conservation.org or 01929 406006.

The NMRS data will be used to provide feedback to participants. Later

this year we will be producing provisional online distribution maps via

the Moths Count website. Data will also be used to assess species status

and change, to help implement UK, regional and local Biodiversity

Action Plans. Habitats can be designated and managed for species and

additionally protected from development.

This year is proving to be a busy one! The NMRS database will

continue to grow both in the number of records and in geographical

coverage; provisional online distribution maps will become available

and we will also start to put together a critical species booklet. In

addition to this the recruitment and engagement of the public will also

continue.

Butterfly Conservation would like to thank the enthusiastic individuals

and organisations who are continuing to support the BNM and Moths

Count projects.

For more information about the Moths Count project and the National

Moth Recording Scheme or to join the project mailing list please visit

www.mothscount.org or contact yimrs@hutterfly-conservation.org,

01929 406009 or Butterfly Conservation, Manor Yard, East Lulworth,

Dorset BH20 5QP. For further information about the Butterflies for the

New Millennium Project please visit www.butterfly-conservation.org.

Editor’s note: This article is adapted from Zoe’s lecture, delivered at

the AGM and Members’ Day in April 2008.
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Two adventitious records of the longhorn beetle,

Phytoecia cylindrica (L.) (Coleoptera:

Ceramhycidae)

by Dr Peter G. Sutton (7388)

AES Habitat Conservation Officer. 2 Fir Tree Close. Flitwick. Beds. MK45 INZ.

Walking at sub-snail speeds in the aftermath of a broken leg lends itself

well to the close observation of surroundings, and on 22.V.08 I observed

a single specimen of the longhorn beetle, Phytoecia cylindnca (Plate 2)

climbing a stem of Cow Parsley Anthriscus sylvestris, by the side of a

busy road in Flitwick (TL 030350). This small patch of Cow Parsley was

isolated with no other suitable habitat in view, although there are plenty

of Limbellifer stands along the River Flit and adjacent countiyside nearby.

Phytoecia cylindrica is a nationally scarce beetle (Notable B, i.e.

thought to occur in between 31 and 100 10km squares of the National

Grid) and is described as a “Widely distributed, though infrequently

recorded” species by Hyman and Parsons (1992). The distribution map
in the Provisional Atlas of the Longhorn Beetles (Twinn and Harding,

1999) shows that the majority of modern records have been reported

from southern and eastern England.

The larvae of this species take up to three months to develop in the

stems of Limbellifers, and several species are known to be used. Twinn
and Harding (1999) state that Bur Chervil Anthriscus caucalis is

(presumably) used in the UK, and Hyman and Parsons (1992) state that

Cow Parsley, Hogweed Lieracleum sphondyliurn, Wild Carrot Daucus
carota and Rough Chervil Chaerophyllum temidentum are known to be

used on the Continent. The adults visit flowers from March to July. This

species may presumably be found, within its range, where suitable

Limbellifers thrive along woodland edges, hedgerows, field margins and

even roadsides.

I have only encountered this species once before, again by chance,

on 4.vii.00 at Strawberry Hill Station in West London (TQ 156724),

where it was obsewed on Limbellifers at the side of the platform.

Hyman and Parsons state that, “This species may be threatened by

agricultural improvement, and the ‘tidying up’ of field margins and
roadside verges” and suggest that, “The importance of field margins,

wood edges etc. for their invertebrate communities should be taken

into account for any management. Mowing regimes adjusted to

accommodate this beetle’s life cycle.”
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It is heartening to know that this species, like a number of other
nationally scarce species (most notably the Stag Beetle Lucanus cervus),

appears to be happy to take its opportunities as and when they arise,

even within urban and suburban settings.
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It’s simply not cricket: harlequins invade the

Chignal Smealy pavilion!

by Tim Gardiner (11826)

2 Beech Road. Rivenhalt. Witham. Essex. CMS 3PF.

tim .gardiner@essex.gov. uk

Cricket is one of the last bastions of fair play and decency left in British

culture (in the author’s humble opinion) so it was quite a surprise to

get reports of large numbers of the fiendish melanic form of the

harlequin ladybird (Harmonia axyridis spectahilis) in the Chignal

Smealy cricket pavilion (3 km north-west of Chelmsford in Essex: TL

668117) in April 2008. The black harlequins with four red black spots

(as described and photographed on the harlequin ladybird survey

website www.harlequin-survey.org/) were found overwintering in large

numbers (> 100) in the cricket pavilion around windows, particularly in

the gents toilet! The pavilion is situated in a rural setting and is

surrounded on all sides by thick hedgerows, with arable farmland on its

north side. The overwintering ladybirds were first found by Linda Bird

(Hon. Fixture Secretary for Chignal CC and maker of the finest cricket

teas north of the Thames!!) and were later identified by Bill Halls

(Chairman of the club). Linda was so concerned about the appearance

of the ladybirds that they were vacuumed up in the annual pavilion

spring clean!
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Keen to verify the sightings as the harlequin, I inspected the pavilion

before a Sunday friendly on the 11th May 2008. Disappointingly, Linda’s

vacuuming had proved very successful at combating the blighters and

no live ladybirds were seen. However, 1 found a dead melanic one in

the gents toilet in a spider’s web and can confirm the invasion as being

that of the harlequin. Could it be that the black forms found the

darkness of the somewhat dingy pavilion good cover from spider

predation in the autumn and winter? Spiders are certainly in abundance

in the old pavilion (it was opened in 1959) and melanic forms would
be at an advantage over the red forms in such an environment. It seems

that the continuing onslaught of the harlequin on the British

countryside now includes cricket pavilions. Is nothing sacred for our

home grown ladybirds in these troubled times?

The Chignal cricket pavilion, ne.siiing beneath two mighty Horse Che.stnuts
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Lesne’s Earwig (L.) (Dermaptera: Forficulidae)

new to Bedfordshire, and other records from the

Sundon area

by Dr Peter G. Sutton ( 7388)

AES Habitat Consen'ation Officer, 2 Fir Tree Close. Flitivick. Beds. MK45 INZ.

Introduction

The Sundon area of Bedfordshire is of considerable entomological

interest and can be found on the chalk ridge of the Chiltern Hills as

they traverse the area around Sundon (TL 050275) to the north of Luton

in Bedfordshire. To the south-west of Sundon is a chalk quarry complex
with freshwater habitats. To the north-east is the Sundon Hills Countiy

Park which, in addition to its chalk clownland, also has valuable

associated woodland habitats.

In 2002, I acquired a book describing the natural history of

Bedfordshire (Nau, Boon and Knowles, 1987) which gave the following

introduction to Sundon Quarry; “Spoil heaps in former chalk workings

at Upper Sundon have developed an attractive and diverse flora and

fauna, although the conspicuous erosion caused by motorcycles has

been a serious problem.” After reading this, my thoughts immediately

turned to the possibility of locating populations of bare ground
specialists that had been assisted by these activities and I put the site on

my list for a future visit. Soon after I also acquired a pictorial account of

Bedfordshire wildlife (Revels, 2000), which provided a further incentive

to visit Sundon Quarry, and this outstanding photographic guide

revealed the presence of the Scarce Blue-tailed Damselfly Ischnura

pumilio at the site. I subsequently visited Sundon Hills Country Park

and Sundon Quarry on a number of occasions to investigate their

respective flora and fauna and a brief account of these visits is provided

below.

Diary notes: Sundon Region, Bedfordshire

11.V.2002 Sundon Hills Country Park (TL 048288)

Spring was in full flow when I visited this site. There were many

Cowslips along the scrubby edges of chalk clownland and the

Hawthorn blossoms and flowers were audibly humming with insect life.

Several Orange-tip Anthocharis carciamines butterflies and a

remarkable number of Cardinal Beetles Pyrochroa serraticornis were

seen, as well as many other beetles seeking nectar from flowers. The
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longhorn beetle, Grammoptem mficoruis was abundant on bramble

blossom and wild roses.

I learnt from a countryside ranger that the Beech woods further along

the chalk ridge held populations of Fly Orchids, White Helleborines

and other scarce plants, as well as a large Badger sett and a population

of the Edible Dormouse, and I anticipated the potential presence of

saproxylic inveitebrates at this site.

27.V.2002 Sundon Hills Country^ Park

Several Fly Orchids and White Helleborines were found near the

Badger sett under the Beech trees at the far end of Sundon Hills

Country Park as it leads into Sharpenhoe Clappers. The ladybird-like

fungus beetle Endomychus coccineus was found on a decaying Beech

trunk and several Meadow Browns Maniola jurtina flew above the

sunlit foliage in a small clearing.

At the eastern end of the park, I came to the top of the hills looking

north and made my way down to the foot of the Chilterns, where the

edge of the Country Park was met by the chalky ploughed fields that

covered the flat lands to the next set of smaller hills in the distance. In

summer these are the garish yellow plains that herald the beginning of

the bio-fuel era, where edge habitats must deal with a new agricultural

future that will consume large areas of countryside in the name of

carbon-neutrality. As I made my way through the trees and scrub at the

foot of these hills I had a very pleasant surprise. Every so often a

naturalist will appear, fortuitously, at a site in perfect time to witness

the synchronised emergence of a species, and on this occasion it was
that of the impressive longhorn beetle, Agapanthia villosoviridescens.

Four large females and one male were found sunning themselves on
leaves and feeding at umbellifers (see cover picture Bulletin 459).

15.viii.2002 Sundon Quarry' (TL 042272)

During a visit to find suitable habitat for the Scarce Blue-tailed

Damselfly, I noted an abundance of dragonflies, mainly the Southern

Aeshna Aeshna cyanea and Common Darter Sympetrnm striolatuni, at

a series of flooded chalk-pit lakes that were owned by a fishing club.

A specimen of the conopid fly Conops cjuadrifasciatci was also

recorded.

08. vi. 2003 Sundon Quarry (TL 042272)

A single very fresh specimen of the Small Blue Cupido mi)dinns was
observed on foliage at the edge of the exit road from the quariy.
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16.V.2004 Sundon Quarry (TL 042272)

Another year and another search for the Scarce Blue-tailed Damselfly.

Previously, Revels (2000) had written:

“Sundon Quarry is a complex of former chalk workings where the

vegetation is more developed than at Houghton Regis. Erosion by
motorcycles and off-road vehicles has created flooded ruts fed by
marshy springs, the unpromising-looking breeding site for a rare

damselfly, the Scarce Blue-tailed Damselfly.”

I diligently searched the spring-fed ruts and runnels for this species

but to no avail. Every Blue-tailed Damselfly observed refused to yield

that additional half-segment of azure pigment that I had hoped for and
it was clear that conditions at the site had become unfavourable. I later

learned that while the Scarce Blue-tailed Damselfly had still been
present at a single seepage site at Sundon Chalk Quarry in 2003, which
became its last known site in Bedfordshire after it was lost from the

Houghton Regis Chalk Quarry, it was likely to have disappeared

altogether by the time I had eventually found the exact location of its

former breeding site. Of course I was kicking myself for not having

made a more thorough investigation of the quarry two years previously,

but at that point in time, I was unaware that the natural processes of

succession would deal such a comprehensive blow to the fortunes of

this rarity.

Regarding the sudden appearance of this species in Bedfordshire at

Houghton Regis and Sundon Chalk Quarries in 1987, it was concluded

that its recent easterly expansion was almost certainly due to the

creation of man-made habitats (Cham, 1996). Indeed, this species, which

Cham describes as a “wandering opportunist” has for some years been

known to expand its range northwards and eastwards in favourable

seasons (Corbet et al, I960). A full account of the transient occupation

of these quarries is provided by Cham (2004) in his exquisite

publication. The Dragonflies of Bedfordshire. This work includes Nancy

Dawson’s record of a distinctive orange immature aurantiaca phase

specimen found at Houghton Regis Chalk Quarry in 1975, which was

met with the following response from the Biological Records Centre: “a

chalk quarry is the last place one would find Ischniira piimilio"

.

In spite of the lack of success regarding the damselfly, my visit on this

occasion proved to be a rewarding experience. It was a fine sight to see

so many Dingy Skippers Eiynnis tages on the wing, and I sat for a while

on a warm and sparsely vegetated chalk bank. They obligingly accepted

my presence and flew low to the ground around me. I enjoyed the
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distant sound of the first Cuckoo. Another pleasant surprise was the

sudden appearance of a male Common Lizard, which darted along the

edge of the bank in pursuit of a winged meal, of which there were

plenty, including the pretty bright yellow and maroon moth,

Hypsopygia costalis. My interest in this particular bank had been
aroused by the foraging activities of a number of solitary bees and
before long, I had amassed a respectable number of species including:

Andrena chrysosceles, A. niimitula, A. uitida, A. Jlavipes, Halictus

mhiciindus, Lasioglossum zonuhtm, Sphecodes gihbus, S. ephippius, S.

miniatus, Osmia hicolor, Nomada ruficoniis, N. fiicata, N. flava, N.

flavoguttata, and the pompilid wasp, Prioowmis perturhator.

I made my way to the quany lakes where a number of fishermen

were pitting their array of high-tech equipment against the wit of the

Carp that milled about in the sunlit waters. One small lake,

predominantly shadowed from the sun by a steep chalk face, was not

fished, although it possessed a shoal of Roach and Perch which
patrolled the edge of an expanse of water weed that did its best to

conceal a number of submerged cars. A large toad swam in the small

sunlit section of the lake that had escaped the shade and this margin

was occupied by a posturing congregation of Common Blue Damselfly

Encdlcigma cyalhigerum, Blue-tailed Damselfly Ischnura elegans, Large

Red Damselfly Pyn-hosoma nymphiila, and also the Four-spotted Chaser

Lihelliila quadrimaculata.

Among the beetles found at the site were the snail-eating species,

Silpha atrata, the attractive red and blue grassland species, Oulema
melariopus, and, as I turned my attentions to the Hawthorn trees that

were beginning to lose their spring blossom, the click beetle, Athoiis

haeniorrhoidalis. As I shook the Hawthorn another species was
revealed, which turned out to be quite special. It was Lesne’s Earwig

Forficula lesnei, which proved to be the first record for Bedfordshire,

VC30 (Sutton, 2004). (Plate 3).

26.V.2004 Sundon Quarry (TL 042272)

I returned to Sundon Chalk Quany to have one last unsuccessful search

for the Scarce Blue-tailed Damselfly to satisfy myself that it was not

present, and found the ground beetle, Badister inupustidatus, on moss
by one of the springs, along with many specimens of the Slender

Groundhopper, Tetrix suhiilatci. The longhorn beetle, Tefrops praeusta,

was taken from Goat Willow, and on vegetation at the foot of the chalk

slopes there were strong colonies of Small Blue, Dingy Skipper and
Cinnabar Moth I'yria Jacohaccie.
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At the Hawthorn trees by the quarry lakes, I found three more
(female) specimens of Lesne’s Earwig, and the Garden Chafer,

Phyllopertha horticola, was now on the wing.

The habitats of the Sundon region offer much in the way of

entomological promise, and I have no doubt that there will be many
other occasions when they produce the odd surprise. Recently there

has been work to clear some of the vegetation at Sundon Chalk Quarry,

returning it to the original state that proved so attractive to the Scarce

Blue-tailed Damselfly. If this species has a good season elsewhere, and

climatic conditions are favourable for dispersal, it may yet return!
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Author’s Note; Maurice Pledger in his article {Bulletin no. 432)

describing his successful pursuit of clearwing moths noted that Upper

Sundon Quarry was a good site for the nationally scarce Six-belted

Clearwing Bemhecia ichneumoniformis, which he swept from

Bird’sfoot-trefoil.
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First evidence of a decline in a native ladybird as a

consequence of the arrival of the harlequin
ladybird, Harmonia axyridis ,

in Britain

by Michael E. N. Majenis

Department of Genetics. Downing Street. Cambridge, CB2

E-mail: m.majenis@gen.cam.ac.nk

Introduction

As readers of The Bulletin will know, the harlequin ladybird, Harmonia
axyridis, arrived in Britain in 2004. On the basis of a single individual,

found in Essex, a nationwide project to monitor the spread and impact

of this invasive ladybird was initiated (Ware et al. 2005). From the start,

many of the scientists involved in this project, including myself, have

viewed the arrival of the harlequin as a potential ecological disaster. We
have predicted that the harlequin will have detrimental effects on a

range of invertebrates, including non-pest aphids and coccids, predators

and parasites of aphids and coccids, and the many species, be they

predators, parasites or pathogens, that in turn feed on these groups.

Other groups, such as the immature stages of butterflies and moths,

may also be at risk (Koch et al. 2003). However, since the arrival of the

harlequin, a number of commentators have expressed scepticism of this

view of doom and gloom. Initially, a few doubted that the harlequin

would become established and spread. Others questioned whether it

matters if, for example, the harlequin wipes out some of our native

ladybirds, as long as the pest aphids and coccids are eaten by
something. A third group have noted that it may be that the harlequin,

after an initial increase, reaches a natural ecological balance with the

species that already occur in Britain and then settles down to become
just an additional element of our fauna. Finally, some have questioned

the wisdom of ‘shock-horror’ headlines that are based on speculation

rather than empirical evidence.

That the harlequin did establish and spread is now a matter of fact

(Brown et al. 2008a). To those who ask why it matters if we lose a few

native species as long as the pest aphids and coccids get eaten, 1 would
respond that retention of biodiversity is critical to the maintenance of

stable and healthy ecosystems. Indeed, invasive alien species are now
regarded as second only to habitat destruction as the greatest threat to

global biodiversity. It is as a result of this view that the European Union
has established a number of major projects to monitor and study

invasive alien species.
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The question of whether the harlequin will initially increase and then

become integrated as part of our fauna, without having much effect on
our native species, is more difficult to respond to. Certainly, the majority

of species that become established in an entirely new geographic region

do little or no harm to native species. However, this majority hides a

minority that may have a huge impact. In Britain, although we have long

been concerned about the effect of the American grey squirrel on our

native red squirrel, the impact of this invader is slight compared to many
other examples from around the world. For example, in Australia the

introduction of cane toads to control a pest beetle in sugar cane has led

to declines in many native birds, reptiles and small mammals. In Puerto

Rico, the introduction of mongoose to control rats caused the extinction

of one species of snake on the island and reductions in many birds,

including several raptors, through egg predation. Many other examples

could be cited. Only time will tell whether the harlequin’s label of an

invasive species is warranted.

Finally, the question of whether ‘shock-horror’ headlines were
warranted when the harlequin was first reported should be answered.

First, I should say that I take full responsibility for the tone of the

headlines in the national press that appeared in early October 2004.

These headlines, such as ‘Asian invaders threaten British ladybirds’,

‘The Killer Ladybird’ and ‘Marching in the mother of all ladybirds’, were

a consequence of a press release that I wrote that started, “The ladybird

has landed - A new ladybird has arrived in Britain. But not just any

ladybird, this is Harmonia axyridis the most invasive ladybird on

Earth”.

My description of the harlequin as the most invasive ladybird on

Earth was based on what had already previously been reported from

North America in the 1990s, and what was also happening in north-

western continental Europe (Koch 2003; Adriaens et al. 2003). So, in

one sense there was some factual basis to the description. In addition, I

wanted the media and the public to pick up on and engage with the

story, effectively eliciting their help in the work of monitoring the

harlequin. This was achieved with considerable success (Brown et al.

2008a). Indeed the success of the ensuing Harlequin Ladybird Survey

led to the initiation of similar surveys in many other European

countries, and collaborative research between many biologists across

Europe (Brown et al. 2008b). I have little doubt that had I simply

written a press release saying that a single individual of a new species

of ladybird to Britain had been found in Essex, the stoiy would have

received little, if any, attention. Third, there was a strong research
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reason for great urgency in gaining a high profile for the arrival of the

harlequin ladybird, which was already thought, from events elsewhere,

to be invasive. The history of the study of invasive alien animals is

characterised by cases in which serious research has only stalled some
time after an invasive species has already arrived, become established

and spread to a considerable degree. The first few crucial years of

spread and adaptation have invariably been missed. In the case of the

harlequin’s arrival in Britain, it was possible to predict with reasonable

certainty that the species would become established, would spread and

increase, and would be considered invasive, simply because it had

done so elsewhere. So here, we had a chance of monitoring the early

history of this invader if we were able to mobilise effort rapidly

(Majerus and Roy 2005).

That said, I would strongly agree that headlines based on empirical

evidence are better than those ba.sed purely on speculation. In my 2004

press release, I speculated that the harlequin could have a highly

detrimental effect on native ladybirds in Britain. Here, I present the first

piece of data supporting this speculation.

Methods

The harlequin ladybird frequently enters buildings to overwinter. In

doing so, the harlequin has a similar behaviour to the two-spot

ladybird, Aclalia hipunctatci (Majerus 1992a, b). Since 1990, I have

recorded the numbers of ladybirds that have overwintered around
window frames and in the loft of my home (Coton, Cambridgeshire).

Counts were made within a week following 3Tst December, except in

2005, when the count was taken on 17th January. In a few years (1993,

1997, 1998, 2001, 2006), small samples of two-spots have been removed
from their overwintering sites in November or December for other

research purposes. In these cases, the numbers removed have been
recorded and added to the number recorded in the Januaiy counts for

that winter. It should be noted that the house was considerably

extended in 1992, with the number of windows and the accessible loft

space being approximately doubled.

Results

Until the winter of 2006-2007, no harlequin ladybirds were recorded

overwintering in the house. Two-spot ladybirds were recorded
oveiwintering in the house in every year. I’hey were accompanied by

occasional single individuals of the pine ladybird, Hxochom ns

qucidripiistulatns (3), eleven-spot ladybird, CocciucUa
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Plate 1. Tlie van ing fortunes of British

Lepidoptera. Alro\e: Comma Polyg(»iia

c-alhum - spreading northwards.

Riglit: Fetiri Bordered Fritilhiry Boloria

eiipbrosyiie

-

a hLUtertly undergoing

major contraction of its range.

Below: Garden Tiger Arctic! ccijci- a once

common moth that is now in decline.
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Plate 2. 'I'he longhorn beetle. Phyloccia cyliiiclrica. Photo: Peter .Sutton

Plate 3. A first for Bedfordshire VC'.SO: this male specimen of Lesne's Panvig I'orfiaila

k’siiei WAS beaten from hawthorn blo.s.som at Upper Sunclon Quariy. Photo: Peter Sutton
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Plate 4. Harlequin and two-spot ladybirds ovemintering together.

Plate 5. Harlequin ladyliirds (//. ciAyndis i'. succiuea, left, and a nielanic form. righH preying on a

hoverfly lar\-a. Photo taken on OL 11/07. Plate 6. Harlequin ladybirds //, axyriclis on a railing. Note the

different development stages present: larvae, pupae and adults; .some of the adults are mi.sshapen.

Photo taken on 01 11/07. Plate 7. Hoverfly S. rihesii lawa cm a railing, the head is the tapered end

pointing down. Note the two tiny bumps at the blunt end; they are the external portion of the laira's

respiratory system, the spiracular plates. Photo taken on 01/11/07. Plate 8. Hoverfly 5. rihesii

puparium and adult on millimetric paper, div. 1mm. The puparium is the hardened skin ttf the last

larv'al instar; note inside it the yellow stripes of the adult's abdomen. Photo taken on 29 11/07.
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Plate 9. Coccipolipiis biJ)l)o(l(iiiii(ic unilcv an elytron of one of its natural l'uro|X‘an hosts.

Adalia hipimclala. Female mites are pale orange, eggs are wliite and o\'oid, and aeti\e

nymphs may be .seen to the left of the pieture. Plate 10. (AKCipolipiis hippodamiac on

i Icirnionia (iiicidripiinctciUi, a reeently di.seovered ho.st of this mite. Plate 11. Coccipolipits

hippodcnuidc living and rejtrodueing on Harnionia (i.xyridis following artifieial transfer to

this host. Ackilt females and eggs ean be .seen.
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undecimpunctata (2), ten-spot ladybird, Adalia decempunctata (6),

seven-spot ladybird, Coccinella septempunctata (2) and Adonis’
ladybird, Hippodamia variegata (1). The first overwintering harlequins
were recorded in the house in the winter of 2006-2007.

The numbers of two-spot and harlequin ladybirds recorded for each
winter are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Numbers of two-spot ladybirds, Adalia bipunctata and harlequin ladybirds

Harmonia axyridis, overwintering in a house near Cambridge, 1990/1 to 2007/8.

Winter of; Number of two-spots Number of harlequins

1990-1991 212 0

1991-1992 361 0

1992-1993 523 0

1993-1994 331 0

1994-1995 879 0

1995-1996 453 0

1996-1997 229 0

1997-1998 766 0

1998-1999 441 0

1999-2000 309 0

2000-2001 290 0

2001-2002 880 0

2002-2003 1194 0

2003-2004 346 0

2004-2005 378 0

2005-2006 487 0

2006-2007 289 15

2007-2008 145 248

Totals 8513 263

The number of two-spot ladybirds recorded across the period of

study varies considerably. The mean number recorded per year prior to

2006-2007 was 505, with a range in numbers per year from 212 to 1194.

In the first year that harlequin ladybirds were recorded in the house

(2006-2007), 15 were found. That year saw the third lowest number of

two-spots during the period of study. Also, one of the years when a

lower number was recorded was 1990-1991, before the house was

extended. The winter of 2007-2008 saw a 1550% increase in the number

of harlequins and a halving of the number of two-spot ladybirds. The

largest year on year percentage increase for the two-spot ladybird over

the study period was 235% between 1996-1997 and 1997-1998. The

number of two-spots recorded in 2007-2008 was the lowest recorded
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for any year in this study. It is notable that the two species of ladybird

often overwintered side-by-side (Figure 1).

Discussion

The numbers of harlequins recorded overwintering in this one house

are as might be expected by those who have observed ladybirds in the

Cambridge area over the last few years. In many habitats, the harlequin

is already the most abundant ladybird, with the numbers increasing by

somewhere in the region of a factor of ten between 2005 and 2006, and

between 2006 and 2007.

Although this is a very small data set, based on the ladybirds

overwintering in a single building, the decline in numbers of two-spot

ladybirds recorded in the two years since the harlequin was first found

in the house are a strong indication that two-spot ladybirds have been

adversely affected by the harlequin ladybird’s increase.

It is my view that the decline in two-spot ladybirds reported here is a

direct result of the activities of the harlequin ladybird. While one would
prefer to base such a statement on more replicate data sets showing

similar patterns, I publish this single data set here in part to encourage

other members of the society to start recording overwintering ladybirds

in their houses, or in other buildings, each winter. In collecting such

data it is important to try to replicate the method by which data are

collected each year, and to note any variations in the methodology.

Results can be sent to either the Harlequin Ladybird Survey
(www.harlequin-survey.org) or the UK Ladybird Survey (www.ladybird-

surv^ey.org). When data are submitted for a particular year, it would be

helpful to the survey scientists to also submit comparative data from

previous years, with a clear note to indicate whether the data from

previous years have previously been submitted to the survey.

This type of comparative work on the abundance of the harlequin

and two-spot ladybirds at overwintering sites is of great value. This is

because it allows a direct proportional comparison between the two
species that will largely negate statistical difficulties arising out of the

normal variation in the abundance of species year-on-year. As
harlequins and two-spots frequently live side-by-side in the same
habitats, and have the same preferred prey, when climatic or food

availability factors favour or act against one species, such factors should

have the same effect on the other.

From the results reported here, it is not possible to say whether the

decline in the two-spot ladybird is the result of competition for prey
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with the harlequin ladybird, or a result of direct predation of immature
stages of the two-spot by harlequin larvae, or both. However,
laboratory experiments have suggested that the two-spot ladybird is

likely to suffer negative effects of both (Ware et al. 2008).

Footnote; The two-spot ladybird was the focus of a special survey as

part of the National Insect Week, which ran from 23rd-29th June 2008.

For details of this survey, please go to http://www.nationalinsectweek.

CO.uk/ladybirdintro
.

php

.
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Intra-guild predation of hoverfly larvae by
harlequin ladybirds

hy Maria Fremlin ( 12447)

25 Ireton Road, Colchester, Essex COS SAT.

niariafremlin@gmail.com

It has taken me too long to understand why we have had so many
harlequin ladybirds {Harmonia axyridis Pallas, Coleoptera:

Coccinellidae) in our front garden, TL986244. We found them there for

the first time in 2005. We had been away for a while, and when we
came back in November we found the place teeming with them, at all

stages of development - except the eggs. It was a real hotspot.

Curiously then they seemed to thin out along the street; as we are on

the crossbar of a T-junction, it looked to me as if they had hit us during

their migration path from the main road. I was wrong. The real focus of

attraction was our sycamore {AcerpseiidoplatanusL.). Two years later I

finally put two and tw'o together after reading that the first records of

harlequin ladybirds shortly after their arrival from the continent in 2004

were associated with sycamores (Bowdrey & Mabbott, 2005). Indeed

sycamore trees do have a lot of aphids and, in terms of biomass of

foliage invertebrates, score as high as our native oaks (Alexander et al.,

2006).

So, after the penny dropped, I quickly went to check the trees

overhanging some railings in Colchester Castle Park, TL999254, another

harlequin hotspot (.see Theo Tamblyn’s article in this issue). Sycamores

again, plenty of harlequins (Plate 4), and predacious hoverfly lanaie

(Plate 7). To my surprise, when I saw the pictures in my monitor, I

realised that a couple of harlequin adults were fea.sting on one of these

hoverfly larvae (Plate 5). They are an easy prey to attack. Hoverfly

larvae with their tiny heads are no match for the harlequin ladybirds,

unfortunately; they lack the long pincers and swift legs of lacewing

larvae (Fremlin, 2007a). In.stead they move in the most fetching way,

waving around their rather pointed head end before deciding where to

go next, probably looking for aphids, their basic diet too.

When I found parasitised harlequin larvae previously (Fremlin,

2007b), I did not bring them home. I have now learned my le.s.son. I

went back and collected some hoverfly lawae to identify them. There

were quite a few there and in our front garden loo. 1 managed to rear a

couple of imagos on aphids and whiteflies from my allotment cabbages.

Two adults emerged and were subseciuently determined at the
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Colchester Natural History Museum. Both were males, a Syrphus ribesii

(Plate 8) and a Platycheirus scutatus, (Diptera: Syrphidae). These two
species feed on aphids as larvae.

I have now learned that there are over 250 different species of

hoverflies in the UK, and that they are remarkably diverse. The adults

feed mainly on nectar but their larvae have a wide range of feeding

habits, with over one third preying on aphids (Duke, 2006).

It was interesting finding underneath sycamores, as late as November
2007, hoverflies and harlequin ladybirds in the larval stage. Indeed one
month later they were both still around. I spotted my last hoverfly larva

on 1st December, but the last instar harlequin larvae carried on a bit

longer.

What are the chances of these larvae surviving a cold snap? Well, S.

ribesii larvae did not have far to go; third instar larvae overwinter

successfully in moist sycamore leaf litter (Hart & Bale, 1997). Not
sure about the other hoverfly species though, but generally hoverflies

overwinter in the pupal stage, safely inside their puparia (Mahr,

1995).

On the other hand I have observed that last instar harlequin

ladybird larvae do not seem to survive the winter very well in our

front garden; there isn’t much for them to eat any more and they do
not seem to have enough energy to spare for pupation. However the

adults have no problem in finding shelter; they started appearing

indoors on 21st November. Overwintering in people’s homes is a well

known habit of harlequin ladybirds. It is unpopular as the ladybirds

leave unsightly stains.

I wondered about the harlequin ladybirds that were still in their pupal

skins in late November. When ladybird larvae prepare to pupate, they

shed their spiny larval skins. This contrasts with hoverflies which

pupate inside their skins. The ladybird pupa anchors itself at the base

of its skin. This is one of their defences against predators. This is

performed in the open.

So I decided to monitor the harlequin pupae under a couple of

sycamores. By March they had either disappeared, probably knocked

out, or were dead; I found no exuviae (empty pupal skins). So their

survival rate is probably very low. However the ones in the Castle Park

seemed to have fared better; on January 20 quite a few, possibly teneral

(freshly emerged) adults were seen by Theo Tamblym ipers. comm.).

These pupae were in a much sunnier and more sheltered spot than

mine, and January 2008 was unusually mild.
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Even though monitoring overwintering pupae proved rather difficult,

it would be worth repeating it in as many places as possible, in

particular if our winters get milder.
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Monitoring ladybirds in Colchester Castle Park
hy Theo Tamhlyn (12075)

20 St. Julian Grove, Colchester, Essex. COl 2PZ.

This is an account of a survey I did on ladybirds in general, and
harlequins, Harmonia axyridis, in particular, on a short stretch of

railings in Colchester Castle Park (grid ref. TL999254). I had noticed that

large numbers of harlequin ladybirds congregated on this stretch of

railings, feeding on the mites and aphids that fell from overhanging
sycamore and horse-chestnut trees. In previous years I had come across

native species congregating there to feed upon the aphids. I decided to

note the fluctuations of all the different types, and to see if the

harlequins were having any visible effect upon the other species. The
survey was over a few months (175 days) starting 25th March 2007 and
ending 15th September 2007 (counted on 23 occasions).

Harlequins were the commonest ladybird species in the area,

followed by 7-spot Coccinella septempunctata and 10-spot Adalia
decempunctata. Also found were orange Halyzia sedecimguttata,

cream-spot Calvia quattuordecimguttata, 2-spot Adalia bipunctata,

pine Exochomus quadripustulatus, kidney-spot Chilocorus
renipiistulatus and eyed Anatis ocellata ladybirds. For the first three

weeks, adults of all the species were relatively abundant; the harlequins

fluctuated in number up to 122 and the other species totalled c. 60.

Then both declined to low numbers, with five or fewer harlequins per

count, and never more than seven non-harlequins. Meanwhile, larvae

started appearing (maximum 77 harlequins, 18 non-harlequins). The
harlequin larvae progressed to adult stage during the study and I

counted 329 adults on 24th July 2007 and then 632 shortly afterwards.

There remained only few adults of our native species, which, unlike

harlequin ladybirds, often only have one generation per year.

The adult ladybirds showed no sign of aggression towards each other.

I did not see any harlequin larvae preying on native ladybird larvae,

although I did see harlequin larvae eating each other and a 7-spot larva

eating a harlequin larva. I also saw an adult harlequin parasitized by a

certain parasitic wasp. Dinocampus coccinellae on 12th September

2007. A more comprehensive survey is needed, which I intend to

undertake twice monthly from July 2008 to June 2009-

* Total sightings: harlequins 1819, 7-spot 148, 10-spot 51, orange 46, cream-spot 24, 2-spot

44, pine 13, kidney-spot 3, eyed 2, l4-spot 1; total non-harlequin 332; harlequin/non-

harlequin ratio 5.5 : 1)
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The potential of the sexually-transmitted mite,

Coccipolipus hippodamiae

^

to control the

harlequin ladybird, Harmonia axyridis ,
in Britain

by Emma Rhule and Michael E. N. Majenis

Department of Genetics, Doivning Street. Cambridge, CB2 3KH.

E-mail: m .majenis@gen.cam.ac.uk

Introduction

The harlequin ladybird, Harmonia axyridis, is a highly invasive species

(Koch 2003; Ware et al. 2005) that has been spreading across

continental Europe (Brown et al. 2008a) since being introduced as a

biocontrol agent of aphids and scale insects (coccids). In Britain, it was
first found in 2004 (Majerus et al. 2006a), and it has spread and
increased in number rapidly (Brown et al. 2008b). Fears that H. axyridis

would have strong negative effects on biodiversity, through intra-

specific competition and predation of non-target species, including non-

pest aphids and coccids, other species that feed on these, and
predators, parasites and pathogens of both such groups (Roy et al.

2006; Majerus 2007), are beginning to be realised. In just four years

since the arrival of H. axyridis, the first evidence that one of our native

species, the two-spot ladybird, Adalia hipunctata, is decreasing in

number has been collected (Majerus in press). Negative effects on
humans have also been reported. For example, in October and
November 2007, the Harlequin Ladybird Survey (www. harlequin-

survey. org) was inundated with complaints, from householders in

southern and eastern England, that hundreds, thousands or even tens of

thousands of H. axyridis were invading their homes, evidently seeking

overwintering sites.

Research into the interactions between H. axyridis and native

ladybirds suggests that such interactions are largely biased in favour of

H. axyridis et al. 2008, in press a, in press b). In addition, studies

of the effects of several enemies of ladybirds in Britain, including the

parasitoid wasp. Dinocampus coccinellae, and the pathogenic fungus

Beauveria hassiana, suggest that H. axyiidis is less susceptible to these

potential controlling agents than are native ladybirds (Koyama and
Majerus 2008; Roy et al. 2008). It thus seems likely that H. axyridis will

continue to increase both its distribution and abundance in Britain.

In the United States of America, H. axyridis became established in the

1980s, again after being released as a biological control agent (Chapin
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and Brou 1991). It is now registered as a pest species because of its

negative effects on some fruit crops, vineyards, and as a household
invader (Koch 2003). Because of its predilection for entering buildings,

the harlequin can also cause problems as a food contaminant
(Huelsman and Kovach 2004). Finally, H. axyridisv^iW also occasionally

bite humans, causing allergic rhinoconjunctivitis, asthma, urticaria or

angioedema (Yarborough et al. 1999; Ray and Pence 2004; Davis et al

2006; Goetz 2007).

Despite the pest status of H. axyridis in America, little headway has

been made in finding ways of controlling this species. The use of

chemical insecticides inside buildings is considered undesirable because

of the potential harmful effects of exposure of people and pets to such

compounds. Some volatile chemicals, such as camphor and menthol,

which can be applied to the exterior of buildings, may have some
potential as repellents (Riddick et al. 2000). Researchers are also

investigating whether species-specific, pheromone-based traps have any

potential in control.

In Europe, some recent studies have focused on whether any
predators, parasites or pathogens of native ladybirds could act as

controlling agents of H. axyridis. This research recognises that one of

the reasons that some alien species become invasive is that when they

colonise new regions they escape the natural enemies with which they

coexist in their native range (the enemy escape hypothesis) (Colautti et

al., 2004; Carroll et al., 2005). Although native ladybirds in the

introduced range may be affected by a variety of enemies, these will

have co-evolved with the native species, but not with the alien invader.

As a consequence, these enemies, be they predators, parasites or

pathogens, will generally be better adapted to attacking the native

species than the alien species. Results of tests with both D. coccinellae

and B. hassiana endorse this view, with H. axyridis being less

susceptible to both these species than are native European ladybirds

(Koyama and Majerus 2008; Roy et al. 2008). It is possible that, in time,

some of these native enemies of ladybirds may become adapted to the

new species of ladybird. Indeed, given that H. axyridis is already the

commonest ladybird in some parts of England, such adaptation to a

new, abundant resource is probable. However, by the time such

adaptation evolves, H. axyridis may have already done considerable

damage to elements of the native biodiversity. It is thus imperative to

explore which of the numerous predators, parasites and pathogens of

native ladybirds has greatest potential as a future controlling agent of

the harlequin. Recent work on one parasite of some European ladybirds
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offers some hope. The parasite in question is a mite, Coccipolipus

hippoclamiae, which attacks adult coccinellids. Here we consider the

potential of this mite in the control of H. axyridis.

Coccipolipus hippodamiae

Coccipolipus hippodamiae is an ectoparasitic mite that lives on the

undersides of ladybird elytra (Majerus 1994). Adult female mites punch

a stylet into the insect’s elytron and suck haemolymph from the host

before laying eggs that hatch into motile larvae (Plate 9). When
ladybirds mate, these larvae migrate from one host to another. Once on

a fresh host, larvae embed their mouthparts, start feeding and
metamorphose into adults. Thereafter, adult mites are entirely

sedentary. Knell and Webberley (2004) class C. hippodamiae as an

agent of a ‘pure’ sexually transmitted disease (STD), defining such as

''those for ivhich the majority of transmission is during host copulation

and there is no requirement for any otherform of transmission jbr the

maintenance of the parasite in the host popidation". Establishment and

subsequent maintenance of this STD within a host coccinellid

population is dependent on two key factors: high levels of promiscuity

to permit horizontal transmission between host individuals, and
overlapping generations to facilitate vertical transmission down host

generations. Both of these features are possessed by H. axyridis in

Britain (Majerus et al. 2006b; Brown et al. 2008b).

The most important characteristic of C. hippodamiae as a potential

control agent of H. axyridis lies in the effect that the mite has on some
of the European ladybirds it infects. Thus, Hurst et al. (1995) found that

female A. bipunctata that were infected by a single mite larva became
effectively sterile within about three weeks of becoming infected. As

Hurst et al. (1995) wrote; "eggs laid hy mite infected ladybirds were a
normal opaque yellow when first laid hut shrivelled and became
translucent within 24 hours. Normal eggs remain opaque and maintain

their shape until hatching"'. The cause of sterility induction is not

known, but it has been speculated that the mite in some way interferes

with the normal deposition of the outer, waxy coating of eggs, resulting

in their desiccation once laid (Majerus 1994; Hurst et al. 1995). Similar

results were later obtained for the ten-spot ladybird, Adalia
decempunctata, and the European ladybird, Oenopia coiiglohata

(Webberley et al. 2004).

The recent discovery of a Coccipolipus mite species on the cream-

streaked ladybird, Harmonia quadripunctata (Plate 10), led us to

speculate whether this mite could be transferred to the congeneric
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Harmonia axyridis, and if so, whether the mite would cause sterility in

H. axyridis females.

To address these speculations, we designed a series of specific

questions that could be tested experimentally.

I. Can C. hippodamiae be transferred to H. axyridis?

2. Can C. hippodamiae live and reproduce on H. axyridis?

3. Once established on H. axyridis, does C. hippodamiae have
significant negative effects on this host?

4. Can C. hippodamiae transfer between copulating H. axyridis?

Materials and methods

Four cultures of ladybirds were maintained in laboratory conditions to

allow experiments to be conducted to answer these questions. The
cultures comprised C. hippodamiae-infecied A. bipunctata (from
Poland) and H. quadripunctata (from southern France), and uninfected

A. bipunctata (from England) and H. axyridis {bom England).

CanC. hippodamiae infect H. axyridis.^

Transfer was attempted in three ways: by artificial manipulation from A.

bipunctata-, by contact with infected A. bipunctata-, and by contact with

infected H. quadripunctata.

To transfer mites by manipulation, individual ladybirds were
anaesthetised with a stream of CO 2

,
fixed on their backs on a bed of

Blu-tac® and the elytra gently teased apart using entomological pins.

Either six mite eggs or four mite larvae were transferred from an

infected A. bipunctata to an uninfected ladybird on the tip of an

entomological pin, via a glass cover slip to allow exact counting of the

number transferred. Both male and female H. axyridis were infected by

this method. In addition, some uninfected A. bipunctata were infected

as a control.

Infection by contact was attempted by placing an infected ladybird

{A. bipunctata or H. quadripunctata') in a Petri dish with an uninfected

British H. axyridis of the opposite sex. Seventeen infected A.

bipunctata, eight females and nine males were paired with uninfected

H. axyridis. Eifteen infected H. quadripunctata, seven females and

eight males were paired with uninfected H. axyridis. Couples were

maintained for 8-12 days, after which they were separated and mite

presence was scored. Subsequently, mite scores were recorded every

four days. Any mating events observed during this time were recorded.
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As a control, 15 infected A. hipunctafa {st^vcn females and eight males)

were paired w'ith uninfected A. bipiinctata of the opposite sex to

provide an expected rate of transmission in a knowm natural host.

Can C. hippodamiae Hue and reproduce on H. axyridis.^

Approximately two weeks following attempted mite transfer by either

of the methods described above, mite presence on recipient ladybirds

w'as scored. A record was made of the number of adult female mites

and of presence or absence of mite eggs or larvae.

Does mite infection cause sterility infemale W. axyridis?

Manipulated and control female H. axyridis were fed daily on pea

aphids, Acyrthosiphon pisum, wiiich are considered an optimal prey

(Hodek 1996). Pigg clutches laid were collected every other day. The
number of eggs laid each day and the number that later hatched was
recorded. Petri dishes were changed three times a week, as well as on

any day that a particulai female laid eggs. Ladybirds were mated once a

fortnight to ensure that failure of eggs to hatch was due to mite

presence as opposed to a lack of sperm.

Sexual transmissio)i ofC. hippodamiae in H. axyridis

Six infected British female H. axyridis and three infected British male //.

axyridis were placed in a Petri dish with an uninfected H. axyridis of

the opposite sex. Each infected //. axyridis had previously been paired

with an infected H. ciuadripunctata, thus becoming infected. Both

infected (donor) and uninfected (recipient) H. axyndis^xere scored for

mites prior to pairing. Couples were maintained for 10-12 days.

Observ^ed matings were noted. The infection status of each donor H.

axyridis was scored eveiy four days during this period. After 10-12

days, couples were separated and scored. Subsequently, mite scores

were recorded every four days for both donor and recipient ladybirds.

Summary of results

Artificial manipulative transfer of mites from A. hipiuictata to II.

axyridis was achieved at a rate that was similar to the rate achieved in

transferring mites from A. hipunctata to A. hipunctala. In addition,

mites were successfully transferred from both A. hipunctala and H.

cjiiadripinictata to H. axyridis by contact at a similar rate of transfer as

occurred from A. hipunctata io A. hipu)iclata by contact. In the contact

transfer tests, inter-specific hybrid copulations were ob.seiwed betw^een

II. axyridis and both A. hi/)unctata and II. (juadripinictata. These
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results demonstrate that C. hippodamiae can be transferred to H.
axyridis, but not whether the mite can survive and establish
reproducing colonies.

Scoring of mite presence two weeks after transfer, and thereafter,

showed that C. hippodamiae can live and reproduce on H. axyridis

(Plate 11). That said, the rate of reproduction of mites on H. axyridis

was significantly slower than on A. bipimctata.

Assessment of egg hatch rates of infected and uninfected H. axyridis

showed a steep decline in the hatch rates of eggs from infected females

starting approximately l6 days after transfer, but no decline in the hatch

rates of uninfected females. By approximately 19 days after infection,

the hatch rates of eggs laid by some female H. axyridis had fallen to

zero. This is similar to the decline in egg hatch rates caused by mite

infection in A. bipimctata that has been observed previously by Hurst

et al. (1995), and in the control experiments in this work.

Finally, tests to determine whether C. hippodamiae can transfer from
infected to uninfected H. axyridis during copulation showed that

transfer was achieved.

Discussion

These initial experiments have shown that the mite C. hippodamiae can

be successfully transferred to the novel host H. axyridis via artificial

transfer and sexual contact from both A. bipunctata and H.

quadripunctata. Once present on H. axyridis, the mite is able to

metamorphose into successfully reproducing female adults. Two to

three weeks after successfully infecting a new host individual, the mite

induces negative effects on female hosts in the form of an initial

reduction in egg hatch rates and ultimately complete egg hatch failure.

The long-term effects on males are not yet known. CoccipoHpus

hippodamiae can successfully transfer between copulating H. axyridis.

That C. hippodamiae can be transferred to, survive and reproduce on,

and transfer during copulation between H. axyridis means that it should

be possible to successfully introduce this mite into H. axyridis populations

in Britain. Thereafter, due to the high promiscuity, long adult survival,

over-lapping generations and aggregative overwintering behaviour of H.

axyridis, it is likely that the mite will spread to significant prevalence

levels in British populations of this ladybird. Moreover, the negative effect

that the mite has on reproduction in female H. axyridis suggests that the

mite has significant potential to reduce population densities of this

invasive species. Such reduction seems likely to reduce the negative

impacts of H. axyridis on native ladybirds and some other invertebrates.
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Importantly, the promiscuity of H. axyndis should mean that were a

programme considered to artificially introduce C. hippodamiae into H.

axyridis populations in Britain, it is likely that relatively small

introductions should lead to successful establishment of the mite,

followed by natural increases in prevalence.

The question that must now be addressed is whether such artificial

introduction of the mite into wild populations of H. axyridis should be

carried out. Before making a final decision on this question,

considerably more work must be conducted to accurately assess details

of the transmission dynamics of C. hippodamiae on H. axyridis. Such

assessment should include tests involving all three common forms of H.

axyridis. In addition, accurate quantification of the negative effects of

the mite on lifetime reproductive output of female hosts should be

undertaken. Tests to assess whether the mite has negative effects on

female longevity, male longevity and male fertility are also needed. A
program covering such work could be completed by autumn 2009.

In parallel, studies of any risks that may accrue from the introduction

of the mite into British H. axyridis populations must be undertaken.

Current knowledge suggests that there are unlikely to be significant

negative effects from introducing the mite into Britain. The rationale for

this view is that C. hippodamiae is already present in European
populations of several ladybirds, including A. hipu nctata, A.

decempu nctata and the cream-spot ladybird, Calvia

qiiatuordecimgiittata, (Webberley et al. 2004), which occur in Britain,

but the mite has not been found in Britain on any of these species. The
reason for this is thought to be that these species are not fully bivoltine

in Britain, so that in some years there is no significant mating between

the overwintered generation of adults and the next generation (Majerus

1994; Hurst et al. 1995). The transmission of the mite down the

generations is thus halted in some years.

Risk assessments must by definition look to the future. Thus, in a risk

assessment of the introduction of C. hippodamiae into British //.

axyridis populations, the long-term effects must be considered. Given

the changes to the British climate that may occur during the next

century, it is possible that some native species of ladybird will become
fully bivoltine. In such species, conditions may allow efficient

transmission of the mite down the generations, so that the mite can

become established permanently. However, it should also be noted that

if some native species were to become fully bivoltine, there is a strong

likelihood that C. hippodamiae would become established in British

populations of native species through migration of infected hosts from
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the continent, irrespective of whether the mite has been released into

British populations of H. axyridis. Migrant individuals of several native

species of ladybird, including A. bipunctata, are known to arrive in

Britain from continental Europe by various routes (Majems 1994).

Current knowledge suggests that the introduction of C. hippodamiae
into British populations of H. axyridis is unlikely to have appreciable

negative side effects. Moreover, the preliminary work reported here
suggests that this mite is likely to have a significant impact on
population numbers of H. axyridis. It is our view that C. hippodamiae
is the agent with the greatest potential to have an impact on the rise of

the invasive alien H. axyridis that has been identified to date.
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Letters from Joy and Donisthorpe
by Dr Peter G. Sutton (7388)

AES Habitat Conservation Officer, 2 Fir Tree Close. Flitwick, Beds. MK45 INZ.

I have always been interested in entomological memorabilia and
recently acquired two letters which reveal the potential financial trials

of producing works of extraordinary dedication. The two gentlemen in

question, Norman Joy and Horace Donisthorpe, have their names firmly

embedded in British entomological literature.

Joy is known for his mighty two volume work, A Practical
Handbook of British Beetles, which I was first introduced to as a

teenager in the 1980s. Whenever I had a beetle query I used to invite

myself around to our current Registrar, Nick Holford’s house to pick

his brains, consume large quantities of tea, and pore over his perfectly

presented beetle collection. On this occasion I had provided him with

an exceptionally shiny dor beetle ( Geotrupes pyrenaeus) which I could

not put a name to. “Do you have Joy?” he asked as he looked through

his binocular microscope at the beetle that had been precisely

positioned on the stage. “Well I have my adolescent ups and downs
but I suppose in the main I’m quite happy”, I thought... at which point

he reached to a shelf above the microscope whilst still studying the

specimen through the eyepiece, and thrust the weighty tome in my
general direction. “Find Geotrupe3' he said, thereby initiating my first

introduction to what was to become one of my most regularly used

reference books.

It is interesting to note that it has virtually become a pastime for

coleopterists to bemoan and grumble about the difficulty of using Joy’s

keys, which invariably require an extensive knowledge of our

coleopteran fauna and/or access to a reasonably comprehensive

reference collection, in order to compare the extent of similar features

in closely related species. Nevertheless, it is testimony to the sheer

magnitude of the task undertaken by Joy that these two volumes

remain the cornerstone of any coleopteran library, and that to date,

there has not been a similar work to effectively replace it.

Similarly, Donisthorpe produced works that are still an essential pan

of any entomological library. Among his best known works are British

Ants - their life-history and classification and The Guests of British Ants

- their habits and life-histories. The latter gives a fascinating insight into

the somewhat risky strategy adopted by myrmecophilous invertebrates

that choose to inhabit the nests of social hymenopteran species.
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What is less well known is that these two gentlemen faced a degree of

financial difficulty in the aftermath of the production of their indispensable

works, as indicated in the following correspondence below.

In his letter to an unknown coleopterist on 21st November 1931

(Figure 1), Joy writes:

Dear Sir,

Mr Britten has given me your name as a Coleopterist.

It is only to encourage such a delightful hohhy that I wrote this

hook. It will he out before Christmas.

I have done my best to simplify the whole question of
Classification. I hope that the student will find it possible to

identify specimens of the difficult genera, Atheta . Longitarsus .

Meligithes . among others.

Ifyou think of buying it, will you please get it directly from
Witherby. I should like, someday, to get my capital hack!

Yours Tndy,

Norman H. Joy.

Donisthorpe, in his letter to Mr Hudd on l6th May 1915 (Figure 2)

also reveals the problems faced by his impending financial loss, but

these must surely pale into insignificance in comparison with other

problems that had to be confronted at that dark time:

DearMr Hudd,

Didyou receive the prospectus ofmy book on “British Ants’?

I should he very grateful to you ifyou would kindly take a copy,

as Ifear that I am in for a heavy loss over the publication, and
every copy taken will help me!

It is rather hard after having spent so much time and labour

over the book to have to lose a lot ofmoney over it.

I have taken in a furnished house here, as my son we)it to the

front in December, and we wanted a change and a rest.

He is a Lieutenant in the Intelligence Cotps in comma>id of a
Wireless section, and has been so busy since he left to get any
leave.

With kind regards.

Yours sincerely,

Horace Doiiisthoipe
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It is good to know that Donisthorpe’s and presumably Joy’s elfoits

did eventually pay off, and in his preface to the revised and enlarged

second edition of British Ants, Donisthorpe writes:

“When the first edition of this book was written I did not anticipate that

in ten years’ time a second edition would be required. Realizing,

however, that the copies were nearly exhausted I decided to accept

Messrs. Routledge’s offer to prepare a second edition bringing the work

up to date, and also write a new book devoted exclusively to the

British Myrmecophilous fauna.”

By coincidence, in that same preface, Donisthorpe thanks Joy, among
others, for his provision of “ants to determine”, and notes that Joy was

responsible for discovering one of the two species of ant,

Acanthomyops (Donisthofpea) bnmneiis Latr., that had been added to

the British list since the first edition.

It is clear that we owe a debt of gratitude to these outstanding

entomologists, whose enduring legacy has been a source of information

and enjoyment to subsequent generations, and doubtless, will remain

so for many years to come.
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Editorial

Editorial

By the time this Bulletm appears, another Annual Exhibition will have

taken place - a gruelling day for Wayne Janus and his team, but giving

the immense satisfaction of producing a thriving event with many
hundreds of visitors.

I have been coming to the exhibition for nearly fifty years, and have

seen it grow from a scruffy gathering in a school in Islington via

Holland Park, Wembley and Hounslow to the huge event - with hall to

match - that we know today.

There has always been controversy around the Exhibition. Storms

have blown up over the sale of dead specimens, and even though this

is still allowed it is policed very carefully to ensure that no protected

species are available illegally. When livestock is offered, every effort is

made to ensure that the creatures’ welfare is always protected, and that

purchasers are given good guidance on how to take care of them.

But though I am always impressed by the quality of the members’

exhibits, I am saddened by the small number. Surely a society of a

thousand active entomologists can produce more than this? Indeed,

many of the visitors - perhaps most - refer to our Exhibition as “The

Bug Show” and have no intention of being part of the Society - even if

they have heard of it.

The Exhibition’s value as a major part of the Entomological calendar in

Great Britain, and consequent importance in promoting interest in

insects, makes it vital that it should remain a public event, but I would

like to see AES members claiming it more as something of their own.

And everyone can start by planning an exhibit for 2009. It’s not too soon!

Martin Hough

Erratum
The printers would like to apologise for the unfortunate gremlins which

crept into the August edition's contents page. Thank you to all

members who kindly pointed this out.
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The Entomologist’s Record & Journal of Variation
The Society is pleased to announce that the Entomologist’s Record will

in future be published by the AES, effective 1st January 2009.

The Entomologist’s Record is published every other month, alternating

with the AES Bulletin, so that the AES will now publish a high quality

entomological journal every month of the year.

The Entomologist’s Record is a non-profit journal founded by the

famous Lepidopterist J.W. Tutt in 1892 and published without a break

ever since. It contains both peer reviewed articles and Notes, including

some regular definitive reviews, such as the annual review of

microlepidoptera new to Britain and the annual review of migrant

Lepidoptera. Another regular column is the light hearted but

informative ‘Hazards of Butterfly Collecting’ series by Torben Larsen.

Eurther details of the Journal may be found at its present website

(WWW/.entrecord.com).

Under the aegis of the AES, the high standards and independent peer

reviewed elements of the Journal will be retained, and there are plans

to introduce certain improvements to the content and layout over time.

From the 2009 membership year, AES Members will be able to

include the Entomologist’s Record among their membership options if

they so wish, in the same way as they currently choose to receive the

Bulletin or the Bug Cluh Magazine.

As an additional benefit, new or renewing subscribers to the

Entomologist’s Record (including institutional subscribers) will

automatically become members of the AES, so that they will receive not

only the Entomologist’s Record but AES member benefits also,

including the periodicals Invertebrate Coijsewation News and the Wants

& Exchanges List.

All members and subscribers can further benefit from a discounted

subscription rate if they choose to take more than one membership
journal or magazine. Details of revised AES subscription rates for 2009

appear elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin and may also be found

on the AES website (www.amentsoc.org).

The AES is pleased to be able to support the long and proud tradition

of the Entomologist’s Record and in doing so to further our overriding

aim to promote and disseminate entomological knowledge by every

means possible.
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AES Subscription Rates for 2009
In order to simplify and harmonise online and postal subscription rates,

adjust them in line with postal charges and inflation and accommodate
the incorporation of the Entomologist’s Record, the membership fees

for the 2009 membership year will be adjusted as shown below.

Changesfor 2009:

• The AES Joining Fee for new members is abolished.

• All subscriptions include the AES Wants & Exchanges List.

• Except for Junior Members aged 11 or below and other Junior
Members who elect not to receive the AES Bulletin, all subscriptions

include Invertebrate Conservation News.

The following new annual rates for 2009 apply to all

subscriptions, whether dealt with by post or online.

For Adults — Ordinary AES Membership options:

• To include either the bimonthly AES Bulletin ^ the Bug Club
Magazine - £20.00

• Alternatively to include the bimonthly Entomologist’s’ Record only -

£25.00 (i.e. no other publications)

Discounted subscription rates where more than one publication

is selected:

• AES Bulletin with the Entomologist’s Record - £40.00

• AES Bulletin with the Bug Club Magazine - £28.00

• Entomologist’s Record with the Bug Club Magazine - £35.00

• All three periodicals (AES Bulletin, Entomologist’s Record, Bug Club

Magazine) - £48.00

For Children and Families:

• Family membership: To include the AES Bulletin and the Bug Club

Magazine - £28.00

• Junior Membership: To include the bimonthly Bug Club Magazine -

£12.00 (children aged 12-13 also receive the AES Bulletin at no extra

cost)

Associate / Institutional Memberships:

• To include either the bimonthly AES Bulletin or the Bug Club

Magazine. £20.00

• To include the Entomologist’s Record only: £50 per annum
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Current Life Members of the Society; If you are an AES Life Member
you can similarly benefit from these reduced subscription rates if you

want to add a second journal to your subscription - e.g. to add the

Efitoniologist’s Record to your Life Membership, you will need to pay an

annual subscription of only £20.

Overseas subscriptions: The above prices include postage to UK
destinations. For overseas subscriptions please add £5.

Non-membership periodical subscription rates: luvertehrcite

Consen’cition News may also be subscribed to as a stand-alone
publication, from £5 per annum. For further details please contact the

Editor, Dr David Lonsdale, directly by email (icn@amentsoc.org) or via

the Society’s postal address.

The next Amateur Entomologist’s Society

Members’ Day and AGM will be held at

The Department of Zoology, University

of Cambridge, on Saturday 18th April

2009, commencing at 12.00 noon.

The theme of the event will be
‘Evolution and the insect world’.

Attractions of the day will include:

• An exciting series of invited talks

• Tours of the Zoology Museum

• Tours of the Museum’s Insect rooms

• Posters and other presentations about entomology at Cambridge
University

• Live insect and other displays

• Light refreshments

Personnel from the Cambridge Natural Histoiy Society, Nature in

Cambridgeshire, Anglia Ruskin University and the University of

Cambridge will be present.

Also, on Saturday 23rd May we will have a visit to the Horniman
Museum, in London. Further details of this and other 2009 events

will appear in the December ISiilletin.
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Letter from Spain — 6th of a series — Finding Dead
Insects

by David Keen (3309L)

Calle casto Bancalero 11,41650 El Saucejo, Sevilla, Spain.

As part of the requirements for having a collecting permit, I have to

provide the authorities in Sevilla (Seville) with details of the insects

retained for my collection. Whilst completing a recent batch of forms I

realised that there were quite a few interesting records that related to

dead insects that I had found. Thinking about this further, I remembered
that, over the years, I have encountered several dead insects and that an

account of the more unusual might be of interest to members. Obviously

we have all found dead insects on the fronts of our cars, and have seen

others in insect “traps” in shops and, of course, loads of common and
smaller insects find their way into swimming pools and the like. Not to

mention the hoards of insects that end up in spiders’ webs. This article

will not relate to general finds of this sort as, if it did, it would take up
several issues of the Bulletin and would bore you all to tears!

Where to start? Well, in England before I moved to Spain would seem
to be the logical start point. So, racking my brain for the necessary

information, I will begin with a Death’s-head Hawk-moth {Acherontia

atropos), that was given to me during a school day on 14th September

1959 . It had been found in the gutter by the side of the road by a friend

of mine whilst walking along High Street, Thames Ditton, Surrey, on his

way to school that morning. Other than being rather worn, it showed

no sign of impact damage.

One day, in, I would guess, the early 1960s, I was cycling along the

road that leads from the RHS Gardens at Wisley, Surrey, through the

village of the same name to the River Wey Navigation at “The Anchor”

Inn. Rounding one of the numerous bends in this road, I saw a lot of

black things in the road and as I approached, I realised that they were

Stag Beetles iLucanus cervus). Naturally I stopped to investigate and

found that there were several dead tree stumps on a grassy bank by the

side of the road. Below this bank and across the road were the

damaged bodies of dozens of the beetles - as I remember, most of

them were males. But as my diaries for this period of my life were,

unfortunately, lost in one of my house moves in England I cannot give

more precise figures as to the numbers involved although I do

remember counting them at the time. I can confirm that there was no

sign of any live ones and have always assumed that there must have
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been a mass emergence and tliat a lot had been killed by the passing

traffic - ver>' busy at weekends even in those days.

My next interesting find took place, also during a cycle ride, in

Ashtead, a village near Leatherhead, Surrey on I4th September, 1963. In

the middle of the road I found a female Southern Hawker Dragonfly

(Aeshna cyanea) with only superficial damage - all the body parts, legs

and wings were intact - so I retained it for my collection. Later, whilst

setting it at home, I realised that the right hind wing looked a bit odd
and on closer examination I noticed that there was an additional cell in

the anal triangle. This specimen was exhibited at one of the AES
Annual Exhibitions.

Whilst on holiday in North Devon on 25th June 1988, I found a large,

damaged and squashed Horse-fly ( Tahanus siideticiis ?) by the side of

the road in Tavistock, near Barnstaple. It is retained to this day in the

hope that someone might some day be able to confirm the identity!

During another holiday, this time to celebrate our Silver Wedding, in

Guernsey, C.I., I was walking along the path above the cliffs at La

Corbiere, on 21 June 1992, when I noticed that quite a few Glanville

Eritillaries (Mellitaea cinxia) were flitting about and resting on flowers

or sunning themselves on the path itself. One settled on the path in

front of me, so I stopped, sat down and watched it for several minutes

until a burly man, running along the path towards me, managed to

tread straight on the butterfly. LJnaware of what he had done, he
rushed on his way, leaving me to pick up the remains which,
surprisingly, were in quite good condition!

The last encounter of note was the Red Underwing Moth {Catocala

nupta) that was found upside down and dead in the water at Nell

Bridge, Adderbury, near Banbury, Oxfordshire on 3Tst July 2004 - see

Letter from Spain - first of a series in the Bulletin for June 2006 (pages

116-117).

During my two holidays to the Algarve, Portugal, in May 1995 and
1996 I found interesting dead insects in the swimming pools within the

gardens of the two villas I had stayed in. In the period 1997 to 2003 I

spent several holidays at my friend’s house in Spain and fished out a

good many insects from the pool in his garden. Since moving here 1

have found even more insects in this pool.

Crickets and grasshoppers are frequently encountered and, once
dried out, are usually in good condition. I have a nice pair of the large

flightless cricket, {Polysarcus dcuticanclcita) from my friend’s pool. The
male, which is just as fat as the female but, of course, lacks the long
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ovipositor, was found on 8th July 2003 and the female on 5th August
2005. I also have a male of the unusual cricket Scobius lusitanicus,

which has the “flap” in front of its head. This was found in the same
pool on 4th May 2005. The species is of North African origin and two
specimens taken in the Algarve were exhibited at the AES Exhibition at

Kempton Park.

Turning to the mantids, these are again often found in my friend’s

pool. Most of them are specimens of the Praying Mantis {Mantis
religiosa), including a female on 18th December 2004. I also found a

female of the flightless mantis, Ameles abjecta there on 17th September
2001. The only cicada so far found in a pool was a Cicadetta montana,
in perfect condition, on 9th June 2001.

Beetles of many different species are frequently found and, providing

they are recovered whilst still floating on the surface of the water, are

usually intact and dry out very well. I have pairs of two Blaps species,

possibly including B. mortisaga taken from the pool during the period

1997 to 2003 along with a good selection, some veiy large and others

very small, from the family Carabidae. Currently these are unidentified,

except for a pair of Hadrocarabus dufouri found in December 2004.

Another striking species is the cerambycid, Phomcantha semipunctata,

introduced into the Iberian Peninsula along with eucalyptus trees from

Australia. I found a male in a pool in Sesmaris, Algarve, Portugal on

14th May 1996 and a female was found locally on 11th August 2000.

Both have been exhibited at Kempton Park.

The only dragonfly that I have found in a swimming pool was a

female Hemianax ephippiger on 13th October 2002. It had already

started to decay and the abdomen was recovered in several pieces.

Bees, wasps and ants have been found by the dozen but only two are

worth a mention here - both females of the large Scolla rnaculata

recovered on 7th July and 9th August, both in 2005 and both in

perfect condition. Most of the flies, lacewings and true bugs are in

poor or very poor condition and can rarely be dried out and set

satisfactorily. The same applies to the numerous moths that I have

found in the local pool. Even the two Death’s-head Hawk-moths

{Acherontia atropos) found in 2000 and 2001 were recovered almost

devoid of scales on their wings. In fact, I only have two decent

specimens of moths, a male Leopard Moth {Zeiizera pyrina) and the

other, also a male. Silver-striped Hawk-moth {Hippotion celerio). The

former was found in the pool on 10th June 2002 and the latter was

found dead in an outside sink at the same locality on l6th January

2004.
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Since moving to Spain I have seen a lot of dead insects in the village

streets. The majority are in very poor condition, having either been

trodden on, hit by a motor vehicle or otherwise squashed; more or less

out of existence. However, there have been times when a reasonable or

even a good specimen has been found. The town of Ronda in the

Province of Malaga, is not far from here and has proved to be fiaiitful in

quality rather than quantity as a source of such material. Whilst on

holiday on 11th September 1997 I found a larger than average brown
cerambycid in the gardens close to the bullring. It was in almost perfect

condition and I managed to set it very well. However, I have, so far

been unable to identify the actual species. On 21st April 2006 I was
walking through the centre of this town when I came across a dead

bee-fly. This again was in very good condition and I managed to set it

well enough and to identify the genus as Thyridanthrax but as to the

species, well .... My latest find in Ronda is a specimen of the largest

Spanish buprestid beetle, Chalcophora mariana niassiliensis x/hich was
in the middle of a path through gardens in the far northeast of the

town. The beetle had been well and truly squashed but is sufficiently

intact to warrant a place in my collection.

Another nearby town is Olvera which is one of the “White Villages”

in the Province of Cadiz. My wife and I often go there to buy meat at a

very good butchers and also to visit the small but varied street market

which takes place on Saturday mornings. It was on one such visit on
19th April 2005 that I found a female Striped Hawk-moth {Hyles

lineata) on the pavement by the market. A fore-wing and half the

thorax of another specimen of the same species were a few feet away.

This town is well-known for its parish church which sits on the highest

point in the town centre. There is a road that mns from the back of the

church down round the cemetery and back into the market place.

Along this road are a series of raised flower beds which become
flooded after heavy rain and which do not dry out very quickly. On
several occasions I have found beetles that have been drowned in these

beds - mostly curculionids and tenebrionids but I have yet to identify

any of them to species level.

Another hawk-moth, this time a male Spurge Hawk-moth {Hyles

euphorhiae), was found on the pavement near the centre of our nearest

town, Osuna, which is in our Province of Sevilla. Several beetles have

been found here over the years but I have yet to identify them to

species level. One that I have been able to identify, however, is the

male Cehrio superhus (which my computer continually “corrects” to

read ‘super bus’) which was found in the road outside our house on
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l4th October 2006. It would appear to be the first record for this

species from the Province of Sevilla.

The first dead dragonfly that I found in Iberia was the male Golden-
ringed Dragonfly (Cordiilegaster boltoni) that was on a window ledge in

the town centre of Monchique, Algarve, Portugal on 30th June 1994. It

is in very good condition but remains unset, as I found it, as it was
completely dried out. In May 1996 a rather squashed but easily

identified Crocothemis erythraea was found in the road a short distance

from the villa where I was staying in the village of Sesmarias, Algarve,

Portugal. On 6th October 2007 whilst walking through our own village

I came across another dead dragonfly. This turned out to be a male
Red-veined Darter, {Sympetrum fonscolombei) which is, by the way, our

commonest local member of the genus. On 2nd June 2006 I was
walking back to my car in the village of La Puebla cle Cazalla, Sevilla

when I saw a moth being hit by a passing car. Curiosity ensured that I

recovered the remains (of the moth!) and it turned out to be a male of

the noctuid, Catocala nympbagoga, a species that is very common in

these parts. These moths are frequently seen in the mornings on walls

below street lights to which they had been attracted during the

previous night.

The two specimens that I have in my collection of the very large

mantis Hierodula bioculata were both found dead but in very good
condition. The male was found in our street on 2nd October 2006 and

the female, of a particularly impressive size, was recovered from the

roof of an aviary on the morning of 26th December 2003- Mantis

religiosa is often found dead in the local streets - I have a fine male of

the pale brown form, found on 2nd October 2006.

A great many dead insects have been found in our garden, on the

patio and on the sun terrace. The following would seem to be worth a

mention. A male Scarce Blue-tailed Damselfly (Ischniira pumilid) was

found on the patio on 9th June 2007. This is by far our commonest

damselfly and we often have three or four together in the garden

during the flight period. The rather attractive staphylinid beetle,

Creophilus maxillosus is reasonably common and I found a dead male

by our log pile on 15th February 2007. By the same log pile, I found a

male specimen of the veiy large noctuid moth Apopestes spectrum on

21st July 2006.

On 7th April 2008, I found a dead beetle on the stairs leading to our

sun terrace. It was clearly a specimen of a tiger beetle and was

sufficiently pliable for me to be able to set it fairly well. One of the

“white-spotted” tiger beetles is common enough around here but this
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one was veiy different, so I consulted my books, including Guide des

coleopteres d’Europe written by Gaetan du Chatenet and published by

Delachaux & Niestle, Neuchatel, Paris in 1990. From the description on

page 65 my beetle would appear to be a specimen of Ciciridela

maritima, as the middle of the three bands on the elytra are most

definitely in the form of right angles. If this is correct it would seem to

be the first record for Iberia let alone this area. The only butterfly that I

have found dead over here - other than those in spiders’ webs - was a

male Bath White (Pcnitia daplidice) that was on a path in the local

countryside on 7th December 2007.

Some of you may have found the pyralid moth Hymenia recuwalis in

the UK. It turns up here occasionally and I even found a dead one on a

visit to the city of Cordoba on 9th November 2007. With my wife and

brother-in-law, I was visiting Casa Andalusi, one of the many buildings

of interest in the city centre, when I found a dead female on a chair!

I do hope that this article will be of interest to some readers and

might give rise to records of dead insects from other members.

AES NEW PUBLICATION

water beetles

of the British Isles

Members Price £10.90 (Inc pip)

Non-members Price £14.65 (Inc p&p)

For those who love the spectacular larger water beetles of

the British Isles, this is the publication that you have been
waiting for! It is the only modern publication with colour
illustrations of all of our aquatic coleopteran megafauna
and it provides the most up-to-date distribution maps
revealing their current distributions. Jam-packed with

fascinating details of their life-histories, this book covers
11 species including the 6 native ‘Great Diving Beetles'

and the ‘Silver Water Beetles’. It is also copiously
illustrated with text figures and has much additional

information including details of observed climate-induced range
changes and the conservation measures required to ensure their

continued survival.

Available from:

AES Publications, 1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4TA.

Telephone 01277 224610 • Fax; 01277 262815 • E-mail; aespublications@btconnect.com
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A Passion for Moon Moths
by Ronald N Baxter (1267)

45 Chudleigh Crescent, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex, 1G3 9AT.

My passion for moon moths began way back in the late 1930s, in the

Insect House of London Zoo, when I was eight years old.

The Insect House in those days always had displays of stick insects,

praying mantids, various large beetles, a huge nest of wood ants and
several large bird eating spiders. But it was the wire netting cages that

interested me most. In these cages were live silkmoths; huge reddish-

brown Atlas moths {Attacus atlas) and the darker Edwards’ Atlas, (A.

edwardsii), both of which come from the foot hills of northern India.

These handsome moths had wingspans of 20 cm or more and on each

wing, a triangular area, completely devoid of scales. They were
certainly most inspiring moths.

In other cages were Canadian Robin Moths {Hyalophora cecropia),

their wings patterned with black, red, grey and white. Their legs and

body were the colour of terracotta flower pots. But it was the moths in

another cage that captured my attention most of all.

Clinging to the top of the cage was a creamy-green and white moth;

its wings were held flat. The forewings had a purple costa, which

continued right along the front edge as the wings curved to a point.

The hind wings were of the same colour, but much smaller and at the

base of each wing was a curved tail, flushed with pink. The ends of the

tails gently curved outwards. On each wing was a pinkish miniature

half moon. The thorax and abdomen were of the purest white. This

was a male Indian Moon Moth (Actlas selene). I stood on the middle

bar below the

handrail, admiring

this beautiful moth.

It was some time

before I could force

myself away.

It was not until

four years later

when the moon
moths entered my
life once more. I

was now 12 years

old. At school, boys Actias selene Male, India.
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of my age went to another school for one day a week for Handicraft

lessons. These lessons were about making objects with paper,

cardboard and wood.

The teacher was a tall man with grey, bushy hair and a moustache to

match. His name was Edgar E. Syms. I soon got to know that he was an

entomologist and a member of various societies. Needless to say, we
got on very well over the weeks and I was invited to his home on

several occasions to view his collections and discuss insects in general.

It was during one of my visits that he gave me various items of

apparatus and some hawkmoth larv'ae. I thanked him and mentioned

my interest in the silkmoths, especially the Indian Moon Moth, as I had

seen these at London Zoo. Much to my surprise and delight, he

produced from a cage that he had made, a very dead female Indian

Moon Moth. But then he gently removed half a dozen eggs from the

netting and gave them to me. “Try rearing these,” he said. It was a very

happy 12-year-old that returned home that day.

The eggs hatched within a few days. I fed the larvae on plum,

iPruHus) just as I was advised. The first in.star lai'vae were about 7mm
in length, red with a black saddle. By the next day they had doubled

their size and by the fourth day they ceased feeding and had pre{:)ared

for their first moult. A few days later they moulted. Gone was the black

saddle; they were now completely scarlet and covered in black hairs

and small tubercles. After some hours, they commenced to eat their cast

skins. Now they were about 15mm in length and ready for some real

feeding, as I discovered later!

The larvae recommenced feeding on the plum leaves and they

seemed to grow as they ate. By the second day they were considerably

larger and by the fourth day had become paler and ceased feeding in

readiness for their second moult.

The larvae, now in their third instar, had completely changed their

appearance. They were now apple green with yellow and black

tubercles and covered in black hairs. They were quickly becoming
handsome creatures. In between feeding, they rested with their thoracic

segments arched backwards, gripping the stem with only their pro-legs

and claspers. They grew daily and were becoming as handsome, if not

more, than their parents.

They entered their fourth and fifth instars being mucli the same in

appearance, though by the fifth instar, (hey were huge, measuring
100mm. The fully-grown larvae remained apple green with a paler

green lateral line running their length. The thoracic segments each l-)ore
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a large pair of

yellow tubercles

with a black base.

All other segments
bore pairs of small

yellow and pink
tubercles. The
spiracles were red.

The larvae were
completely covered

in short black hairs

- some, giving a

sharp prick when
touched.

There was no doubt about them, they were very handsome larva

but were they more so than the adult moths? I could not make up my
mind. Then one day, before I had time to arrive at a decision, I noticed

that one of the larvae looked sickly; it had shrunk considerably and it

had lost its bright apple green colour. Instead it was now looking ‘msty’

and furthermore it had black liquid running from the anus.

I quickly took it to Mr. Syms. He took one look at it and announced

that, although the larva appeared sick, it was in fact quite healthy. He
then went on to explain to me that when a larva has ceased feeding

and about to pupate, it darkens in colour and empties its intestines.

Relieved at this information, I returned home happy.

Two days later, the larva began drawing three plum leaves about

itself and securing them with silk threads. Soon, it wa.*^ ^ "^mpletely

enclosed. Inside the ‘tent’, the larva continued to spin its cc'^oc n.

Three weeks later a fine male moth emerged. There was not a

blemish on its wings. It clung to the now dry plum leaves, which

formed the basis of its cocoon, with its pinkish legs; its forewings were

held flat, but angled towards its abdomen, partly covering the

hindwings. The long tails were held together, which covered the white

abdomen. The moth was pale greenish yellow - much darker than the

one I had seen at London Zoo.

From the six eggs I began with, two larvae died while quite small.

Four pupated and emerged successfully. However, I failed to breed

them, due to the moths emerging over a lengthy period.

It was some years later - 1946 to be exact - before I was able to

continue my passion for moon moths. I read in a German

Actias selene 5th instar larva.
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entomological paper an advertisement for living cocoons, pupae,

butterflies, moths, beetles, etc. The address was The Himalayan

Butterfly Co., Shillong, India. I wrote requesting details and several

months later received a catalogue listing hundreds of papered
butterflies, etc. Tucked away towards the end of the catalogue were the

words, ‘Living Cocoons’. It was these which interested me most. There

were several species and prices, (Actias selene, 6d (2.5p); Cricula

trifinestrata, 3d (1.5p); Philosamia canningi, 3d (1.5p); Attacus atlas,

l/-(5p) Attacus edwardsii, 2/6 (12. 5p); Antheraea roylei, 1/- (5p), Loepa

patina, 1/- (5p) and Antheraea militia, 1/- (5p).

Seeing these prices today, they are cheap to say the least. By
comparison, a loaf of bread could then be bought for less than the

price of one selene cocoon.

I sat down and wrote out my order: 50 selene, 50 trifenestrata, 50

canningi, 20 atlas, 20 edwardsii, 20 roylei, 20 katinka, and 20 militia.

My order came to less than £10.00 for 250 cocoons. However, there

were problems ahead. The package was despatched by surface mail

and took three months to arrive in deepest January. When I opened the

box, I was confronted with a cloud of dust from broken wings and

body fur. Most of the cocoons had emerged en route. Of the 50 selene,

only 20 were alive. All the roylei, katinka and trifenestrata had either

emerged or were dead within their cocoons. The rest survived the long

journey.

I was very sad with this result. The loss of so many selene cocoons

caused me to have doubts about my success with breeding these

moths. “What could I do with only 20 cocoons?” I asked myself.

In early April, I brought all the cocoons into a warm room and laid

them on damp moss. The first selene emerged in early May. It was not

perfect. Its wings were crumpled and devoid of scales in places. I

decided to cut off the end of each cocoon so that the moths could

escape from the cocoon without having to break their way out. This

solved the problem as from then on the moths were perfect! Joy at last!

The moths were very large and much darker than those I had reared

some years earlier. One female had a wingspan of almost 15cm and an

abdomen, so full of eggs, that it was almost 2cm in diameter and every

bit of 4cm in length. I just had to get this female mated.

The pairing cages, which I had prepared in advance, measured 60 x

60 X 60cm. They consisted of a light wooden frame covered with soft

cotton mosquito netting. Later in the day, I removed the female to a

pairing cage and placed in with the female the freshest male I had.
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The female began to stir soon after 10pm. It flapped about the sides

for a few minutes and then walked about the top of the cage, where it

settled down. The male had remained perfectly still. I inspected them at

regular intervals, but both moths remained motionless.

In the morning, I looked into the cage; the female was still in the

same place, at the top of the cage. I could not see the male
anywhere. I looked through the cage from another side and, there

was the male, clinging to the female’s legs, face to face. They had
paired. I prepared a large cardboard box with the inside roughened,
for the female to deposit her eggs. The moths remained together,

though they had un-paired, until dusk, when they began to fly. I

removed the female to the laying box. Later, when it was dark, it

began flapping its wings as it walked about the sides of the box.

Then it settled, and began laying eggs. They were about 3mm in

diameter, and rusty-brown in colour.

By morning, over a hundred eggs had been laid. I was extremely

jubilant with the moon moths so far. I still had nine to emerge and was
hoping for other pairings. After two weeks the female died; she had

laid over 230 eggs. I subsequently obtained two further pairings from

the 20 cocoons, which resulted in about 700 eggs altogether. I also

obtained several pairings of the Ailanthus Silkmoth, {P. canningi).

These were very easy to pair and the larvae readily ate privet and lilac,

but I think they preferred Ailanthus most of all.

Successfully rearing these two species was more than I had hoped

for. I considered that my first attempt at importing cocoons and

breeding from them was a success, especially my breeding of the

Indian Moon moth.

I continued to import cocoons from India for two more seasons,

experiencing the same problems - three months in transit with many
moths emerged - when I received a letter from my supplier informing

me that my next box of cocoons would be sent by air. He had arranged

with a crewmember of an airline to bring the box with him to London

where I was to collect the box from a hotel. There were no losses and

subsequent consignments also arrived without losses.

By now I had established contacts in the LI.S.A., Japan, Taiwan,

Malaysia, Madagascar, Brazil, Argentina and Mexico to mention some.

My contacts were mostly amateur collectors but they soon came up

with some interesting silkmoths. A farmer in North Dakota sent me
cocoons of Hyalophora gloveri and H. cecropia, which he collected

from his farm. Another collector began sending cocoons of Actias luna.

Eventually cocoons of many species and generawere arriving. Two fine
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species of moon moth began arriving in small numbers from Malaysia

and Madagascar; namely, Actias maenas and Argema mittrei. By now, I

had begun my entomological business which was thriving. At first, I

supplied a wide range of quality papered exotic material which had

been specially bred or reared from larvae for me. This way, I could

guarantee that my customers would receive only A1 specimens. I was
not interested in bulk buying and bulk selling. My intention was to be a

specialist supplier and breeder, with a special interest in Moon Moths.

During the 70s and 80s I wrote several articles about silkmoths for

various magazines including, Animal Life, Animals, Wildlife, Tloe Lady
and the Observer Magazine. As a result of these I received many letters.

Some were from readers who at one time resided abroad and
remembered the moths I described in my articles. Others were from

readers anxious to keep some.

But I remember one letter in particular. It was from a mother of a

young girl who had been veiy ill and was convalescing. In her lengthy

letter she explained that she had been enthralled in reading about my
work and thought that rearing some of these silkmoths would,
hopefully, give her daughter something to keep her mind off her

illness.

I replied stating that I thought her suggestion was a wonderful idea

and would help her daughter immensely. I suggested that she have

some eggs of the Indian Moon Moth. I eventually sent her some eggs

with full instructions on rearing from egg to adult moth. I must admit

that I had taken a special interest in this project and I found myself

writing almost weekly, discussing the progress of the larvae but most

importantly, the progress of her daughter.

In one of the letters, the mother was overjoyed with the interest that

her daughter had shown in rearing the larvae, which were now almost

twx) inches in length and exactly as I described they would be. But

what is more, her daughter was now progressing with her

convalescence at a remarkable pace. She had forgotten about her

illness.

In the next letter, the girl’s mother wrote that the whole family had

just experienced the emergence of one of the moths. “Watching the

wings grow,” she wrote, “was a wonderful experience never to be

forgotten.” Her daughter was so thrilled with her success in rearing

these moths that she was hoping to breed from them.

She also mentioned she found the caring for the larvae very
therapeutic, which, in turn, had greatly helped her daughter's recoveiy.

I found this experience veiy rewarding.
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Actias beterogyna

Male, Taiwan.

Altliough, over the years I have bred several species of moon moths
and while A. selene will always be one of my favourites, there have

been other species which have equalled the beauty of selene - and
perhaps more so.

Take for instance Selene ningpoana. This subspecies is almost

identical to selene, except that the moons on the wings are yellow

instead of pink. Also, the larvae are identical and they accept the same
food plants. The North American Moon Moth, A. lima is much smaller

moth. The male is yellowish-green while the female is pale green. Both

have short tails. A similar species is A. beterogyna from Taiwan. The

male is predominately dark yellow with wavy brown lines whereas the

female is pale green with just a single wavy line. Both these species are

extremely attractive.

Actias tuna Male, U.S.A.
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The Malaysian Actias maencis is a much larger and extremely

handsome species. The male is yellow and heavily marked with

purplish brown blotches and lines. Its tails are brown and extremely

narrow and long, tipped with a yellowish lobe. Contrastingly, the

female is greenish with shorter, broad tails. Yet even more handsome is

The Madagascan Moon Moth, Argema mittrei. Both sexes are dark

yellow and similar to maenas, but larger. Whereas most moon moths

are very nervous and will release their hold, drop to the ground and
flip-flop to and fro, completely spoiling their wings within a few
seconds, mittrei, on the other hand, is very stable and will not mind
being disturbed. They will quite happily cling to one’s finger.

Actias maenas Male, Malay.sia.
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The Spanish Moon Moth, Graellsia isahellae, is the sole European
species. It is a small species, having a wing span of no more than
10cm. However, it is a veiy attractive moth. Both sexes are dark bluish-

green, with prominent brown veins and very short pointed tails.

Graelsia isahellae female, Spain.

Graellsia isahellae

5th iastar larva.

Whereas the larvae of most species are large and thick-set with

clearly defined segments, isahellae is long and thin. The dorsal surface

is green with white tubercles with long, white hairs at their summits.

The food is Scots Pine {Pinus sylvestris).
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The rearing of most species of Moon Moths is made relatively easy as

the larvae feed on common trees and shrubs. However, a few species

are prone to accepting Sweet Gum and Eucalyptus only.

The rearing of these beautiful moths, seeing them emerge from their

cocoons and expand their wangs, one pair at a time and then finally

expand their tails to their full size, is just a part of the interest and their

fascination.

My passion for breeding moon moths was to last 50 years and I have

never failed to become excited when the first one bunsts its way out of

its cocoon in early May. For me that was the beginning of another

fascinating year.

The author with Malay.sian Moon Moth.s.
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Observations of the Bee Andrena fulva
(Andrenidae^ the Tawny Mining Bee

by Keith C. Lewis (3680)

The following observation took place in my garden 8th May 2007. Prior

to that date we had experienced two weeks of very heavy rain in

Welling, and if yon look at the photograph Fig 2 you will notice that

the typical pyramidal-shaped mound made by the Andrena bees has

almost collapsed. The day of my observation was warm and sunny, and

I was sitting on a garden seat about six feet away from the entrance

hole to a nest, one of six nests in the lawn, when I observed a brightly

coloured bee flying close to the ground settling and then taking off as if

searching for its nest entrance. When it eventually found the nest, it

crawled under a fallen lime leaf. Lifting the leaf revealed a hole slightly

larger than a pencil. After a short while the bee re-emerged, after which

I replaced the leaf. It flew and continued feeding on the early flowers:

Figure 1. Andrenafiilva-armata Mul. in All.
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Figure 2. Entrance to the Audrena nest.

the Andreniclae are important pollinators of many trees before the

honeybees fly in numbers. On returning to its nest site it seemed to

have difficulty in finding the location, settling several times and
crawling through the grass. It then flew to a spray of leaves of the

evergreen bush Choisya or Mexican Orange. The house and garden

face north and are situated so that at midday the sun, travelling east to

west, just shines over the roof and into the garden. The bee on the leaf

then turned 180 degrees to face north (Fig. 1) and then proceeded to

turn a few degrees each way east and then west. It did this several

times before flying directly to its nest, disappearing under the leaf. Also

seen over a number of days entering the Aridretia nests were
specimens of the wasp-like bee Nomada fulinconiis that breeds in

Audrena nests as a cuckoo. Note that the 1999 edition of A Field Guide
in Colour to Bees and Wasps lists the bee as Audretia amiala Gmel . It

is currently named Audrenafulva (MuW in All).

References

liri Zahraclnik A Field Guide in Colour to Bees U)id Wctsps 1999. Blitz Edition Bookmark
Ltd.

Michael (diinery. Collins Guide to the Insects of Britain and Western liurope. 1986 Collin.s.
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Some notes on the butterflies seen in my Banbury,
Oxfordshire, garden: 1982-2004

by David Keen (3309)

Calle Casio Bancalero 11, 41650 El Saucejo, Sevilla, Spain.

During August 1982, my then employers moved my work from the City

of London to their local office in Banbury during August 1982. Thus I

moved house from Farnham, Surrey, thinking that instead of commuting
to London every clay, I would have some spare time on my hands. My
employers thought otherwise, however, and heaped more and more
work on us all before closing the office and relocating to Gloucester.

The latter meant two more years of long distance commuting until my
contract was terminated and I was left with no alternative but to work
for myself - more long hours and little spare time for entomology - until

I sold up and moved to Spain towards the end of 2004.

Thus, I hope the reader will understand that this is not, in any way,

written as a full account of the butterflies that are to be found in the

area but merely notes on the observations I made spasmodically during

the period of just over 22 years. My house was situated on the edge of

a housing estate to the north-west of the town. According to the map
we were actually just within the village of Drayton but never used this

as a postal address. Our garden was typical for a housing estate - laid

to lawn with flower beds around the sides - nothing special.

Surrounding gardens were similar, with the fields to the west used for

the cultivation of potatoes, cereals and rape over the years. Originally

there were interesting areas within these fields that were left as rough

ground and hay meadows but gradually these were put under the

plough or, in one case, converted to a conifer plantation. By the time I

left, all the fields were under cultivation.

My records are fairly complete from 1999 to 2004 inclusive but the

previous years are limited or completely lacking. I am sorry to say that

nothing rare turned up but the following notes will, I hope be of

interest. More often than not, my records are of individual butterflies

but, for the record, the most species seen in the garden on any one day

numbered eleven on 4 August, 2004. Where a species is not mentioned

it means that I have no record of having seen it in the garden. I will

start with the Pieridae: the Large White {Pieris brassicae) was, of course,

a common species and was seen every year, frequently laying eggs on

my wife’s nasturtiums. Not unexpecteclly, the larvae were often the

victim of the Apanteles wasps. The earliest date for this species I have

was 15th April 2003-
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The Small White (P. rcipae) was equally common and the larvae were

also found at times on the nasturtiums! The earliest date was also 15th

April 2003.

The Green-veined White (P. napi) was nowhere near as common as

the two previous species. It was seen once in 1985 and once again in

1996 before appearing every year in small numbers from 1999 to 2004 -

the earliest date being 12th May 2001.

The Orange Tip {Anthocharis carcicmiifws) appeared in the June of

1985 and 1986 but I did not see it again until 1999. After that it was
seen every year until we moved away. Males far outnumbered females

with the latter not being seen in the garden in most years. The earliest

date for this species was of a male seen on I6th May 2003-

The Brimstone (Gonepteiyx rhcwnii) was noted in every year for

which I have records, mostly in the summer months but more often

than not, only single specimens were seen. Spring records were few

and the earlie.st is for 29th March 2002.

The Clouded Yellow iColias edusci) was never seen in the garden but

1 did see one on 4th August 1983 on waste ground in the village of

North Newington which is situated two or three miles to the south

west.

Moving on to the Nymphalidae, my first species is the Painted Lady

( Vanessa carchii) which, although .seen locally in previous years, did

not turn up in the garden until 2000. After that it was a common visitor

every year, often appearing in quite large numbers. The earlie.st record

is for l6th June 2003. The larvae were often to be found on the waste

ground at North Newington - see C. edusa.

The Red Admiral ( Vanessa atalanta) was seen more or less every

year and often well into the autumn - my latest record is for 5th

November 1992 and the earliest, l6th June 2003.

The Peacock (Nymphalis io) is another species that appeared every

year but was not always seen in the spring. The earlie.st record is for

29th March 2003.

The Comma (Polyponia c-aihuin) did not appear, strangely, until

1999. It was not .seen in 2000 but turned up again in 2001, after which
it was .seen every year in ones and twos. My earlie.st record is for 0th

July 2004.

The Small Tortoiseshell (Ag/ais nrlicae) was another common species,

.seen in good numbers every year. 11ie earliest record for the garden is

for 29th March 2003 although one was found hibernating behind a

bedroom curtain on I2th January 2004.
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Turning to the Satyridae, the first species on my list is the Speckled
Wood Pararge aegeria, which first appeared in 1985 but was not seen
again until 1996. From 1999 to 2004 it was seen every year but never in

more than ones and twos. The earliest record is for 31st March 2003.

The Meadow Brown (Maniola jurtina) is another species that did not

appear in the garden until 1985 but then appeared regularly but in

small numbers every year. The earliest record for this species is for 1st

July 2000.

The Gatekeeper {Pyronia tithonus) was seen in small numbers every

year for which I have records from 1983- The earliest record is for l4th

July 2003.

The Ringlet {Aphantopus hyperantus) first appeared in the garden on
5th July 1985 but was not seen again until 1996. After that it was seen

only rarely in 2001, 2002 and 2004. However, it was seen in good
numbers in the fields until the last of the hay meadow disappeared in

2002. The earliest record is for 29th June 2004.

The Marbled White {Melanargia galathed) was seen in good numbers
on an area of rough ground within the fields from 1982 to 1986, after

which the ground was put to the plough and the species was not seen

by me again. On 20th July 1985 a solitary specimen flew into the

garden - my only record for the garden.

There were two other species of satyrid that were common every

year on the nearby fields but which I never saw in the garden. These

are the Small Heath iCoenonympha pamphilus) and the Wall Brown
{Lasiommata megera).

Passing on to the Lycaenidae, it is disappointing to recall that only the

Holly Blue {Celastrina argiolus) ever appeared in the garden during the

years that I occupied the house. It first turned up in 1985 but was not

seen again until 1999, was absent in 2000 but returned each year in the

spring from 2001 to 2004. In those last four years it was a frequent

visitor to ivy that we used to hide the coal bunker. Although we had a

holly bush from about 1990, the butterfly was never seen to pay it any

attention. The earliest record is for 23rd April 2002.

Even taking into account the fields, I can only add one other species

from the family, the Common Blue {Polyommatus icams). I never saw

it in the garden but it was common enough in most years in the

neighbourhood.

Finally we come to the Hesperiidae but here again we are short of

species. In fact, only the Small Skipper ( Thymelicus sylvestris) ever

made it to the garden. A couple were seen on 20th July 1985 (also my
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earliest record) after which there was a gap of several years until one

turned up in 1999- It was then absent again and I had almost given up
hope of seeing it before my move to Spain, when one appeared on 3rd

August 2004. Even over the fields, Ochlodes venata was only seen once,

on 5th July 1985.

To summarise, during the 22 years, I saw a total of seventeen species

in the garden and can add another five from the neighbourhood.

Clearly nothing to get the pulse racing but these records might be of

interest in the future. Oh yes, the eleven species, 65 percent of the

total, seen on 4th August 2004 were brassicae, rapae, napi, rhamni,

atalanta, cardui, io, c-album, aegeria, tithonus, and argiolus.

Scalloped Oak {Crocallis elinguaria L.) in

Germiston, Glasgow

by Frank McCann (6291

)

57 Lockhart Street, Germiston, Glasgow G21 2AP Scotland

On 5th August 2008 I found a specimen of the Scalloped Oak moth
(Crocallis elinguaria L.) dead on the pavement near my home.
According to my books on Lepidoptera the moth is found in July and
August, the larvae being found in spring on various deciduous trees

and shrubs.
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Butterflies on the island of Hvar, Croatia, June
2008

by David Withrington (7110)

21 Lawn Avenue, Peterborough PEI 3RA.

Hvar is one of the largest of the 15 main islands in the Adriatic Sea off

the coast of Croatia. I visited the island for the first time from 20th to

27th June 2008. A car ferry runs regularly from Split (Croatia’s second
largest city) to Stari Grad on Hvar. We had elected to stay in apartments

in Jelsa on the northern coast as we thought it would be quieter and
provide more walking and swimming opportunities than Hvar town. We
were not disappointed - Jelsa is a wonderful place and a good base for

looking for butterflies. We were also treated to bright sunshine every

day.

Published records between 1909 and 1990 listed 35 species for the

island of Hvar (Withrington & Verovnik, 2008). During the week of my
visit, we found a total of 34 species of butterfly (see Table 1). Of these,

eight species had not previously been recorded from the island:

Gonepteryx rhamni, Libythea celtis, Argynnis pandora, A. niobe, Issoria

latbonia, Melitaea didyma, Satyrium spini and Cupido minimus.

From the terrace of our apartments, we watched butterflies visiting

gardens, with bougainvillea in full bloom. This was attractive to the

Cardinal (A. pandora), the Southern White Admiral (Z. reductd) and the

Brimstone (G. rhamni). The Woodland Grayling {H. fagi) and the

Southern Comma (P. egea) favoured the walls of buildings. The Mallow

Skipper (C. alceae) unsurprisingly frequented clumps of mallow.

Between Jelsa and Starigrad is a large flat area, cultivated in places for

olives and vines. It also supports a small airstrip, near to which we
found the Southern Small White iP. mannii). To the sound of Bee-

eaters and Golden Orioles calling - and the insistent song of the Black-

headed Bunting - I took a number of morning walks alone and with

my companions. The most productive area was near the sports ground

and swimming hall on the outskirts of Jelsa. Here we saw huge

numbers of the Cardinal {A. pandora) and Brimstone (G. rhamni)

nectaring on the lavender. In terms of abundance, the Spotted Fritillary

(M. didyma), the Brown Argus {A. agestis) and the Wall (Z. megera)

were not far behind. I had a close encounter with lolas Blue (Z. iolas),

which managed to crawl out from under my net on the stony ground.

One of my companions, Peter Marren - author of the forthcoming Bugs

Britannica - found three Small Blues (G. minimus) nearby.
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Table 1. Butterfly species seen on Hvar, 20-27 June 2008.

Species No. Localities

Papilio machaon several Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Rudine, Pitve

Ipbiclides podalirius few Jelsa, Vrisnik, Poljica, Rudine

Pieris rapae
r

—
many Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica, Pitve

Pieris mannii 1 Stari Grad (25.vi.2008)

Pieris ergane few Rudine, Jelsa, Pitve

Pontia edusa few Jelsa, Vrisnik,

Leptidea sinapis several Jelsa, Vrboska, Basina, Vrisnik

Colias croceus few Jelsa, Vrisnik, Poljica, Rudine, Pitve

Goneptcryx rhamni' many Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica, Rudine, Pitve

Libythea celtid^ several Vrisnik ( 23-24.vi.2008), Pitve (26.vi.2008)

Limenitis rediicta several Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica,

Vanessa atalanta few Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik,

Vanessa cardui few Vrisnik, Jelsa

Polygon ia egea few Jelsa

Argynnis pandorcf many Jelsa, Vrisnik, Pitve

Argynnis nioht^ few Vrisnik (23.vi. 2008), Jelsa (25.vi.2008)

Issoria latbonict 1 Vrboska (20.vi.2008)

Melitaea didymct many Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica, Zavala, Gdinj

Hipparcbiafagi many Jelsa, Vrboska, Basina, Vrisnik, Pitve

Hipparcbia semele few Vrisnik, Pitve

Satymsferula many Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica, Gdinj, Jelsa, Zavala

Man iola jurtina many Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Gdinj, Rudine, Pitve

Pyronia cecilia 1 Pitve (27.vi.2008)

Coenonynipba pampbilus few Jelsa, Poljica,

Lasiommata megera many Jelsa, Vrboska, Basina, Vrisnik, Poljica, Rudine

Satyrium ilicis many Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica, Gdinj, Pitve

Satyrium spirit few Vrisnik

Lycaena pblaeas several Vrboska, Jelsa, Rudine

Ciipido minimum 3 Jelsa (21. Vi.2008)

Celastrina argiolus several Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica, Pit\'e

lolana iolas 1 Jelsa (21. Vi. 2008)

Aricia agestis many Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica, Rudine, Pive

Polyommains icams several Jelsa, Vrboska, Vrisnik, Poljica, Rudine

Carcbarodus alceae few Jelsa, Vrisnik

new records for Hvar
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I made a trip by car up through the pinewoods and down the narrow'

spine of the island to the east, as far as Gdinj. The habitat was fairly

uniform - maquis and abandoned lavender fields. The Ilex Hairstreak

iS. ilicis), Wall (L. megera), Meadow Brown {M. jurtina), Brown Argus

(A. agestis), Spotted Fritillary {M. didynui) and Great Sooty Satyr {S.

fendci) were consistently present at the stops I made along the w^ay.

Back at Jelsa, we ventured south into the hills - which rise to over

600m, though we never got that high. Near the village of Vrisnik, we
explored a track which led along the woodland edge and through

largely abandoned lavender fields, with a few' vines. My diaiy records ‘a

feast of butterflies’. We saw' ten Nettle-tree Butterfies (Z. celtis) -

seemingly freshly emerged - with their characteristic elongated palps.

The Blue-spot Hairstreak {S. spiiu) was present to accompany the Ilex

Hairstreak. Woodland Grayling (H. fagi) was plentiful, together with

w'hat appeared to be Common Grayling (//. semele), which habitually

settled on the ground; not on trees or stone walls. Other species

included Scarce Swallowtail il. podalirius), Clouded Yellow^ iC.

croceiis), Wood White (Z. sinapis) and Eastern Bath White {P. edusd).

On 25th June I walked up the hill from our apartments by the

harbour to the church above Jelsa. Red-backed shrikes and Serins

seemed to be the normal garden birds. Near the church - along w'ith

the usual butterflies - I saw Mountain Small White, Wood White,

Eastern Bath White, Niobe Eritillary and Small Copp(^\- {L. phlaeas).

The next day, we visited Zavala on the south coast, w'here w'e had a

swim. There were few butterflies other than the ubiquitous Spotted

Eritillary and Great Sooty Satyr. The journey involved driving through a

long, narrow, unlit tunnel: the one-way system was controlled by traffic

lights. At the northern exit of the tunnel, near the village of Pitve

(350m), up the hill from Vrisnik, we found another good area for

butterflies. There were more Nettle-tree Butterflies and Graylings. On
my last morning on Hvar - 27th June - 1 returned to Pitve and saw a

few Mountain Small White {P. ergane) and a male Southern Gatekeeper

{P. cecilia).

Towards the end of our stay, the heat got the better of us, but didn’t

stop our enjoyment of snorkelling in the dear waters and enjoying the

menus in a variety of restaurants. In Jelsa, you are spoilt for choice.
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Observations of Bombus bees on Ceanothus
shrubs after heavy rain

byJan Koryszko (6089)

3, Dudley Place, Keir, Stoke-on-Trent. Staffordshire ST3 7AY.

Ceanothus is a very well known garden shrub. It is evergreen, broad
spreading and comes with attractive purplish green foliage. It flowers

richly, with light blue, dark blue and purple varieties: and there are also

some newer red and white varieties. It will grow in full sun on any type

of soil, but does not do too well on chalk. Here it is better planted in

large pots with peat substitute, i.e. coconut fibre and the like. With a

suitable fertiliser, Ceanothus grows to around five feet in height and
spread in ten years, eventually reaching over twelve feet tall. It does

not need regular pruning, but some climbing varieties may need
occasional pruning to keep them compact. Ceanothus flowers appear in

the spring and summer.

It does not attract large numbers of insects. I have seen small

numbers of small flies and hoverflies visiting the blossoms. Butterflies

show a passing interest, mainly the whites (Pieridae), but they do not

stay for long. Odd bumblebees also visit but with similar brevity.

During the very wet summer of 2007 my friend Mr Richard Heath, who
has hundreds of nectar plants in his garden, noticed something strange

on his Ceanothus. One afternoon in June a heavy thunderstorm struck,

with strong wind and rain; but it was soon over, and the sun returned.

As the wet garden steamed in the warm sunshine, he noticed

hundreds of Bomhus bees feeding on his Ceanothus plants, which were

two to threee feet high and in full blossom. All of his other nectar

plants were being ignored. I feel that the heavy rainfall may have

triggered something off on the blossoms; maybe nectar mixed with

rainwater produced a sugaring effect, attracting the bees in large

numbers to the shrub. Perhaps other gardeners or entomologists could

offer views about this.

From Mr. Heath’s description of the bees, they were the Common
Carder Bee {Bomhus agrorum), Buff-Tailed Bumble Bee {Bomhus

terrestris) and other species. The following day, all was back to normal

in his garden.
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Machronychus quadrituberculatus Muller 1806

(Elmidae)

hy Keith C. Lewis

Introduction

During 1964 I had built up an impressive collection of Coleoptera, not I

must hasten to add through hard slogging in the Field, but due to my
close association with Watkins and Doncaster and the late Richard L. E.

Ford, whose premises were next door to me at 110 Park View Road,

Welling. During that year Richard Ford had purchased a forty-drawer

cabinet containing many rare and local British Coleoptera, which had

been extremely well set. I was never able to find out the name of the

collector, nor had he written his name under his card mounts. He had

used graph paper to ensure that all the legs and antennae were in exact

alignment; obviously, when dry they were lloated off and set. At that

time I was carrying out a lot of setting work for Ford, mostly Indian

butterflies and large beetles taken during the 1880s, so he asked me if I

would make up a reference collection of beetles from that cabinet for

the Dartford Borough Museum, Kent. In exchange for this job I was
told that 1 could take my pick of specimens, which was about six of

each beetle. However my collection did not last many years, as it was
almost totally destroyed during three burglaries in as many months,

when the drawers were dropped on the floor, breaking the glass and

crushing the beetles. As you can imagine, I was so disheartened that I

decided not to make another insect collection, but I was rescued from

my depression by my good friend Anthony A. Allen of Charlton. He
generously gave me some five hundred beetles, many from well-known

collectors, purchased over the years from Janson’s of London or by

exchange with other collectors. Just a few of the names are K. G. Blair,

F.D. Buck, B. H. Cooper (a founder member of the AES), H. C. Dolman,
H. J. Cribb, H. St. John Donisthorpe, E. A. J. Duffy. Of particular interest

were two specimens of the rare beetle Mach ronych ns

cjuadrituherculatus Vcxken by John Thomas Harris 1830-1892.

The Collector

J. T. Harris resided at Burton-on-Trent, Staffordshire, where he was
employed as a sub-manager of a local bank. He was the first to find

and introduce Machronychus (juacirituberculatus to the British list,

taking it from the river Dove, ]-)ossibly near Newton Solnely,

Derbyshire, SK 2825 (see notes F. C. Rye, lintoniologists’ Monthly
Magazine 1. 1864 117). Unfortunately, although both the card mounts
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my two specimens are marked J. T.

Harris, River Dove, no date is

given, due to the mounts’ very
small size, but we could assume
that if Rye was writing about the

captures in 1864 the beetles could

have been taken during 1863, If this

date is correct, then my two beetles

are about one hundred and forty

six years old.

The name Machronychus means
long claw, while quadrituberculatus

refers to the four tubercles bearing

bristles at their base, the two on the

thorax being somewhat round
while the two on the elytra, which
bear distinctly punctured striae, are

oblong in shape. The beetle’s body
is black and slightly metallic, with

the anterior margins of the thorax and the six-jointed antennae being

red-yellow. The legs are pitch-brown, although E. F. Linssen gives the

leg colouration as just brown and adds that the beetle has a metallic

tinge suffused with red to the front margin of the thorax. The beetle,

2.5 to 3 mm long, is found in fast flowing rivers such as the Dove,

where it uses its long legs and claws to secure its position on the

underside of large stones. This insect is listed as being very rare by

Linssen but as with some other beetles could it just be that the collector

is deterred from looking for it by having to wade into fast-flowing rivers

while turning over stones and tiying to keep his balance?
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Favourite haunts of Old Lady Moths {Mormo
maura L.)

byJan Koryszko (6089)

3, Dudley Place. Keir, Stoke-on-Trent. StaJJordshire ST3 7AY.

I was most interested in Michael Ferris’s note on Old Lady Moths
Roosting (Bull. Amat. Ent. Soc. Vol 66 no 470 Feb 2007 page 39). The
Old Lady Moth (Mormo maura Linn.) is not a common moth in

Staffordshire. Although I have recorded this species at MV light in my
garden, it is more frequently found on the sugar patch, in the company
of the Copper Underwing (Amphipyra pyramidea Linn), Svensson’s

Copper Underwing (Amphipyra herhera svenssoni Fletch), the

occasional Red Undeiwing (Catocala nupta Linn) and once, in the mid

1990s, a Bird’s Wing (Dipterygia scahriiiscula Linn).

Old Lady Moths often enter houses. I have found them hiding behind

curtains in my own house, but only singletons and on rare occasions. I

once found a few moths roosting in the local gents’ public toilets in

Longton town centre in Stoke-on-Trent. They were there for many
weeks, roosting in a dark corner. Numbers fluctuated from day to day,

no doubt coming and going through a window left open overnight.

It seems that these moths like roosting in dark corners and the like,

and they have favourite haunts that they return to night after night.

Their navigational skills must be phenomenal, enabling them to return

to the same spot every night after flying for miles.

Bats seem to love preying on these large moths, and I have heard of

owls also taking them - evidenced by wings found in nests.

Incidentally, in 1945 half of a Death’s Head Hawk Moth (Acherontia

atropos Linn) was found in a barn owl’s nest. No doubt large moths

supplement rodents in the owls’ diet - maybe Michael Ferris’s MV moth
trap may have put them off from roosting in his open-sided shed. As he

said, they had deserted it after many years of roosting there.

MV moth traps do attract many predators on lepidoptera, on the

ground and in the air. Maybe large numbers of Old Lady Moths have

been taken by predators? Or perhaps their numbers may have fallen

after many years of being common? Or else they may have found a

more congenial roosting site - it is worth exploring likely new spots in

the area.

There is an interesting note in The Observers Book ofLarger Moths (R.

L. E. Ford) that a rare variety of this species has a fine white border
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around each wing where the outer band is normally found. During
World War Two, Ford disturbed one of these fine varieties from under

some tiles he was replacing after a bomb raid. Unfortunately, he was
astride a coal shed roof at the time and could not give chase. He tried

sugaring but the moth did not return. Ford discovered a roost on the

underside of a small concrete bridge which carried a road over a small

stream. One morning there were eleven old lady moths nestling there.

He marked some of these with a small spot of bright quick-drying fluid

used for correcting stencils, and found that nine of these moths were

present the following day, with one new arrival.

It is always worth checking out places such as old air raid shelters,

bus shelters and old buildings.
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A Horticultural Moth Trap?

by A . Fray (7707)

5 Cambridge Road, Strood. Kent, ME2 3NW.

For those interested in a non power-consuming moth trap, the cruel

plant Araujia sericifera, the Common Moth-vine, seems ideal. It is

easily grown from readily available seeds, although I am not sure

whether it blooms in the first year. At present my plants are about six

inches tall. Bob Flowerdew, in his Amateur Gardening column,

mentions it as a “good flowering climbing plant” apart from its habit of

trapping moths by the proboscis overnight and freeing them in the

morning. The plant is on the borderline of hardiness.
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Hunting for Dytiscus

by Dr Peter G. Sutton (7388)

2 Fir Tree Close. Flitwick. Beds. MK45 INZ.

In late July, I went to a local site to try and find a Great Diving Beetle

Dytiscus marginalis for renowned wildlife artist, Richard Lewington, to

paint for the front cover of a book about water beetles.

The site was a swampy wetland area in woodland near Flitwick in

Bedfordshire on the floodplain of the River Flit. Not long after I had

arrived, I found a small pool surrounded by a quaking mat of

vegetation which held the substrate together and undulated gently as I

stepped onto it. It was an uncomfortably humid day, and hungry

individuals from a swarm of mosquitoes attempted to alight silently on

any exposed area of flesh, and effortlessly insert hypodermic
mouthparts in their bid to prospect for corpuscles. (Some hours later,

the location of several itching red bites indicated that their success had

been aided by the weight of my waterlogged trousers.)

I feel that there should be a name for a congregation of mosquitoes

other than a swarm, which is a general term that can be applied to flies,

locusts and many other insects. For example, you may have a pod of

dolphins, a murder of crows, and my favourite, from Mr Crabtree

himself, a swagger of Perch. Personally, I would propo.se, “a vexation

of mosquitoes”. A good friend of mine, who has suffered considerably

at the hands of these disease-carrying entomological vampires in the

tropics, proposes another term, which I cannot write here, but can

perhaps align closely with: “an illegitimacy of mosquitoes”.

Working with the net among the reeds, I .soon found another hazard.

The tough reed leaves were bolstered with silicates, slicing through my
skin each time I moved against them at any degree of pace, with each

stinging paper cut revealing itself immediately on contact with the water.

However, in spite of the unforeseen discomforts of the site, there

were plenty of water beetles, dragonfly larvae and Nine-spined

Sticklebacks in the turbid water and things were looking quite

productive. Soon, after a number of .sweeps, I could hear the audible

‘kicking’ of a larger water beetle in the net, and sure enough, it was the

species that I had been looking for, a male of the Great Diving Beetle. I

carefully placed it in a small tank with some waterweed from the site

(which was of the non-native variety, and had undoubtedly been
introduced with unwanted fish or frogspawn) and continued my .search

for a sLilcated female.
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Suddenly, my right boot broke through the floating mat of vegetation,

and I went straight up to my thigh in black swamp mud. An attempt to

use my other leg to gain leverage inevitably ended in a double
stranding, and required a fortuitously placed tree root, and a degree of

upper body strength to gradually ease myself from the cloying swamp
mud without losing my boots, which were now full of slimy mud and
water.

I went straight to the nearby River Flit, found a suitably deep bend
and waded in, washing the rotten-egg-smelling mud and slime from my
jeans and trying to get as much out of my boots as possible. Having
removed most of the offending mud, my boots were still full of water

and without really thinking it through, I decided to sit on the wooden
bridge nearby and lift my legs to let the water flow out of them. Well

that was a success, but I hadn’t accounted for the still-black swampy
water on the inside of my jeans, which, aided by gravity, took the path

of least resistance along another route. Suffice to say, I was lucky

enough to have some plastic bags in the car that I could sit on when I

drove home.

When I got home, I found that after a fair battle to get my right boot

off, my left boot, being attached to the still much-swollen leg that I had

recently broken, was not budging a single millimetre, and so there I sat

on the front lawn, with one neighbour watching and laughing as I

squirted washing-up liquid down my left boot, while another bemused
neighbour watched intently, occasionally turning her nose up at the all-

pervading smell of rotten eggs. I began to pull this way and that, and

just as I was contemplating cutting the boot off with a pair of industrial-

sized scissors, I began to get

some movement. Eventually,

and to my great relief after a

fairly painful wrestling match,

the foot was released from the

boot.

The Great Diving Beetle was

duly painted by Richard, and,

of course, released. It must be

said that the final product

(Figure 1), which appeared on

the cover of The Larger Water

Beetles of the British Isles,

made the whole experience

entirely worthwhile!
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Altitudinal limits of insects on Snowdon
by Tim Gardiner and Michelle Gardiner (1 1826)

2 Beech Road, Rivenhall, Withani, Essex, CM8 3PE-

tg@writtle.ac.uk

Whilst on holiday in north Wales, we decided to take a walk up
Snowdon using the long, but not too steep Llanberis Path (10 mile

round trip). We picked a relatively warm day (15-l6°C at the start of

the walk) with sunny intervals, for which no rain was forecast (or so

we thought!). We set off from Llanberis on 19th June 2008 at about

10.30am and we were about a mile into the walk before we heard the

first Common Green Grasshopper {Omocestus viridulus) singing from

the rushy pastures on either side of the path. We also saw Small Heath

{Coenonympha pamphiliis) fluttering away in the breeze. However, as

we got further up the path towards Halfway House (a cafe at about

500m above mean sea level (MSL) or ordnance datum (OD) to be

more precise) we noticed that observations of both species were
becoming less frequent. As we had packed a hand held Global

Positioning System (GPS) unit (for the worst case scenario) we took

elevation readings (in metres above OD) when we came across both

species. The highest elevation that we heard Common Green
Grasshopper singing was at 378m, whereas we saw our last Small

Heath butterfly at 498ni, both recordings coming between the Hebron
Station (the mountain railway runs almost parallel to the path in

places) and Hal'^way House Cafe for those that have walked the

Llanberis path to the summit.

What is interesting about these observed limits on our walk is that the

last record of singing Common Green Grasshopper came as the habitat

quite abruptly changed from rushy pastures with an abundance of

Purple Moor-grass (Molinia caerulea) (typical habitat for this insect in

UK), to more harsh, moorland habitat dominated by Mat-grass (Nardns

stricta) and Red Fescue (Festuca rubra). The moorland seemed to be

very heavily sheep grazed and we guessed that regrowth of grass

would not be great at high altitudes. Indeed, we were surprised that we
could not find either species at altitudes higher than we obsewed (not

for lack of trying), but, taken in the context of the mountain (where

tree cover largely stops at 250m according to local literature), it is not

surprising. It must be difficult for insects to complete their life cycles at

high altitudes, even though the Common Green Grasshopper is one of

the few orthopterans to tolerate cooler temperatures in mountain
regions in the north and west of the UK.
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Common Green Grasshopper (Omocestus virididus) found at low altitude on the slopes of

Snowdon, copyright Tim Gardiner.

As we pressed on along the Llanberis Path past the Halfway House

Cafe, it became clear why we weren’t going to see any more insects, as

the weather closed in at about 870m and we passed into heavy cloud

cover with significantly reduced visibility (about 20m). The temperature

towards the top of the mountain was extremely cold, and the weather

station at Clogwyn Station (about 750m) on the mountain railway was

reading 6-8°C. It seemed to be a lot colder at the summit (air

temperature probably about 1-2°C), which is 1085m above sea level.

Naturally we had no view to speak of and it was difficult to maintain

our footing in the face of the extremely strong gusts of wind: it certainly

didn’t feel like the warm June day it was when we started off. On the

way down we got caught in an obligatory downpour to round off the

walk.
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The following day we spent exploring heathland at Llyn Brenig

reservoir (grid ref: SH983574), where we found more Common Green

Grasshoppers (this time the limit we found them at was 405m) and

Small Heath butterflies (up to 420m), showing that they are commonly
found at these altitudes in the area. The altitudinal observations we
made on this holiday got us thinking about other occasions when we
came across both species in the UK. The highest altitude we could

remember hearing the Common Green Grasshopper at was about 440m
at the top of Haytor on Dartmoor. Whilst out walking in Shropshire

several years ago, we came across Small Heath in the Stiperstones

National Nature Reserve at about 450 m above sea level. It would be

interesting to know the maximum heights that species such as the Small

Heath and Common Green Grasshopper have been found at in the UK;

is there an upper limit as there appeared to be on Snowdon?

BUGLIFE - CHANGE OE ADDRESS

Buglife HQ has moved. The new address is:-

First Floor

90 Bridge Street

Peterborough

PEI IDY

Phone numbers and emails are the same as before.
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Book Reviews

Atlas of the Seed and Leaf Beetles of Britain and
Ireland
Compiled by Michael L. Cox with photographs by Roger S. Key,
published for the Centre for Ecology and Hydrology by Pisces
Publications 2007, 344 pages, 8 colour plates, 270 distribution maps.
Softback £24.95 (plus £5.00 postage & packing). ISBN 978-1-874357-35-

8. Available direct from Pisces Publications, NatureBureau, 36 Kingfisher

Court, Hambridge Road, Newbury, RG14 5SJ, Tel: 01635 550380, Fax:

01635 550230
,
E-mail: post@naturebureau.co.uk or order online at:

www\naturebureau .co.uk/shop

This book is quite different to previous publications by the Biological

Records Centre, Monks Wood, since it contains a truly immense amount
of biological information in addition to the distribution maps.

The Introduction contains a table giving the number of species within

each subfamily, a section listing references to works on identification of

both adults and early stages and a brief discussion on species’

ecological requirements.

Chapters two to eight deal with methods used for collecting seed and

leaf beetles; studying larvae and pupae; adult biology and behaviour;

adult and larval feeding; economic importance both as pests and for

biological control; and scientific importance in assessing environmental

changes. There are also eight pages of colour plates showing 48 photos

of leaf beetles in their natural habitats.

Another useful chapter explains the meaning of Red Data Book
categories and the UK Biodiversity Action Plan and contains a table

listing the species of seed and leaf beetles currently assigned to these

categories. This includes species regarded as extinct in Britain and

Ireland.

An annotated list of changes to the species recorded from Britain and

Ireland since Pope’s 1977 checklist is followed by a modern checklist,

arranged in taxonomic order. Although the seed beetles are listed under

the family name Bmchidae, these are currently regarded as a subfamily

of Chrysomelidae and are listed as such in a new British beetle

checklist to be published shortly.

Chapter 12, entitled ‘Distribution maps and species accounts’, forms

the main part of the book. Almost every species has been allocated its
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own separate page, consisting of a distribution map showing 10 km
grid square records in three date classes (open dot = pre-1900, closed

dot = 1900-1979 & square = 1980 onwards); a chart showing the

number of records for each month of the year; and a series of

paragraphs dealing with ‘Habitats’, ‘Distribution’, ‘Host plants’, ‘Life

cycle’, ‘Parasitoids and parasites’ and ‘Predators’.

At the end of the book there is an extensive bibliography, an index to

species listed alphabetically by genus, a table listing museum
collections containing seed and leaf beetles that has been incorporated

into the recording scheme database and finally a list of references used

to compile information on world distribution of species.

This book will be indispensable to anyone interested in the study of

seed and leaf beetles. For county recorders and leaf beetle specialists

who may want to verify particular records it would have been useful to

know how to access the data-set used for compiling the distribution

maps. Inevitably there will be a few dot-mapping errors but this should

not be taken as a criticism of this splendid book.

Peter Hodge (5335)

Aphids on Deciduous Trees

by Tony Dixon and Thomas Thieme, published by Richmond Publishing

Co Ltd, Naturalists’ Handbook no. 29, ISBN978 0 85546 314 4, price

£9-95 in paperback.

The Naturalists’ Handbooks are a very well-produced series of books

on specialised topics. They are well-written and very informative and
this volume is no exception. There are nine chapters and these cover

various topics, as seen in the other volumes. There is an Introduction,

which is one page. There follow the 13 pages of chapter two. This

covers a variety of topics on aphid biology. These are Distribution,

Evolution, Size, Food, Symbionts, Host specificity. Reproduction, Life

cycle and Dispersal. There a few relevant drawings and charts included

with the text. Aphids show complex life cycles, and this section is

longer, reflecting this. The complex life cycles, paiticularly where there

is host alternation, mean that the dispersal of individuals is more
involved, so this section also reflects this by being a bit longer than the

others.

The next eight pages deal with trees as a habitat and constitute

chapter three. This includes a section on the effects of the seasons, and
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one on the mechanisms by which trees protect themselves from aphid
infestation. Aphids can affect the growth of the tree, sometimes causing
reductions in leaf size and growth ring width in the trunks. There
follows a section of eight pages on the natural enemies of aphids,

including parasites and predators. There is a discussion of the defences
aphids use against predators, even down to the production of soldier

aphids to defend a colony. These soldiers do not feed as adults so are

short-lived. Some produce a poison and this can be painful to humans.
This section includes a bit about ants “protecting” aphids.

Chapter five discusses the abundance of aphids and includes details

about their population dynamics and the effects of the natural predators

on this. Chapter six deals with sex. This is important because aphids

can switch from reproduction without males to sexual reproduction.

The chapter includes discussions on how this switch can be brought

about. There follows Chapter seven, which deals with aphid
distribution and the effects of global warming on this and upon aphid

abundance.

Chapter eight is on identification and, with 75 pages, forms the major

part of the book. There is an introductory section in which the various

diagnostic features are described. The section includes a number of

drawings to illustrate and strengthen points made in the text. An
example is some drawings of aphid wings to show wing venation and

wing pigmentation. Also, there is a useful list of the terms used. There

follow the identification keys, though these only cover species that are

important or show interesting biology. The keys are arranged

according to host plant. This means that the majority of keys are short,

with seven or fewer couplets. There is only one with more than 10

couplets: the key to aphids on willow. There are abundant drawings

within the keys, so making the features being used easier to interpret.

The keys are followed by a section of descriptions of genera and

species.

The final chapter is on techniques and approaches to original work.

This deals with collecting and observing aphids in the field, rearing

aphids in the laboratory and discussions of topics that could lead to

individual projects. This is especially useful for students who must

produce a report on original work. This is followed by a checklist of

the genera in the keys, and then some useful addresses of societies

and equipment suppliers. Finally, there is a list of references and an

index.

There are l6 colour plates, each with six pictures. These illustrate a

variety of species, as adults and/or nymphs, galls caused and nests
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produced. The pictures are reasonable, but not as good as in other

volumes. However, it must be remembered that this volume has four-

times as many colour plates as in other volumes in the series, so for the

price, they are good!

The book is detailed, comprehensive and thorough; the only short-

coming could be that it does not cover all of the British species, but

there are RES keys that do. It is highly suitable for anyone who wishes

to study aphids in more detail, and is particularly suitable for students

who have to do project work. At £9.95 it represents incredible value for

money.

Nick Holford

Nature Boy in the Flower Fields

By Joe Firmin. Softback, 35 pages with colour and black and white

plates throughout. £.8.20 plus P&P. Only available from the author at 55

Chapel Road, West Bergholt, Colchester, PEssex, C06 3HZ

This short but attractively produced publication is another by Joe Firmin

that has recently been published by the Colchester Natural History

Society.

This book is subtitled ‘Memories of a vanished tradition’, and its

subject is the childhood days of the author whilst living with his family

on a seed production farm in Essex in the middle part of the Twentieth

Century. Although not purely entomological, the book takes one back

to the formative and idyllic early days of a budding entomologist, set in

a time when so many of our species of wildlife were more widespread

and common that they are today, following the rapid and increasing

spread of urbanisation and intensification of agriculture and forestry.

Whilst reading this publication, one is taken back to a time when
farming was mainly undertaken using horse and manpower and the

wildlife on the farm, including the butterflies, moths and birds can be

imagined living happily alongside man; all delightfully illustrated by the

numerous photographs of both the resident fauna and work on the

farm. The farm itself may now be a memory, with most of it sold for a

housing development, but this book will help the memories live on.

Peter May (10514)
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Editorial

Welcome to the last Bulletin of 2008. It may reach you rather late, so

perhaps I should greet you with the first Bulletin of 2009. So I would

like to wish all our members a Meriy Christmas and Prosperous New
Year. If either of those sentiments is no longer appropriate, please feel

free to delete it!

The year has been an eventful one for the Society, and I hope

eveiyone has had a good season. Although weather has not always

been ideal for insects, they seem to be adapting and managing,

nevertheless. As always, we would be delighted to receive your

obsei-vations and comments on the insects you have seen.

2009 looks set to be an exciting year too. As it is the 200th anniversary

of Charles Darwin’s birth, we hope to celebrate with a series of specially

written articles on evolution for the Bulletin. A couple of important

Affiliations are also planned. Details follow this editorial.

Phil Wilkins

New AES Affiliations

Affiliation between the AES and the Quekett Microscopical Club

The AES and the Quekett Microscopical Club have agreed to enter into

an affiliation whereby the two societies will collaborate for the mutual

benefit of their members and in order to pursue their common purposes.

What this means in practice is that the AES and the QMC will list and

co-promote each other as affiliates on their websites and in relevant

literature. Each society will allow the other’s members free admission to

their events (where those are free to their own members) and will

allow discounts on each other’s publications, where member discount

arrangements exist.

We can take advantage of opportunities to present or exhibit at each

other’s events and endeavour to submit articles to each other s

periodicals, and we can work together in other ways, such as by

organising joint events.
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The Quekett is an old established learned soeiety founded in 1865,

when its first members decided to call themselves a ‘club’ rather than a

society in order to emphasise the amateur nature of the membership.

Like the AES, the Quekett is a charity. It is dedicated to optical

microscopy, both amateur and professional, and produces a

membership bulletin as well as a learned journal. It convenes regular

monthly meetings, and insects are among the most common subjects

used by its members for microscopy.

Further details of the Quekett may be found on the website

www.nhm.ac.uk/hosted_sites/quekett/. We hope that this affiliation will

open up a new perspective on entomology, both for our own members
and for those of the Quekett Microscopical Club.

Affiliation between the AES and the Conchological Society of
Great Britain and Ireland

The AES and the Conchological Society have agreed to enter into an

affiliation whereby the two societies will collaborate for the mutual

benefit of their members and in order to pursue their common
purposes.

What this means in practice is that the two societies will list and co-

promote each other as affiliates on their websites and in relevant

literature. Each society will allow the other's members free admission to

their events (where those are free to their own members).

We can take advantage of opportunities to present or exhibit at each

other’s events and endeavour to submit articles to each other’s

periodicals, and we can work together in other ways, such as by

organising joint events.

The Conchological Society was founded in 1876 and is one of the oldest

existing societies devoted to the study of molluscs;- snails, slugs, sea slugs,

most seashells, octopus, scpiids, chitons (coat-of-mail shells), limpets and

bivalves, both freshwater and marine. It is a registered charity which
promotes the study of mollu.scs and their consewation through meetings,

workshops, publications and distribution recording .schemes etc.

Further details of the Conchological Society may be found on its

website http://www.conchsoc.org/. Like our recent affiliation with the

Quekett Microscopical Club we hope that this new relationship with

another invertebrate society will open up new perspectives for

members of both societies.
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THE

SUO CLUB

AES Bug Club Partnership

Following discussions with the Royal Entomological Society (RES) our

two societies have agreed to enter into a partnership with regard to the

AES Bug Club, effective 1st January 2009-

The AES Bug Club will be renamed simply ‘The Bug Club’ and will be

governed by a Steering Committee comprising three representatives of

both societies and a non-voting Chair. The Chair for the first year of

operation will be AES President, Professor Mike Majerus.

This partnership with the RES will bring financial strength to the Bug
Club and will broaden what we can offer our younger members - not

to mention those ‘young at heart’ - in terms of publications and events.

Bug Clubbers will remain full members of the AES, as before, and will

continue to enjoy all AES member benefits. The AES Eamily

Membership category will also remain unaffected.

There really has not been a better time to be a Bug Clubber.

If members have any questions about this new affiliation please contact

the AES Secretary in the first instance, via our postal address or email

secretary@amentsoc.org.
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Orthopteroid Internet Resources

Hcl Baker

edii •haker@f>oofilemci il.com

Over the last few years there have been a number of new, high-quality,

internet resources for those interested in orthopteroid insects. So far,

comprehensive taxonomic databases have been created for the orders

Orthoptera, Phasmida, Mantodea and Blattodea. These use the Species

File Software (http://software.speciesfile.org) and contain complete lists

of taxa, valid and invalid names, type data and references. Although

primarily of use to those interested in the taxonomy of the relevant

order it has a number of more general uses, including generating a list

of species known to occur in a particular geographic region, and
finding the current binomial combination of species (many species of

phasmid, for example, are .seen for sale using outdated names).

Three orthopteroid groups have enthusiasts’ groups; Blattodea

(Blattodea Culture Group), Phasmida (Phasmid Study Group) and
Mantodea (Mantis Study Group). Although the Mantis Study Group is

not active there is work underway to re-create the group online. All

three groups have websites making use of the European Distributed

Institute of Taxonomy’s Scratchpad system (http://www.
scratchpads. eu). This system allows for the creation of professional

quality websites that can store and make easily accessible a vast

quantity of data.

There is a large number of sites relating to these orders, in particular

Blattodea and Phasmida, and the following li.st is not intended to be

comprehensive. As always with internet sites there are a great deal out

there which fall short of what one would expect, be it due to poor

design, being factually incorrect, or not having been updated for a

number of years. All of the sites I have listed below are being acti\ely

maintained by communities that have a good knowledge of 'their'

order.

Blattodea

Blattodea Species File (http://blattodea.speciesfile.org). Taxonomic
database of the world’s extant species of cockroach, minus the

recently included termites (ej:>ifamily 'I'ermitoidae).

Blattodea Culture Group ( http://www.blattodea-culture-group.org).

I’he Blattodea Culture Group is a .society dedicated to the culture of

cockroaches in captivity. 'I'he website contains back issues of
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newsletters which are free to download, an image gallery, answers to

frequently asked questions, and more. Members receive access to a

number of extra features.

The Cockroach Forum (http://www.blattodea.net). Originally an
independent forum, now run by the Blattodea Culture Group, this is

the best place to discuss (at least in English) anything to do with

cockroaches. Topics covered include identification, rearing in

captivity, field trips, livestock exchange and more.

Phasmida

Phasmida Species File (http://phasmida.speciesfile.org). Taxonomic
database of the world’s phasmids. A large amount of work is

currently underway to include type photographs from the Natural

History Museum, London. The references include papers relating to

the rearing of species in captivity.

Phasmid Study Group (http://www.phasmid-study-group.org). This is

the most developed of all of the Scratchpad based sites, due mainly

to contributions from members and the popularity of these insects as

pets. There is a section on the UK naturalised phasmids, including a

form with which to submit records electronically. Other content

includes the journal Phasmid Studies, now available for free online.

There is information on the majority of species that have ever been

kept in culture, and the amount of content is continually growing;

recent additions include a phasmid glossaiy. Members of the group

have access to back issues of the newsletter, and a number of other

phasmid-related journals.

The site has a brand new forum (discussion board) where you may
ask questions on rearing or identification, and exchange livestock.

Phasmatodea.de (http://www.phasmatodea.de). Interesting site with

lots of useful information, in both English and German.

Orthoptera

Orthoptera Species File (http://orthoptera.speciesfile.org). Taxonomic

database of the world’s orthoptera. This is the most developed of the

three Species Eile sites.

Mantodea

Mantodea Species File (http://mantodea.speciesfile.org). Taxonomic

datal:>ase of the world’s mantids. This site has only recently come

online, and is still in the early stages of development.
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Mantis Study Group (http:/7mantoclea. speciesfile.org) has a growing

amount of high-quality information on mantids. This is the youngest of

the three Scratchpad sites but has a growing volume of content. The

image galleries are arranged both taxonomically and geographically.

There is a forum (discussion board) and a number of scientific papers

are available for download.

Mantophasmatodea

Mantophasmatodea.de (httpT/wwwv’. mantophasmatodea.de/gladiatoi7)

gives the systematic arrangement of the order with photographs,

distribution, etc.

Dermaptera

Dermaptera Species File (http://dermaptera.speciesfile.org). Still in

the very early stages of development. The overall content will be

similar to that of the other Species Files.

Neil Robinson — in memoriam

It was with great sadness that we learnt of the death of

Neil Robinson on Tuesday 7th October 2008. Neil was
an important figure in the accumulation of our
knowledge of aculeates in the north-west, and during

my time as a former editor of the Bulletin, in addition to

having some thoroughly enjoyable conversations with a

true gentleman, I had the privilege of processing two of

his illustrated articles on: “The uninvited guest ant

Form icoxen us uiticlulus Nylander. in North West
F/ngland” (461: 126-128) and “Nationally rare bees in

North West England” (473: 160-162).

Neil, and his outstanding contributions will be greatly

missed and 1 can only reiterate the words of Mike
Edwards: “His departure leaves the north-west with a

huge hole in aculeate mai'>ping. I hope that this will

soon be filled to his greater memory."

Peter Sutton
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Orthopteroids of the British Isles Recording
Scheme and Website

Dr Peter G. Sutton (7388)

2 Fir Tree Close, Flilwick, Beds. MK45 INZ.

On Wednesday 19th November 2008 the Orthoptera website
www.orthoptera.org.uk was launched at the British Natural History

Museum in London. The site provides details of the Orthoptera
(grasshoppers, ground-hoppers, true crickets and bush-crickets) to be
found in the British Isles, along with a number of allied groups that

have traditionally been associated with them, i.e. Dictyoptera
(cockroaches and praying mantids), Dermaptera (earwigs) and
Phasmids (stick insects).

The status of all of these groups of species has been monitored
through the Orthoptera Recording Scheme which has been collating 10

km distribution records since 1967, and is currently undergoing what

will hopefully be a radical metamorphosis. At present, all records, from

traditional cards and paper format to Excel files and other e-documents

are sent to me for processing, and subsecpiently on to the Biological

Records Centre. The website will now hopefully alleviate what
essentially amounts to a ‘bottleneck’ regarding the processing of these

records by a single individual, by providing a facility for recorders and

other holders of records to submit their records in a standard format

(subject to verification by the scheme organizer where required),

directly to BRC through an Orthoptera Recording Scheme website. (Of

course for those who prefer traditional methods, the facility to send

card and other records to the scheme organizer will always remain in

place.) This in turn will allow the data to be processed more efficiently

and provide feedback regarding the current status of each species

described.

This will also assist and hopefully speed up the development of the

forthcoming Orthoptera Atlas, which is continuing at pace, with well

over 1,000 new 10 km squares being added to species maps. The last

UK distribution atlas was published over a decade ago and was the

product of many years of hard work by the then recording scheme

organiser Chris Haes, Paul Harding and others at the Biological Records

Centre, and over 1500 individual recorders who had provided data,

both recent and historical, to build up as complete a picture as possible

of the historical and current fortunes of the British Orthoptera and

Allied Species.
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Since that time, many new recorders have submitted records, and in

addition to their superb efforts, I personally owe a considerable debt of

gratitude to my two predecessors, Chris Haes and John Widgery, for

their sound advice; and particularly to my immediate predecessor, John
Widgery, for collating over 2,000 post-1997 Atlas records prior to my
appearance as Recording Scheme Organiser in 2002.

The value of a new UK distribution atlas is exemplified by the maps
that have recently been produced for Orthoptera in other European
countries, revealing the extensive changes that have occurred in recent

years. It is expected that the forthcoming UK atlas will be equally as

dramatic regarding those species that have experienced significant

range expansions in recent years e.g. Roesel’s Bush-cricket Metrioptera

roeselii (the UK maps will be colour-coded by date-class, showing the

year on year colonization of new regions), and those that have become
established as apparently natural colonists (eg. the Sickle-bearing Bush-

cricket Phaneroptem falcata) or as introduced aliens ieg. the Southern

Oak Bush-cricket Meco)iema meridkniale).

In addition to the large amount of information available for each

species recorded by the scheme (examples of colour photographs to

aid identification are provided on Plate I), the website provides

facilities for the detailed on-line submission of records and
photographs, and also allows for submission of site suwey records. Of
course there will be teething problems, as there were with other similar

schemes when they were launched, but if the on-line submission

system is as successful as those schemes, eg. the ladybird mapping
scheme, it will represent a significant step forward in the way that data

is submitted and processed.

Iu‘ li(.‘kl (ira.s.shopiitT ((ib()rthij)l>iis hnnmcns) i-)hot()iiraplK-(.l by At'S Hus^dubbcr
Icanor Wilkin.s al Fingringhoc Wic k, las.sc.x, in SciMcmbci'.
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Searching for the Heath Bush-cricket Gampsocleis
glabra (Orthoptera: Tettigoniidae) in the Massif
Central region of France

Dr Peter G. Sutton (7388)

2 Fir Tree Close. Flilwick. Beds. MK45 INZ.

Introduction

In a previous article (Sutton: Orthopteroid insects in Southern France,

Bull. Amat. Ent. Soc. 440, Feb. 2002, pp. 3-10) a variety of Orthopteroid

insects found in northern and southern France were described and
illustrated. As mentioned in that article, France offers a natural and
exciting progression from the study of our own relatively impoverished

orthopteran fauna, and its fauna becomes progressively richer as you
travel from north to south. The Mediterranean region of France is

particularly rewarding, and introduces the orthopterist to some
extraordinary species including the huge bush-cricket Decticus alhifrons

and its spectacular predator Saga peclo, a fearsome insect that looks

something like a cross between a giant stick insect and a praying

mantis. Other specialities include the rare and threatened endemic
grasshopper, Prionotropis rhodanica, which is confined a small and

intensely arid area of the Crau region on the Mediterranean coast; and

its close cousin, Prionotropis hystrix, which is found further east along

that coast.

Another special area of France which also has its share of rarities,

including a number of endemic species, is the Massif Central region.

This area encompasses the stunningly beautiful Cevennes region, which

was declared a World Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO in 1985. It was

this region that I visited in August 2001 whilst attending the

International Conference on Orthopteroid Insects with a view to

locating one of Europe’s most threatened bush-crickets, Gampsocleis

glabra. This bush-cricket is known as the Heath Bush-cricket or the

Kleine Wrattenbijter (Little Wart-biter) in its northern European

territories, reflecting its preference for warm dry heathland at these

latitudes. In its southern territories it is found almost exclusively on

steppe-like grasslands, the rare exception being dune grassland habitat

in the eastern European part of its range. The loss of this species from

many of its former haunts in Europe shows clearly that this species is

highly sensitive to environmental change, and in point of fact, it

appears that heathland in its northernmost outposts has become

increasingly unsuitable as a result of habitat change through

eutrophication, i.e. where the constant deposition of nitrogen from
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automotive transport has enriched the soil on heathlands to such an

extent that it has encouraged the growth of mosses and otlier plants,

thus effectively removing the bare ground habitat so vital to a large

number of heathland species. It is interesting to note that the tw'o

remaining sites in north-western Europe: at Olclebroekse Heide in the

province of Gelderland in The Netherlands, and on the Liineburger

Heide at Niedersachsen in Germany, appear to have retained this

species only because bare ground habitats have been maintained by

regular large-scale burning regimes.

The Heath Bush-cricket was formerly found across a broad belt of

European countries wdiose habitats catered for its thermophilic

rec[Liirements. It has not been recorded from the cooler northern region

including the UK and Scandinavia. (It should be noted that there is still

a very small population in Poland, perhaps numbering a few hundred

individuals on grassland habitat in the Lower Nida River Valley.)

Interestingly, this species is absent from the south (Greece, Italy and

southern Spain), indicating that either an essential habitat requirement

is lost at more southerly latitudes, or that there is competitive conflict

with similar species (for example, G. glabra is replaced by G.

ahhrei’iata in Greece.)

Habitat loss, primarily driven by aerial deposition of nitrogen from

transport, and agricultural intensification, together with habitat

destruction through changing land use e.g. afforestation, are the reasons

for the much diminished modern status of this increasingly threatened

orthopteran’, and it has become dear that it is now threatened wdth

extinction across Europe.

While the Heath Bush-cricket has been lost from its historical sites in

northern Erance (and at its last site in Belgium), it still has a stronghold

in the Massif Central region of southern Erance. It can be found on dry

grassland habitat over bare soil which is characterised by a typical

sward height reaching half a metre, and again, crucially, w'ith a virtual

absence of moss and leaf litter.

' An intfi'c.sling conversation vvitli ('olin Hartley ;il tlie recent KIvS Orihopterists' Meeting revealed his

ohservtition that in France, the W;irt-hiter Dccliciis rcrrncirnnis h;is apptirently become sctirce or

absent from habittits where it was formerly common, in spile of the tael that the habittii is still present.

A closer look at these habittits m;iy revetil the extent to which the problems laceil by the Ik'aih lUish-

crickel ticross Fiirope tire also facetl by the Wtiri-biter. both species are thermophilic aiul have a

rec|uiremenl for warm aretis of bare ground for the successful ilevelopment of their |irogeny. lflho.se

areas of btire ground have been compromised through the aerial rleposiiion of nitrogen (a reltilively

recent phenomenon which has increasetl from its effectively inaugural levels of the l9S()s to the

present tlay levels |vroduo.'d by many millions of vehicles), it may be ihtii we have the makings of an

expkinalion. Allerntilively. it is wiilely recognisetl that the effects of winti-blown tigricultural chemicals

tire far reaching, anti these mtiy also have hatl ti hand in this observetl loss of biotliversity.
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Diary notes

Further to the events described in Bulletin #440, Ralph Hol^bs and I left

Marseille Airport to begin our journey towards the Massif Central where
we had arranged to meet up with Roger Hawkins in the Gorges du
Tarn area ol the Cevennes the following day. This gave us some time to

explore the region for its Orthoptera and we anticipated the presence

of a number ot new species to observe, and the slim possibility of

locating the Heath Bush-cricket, now one of the great European rarities.

However, the daylight had escaped whilst we were driving through

the rare sceneiy of the region and we did not reach our campsite until

dusk. We set up camp on high ground above a site where the river in

the well-wooded valley had carved its way through the stone of the

gorge in spectacular fashion, revealing colourful layers of ancient

bedrock that were now exposed to the elements.

A walk from the campsite to a cafe that was still open took us over a

bridge crossing the river and up a steep hill. On the way back, a

torchlight investigation of a derelict hut produced a small scorpion, but

little else; although the warm conditions were perfect for the flying

insects which were appreciated by the good numbers of bats that flew

around us. As we walked over the bridge, which was probably 40 or so

feet above the river, we saw what we thought was a boulder, move. It

slowly dawned on us that what we were observing was a huge Beaver

in the bright moonlight, a fact confirmed when it disappeared with its

shadow into the river. I had no idea that these creatures were so large,

and it remained the topic of discussion until we reached the campsite.

Ralph’s tent, our shelter for the night, was a heavy old canvas affair

and the fact that it was still capable of active sewice was testimony to

the way things were built “back then”. Inside the tent you were greeted

by a somewhat musty smell, and the various nooks and crannies

around its internal periphery suggested that there was always an

outside chance of locating a pre-decimal coin.

The day had been long and eventful, and we were all but ready to

retire for the night, but a single chirp from some nearby bushes

convinced us that we had time for one last torchlight investigation.

After we had negotiated a wire fence, the minstrel turned out to be a

familiar species, the Dark Bush-cricket Pholicioptera griseoaptera; which

was fairly unexpected since it becomes rarer, by degrees, from north to

south in France, and is virtually absent from Mediterranean regions.

The following morning was bright and sunny and I took the

opportunity to photograph the scorpion that we had found the night
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before. 1 soon became aware that I was loeing watched by two
somewhat agitated men who appeared to be contemplating how to tell

me that the subject of my interest might be harmful to my health.

Luckily, Ralph, whose French is far more intelligible than mine, was on

hand to explain our interest. Although they seemed fairly unimpressed

by our activities, it did manage to halt their imminent intervention,

which was very welcome, since the one with the noticeably twitchy

boot seemed to be intent on doing me a potentially life-saving favour.

Another old gentleman sj:)oiting traditional headwear had w'atched the

w'hole e\'ent with some interest, and rocked to and fro on creaking bones

as he scratched his chin. As he moved closer, it became apparent that he

had been consuming garlic in the sort of cjuantity that suggested one’s

neck recjuired additional protection during the hours of darkness. He
laboured over to a small pile of rubble, beckoning me to come and look

in a way that implied he was about to reveal one of the world’s best kept

secrets. Pointing to one of the large stones, he gestured frantically,

encouraging me to turn it over. As I did so, a swarming mass of shiny

black ants was revealed. “Shhhhh, Ils travaillent!!!” he his.sed as he leant

over my left shoulder, issuing forth a garlicky blast that would surely

have put paid to Nosferatu himself. “Ils travaillent!!’’ he hissed again,

pointing and grinning insanely at me between bouts of vigorous nodding

as I tried to suck garlic-free air in through the right side of my mouth in a

desperate attempt to avoid pa.ssing out. I carefully put the stone back to

its original position, stood up, shook the gentleman’s hand, and thanked

him politely for showing me such a wonder. He seemed veiy plea.sed

with the w hole affair, and shuffled off in a manner that suggested that his

work for the day had been successfully completed.

Further along the track by the wash-house, a BiulcUeiti bush in full

flow'er attracted a variety of insects, including Scarce Swallowtails

ilphiclicles podaliriiis) and Silver-washed Fritillaries (Arpyiniis pciphici),

the large Blue Carpenter Bee iXylocopa riolacca), and Hummingbird
Hawkmoths iMcicroglossiim stellatariini) all of w^hich were intent on

relieving it of its tiny ampoules of nectar.

Once again we set off along the steep winding roads, ever increasing

in altitude, towxirds the Gorges du Tarn. Ahead in the distance was a

vast plateau of rock rising from the landscape, which became more and

more imposing as we moved into its shadow'. So began a long and

winding vertical ascent uj') the face of the |')lateau, around thin and

hairpinned precipices which repeatedly offei'ed the most breathtaking

of both downward and panoramic views. When we reached the toj') of

the plateau, which was now approximately 3.000 feet above sea le\el.
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we stopped the car to survey the landscape and the view of south-

eastern France that lay before us. A Short-toed Eagle soared for a while

above the precipice before focussing its sights on what was probably

one of its main food items, a snake, and disappearing into the scrub

several hundred yards away.

This was the habitat that we were looking for, long steppe-like

grassland with a prevalence of Stipa grasses on bare soils. We stopped

the car periodically at any promising site and searched for Orthoptera,

finding a variety of grasshoppers and bush-crickets, but not our
intended quarry. It was a pleasure to be there, and like our previously

described trip to the Crau region to find Prionotr^opis, each step was
greeted with a display of colour from the pink, red and blue-winged

grasshoppers that took to the air, only to vanish instantly upon landing

as their ciyptic colouration blended with their surroundings. Bolstered

by a quick picnic of bread, cheese, olives and tomatoes, we continued

our search by car, listening out for clues as the road descended slowly

downwards again.

Suddenly, along one stretch, we became aware that the adjacent

grassland was producing the continuous loud buzzing that indicated an

orthopteran presence. Ralph quickly stopped the car and we jumped

out to begin searching for what we hoped it would be. “Found one!”

shouted Ralph, and I raced over to see it as it sang among the tall grass

stems. What a beauty! We took our time photographing the specimens

(Plate 2) that we had found and enjoyed the moment in the heat of the

day.

We continued our journey from the plateau, through the magnificent

gorges with their amazing views, and stopped to look at the river that

was still far below us, shining like a trickle quicksilver in the afternoon

sunlight. We watched the Crag Martins display their aerobatic skills for a

while before continuing our journey, but nowhere else did we find that

same perfect grassland habitat that we had found on the plateau. We
had been lucky, and it was a privilege to see this precariously placed

bush-cricket in one of its last remaining European haunts. With the

protection and management that is hopefully afforded by this World

Biosphere Reseiwe, long may its presence there continue.

10
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Zygaena trifoli (Five-spot Burnet) ab. minoides in

the Cotswolds 2007 and other interesting records

by Mike McCrea (12005)

4 Henry' VC'ilhers Place. Whitmimler. Gloucester GL2 71.R.

I have been recording Lepidoptera at a site on tlie Cotswold
escarpment (Edge Common) (SO8409) in Gloucestershire, since 1980.

The site is designated a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSl). It has

recently become a Natural England nature reserve. In the area,

calcareous grassland species of Lepidoptera predominate, including two
butterfly species designated nationally scarce ISR (Invertebrate Site

Register species), Duke of Burgundy Eritillary Hainearis liicina and
White-Letter Hairstreak Stiyimmidici u'-cilhum.

The reserve supports strong colonies of Eive-spot Burnet Zygaena
trifoli -And Six-spot Burnet Zygaena filipemlulae. Both species are

moths from the family Zygaenidae. On 15th July 2007, whilst sun'eying

the site, I noticed an unusual form of Z. trifoli (Plate 3). The red

markings on the forewings were confluent. I consulted Skinner, 1984.

The book shows two variants of this species, ab. glycirrhizae Hubn and

ab. minoides Selys-Longchamps. The aberration that I recorded is the

latter type. It is a first for this site. A further reference, C. M. Naumann,
G. M. Tarmann and W. G. Tremewan, 1999, shows a similar aberration,

Zygaena trifoli mideltica Reiss and Reiss 1970 from Morocco, eastern

high Atlas. During 2008, Zygaena trifoli experienced a poor season at

the Cotswold escarpment site, due to the extremely wet summer, and
ab. minoides WAS not recorded.

I light trap at another site in the Eorest of Dean. On l6th July 2006 a

specimen of the Eestoon Apoda limacodes came to my Mercury Vapour
light. This scarce species was last recorded in Gloucestershire in 1921

(Newton J., 1982-3).

On 12th March 2008 at Standish Wood near Stroud I recorded two
Dotted Chestnut Conistra rnhiginea. This local species has continued to

increase it’s range in Gloucestershire. The species has i:>reviously been

very scarce in the county.
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Kouklia Dam: The “rediscovery” of a haven for

ground beetles (CoL: Carabidae) on Cyprus

by Emma Small and Kevin Austin

Cwmhychan. Llandre, Abetystuytb, SY24 5BS.

History of Carabidae recording on Cyprus

The first significant contribution to the Carabidae fauna of Cypms was
made by Eugenio Truqui, the Sardinian consul on the island in the early

1860s. He died before writing up his findings but his Coleopteran
collection was viewed by the eminent 19th centuiy Italian entomologist

Baucii cli Selve. The findings were written up as the first list of beetles

from Cyprus (Baucii 1864). In 1869 the Frenchman Piochard La Brulerie

visited for several weeks in early Spring and his paper on the carabid

fauna of Cyprus (La Brulerie 1875) listed 66 species and described a

number of new endemics e.g. Platydems cypnus, Trechus olympicus.

In the early 20th century, during the era of British administration,

both Greek Cypriot and British entomologists worked on the island.

Most notable amongst these were Th. Shiakicles, G. Mavromoustakis

and H. M. Morris. These Carabidae collections, primarily held in the

Ministry of Agriculture, Nicosia and the Natural History Museum
London, added to the knowledge of the Cypriot carabid fauna and

formed the basis of a Carabidae list for Cyprus drawn up by Georgheou

(1977). Claude Jeanne’s (1986) paper on Cyprus ground beetles

provided a significant modern era benchmark bringing together the

findings of previous authors, updating nomenclature and making
several new additions from his own suwey work of Cypms. Jeanne’s

paper considered 142 species. Currently the Fauna Europaea database

(Vigna Taglianti 2004) lists 171 “confirmed” species for Cyprus primarily

following Jeanne’s paper, but with some additions presumably from

more recent suiweys for which these authors have been mostly unable

to find published information. Recent survey work (Makris et al. 2008;

Austin et al. 2008) has confirmed the presence of an additional 79

species on the island. This report details the remarkable contribution of

one site to these recent findings.

Background

In recent years tensions between the authorities in control of the

northern sector of Cyprus occupied by Turkey in 1974 and those of the

internationally recognised Republic of Cyprus have eased a little and

restrictions have relaxed enabling easier crossing to and from the north.
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While researching possible localities to visit during a reconnaissance

trip into the northern zone the authors attention was drawn to a large

water body in the Famagusta district shown on the Cyprus visitor map
(UTM 10km Grid = WD68) just north of Kouklia (referred to and

mapped as Koprulu within the occupied zone).

Kilometres 10

1 1

5
_i 1 1 1 i_

0

_l 1

Map 1. Map showinj’ location of Kouklia dam in ea.siern Cyprus. Extracted from the

Visitor Ma]") of Cyprus puhlislied by tlie Cyprus Tourist Office.

The guide to birdwatching sites in Northern Cyprus given at the back

of Flint and Stewart (1992) identified this locality as Kouklia dam (or

reservoir) but noted that it was now disused and primarily dry. A quick

look at aerial photography on Google Earth showed that the interior of

the dam basin was indeed now apparently dominated by cultivated

fields and appeared similar in appearance to the majority of the rather

monotonous Mesaoria plain. The authors therefore decided not to visit.

The “rediscovery” of the site in fact occurred due to a fortuitous

misunderstanding from a conversation between Kevin Austin and the

resident Cypriot entomologist Christodoulos Makris, regarding the

spectacular ground beetle Chlaeniiis festiriis which is listed for the

island (Georghiou 1977). 'fhe conversation led Kevin to believe that

Christodoulos had collected this species from Kouklia whereas in actual

fact Christodoulos had only viewed museum specimens collected from

that site in 1937 prior to infilling. Under this misconception a more
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vigorous scrutiny of Google Eaiih was undertaken and identified some
small wet looking areas outside the reservoir’s eastern embankment and
the authors visited the site briefly as part of a day circuit collecting and
resetting traps at other sites.

First visit to Kouklia 9th February 2007

After parking adjacent to the remnant embankment the authors first

looked over into the basin which was indeed dominated by a cereal

field, however the edge was fringed by a narrow strip of reeds

(Phragmites australis) interspersed in places with dry grassland in

which construction rubbish had been dumped. Turning over debris

revealed dozens of specimens of a Poeciliis species not previously

encountered. Subsequent research has shown this species to be close to

P. puncticollis, a previously unrecorded species from Cyprus. However
a number of small character differences suggest it probably represents a

new subspecies (Prof. Jean-Michel Lemaire, Nice Museum of Natural

Histoiy, pers. comm.)

Figure 1. Cullivalecl ba.sin of Kouklia dam viewed from embankment with narrow band of

fringing reedl:)ed.s in foreground. Photo: Kevin Au.stin

Within a few more minutes single specimens of Agojium

uiridicupreiim and Brachiniis heiyteusis were encountered — both also

first records for Cyprus. Uprooting embankment stones abutting the
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reedbeds turned up the first Chlaeriiiis festivus, apparently not found on

the island since the 1937 record, and also the rather fierce looking Sccihtes

saxicola which had previously been considered only doubtfully present

on Cyprus (see e.g. Jeanne 1986). Further searching amongst stones

within the reedbed turned up four specimens of Ziiphiiim olens (at the

time also unpublished for Cypms). Driving on a short way to the areas

shown as wet on the aerial photography it was found that these were in

fact dry and sandy as the winter rains had been veiy late in arriving.

However crossing back into the basin here we turned more stones

abutting the reed fringe and in a further 20 minutes found hundreds of C.

festiuus in large overwintering aggregations as well as Chlaeuius
aeneocephaliis and Poeciliis cursorius. Both these latter species were also

unpublished for Cyprus, though had already been found at this time by

the authors from other localities on the island. At this point we had only

been on the site 45 minutes! However we then had reluctantly to leave as

our trap collecting schedule for the day was cpiite hectic.

Follow up visits

Discussing our findings with Christodoulos we realised the earlier

fortunate misunderstanding. He was also understandably keen to visit

the site as soon as possible. Kevin and Christodoulos revisited a

fortnight later to search more extensively. Many of the earlier exciting

discoveries were cjuickly refound. However in addition while searching

the reed fringe of the embankment Kevin then found a single specimen
of the large metallic blue Carabid Epomis clejeani (last reported by

Burmesiter 1939) followed swiftly by a beetle at the other end of the

size scale, Microlestes haudi, in reed litter. The latter species, though

theoretically described from Cyprus by Baudi (1864) had again been
considered doubtful and unconfirmed due to problems of specimen
provenance labelling in Truqui’s collection (Jeanne 1986).

There then followed a remarkable coincidence as first Kevin found

Parophonus laeviceps and then Christodoulos, under an almo.st adjacent

stone, found a single specimen of Parophojius vipH. In both cases these

were the first specimens of these species taken from Cyprus! A search

of a shallow pool outside the reservoir margin then followed. This was
fringed by Tamarisk sp. with a mixture of thickly vegetated margins

dominated by Juncus spp. and Polygomim cxjiiisetiformc and more
heavily livestock poached muddy margins dominated by the scarce

marginal plant Damasouium alisma known as starfruit in Britain where
it is even rarer. Here Kevin took several specimens of Syjilomiis

ohsciiroif/iltatus and Bcmhidioii (juadrijbssii/aliim (again unpublished

for Cyprus at the time) amongst the vegetation.
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Figure 3- Small ephemeral pools outside resemtir embankment with Tamarisk scrub.

Photo: Kevin Austin

A search of the clamp sandy areas nearby, vegetated by Suaedci vera,

soon led to a startling whoop of delight from Christodoulos, which

signalled that he had found a specimen of Siagona longiila - a large

species apparently only previously recorded from Cyprus by La Brulerie

in 1875, and again doubted by recent authorities (Vigna Taglianti

(2004). The smaller more widespread European member of the genus S.

eiiropaea is also common at this site and all across Cyprus. Both soon

found further specimens of T. longula under pieces of concrete rubble,

while Christodoulos also found a single specimen of Brachinus

hagdatenis. This last species was also new for Cyprus, although he had

taken it at a nearby site a month earlier.

A handful of subsequent visits to the site - one of which had to be

rapidly aborted clue to the unwanted attentions of large numbers of

“sand flies” {Phlehotomos sp.) continued to turn up new species. A full

list of the more interesting finds is given in Table 1.

Putting the significance of the site into context

In total 73 species have been recorded from Kouklia dam representing

about 30% of the island’s known Carabidae fauna. This includes records
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Table 1. Some of the more significant Carabidae species found at Kouklia Dam.
Nomenclature follows LobI & Smetana (2003).

Species Recorded Status Distribution on Cyprus

Scarilcs saxicola

Kcpurtcd by Haucli (1864), La Brulerie (1875) but

queried I'ty Banninger (1939) and li.sted as

cit)ublful (Vigna Tagiianti 200-9).

Widespread but local, often

also in drier habitats

Siaf>una kmgula
Keponed liy Ui Brulerie (1875) but li.sted as

doubtful (Vigna Tagiianti 2004).
I other recent site.

Bcmhiclioii

ijiiaclrif isstiktl uiii
.\dded to the Cx'prus list in .<\ustin et at. (2008) Recorded from 3 other sites

Bemhidion decolor Added to the Cyprus list in Austin et cil (2008)
Widespread but local always

beside water.

Bernhidioii

s[x)radicttm

Reported b)' L;i Brulerie (1875) but without

locality.

Currently known also only

from I other site.

P(K'cilus piincticollB

Records of cretutius (Bduiii 1864), ciegvpiius

(Georghiou 1977) referable to this species. Added
to Cyprus li.st in Austin et al. (2008)

Found at mo.st of the eastern

marshes anti salt hikes.

I’oeciliis aimoriiis Added to the Cyprus list in Austin el al. (2008)
W’idespread and common at

uetlands.

Agomini
lirdiciipreiim

Added to lire Cyprus list in Austin el al. (2008) Known from 2 other sites

Ophoniis phoenix Added to the Cyprus li.st in Au.stin et ai (2008)
Known only from a few
specimens from this site.

Bcirophoiiits kiei Iceps Added to the Cyprus li.st in .Austin et ai (2008)
Known only one other

locality.

Parophoniis iHgit Added to the Cyprus li.st in Austin el cd. (2008)
Found al.so on a beach near

.Salamis.

Aciipalpiis liirciciis
I’reviouslv recorded only from one site (Jaeger

1992).

Known from two other

localities

Amhlvstoniiis picimis De.scrilx^d from Cyprus (Baudi 1864).
Only other recent record is

near Famagu.sta.

F.poniis dejemii Last recorded by Burmeister ( 1939).
Found at 2 other ea.stern

locations

Chlaetiiiis

aeueocephaltis

Li.sted as doubtful for Cyprus (Vigna 'faglianti

2004).
Widespread.

Chlaeniiisfeslii’tts
Previously onh' recorded from Kouklia by Th.

Shiakides.
Recorded only from Kouklia

Synloiriiis

ohscnrogiitliiliis
Added to the Cyprus li.st in Au.stin et ai (2008)

Common in wetland habitats

in the ea.st.

Microlesles hiiiidii

In principle de.scribed from Cyprus by Baudi but

li.sted as doubtful (Jeanne 1986. Vigna Tagiianti

2004).

Recortletl from 3 other

localities, irrimarily ea.stern.

Microlesles corticciHB
Li.sted as doubtful for Cyprus (Vigna Taglitmti

200-i).

Scattered but widespretid

di.stribution.

Ziiphiiini olens .Added to the Cyprus li.st in .Makris et at. (2008)
Witlespretid and local near

kirge reetlbeds.

DrypUi denhiUt
Recorded from Cyprus by Th. .Shiakides from

Koukliii.

Recently known only from

l.ima.s.sol ilistrict.

Bnichitiits

hagdaleiiis
.Added to the Cy[)rus li.st in Au.stin et ai (2008)

Rccortled from 2 other

eastern sites.

Bmchiiiiis ejaciikais Ailded to till’ Cyprus li.st in Austin et ai (2008)
Known from .several

localities, mo.stly ea.stern.

Brachiniis heiytensis Atkied to the Cy|irus li.st in Au.stin el ai (2008)
Scattereil and often in lirier

localities.
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Stethophyiua grossi ini.

Mole cricket,

GlyHotelIpa giyllotcilpci.

Dark Bush-cricket,
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I

Field Cricket, Bog Bush-cricket,

Grylhis campeths.
j

Metrioptera brachyplera.

T f rKo Ri^rrirrlinsj SHieme websitf (%vw\v. ortlioDtera.ora.uk)

Photographs:

David

Browne
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Plate 6. Common Copper (male), Lycciciia

scilustiusf. 'Mciiii'. Inland Wellington,

Plate 8. Helms' Forest Ringlet (Female)
Docloiiiclici helnisii. Lewis Pass.

Plate 10. Black Mountain Ringlet (Male),

Pcrciioclaiiiioit mcnila, Cecil Peak, Otago.

Plate 7. Boulder Copper (Male), Lycaciia

holclciuiruiii. Cobb Valley, Nelson.

Plate 9. Janita's Tussock Ringlet (Female).

Arf{yrophenga ja II itac'. Rock iS: Pillar Range, Otago.

Plate 11. Chatham Island Admiral (Male),

\'ciiU‘SS(i i>()iicrilla ida, Kairakau, C.I,
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for Dryptci dentata, Parophonus dia and Psendophonus riifipes

collected by Shiakiclies in the 1930s but not found in 2007. In itself this

is quite a high diversity considering the total surveyed area constitutes

no more than a few hectares, and suiweying so far has been restricted

to a few days hand and litter searching. However what makes Kouklia

dam even more remarkable is the number of scarce species found
there. In total 19 species unpublished for the island or considered only

doubtfully present on Cyprus prior to 2007 were found there. Chlaenius

festivus and Ophonus phoenix have still only been recorded at this

locality and a further seven species are known from only one or two
more sites.

A number of other naturalists have visited the locality in recent years

particularly those with interests in birds or butterflies. The views

expressed about the site have been interesting. “Bleak”, “desolate”,

“destroyed” and “unpromising” are amongst the descriptions the authors

have heard - but evidently for Carabidae it is a haven! It is probably the

combination of brackish vegetation with small shallow ephemeral pools

of freshwater together with the presence of extensive reedbeds that

make the site so important, while the stony embankment of the

reserv'oir seems important for hibernation localities.

Conservation outlook

It is unfortunate to end this article with an element of pessimism.

Conservation threats to the remaining wetland habitats on Cyprus are

considerable. Probably most severe are the encroachment of residential

development and the pumped extraction of water for agriculture, while

dumping of construction waste though less intrinsically destructive is

unsightly, polluting and often a forerunner to further building work.

Island wide habitat conservation has been much neglected, and

unfortunately because of the political situation Northern Cyprus remains

outside of European Union conservation conventions, which are now
slowly being implemented in the Republic.

Prior to conversion to agriculture, Kouklia dam was one of a series of

shallow freshwater storage areas scattered throughout the island. These

have been almost completely replaced by deep cut modern reseiwolrs

with an associated Carabidae fauna which is generally less diverse and

highly uniform across the island. The small area of remnant habitat at

Kouklia does at least have the advantage of being inland and less

appealing to developers, but nevertheless it is apparent that

encroachment of agricultural land is a real threat. At present the impacts

of adjacent agriculture are limited to some isolated heavy poaching of
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pool margins by goats which at present probably benefits the habitat’s

structnral diversity particularly outside the reseivoir embankment. The

shallow vegetated pools situated here appear to form the summer
foraging habitat for a large number of the carabid species recorded and

are therefore critically important to the overall integrity of the site. It

can only be hoped that a future political settlement might lead to

formal protection and a secure future for such an important location.
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Southern Summers — the Butterflies of New
Zealand

hy Christopher A. Rickards

La ViUenein’e. St. Goiivry, 56580 ROHAN. France. Email: heliconiiis@gmail.com

New Zealand has only 25 listed species of butterfly. Of these, twelve

are endemic, four have arrived since human settlement and seven are

migrants Irom Australia. Many of the native species are seldom
encountered due to inaccessible habitat. Most of the migrants are

extremely infrec]uent.

I first arrived in New Zealand’s North Island in October 2005. Despite

paying considerable attention, I did not find any native butterflies until I

reached the Marlborough Sounds of the South Island a month later.

From Auckland south to Wellington, I encountered many Small Whites

iPieris rapae rapae) and only two Monarch {Danaus plexippns). This

was disappointing to say the least. My interest in visiting these far flung

islands was primarily to find and photograph the three endemic species

of Copper butterfly. These insects had been a source of fascination for

me since I was a boy as there seemed to be very little information

about them. In fact, it was only a few days before I left for New
Zealand that a colleague handed me a copy of Gibbs’ New Zealand

Butterflies, the only comprehensive work on the subject and long out

of print. Indeed, it was from this volume that I learned of a fourth

named species of Copper!

A few days after arriving in Marlborough, I was working as a

beekeeper in Keneperu Sound and was rewarded with my first sight of

the Common Copper {Lycaena salustius). Within a few days I was

finding the butterfly regularly as the most commonly used lawal host

plant {Muehlenbekia australis) is easily recognisable. The male of

Lycaena salustias is quite variable, seemingly dependent on altitude

and latitude. It is usually a bright orange on both fore and hind wing

with black spotting and veins outlined in black. The female is similar

but with heavier dark markings and bright blue submarginal spots.

Several days later, I found myself on the tidal mudflats near Havelock

at the end of Mahau Sound and a Copper that looked a little different

caught my eye. This turned out to be Rauparaha’s Copper {Lycaena

rauparaha), originally named in 1877 but not confirmed as a species

until 1980. Veiy similar to the Common Copper, Rauparaha’s Copper is

a little more heavily marked with brown, lacks blue spots and has

single, not double dark vein markings. It seems a little more active
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and the male in particular becomes distinct in the field with a little

practice. The host plant used is exclusively Miiehlenhekia complexci

which is tolerant of saline soils.

Four other butterflies species were encountered at that time in the

Sounds. The Yellow Admiral ( Vanessa itea) is a rather striking bronze,

yellow and black vanessid. I only encountered two of this species. It

utilizes both native and introduced herbaceous nettles iUrtica sp.)

which are often garden and pasture weeds. Larvae of the Monarch can

be found on Bloodflower, (Asclepias ciirrasauica) an ornamental

tropical milkweed grown in gardens where warm enough. All Monarchs

in New Zealand are maintained by non-native Asclepias species. The
butterfly itself arrived in the 1870s following the human distribution of

the host plants. The soft seeds were reportedly used to stuff pillows

and mattresses. It is likely the butterfly itself had some accidental

human assistance to hop from island to island across the Pacific during

the nineteenth centui'y.

The Common Blue iZizina lahracliis) is common in Coastal

Marlborough and I have later found it throughout the North Island, as

far south as Christchurch in the South Island and on The Chatham
Islands. A bright blue butterfly with indistinct hindwing spotting. It may
have been introduced with its leguminous weed host plants. The other

blue butterfly that may have been aided by human hand or at least

survived becau.se of non-native plants is the Long-tailed Blue (Lampic/es

hoeticiis). First recorded in New Zealand in 1965, I encountered a single

female in Kenepuru Sound, the first record of this species in

Marlborough. It breeds on introduced broom and gorse, both
considered invasive weeds, but the butterfly’s range is restricted by

winter temperature as it is in Europe. I had no idea that this was the

first record for the area, assuming the butterfly would be widespread. 1

paid that female very little attention except for two photographs.

In mid December I arrived in southern city oi' Dunedin. Until this

point I had been travelling by public transport or hitch-hiking. This is

not such a good way to explore New Zealand as the country is cjuite

devoid of people in most places and the butterflies are restricted mostly

to wild natural places. On a single day trip by bus to the Banks
Peninsular, I did encounter a rather dusky female Common Copper on
a beach, but the rest of the day was ruined by rain. In Dunedin I

bought a cheap car and began to explore a little more intensively.

On the Otago Peninsular, a wonderful wild place famous for

albatross, penguins and sea mammals, I found two more species. 1

(|Liickly located a large area of the w'oody native I'ierce Nettle {Vrlica
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ferox). This is the native host to the New Zealand Admiral ( Vanessa
gonerilla). An endemic species, it seems to be common wherever the

plant is found. I have obseiwed and photographed this fantastic insect

battling strong coastal winds and nectaring on introduced Buddleia and
native New Zealand Flax (Phormium sp.) flowers. The caterpillars are

easily found in “tents” made on the nettle and are either black or green.

This butterfly ranges widely from its host and may be found singly

almost anywhere from coast to mountain top. It can be quite common
in autumn and seems to have two generations although these are not

distinct. Adults and larvae may be found at the same time.

The Common Tussock Ringlet {Argyrophenga antipodum) is also

found on the Peninsular. A beautiful red-brown and chocolate Satyrid,

the males can easily be seen lazily flying over tussock grassland once

the day warms, usually from mid-day until dusk. The female is a pale

golden-tan and is harder to find, hiding in the taller grasses. She seems

to fly veiy weakly and may deposit most of her eggs while walking

through the grass. Flightless behaviour is common in New Zealand due

to evolution in a land free from mammals. The Common Tussock

Ringlet is widely distributed in the South Island and utilizes a wide

variety of introduced pasture and native tussock grasses.

The Otago Coast is regularly wet, cloudy and windy. On such a day I

went for a drive inland and found my way in Dansey’s Pass. Many roads

in New Zealand are unpaved loose gravel and Dansey’s Pass is a little

scary in a little old Japanese car. Later in the day, the cloud cleared and

next to a small mountain stream I found Boulder Copper {Lycaena

holdenanim) and Southern Blue {Zizina otis). Both species are commonly

found together although the Southern Blue is found more frequently as it

now uses introduced leguminous weeds. At Dansey’s Pass the diverse

natural habitat contains both Muehlenhekia axillaris, commonly the host

of the Boulder Copper and at least two species of Carmichaelia, the New
Zealand brooms, which are the native plants used by the Southern Blue.

The Boulder Copper is tiny and the male is iridescent purple. The female

is more familiar as a Copper and the species is rather reminiscent of the

European Violet Copper (Z. belle) or the North American Bog Coppers (Z.

dorcas2x\<\ L.epixa}ithe). The Boulder Copper occurs in local colonies and

can be abundant. I suggest there is a single generation over the whole

summer but I may be wrong. The male Southern Blue is a bright sky blue

with highly defined margins and distinct underside spots. The female is a

deep chocolate brown, again with delined white margins. Both species

are remarkably well camouflaged when resting on warm stones and are

often reluctant t(^ move.
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On the advice of a local and knowledgeable entomologist, I visited

several sites containing shady glades of Miiehlenbekia australis and

found the Glade Copper {Lycaeua fereclayi). This species is probably

single brooded in most of the South Island and around Dunedin flies

for less than one month. This is a small copper, very dark and heavily

marked with a beautiful bright orange-yellow to tan underside. A
purplish patch on the underside hindwing is a key distinctive feature

but is not always present. In hot weather this butterfly can be very fast

and often finds a high basking place.

With the Glade Copper, I had achieved my goal of finding and
photographing the Copper butterflies of New Zealand.

From Dunedin I travelled south to Invercargill and Stewart Island. I

found no butterflies on my brief visit to the fascinating Stewart and Ulva

Islands, both fabulous havens for rare birds. East of Invercargill, I

located an isolated sea level colony of Boulder Copper with unique

characteristics. These butterflies have very few spots on both the upper
and underside. The Catlins area is home to very few butterflies. The
Common Tussock Ringlet and Common Copper are the only native

species seen.

West of Invercargill, the road leads north to the famous Homer
Tunnel and Milford Sound. At Homer Tunnel I encountered my first

Black Mountain Ringlet {Percuodaimon meru/a). This is a largish alpine

butterfly, very deep chocolate-l:)lack and very wary. The black butterfly

flies into and across the wind over loose scree and at the slightest scare

allows itself to be carried away in a gust. The butterfly may rest for

prolonged periods, open on rocks, to absorb as much heat as possible.

It has variable numbers of eye-spots on the forewing. Also at Homer
Tunnel is one of the two named subspecies of Boulder Copper (/,.

holdeuarum caenilea) and at sea level in Milford Sound is the second
(/.. holdeuarum iajjthina), both of which I managed to document.

From Milford Sound and Te Anau, I travelled through Central Otago
and found many colonies of Boulder Copper usually accompanied by
Common Copper and Southern Blue. The best localities I found to be
in river beds and margins. Occasional Common Tussock Ringlet are

seen east of the mountain divide and New Zealand Admirals are

occasionally seen also. I took the beautiful West Coast road north and
checked Buddleia for migrants to no avail. 'Fhe mountains and glaciers

were beautiful of course, l^ut veiy few butterflies were seen except a

couple of New Zealand Admirals and Common Coppers.

In late Januaiy, I arrived at Lew is Fa.ss which straddles the Southern

Alps west of Christchurch and gives relatively easy access to mountain
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meadows above the Nothofagus beeeh forest. In the lower reaches of

the forest, open areas contain large Chionochloa tussock grass, and it

was in these dappled glades I found Helms’ Forest Ringlet {Dodonidia

helmsii). This is a magnificent butterfly. The uppersides are rich orange

and brown stripes with eyespots and, when fresh, short tails. The
underside is defined by silver and brown stripes. This is perfect

camouflage for southern beech forest. These evergreen trees continually

drop bright orange and brown leaves and the bark of one species is

silver white, thus the butterfly is hard to find when roosting. In habit, it

is a forest butterfly, rarely descending below five metres. The males rest

quite prominently on sunlit branches and can be seen chasing females

through the forest later in the day. The females fly almost lazily but

unpredictably between the trees or through the open sunny areas,

again at quite some height.

From the lower levels the forest thickens and a steep climb brings

you quite suddenly to open subalpine tussock countiy. Within a few

minutes I had located Harris’ Tussock Ringlet {Argyrophenga harrisf),

one of two Tussock butterflies identified and named in 1978. Harris’ is

identified by locality and by brown upper forewing veins. The male

and female exhibit some dimorphism but by no means as extreme as in

the Common Tussock Ringlet. Harris’ Tussock Ringlet uses native

grasses only, it seems, and is only found above the treeline in the

Nelson Lakes area.

As one continues up the mountain the terrain becomes more windswept

and the flora decidedly more alpine. Shoit alpine meadow grasses are

predominant on damp sheltered plateaux and it was here at about 1100m

that I found Butler’s Ringlet (Erebiola butleri). This is the smallest of New
Zealand’s satyrid butterflies and is rarely seen or recognized due to its

restricted range and late flight period. The male is very dark brown with

tan and silver white markings on the hindwing. The female is similar but

pale brown on the uppers and is a lot less frequently encountered. Like

the Black Mountain Ringlet, Butler’s Ringlet flies across and against the

strong wind and is prone to ‘let go’ when disturbed and be taken by the

wind or drop invisibly into the grass. I observed the male butterfly

nectaring on Celmisia sp. daisies and alpine Dracophyllitni sp.

This subalpine zone is also home to the alpine form of the Common

Copper (bright orange with less distinct brown markings), Boulder

Copper, New Zealand Admiral and numerous and sometimes colourful

day-flying moths.

Feeling veiy pleased with myself, I returned down the mountain to

my campsite and opened a bottle of ‘Cloudy Bay and leflected on a
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spectacular clay in the mountains, not only the butterflies but birds,

flora and vistas that are without a doubt, astonishing.

I spent a further two days in the forest and amassed a good deal c^f

information on Helms’ Forest Ringlet which I will publish at some
future point.

North from Lewis Pass, the road to Nelson passes through intensively

farmed and forested land. The road margins are a good place to find

the Common Blue and occasionally one may find stands of BucUlleia.

On one particularly massive Biiddleia I encountered over 20 New
Zealand Red Admiral, a good number of Yellow Admiral and to my
surprise, Kershaw’s Lady ( Vauessa kershawi). This is the Australian

painted lady, a relatively frequent migrant across the Tasman Sea and

while most specimens were quite worn and possibly the actual

butterflies that had made this massive journey, one individual was quite

fresh and obviously a New Zealand bred example.

Over the next few days I travelled throughout the Nelson Area, from

the coastal reserves of the Abel Tasman National Park to the high alpine

meadows of the Cobb Valley. The commoner New Zealand butterflies

were regularly encountered but I failed to find Helm’s Forest Ringlet in

areas with historic records for this species and Boulder Coppers were

the only alpine species I saw. In the town of Nelson itself, the Long-

tailed Blue is frequently encountered and many Monarchs are resident

in this fairly mild area.

I returned to the Marlborough Sounds to continue working on the

Manauka honey harvest. Again, on the roadside BiiddJeia, I found

Kershaw’s Lady and Monarch quite regularly along with a few Yellow

Admiral, many Common Blue and truly abundant Small Whites. The
Common Copper seemed to be between broods in Februaiy and the

coastal Rauparaha’s Copper were rare and worn. I do not know if a

second brood of this species occurs in the South Island.

The last native species of butterfly is found in sub-alpine grasslands.

It is Janita’s Tussock Ringlet (Arg\rophenga janitae) and 1 travelled

inland to the Rainbow Ski Field to find it. Of course, I had made no
arrangements and arrived to find the gate locked, as it is eveiy summer.

Just as I was giving up hope, a convoy of cars arrived and by luck, it

was a Botany Club with a permit and a key to the gale. 1 tagged along,

hitching a ride on the back of a 4x4 pick-up to the ski lodges. I not

only located Janita’s Tussock Ringlet ciuickly but was very j')leased to

find many Black Mountain Ringlets flying across the scree. Janila’s

Tus.sock Ringlet is more obviously orange than the other two species of

Tussock Ringlet. In the field, identification can be tricky, as it can be
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found flying with the Common Tussock Ringlet. The other defining

feature of this species is the lack of a silver margin on the underside

hindwing. The Black Mountain Ringlets at Rainbow were an amazing
sight. They are large and very difficult to approach with a camera.

Before leaving New Zealand in early March, I travelled through the

North Island without much hope of seeing many more interesting

butterflies. There were two exceptions though. North of Wellington, the

inland uplands have a rather striking form of the Common Copper. Most
males have the minimum amount of brown markings and are almost

entirely bright copper orange. This form was named Maui’ and by early

authors, thought to be a different species. It is large and quite striking.

The North Island has a few remnant populations of Boulder Copper
and I sought out these butterflies along the ‘Desert Road’ through the

high volcanic plateau of the centre of the North Island. The butterfly is

more heavily marked on the underside than other populations I had

seen and this reflects the dark volcanic rock and accompanying mosses

and lichens on which it frequently rests.

On my first visit to New Zealand, I had found and photographed

every species of butterfly recorded with any regularity on these fine

islands. I felt a great sense of achievement but remained intrigued by the

high degree of variation found in many of these wonderful butterflies.

I returned to New Zealand in January 2007 and again from October

2007 to March 2008. I have visited many more extraordinary sites with the

help of fellow entomologists and have a good collection of photographs.

The variation in the Black Mountain Ringlet is fascinating. I have made
several high alpine trips to see this butterfly in many locations. This is

always an adventure by extreme 4x4 or even by helicopter! These

butterflies are elusive but in the right place at the right temperature can

be found throughout the South Island at the highest altitude. There is a

great deal of variation in the size, ground-colour and number of spots

on the forewing. Some populations even have hindwing spots.

Butler’s Ringlet is also to be found throughout the Southern Alps. This

species has the reputation of being somewhat of an enigma, yet I have

seen it regularly in many locations. The key seems to be warm gentle

weather, timing and patience.

I have found Helm’s Forest Ringlet to be regular also, having seen it

in the same place, at the same time, for three years. I have however,

never found it in any other locality in the South Island yet I understand

it is still to be found at a few localities in the North Island. It is certainly

New Zealand’s rarest and possibly most endangered species of
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butterfly, but like much of the flora and fauna of New Zealand, very

little is known about its haunts.

Late in October 2007, I took the three-hour flight across the South

Pacific to the remote Chatham Islands. The Chathams have one native

butterfly. The Chatham Red Admiral ( Vcnwssa gouerilla iclci). I located it

after a couple of days of research and eventually found the butterfly in

several locations. The hostplant is Urticci australis, a large leafed

stinging nettle that is not used by the New Zealand Red Admiral on the

mainland. The adult butterfly is quite distinct with a reddish hue to the

hindwing and less serration to the forewing margins. It is a most

beautiful insect. The Chatham Islands also have the introduced

Common Blue and Small White. I understand that attempts to introduce

both Yellow Admiral and Monarch thankfully have failed.

In early 2009, I hope to return once more to the Southern
Hemisphere and locate and photograph butterflies in the North Island

then move south again to continue with my growing fascination for the

mountain butterflies of the South Island of New Zealand.
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Notes on Collecting Fleas

by Boh George ( 1402)

54 Richmond Park Avenue. Botiniemoulh. Dorset BHS 9DR.

These notes primarily deal with the mechanics of collecting fleas.

However as this involves collecting the actual hosts and/or their nests, I

must stress that it is the individuals personal responsibility to become
aware of the legal responsibilities involved. Firstly, on the moral

ground, as little disturbance as possible to the hosts should be created,

although this may be veiy difficult. Secondly as the birds and mammals
concerned may be protected by the law and multitudinous regulations

the siphonapterist MUST ascertain if he/she is getting involved with

protected species. If so, then sources of advice and information could

be the Mammal Society, the RSPB and, most importantly. Natural

England from whom permits can be reciuested. Thirdly permission to

enter on land and collect must be obtained with the co-operation of the

landowner/occupier.

A siphonapterist needs to be a mammalogist, an ornithologist and an

ecologist if he is to maximise his collecting opportunities. He will be

continually frustrated by the lost chances he hears of in connection

with work done on flea hosts without any flea collecting. He must live

in hope that he can persuade these other workers to collect and record

whenever possible, and to pass on to him fleas with data, no matter

how little or how much. The following notes are the result of years of

working with the minimum of equipment; the procedures can be varied

according to circumstances, facilities, time and finance.

Fleas can be obtained either from the bodies of the hosts or from nest

material, the latter normally produces the larger number of specimens

and range of species.

Nest Collection: This provides the largest number of specimens though

it is not always possible to be sure of the host. The nest should be put

into a large veiy tightly sealed tin or a stout polythene bag. II the latter, it

should be double bagged to avoid loss through punctures. Each nest

should be bagged separately to reduce the risk of punctures. At a

convenient point, the material can be examined manually and visually. I

do not advise Tullgren or Berlese funnels. Manual and visual examination

should result in approaching 100% collection but takes a long time. The

apparatus needed is: a large, steep-sided bowl; specimen tubes

containing 70% alcohol dissecting needle; large sheet of white paper,

large tin. The collector should wear a white shirt, cover his lap with a
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white doth, and work with sleeves rolled up. A small amount of the nest

is put into the bowl, whieh should be put in the middle of the white

paper, teased to stimulate fleas in coeoons to emerge, and then picked

up on the alcohol wetted dissecting needle and transferred to a tube of

alcohol. The tube must be held within the space of the collecting bowl,

NOT above it. Teasing the nest material may result in more fleas

appearing. When all have been gathered put the nest material into a

spare tin and repeat on another position of the nest and so on until the

nest has been searched. Label the tube with adequate data written in

pencil on paper which is then put into the tube. 1)0 NOT use ball point

pen. Later on the nest material can, if so desired, be re-searched in ca.se

any more flea adults have emerged. Any fleas which hop out onto the

white paper, the collector's lap or arms should be collected immediately.

Body Collection: This is an easy way of collecting mammal fleas and

is almost the only way of collecting bat fleas. Human fleas are generally

collected from bodies! Other bodies may be collected by trapping,

shooting, alive or dead according to species and facilities. BATS should

be hand gathered or net trap|:)ed ONLY if a permit has been obtained.

The method of flea collecting depends on host size:

1. A large body should be visually examined first of all and specimens

tubed. Then, it can be hung over a wide pan of water containing a

little detergent. As the fleas drop into the water they can be
collected. Change the water for eveiy different body.

2. .Mammals such as squirrels, rats and hedgehogs should be put into

polythene bags with a little anaesthetic. After a few minutes they can

be searched over white paper and all the ectoparasites, including

fleas, ticks, mites, beetles, lice etc. can be tubed. If the host is to be

kept alive the anaesthetic should be ether and a glass jar used for the

body. Searching should be done immediately the animal becomes
unconscious. The glass jar must be wiped clean after each animal to

avoid accidental transfer from one host to another.

3. Small bodies such as mice, voles and shrews (PERMITS must be

obtained for shrew catching) are most easily obtained by trapping. If

live trapped and live release is the objective, very slight anaesthesia

can be obtained with ether or the animal can be held by the scruff of

its neck over a white cloth or lint, as the collector blows through its

fur. Generally the fleas will hop off and get entangled in the cloth

fibres. Transfer to a tube. However live traps are bulky and
expensive and most of these small mammals are .so common that the

use of nipper traps will result in very small losses to the local
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population. These traps are small, cheap and light. They should NOT
be used on small islands or in very specialised restricted habitats. Here

I describe my own procedure, which has a minimum of equipment and
cost. It is, therefore, attractive to anyone without the backing of grants

and laboratories. The equipment, apart from the traps, includes a

largish tin, anaesthetic, supply of old envelopes and collecting tubes

with 70% alcohol. The traps, which should be set very fine, should be

visited at least twice a day, early and late. When I find a trap containing

a body I place on the ground close to it an open old envelope and

very gently lift trap and body and slide both into the envelope. The
body is then released, the envelope closed and put into the tin with a

little anaesthetic. The trap is re-set, replaced and I continue along the

trapping line until the end. Back at home I examine the catch, one by

one, tubing specimens and labelling the tubes. Often fleas will have

crawled into the folds of the envelopes so these are all torn open. Thus

no fleas are lost and there is no risk of mixing parasites of two hosts.

4. Bat Fleas - It is important to have a permit. In my case I now prefer

not to examine living bats but to collect batches of dung and hope to

breed out adult fleas.

5. Living Birds - These should be examined with the use of the

Williamson apparatus, which is expensive and, in part fragile. In fact

by far the best way to collect bird fleas is from nest material. House

martin nests can contain thousands! I have taken 500+ from one nest,

all from just three species. Use the same procedure as in 1 above.

A Tip

When visiting farmer friends I notice that they tend to have plenty of

sheeting, corrugated iron, planking etc. lying around. Turn these over;

it is surprising how often a vole’s nest will be found underneath.

Labelling

It is veiy desirable that each collection, i.e. from individual nests or

bodies, be treated separately; and it is essential that it is labelled

adequately. The data should include: host species, sex, whether body

or nest, locality, county, vice county it known, country il appropriate

and grid reference if possible, date and collectors name, written in

pencil or Indian ink on a slip of paper placed inside the tube. The use

of numbered tubes and a .separate data list is useless. Invariably the two

get separated, the separate list gets lo.st and the specimens then have

no identity. If collecting is done on mountainous areas the altitude ol

the collecting site (not the camp) should be given.
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Posting

Tubes must be adequately packed to withstand the ravages of the Royal

Mail. Nests must be packed in flea proof containers - it is not

reasonable to expect postmen to handle parcels oozing with live fleas.

A space and weight saving substitute for a tube is a piece of tissue

paper moistened with alcohol. The fleas are put on it and it is folded

over them. Then the whole is sandwiched in aluminium foil, with the

data label inside and the edges folded over two or three times. This

makes a reasonable liquid proof seal and the package can be posted

even by airmail without excessive cost. Note: a package thicker than

Smm incurs more than the basic postage, hence, if possible, avoid tubes.

I will always endeavour to identify any quantity of fleas provided

they have suitable data. Without data I don’t bother.

Insects on Ceanothus shrubs
hy David Keoi (d309L)

Calk’ Casio Baiiccilero II. 4 1650 El Saiicejo. Sevilla, Spain.

I was very interested to read Jan Koryszko’s article in the October
Bulletin about Bomhiis bees and Ceauothiis shrubs. We had such a

shrub in the front garden of our house in Banbury, Oxfordshire, from

about 1990 until we left in 2004. During that time I had to prune it

several times as it would othemise have covered the entire front of the

house and the garden! The shrub we had was of the pale blue flower

variety and was grown in the garden soil by the corner of the house in

full sun. It was covered in flowers from the spring until late summer
each year. However, I have to say that I cannot remember ever seeing a

butterfly on the plant or even on the flowers. In fact, as Jan says,

insects, other than flies, were not generally attracted to the shrub.

Hoverflies of the species Hpisyiphiis halteatiis were commonly seen on
the flowers and were the largest insects that 1 can ever recall seeing on
the shrub. I have no recollection of seeing a Bonihiis bee on the

flowers but Jan’s suggestion would seem to be logical.

Reference

Koiy.szko, jan. 2008, Oh.scn ation.s of lioiiihtis hces on Ccaiiolhiis shn\\is alter hetivy rain.

The liiillc’liii of Ihc Anuik’iir /‘iilomolopisis' Socicly. 67 ( t80) 197.
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Gravel extraction plan for Waveney Forest is the

pits for insects

Dr Tim Gardiner (11826)

2 Beech Road. Rwenhali Witham. Essex. CMS 3PF. Ig@imllle.ac.uk

Waveney Forest in East Norfolk is a large area (over 100 ha in size) of

coniferous woodland (known locally as Fritton Woods). The forest has

been identified by Norfolk County Council (NCC, proposal is MIN 38 in

the Minerals and Waste Site Allocations Development Plan) as one of

100 potential sites for future gravel extraction to provide material for

building works in the area. Waveney Forest is one of the few large

wooded areas in East Norfolk (generic grid ref: TG 4600) and is

extremely valuable as a recreational facility for local people. I grew up
in Gorleston near Great Yarmouth and my parents regularly took my
sister and myself to nearby Waveney Forest for walks. I remember the

days out in Waveney Forest with great affection and I believe that those

early connections with nature fostered my interest in wildlife

conservation in later life. Unfortunately, NCC has underestimated the

degree of local opposition to the plans as over 17,000 people signed a

recent petition against the proposals.

It is not just the recreational aspect of the forest that is valuable, but the

area is also of high importance for wildlife. The area was planted with

conifers (mainly pines) after World War II, and the band of heathland that

ran from St. Olaves to Belton was largely destroyed. Fortunately, some

heathland was left unplanted and survives as wide rides in the forest (I

assume as firebreaks and for easy access to trees by foresters). A quite

large area of Heather (Calhina vulgaris) and Bell Heather {Erica cinerea)

remains and is predictably good for reptiles such as the Adder ( Viperus

herns) and Common Lizard (laceHa uivipera). Indeed, my dad fondly

recalls his first encounter with an Adder some fifty years ago, when he

was camping in the forest with the scouts.

The heathy parts of the forest are important for insects such as

Mottled Grasshopper {Myrmeleoteltix maciilatiis), which was recorded

from the rides by the Norfolk County Recorder for Orthoptera, David

Richmond (Richmond 2001). This grasshopper is rare in East Norfolk,

its only other known sites being nearby Belton Common and the

Gorleston-Hopton cliffs. The forest heaths are also important for

Meadow Grasshopper {Chorthippiis parallelus), a widespread

grasshopper nationally, but one that is not often found in East Norfolk.

Richmond (2001) believes that this flightless grasshopper has not been

able to colonise these areas of former marine transgression, where
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Lesser Marsh Grasshopper iChorthippus alhonuirgi}iatus) (eommonly

found in and around the forest) is the dominant species. The Field

Grasshopper iChorthippus hrumieus) is also widespread in the forest

taking advantage of the abundance of bare earth on the sandy, acidic

soil.

The forest is fringed by marshes on its western boundaiy with the

River Waveney, and in these grasslands, Short-winged Conehead
iConocephcilus dorsalis) and Slender Groundhopper iTetrix suhiilata)

are found. In total, eight species of Orthoptera have been recorded

from the forest, which is notable in the county context. Indeed, if the

heathland of nearby Belton Common (2 km to the north-east) is

considered, the area supports 12 species (Long-winged Conehead
iCouocephalus discolor), Oak Bush-cricket iMecorierna thalassintuii)

and Common Groundhopper ( Tetrix uudulata) have additionally been

recorded at Belton Common but not in Waveney Forest and the scarce

Great Green Bush-cricket ( Tettigonia viridissima) has been seen in

Belton). Waveney Forest and Belton Common are connected by a

dismantled railway line and a green lane (known as Sandy Lane) and

there is potential for breeding between individuals from both sites.

Indeed, Mottled Grasshopper survives in small populations at both sites,

and interbreeding may be important for the genetic diversity of the

gra.sshopper in the area. The loss of Waveney Forest would leave the

species i.solated at Belton Common and may lead to inbreeding (and

the associated loss of genetic diversity) at this site.

The diversity of the orthopteran fauna of the Waveney Forest area is

highlighted by a tantalising record of the nationally rare Large Marsh

Grasshopper iStethophyma grossitm) from Belton Bog in 1911

(Richmond 2001). Unfortunately, this grasshopper appears to have
become extinct, although it is just possible that it may remain in boggy
areas at Waveney Forest or Belton Common.

Waveney Forest has an outstanding selection of butterflies, the most

notable being White Admiral (Linienilis Camilla), which was sighted in

2004 by members of the Lowestoft Bird Club. The White Admiral is

included in the UK Biodiversity Action Plan (UK BAP) due to its

declining population and distribution trends nationally, as is the Wall

Brown ( Lasiommala megera) which is also found in the forest. The
gravel extraction plans would certainly disruj')t the populations of these

scarce and declining species, which are also found at Belton Common
(Allard et al. 2()()0). Indeed, Belton Common boasts a list of 2S butterfly

species including the UK BAP species, Small Heath iCocnoiiympha
paniphilus), which is no doubt found in Waveney I'orest. Other
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uncommon butterflies found in Waveney Forest include Small Copper
{Lycaena phlaeas) and Brown Argus (Aricia agestis). Green Hairstreak

{Ccillophrys riihi) and Purple Hairstreak (Neozephyriis quercus) are

found at Belton Common, and the latter species has been seen along
Sandy Lane which connects the common with Waveney Forest (Allard

et al. 2000). Given the importance of the two interconnected sites for

butterflies, and the fact that many declining species such as White
Admiral and Wall Brown may suffer from the loss of their Waveney
Forest colonies, I would suggest that the gravel extraction plans would
be nothing short of an ecological (and entomological) disaster for these

butterflies.

The dragonfly fauna is yet another reason why destruction of the

forest may be disastrous for insects. Odonata commonly seen in the

forest include Large Red Damselfly {Pyrrhosoma nymphiila)

,

Four-

spotted Chaser (Lihellula cjuadrimaculata), Broad-bodied Chaser
{Lihelliila depressa) and Hairy Dragonfly (Brachytron pratense).

Undoubtedly, the star of the forest is the Norfolk Hawker {Aeshna
isosceles), an extremely rare dragonfly in the UK, afforded protection

under Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and Countiysicle Act (1981) and listed

as Endangered in the British Red Data Book for Insects. The Norfolk

Hawker was recorded from the forest on 24th May 2008 (record

reported on the British Dragonfly Society (BDS) website), and has also

been occasionally sighted at Belton Common (Allard et al. 2000).

Much has been said by those proposing new gravel extraction sites

that the habitats created by cjuarrying are often more important than

those that were there before. However, in this case, I cannot see how
the destmction of lowland heathland (a UK and Norfolk BAP habitat),

which is rare in the national and local context (under 5,000 ha of

heathland remains in Norfolk), can be offset by the creation of lakes

(indeed, one writer to the Yarmouth Meixwy sVAed that we’ve already

got the Broads, why do we need more lakes!!!). It is true that the cool

shade of the conifers does make large areas of the forest unfavourable

for warmth loving insects (of the eight Orthoptera species. I’ve only

ever seen Dark Bush-cricket iPholidoptera griseoaptera) in the deep

shade of the heart of the forest), but as these trees are due for felling,

more favourable microclimatic conditions may soon be created. The

felling of the conifers may also create opportunities for heathland

restoration, an option that would be unlikely after gravel extraction has

destroyed the remaining habitat.

From recent trips to Waveney Forest, I have noticed how overgrown

some of the heathland and acid grassland has become. The grassy area
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where my dad camped in the 1950s has become completely overgrown

with scrub and no grassland remains (indeed, I remember from my
childhood in the 1980s the open nature of the grassland where we had

picnics). There is also significant Birch {Betulci pencil tla) encroachment

on the heathland in the rides and this must surely threaten the suivival ol

insect populations, paiticularly of species associated with bare eaith such

as Mottled Grasshopper. It would be much better to set about restoring

these areas to their former glory through scrub removal and cutting back

the bushes rather than the clearance of the site for gravel extraction.

To conclude, I feel the loss of Waveney Forest would be devastating for

two reasons. The first of these is the scientific argument against the loss

of important populations of in.sects, many of which have become rare in

the intensively farmed landscape of East Norfolk. The second argument is

ba.sed on the recreational value of the woodlands and the potential loss

of intere.st in the natural world which people visiting the forest get from

the connection with wildlife. I fondly recall my childhood when a trip to

the forest was exciting (indeed I almost drowned in one of the bogs!).

The sighting of the lonely Forest Lodge, nestling in a clearing in the trees,

can still take me back to those warm, sunny days when I played amongst

the trees and butterflies. What a shame it would be to allow the planners

to facilitate the destruction of this site and deny people the chance to

connect with in.sects in the future.
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Book Review

The Amateur Entomoicigists' Society

The larger water beetles

of the

British Isles

Peter Sutton

%

The larger water beetles of the British Isles

by Peter Sutton, published by The Amateur Entomologists’ Society, 78

pp., 5 colour plates plus additional colour photos on front and back

cover, more than 30 figures, distribution map for each species. Softback

T8.90 (AES Members), £11.90 (Non-Members) (postage N packing free

to UK addresses). ESBN 0-900054-74-3- Available direct from AES
Publicatic^ns, 1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4TA, Tel: 01277

224610, Eax: 01277 262815, E-mail: aespublications@btconnect.com.

This book takes a refreshingly well structured look at the ten British

species of water beetles considered to fall into the category “larger”.

Opening with an excellent Eoreword by Garth Eoster, President of the

Balfour-Browne Club and co-ordinator of the National Recording

Scheme for water beetles of the British Isles, the author begins with a

chatty section in which he recalls childhood experiences of quests for

aquatic wildlife in the district where he lived near Crawley in West

Sussex. This is followed by a scientific checklist for the genera Aciliiis,

Dytisciis, Hydrocham and Hyd)X)philus.
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The five colour plates contain life size illustrations of each species,

there are ten full page distribution maps and 37 black and white figures

that include several monochrome photographs. On the front cover

there is a fine illustration of a male Dytiscus niargiualis by Richard

Lewington and on the back cover a picture of a group of children pond

dipping. There are also colour photographs of live Dytiscus on the

inside front and back covers.

A huge amount of information has been crammed into this volume.

Five pages of references should allow students to extend their

knowledge of this fascinating subject well beyond the scope of this

book. A well illustrated identification guide in tabular format is

followed by a detailed species by species section on biology and
distribution. F'ach species has been assigned a “common name” and

there is even a section explaining how using English names for insects

has evolved. A few such as the “Great Silver Water Beetle” are already

recognised as valid alternatives to their scientific names but others such

as “The Wasp” and “The P’nigma” are new and are proposed by the

author for the first time. Will they catch on? We’ll have to wait and see!

There are also useful reviews of relevant publications, in fact virtually

nothing has been forgotten.

At first glance the lack of an index might be considered a

disadvantage but this is compensated by a comprehensive Contents that

lists topics as diverse as “E!gg development and parental care”, “Climate

change” and “Recommended publications”, rather than dividing the

book into a series of longer chapters.

In conclusion, although this book is certainly aimed to stimulate non-

specialists and especially the younger generation, it also contains a

great deal of scientific information that is likely to interest the

experienced entomologist too.

Peter Hodge ( 5JJ5)
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The Entomologist’s Record &Journal of Variation

now available to AES members in 2009
The Society is pleased to announce that the Entomologist’s Record will

in future be published by the AES, effective 1st January 2009 and
members of the AES will be able to include the Entomologist’s Record
among their membership options if they so wish, in the same way as

they currently choose to receive the Bulletin or the Bug Club Magazine.
Membership rates are appear on the inside back cover of this Bulletin.

The Entomologist’s Record is published eveiy other month, alternating

with the AES Bulletin, so that the AES will now publish a high quality

entomological journal every month of the year.

The Entomologist’s Record is a non-profit journal founded by the

famous Lepidopterist J.W. Tutt in 1892 and published without a break

ever since. It contains both peer reviewed articles and Notes, including

some regular definitive reviews, such as the annual review of

microlepidoptera new to Britain and the annual review of migrant

Lepidoptera. Another regular column is the light hearted but

informative ‘Hazards of Butterfly Collecting’ series by Torben Larsen.

Eurther details of the Journal may be found at its present website

(www.entrecord.com).

Under the aegis of the AES, the high standards and independent peer

reviewed elements of the Journal will be retained, and there are plans

to introduce certain improvements to the content and layout over time.

As an additional benefit, new or renewing subscribers to the

Entomologist’s Record (including institutional subscribers) will

automatically become members of the AES, so that they will receive not

only the Entomologist’s Record but AES member benefits also,

including the periodicals Inueiiehrate Conservation News and the Wants

& Exchanges List.

All members and subscribers can further benefit from a discounted

subscription rate if they choose to take more than one membership

journal or magazine. Details of revised AES subscription rates for 2009

appear elsewhere in this issue of the Bulletin and may also be found

on the AES website (www.amentsoc.org).

The AES is pleased to be able to support the long and proud tradition

of the Entomologist’s Record and in doing so to further our overriding

aim to promote and disseminate entomological knowledge by eveiy

means possible.



KritLsh Butlcrflies lhn)U(>hout the year by Peicr May
This new book from the AES describes the adults of difl'erenl species of British

bullerllies. according to the lime of year they appear on the wing. Nearly all the 60
British species are illustrated. Focussing on encouraging an interest in entomology

among the young, and the young at heart, there is a helpful calendar of flight limes and

a useful checklist to help you keep track of your obscrsalions. £ 5.1K)

Members price £ 3.80

Prepurin }4 und maintaining a collection of Kutterllies and Moths
by F. May and M. While. A practical manual detailing the various methods used to

pa'pare specimens for a collection, from killing methtxls. setting the specimens and

repairing damaged ones, to storage and preservation, including pest prevention and cure.

21 pages. 4 figures and 5 plates. (2(K)6) £4.85

Members price £3.65

The Hymenopterist's Handbook by Dr. C. Betts w. «/.

2nd edition dealing with the history of their families, classification and structures:

natural history: studying, collecting, breeding, attracting und pre.serving Hymenopiera.

Appendices include keys to the families. 214 pages with numerous tables, keys and

figures (1986) £ 11.45

Members price £ 8.60

Revised Flight lables for the Hy menoptera
Revised flight tables for the Hymenopiera giving, wherever possible, times, location,

tlower visits and some mdicaium of disuihulion and abundance. 24 pages (1988) £ 3.10

Members price £ 2.35

A Coleopterist\ Handbook
Fkliied by J.Cooler & M V.L.Barclay The C'oleoplerLsi's Haiuilutok. is now available as a

fully revised and expanded fourth editnm. Nomenclature has been brought inline with

current use. colleciing/curalonal methtids reflect best practice and plani/beetle and

beetle/plani lists are included together. Recent additions to the British fauna, modem ;ind

traditional techniques are included. All advice and comment given in the biHik is based

upon collective years of practical cxjvrience of btuh curatorial meihixls and field craft:

beetle family chapters have each been written by an internationally recognised aulhtirity.

4% pages including 32 colour plates. £ 54.00

Members price £ 39.00

flost plants of British Beetles: A List of Recorded Ass<»ciations

A list of a wide range of plants, in alphabetical order, together w ith the beetle species

that have been recorded as being assix;iatcd with them. 24 pages ( 1992) £ 3.10

Members price £ 2.35

An Index to the modern names for u.se with J.VV. Tutl's

Practical Hints For the Field Lepidopterist by B.O.C Gardiner

A valuable cross-reference guide between the scientific and English names used in die

early l9(X)s and the present lime. ^

Members price £3.50

\ Guide t(» Moth traps and their u.se by R. Fry and P. Waring

The first sections deal with the measurement and propenies of light leading into the types

of lamp av ailable and the electrical cireuils needed to operate them. The next sections give

details of the construction of the most popular traps used in the UK. The last half deals

with the practical use of traps in the field including where and when to trap, limitations of

traps and their relative perfonnance. 68 pages. 21 figures. 1.5 plates ( 1996) £ 6.85

Members price £ 5.05

The Amazing World of Stick and I.eaf Insects by Paul D Brock

A superb, compiclicnsive guide, for all those intrigued by these groups ol insects. Topics

covered include structure. fa.scinating facts, life history and development, defence

behaviour, enemies, collecting, breeding (including trouble shinning), preserving,

taxonomic studies, important collections in Museums etc. around the world and

elaborate stories, beliefs and poems. Also outlines the major known species around the

world on a regional basis. A section on Fossils is included. Includes a comprehensive

glossary of the technical terms used in the description and classification of stick and

leaf-insects. Hardback A.S, 1 84 pages. 46 figures. 26 black and while plates and 40 pages

of colour plates (containing 83 photographs and 4 drawings/painiings of insecLs and

their habitats). (1999) £ 18.90

Members price £ 14.10

Rearing Parasitic Hymenoptcra by M. Shaw

This booklet provides infonnation on the parasitic Hymenopiera to enable successful

studies to be made of this little undersioixl group of the Briti.sh in.sect fauna. Details are

given on the general biology of parasitic wasps, rearing principles, efficient rearing

practices and detailed methods of dealing with adult wasps. 52 pages. 4 colour plates

(New edition - 2(K)1 )
£5.70

Members price £ 4.20

Larval Foodplants of the British Butterflies by Peter May
A comprehensive compil.uion of the known larval fixxlplants of our native and immigrant

butiertlics. Also including "How to Encourage Buiiertlies to Live in Your Garden" by the

late Peter ( nbb 62 pages. (2{X)3) £ 7.40

Members price £ 5.45

The larger water beetles of the British Isles by Peter .Sutton

For those who love the spectacular larger water beetles of the British Isles, this is the

publication that you have been waiting for! It is the only modem publication with colour

illustrations of all of our aquatic coleopteran megafauna and it provides the most up-to-

date distribution maps revealing their current distributions. Jam-packed with fascinating

details of their life-histories, this book covers 1 1 species including the 6 native ‘Great

Diving Beetles’ and the ‘.Silver Water Beetles'. Ii is also copiously illustrated with text

figures and has much additional information including details of observed climate-

induced range changes and the conserv aiion measures required to ensure their continued

survival. £11.90

Members price £ 8.90

A Silkmoth Rearer's Handbook by B.O.C. Gardiner

SmClM. OH EH PRICE £ 7.70

No furiher discounieJ price aviiiluhle

\ Diplerist's Handbook by A. It. .Stubbs. P.J. Chandler and others

A practical handbimk for both the beginner und the initiated on collecting, breeding and

studying the two-winged Hies. ITesenbes equipment, trapping, preservation, habitat,

plant and animal associations and behaviour. Includes a detailed chapter on larval stages

with an illustrated key to families. An essential book for the keen Dipterisi. 260 pages

with drawings of larvae and equipment ( 1978. reprinted 1996) £ 14.20

Members price £ 1 0.60

Practical Hints for Collecting and Studying the Microlepidoptera
by P.A. .SokolofT. A practical manual for those interested in the smaller moths,

describing techniques for collecting adult moths, collecting immature stages, breeding,

killing, setting and mounting. A list of useful books and journals as well as details of

sivieties and suppliers is included. 40 pages. 1 1 figures (1980) £ 4.20

Members price £ 3.15

Rearing and Studying Stick and Leaf-Insects by P. D. Bnx.k

Specifically intended for beginners, although it is also suitable for experienced Phasrnid

enthusiasts, it is one of the few guides to rearing that features the majority of the culture

stiK'ks available. 22 spiecies in detail. The informative text is complimented by 8 colour

plates. 14 black and while plates and 29 figures. (New edition. 2(X)3) £ 11.20

Members price £ 8.20

I’he Study of Stoneflies, Mayflies and (.'addisflies by T.T. Macan
A comprehensive guide to collecting and studying the biology and ecology of these

aquatic insects. 44 pages. 10 figures and bibliography (1982) £ 4.20

Members price £ 3.15

Breeding the British Butterflies by P.W, Cribb

A practical handbtKik covering all aspects of butterfly breeding, including general

techniques, equipment and hints on how to breed each of the British species. 60 pages.

6 figures. 5 plates. Revised (2(X)l) £ 5.20

Members price £ 3.85

(tiossary for the Young Lepidopterist

6 pages. 2 figures. (1951)

A Label List of Kiiropean Biittertlies

20 pages. (Revised 1981)

£ 1.05

Members price £ 0.90

£ 2.35

Members price £ 1 .85

Some British Moths Reviewed
Aid to the identification of some of the more difficult species. Reprinted from the

Amateur Eniomoloffisl Vol. 5 ( 194
1 ) and a Guide to the Critical Species of l^epuloptera,

reprinted from Eniomoloftists' Gazette 1969-72. 64 pages. 6 black and white plates,

numerous figures (1985) £ 4.45

Members price £ .3..3S

Butterilies of Cyprus 1998 (Records of a years sightings) by Eddie John

Observations of the 44 species of butterfly found on the island in 1 90S including notes

on each species and distribution maps. 46 pages (2(XX)) £ 4..M)

Members price £ 3.25

Collecting Het.Bugs (Hemiptera: Heteroptera) £ 1.20

12 pages (including 2 plates). (1946) Members price £ l.(M)

Collecting Clcarwings £ 1. 10

12 pages (including 2 plates). 4 figures. ( 1946) Members price £ 1.00

Collecting Lacewings £2.25

9 pages. 8 figures. 5 plates. (2nd edition 1976) Members price £ 1.75

An Amateur's (*uide to the Study of the Genitalia of Lepidoptera
1 6 pages, 1 5 figures. ( 1 973) £ 3.10 Members price £ 2.35

Rearing the Hymenoptera Parasitica £ 2.55

16pagcs. I plate. 10 figures. ( 1974) Members price t l.Wt

Rearing Crickets in the ('lassrooni

12 pages. 2 plates. ( 1986) (Reprinted 1993)

£ 2.10

Members price £ 1.65

(hiidelines for Entomological Site Surveys £ 3.10

Ihiblished on bchall of the JC'CBI. 7 pages (2(XX)) (Reprinted 2(X)3) Afcm/xr.v price £ 2J5

Practical Hints for the Field Lepidopterist by J w Tuit

Wnllen at the turn of the century, this book has been reprinted because of its scarcity

and value to students of Lepidoptera. It gives a complete month by month guide to

which species and stages of macros and micros to Unik for and how- to find them. Also

contains a biological account of the early stages and how to keep. rear, photograph and

describe them. 422 pages. Hardback. (Reprinted 1994). £ 24.(M)

Members price £ I H.Mt

F\ 1

The .Imirmil of the Entomological Exchange and ('orrespondence
(Tub 1935-1936
An AH.S Jubilee Publication. Fascinating reprint of the very first volume of the Ali5

journal. KK) pages, £4.20

Members price £ 3.35

All the above publications sent post free to U.K. addresses. Outside U.K. please add 10% to order value for postage by surface mail.

For postage by air-mail outside Europe please add 30% to order value. Please allow 28 days delivery.

Please make all cheques/postal orders payable to 'AES Publications' and send to;

AES Publications, 1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4TA.

Telephone 01277 224610 • Fax: 01277 262815 • E-mail: aespublications@btconnect.com



DipteristsForum

FlieSy fliesy flies !

Did you know that there are about 6,700 species of fly in Britain ranging from

the largest ‘daddy long legs’ to the smallest ‘moth fly’ the size of a pin head?

Flies can be beautiful, fascinating and spectacular. There are ones that mimic

striped wasps and others that mimic fluffy bees (and neither sting!) not to

mention the picture wing flies - modern art indeed.

Joining the Dipterists Forum means a whole new area of interest can open

up to you - only £6 per year basic rate. This gives an interesting newsletter

and the chance to learn from enthusiastic fly experts at our workshop and

our three Field Meetings a year around the country.

For details see these websites:

www.dipteristsforum.org.uk

www.field-studies-council.org/prestonmontford

ARE YOU MISSING OUT?
THE

ENTOMOLOGIST'S
RECORD

an(d Journal of Variation

Publishes notes, observations, articles and reviews,

mainly on the Lepidoptera and Coleoptera of the British Isles and Europe.

Founded in 1890 by J. W. Tutt, and still going strong, we publish six issues a year -

alternating with the AES BiiUelin. This means there is now a first class entomological

journal available every month of the year!

Our sLib.scription price is £25 per year. If you would like to see a specimen copy, please send

your name and address, and a couple of second class stamps to cover postage to;

The Editor, 14 West Road, Bishops Stortford, Hertfordshire CM23 2QP.

Write now! You never know what you could be missing.

The Entomologist's Record is an independent, non profit making journal.

To ensure high standards of production we u.se Cravitz Printing Company.



AES NEW PUBLICATION

The larger water beetles

of the British Isles

Members Price £8.90 (inc p&p)

Non-members Price £11.90 (inc p&p)

For those who love the spectacular larger water beetles of

the British Isles, this is the publication that you have been
waiting for! It is the only modern publication with colour

Illustrations of all of our aquatic coleopteran megafauna
and it provides the most up-to-date distribution maps
revealing their current distributions. Jam-packed with

fascinating details of their life-histories, this book covers

11 species including the 6 native ‘Great Diving Beetles'

and the ‘Silver Water Beetles’. It is also copiously
illustrated with text figures and has much additional

information including details of observed climate-induced range

changes and the conservation measures required to ensure their

continued survival.

Available from:

AES Publications, 1 Tower Hill, Brentwood, Essex CM 14 4TA.

Telephone 01277 224610 • Fax: 01277 262815 • E-mail: aespublications@btconnect.com

The next Amateur Entomologist’s Society

Members’ Day and AGM will be held at

The Department ot Zoology, University

of Cambridge, on Saturday 18th April

2009, commencing at 12.00 noon.

The theme of the event will be

‘Evolution and the insect world’.

Attractions of the day will include:

• An exciting series of invited talks

• Tours of the Zoology Museum

• Tours of the Museum’s In.sect rooms

• Posters and other presentations about entomology at Cambridge
University

• Live insect and other displays

• Light refreshments

l^ersonnel from the Cambridge Natural History Society, Nature in

Cambridgeshire, Anglia Ruskin University and the University of Cambridge

will be present.



AES Membership Rates 2009

Membership of the Society runs from 1 st January to 31 st December each

year. New members will receive all publications published during the year

of enrolment subject to availability, except for those joining on or after 1 st

October.

Members joining on or after 1 st October will be deemed to have joined for the following

year unless a specific request for membership of the current year is made. In such cases,

the publications already published that year will be sent with the enrolment

confirmation letter and the remaining ones received as they are published. A further

membership subscription will be necessary for the following year.

If you have any queries about membership please contact us via the website,

www.amentsoc.org or PO Box 8774, London SW7 5ZG

Individual Adult Membership

Membership sub-category UK Overseas

Bulletin only £20.00 £25.00

Entomologist's Record only £25.00 £30.00

Bug Club Magazine only £20.00 £25.00

Individual Bug Club / Junior Membership

Membership sub-category UK Overseas

Junior under-18 (Bug Club Magazine only) £12.00 £1 7.00

junior aged 13-17 (Bullerin only) £12.00 £1 7.00

Family or Combined Membership

Membership sub-category UK Overseas

Bulletin & Entomologist's Record £40.00 £45.00

Bulletin & Bug Club Magazine £28.00 £33.00

Entomologist's Record & Bug Club Magazine £35.00 £40.00

Bulletin, Entomologist's Record & Bug Club Magazine £48.00 £53.00

Associate / Institutional Membership

Membership sub-category UK Overseas

Bulletin only £20.00 £25.00

Entomologist's Record only £50.00 £55.00

Bug Club Magazine only £20.00 £25.00

Bulletin & Entomologist's Record £65.00 £70.00

Bulletin & Bug Club Magazine £28.00 £33.00

Entomologist's Record & Bug Club Magazine £65.00 £70.00

Bulletin, Entomologist's Record & Bug Club Magazine £75.00 £80.00

The Amateur Entomologists' Society

PO Box 8774, London SW7 5ZG
www.amentsoc.org
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